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NEW CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK OF CROSS-FUNCTIONAL COLLABORATION FOR NEW 
PRODUCT DESIGN DEVELOPMENT IN GLOBAL CONSUMER ELECTRONICS FIRMS 

ABSTRACT 

I here have been ern 1cw studies carried out on enhancing ('I C' (Cross-functional 
Collaboration) for the product design development. nc. v erthcless. there is a clear 
consensus among researchers that this issue is a critical one in ne product design 
de elopment. Besides, almost all of the research work, v0ich attempted to encouri c 
('I-(' in NPD situations, vyas carried out focused on the cross-functional tcaimn výhich is 
the most effective organisation type to encourage collaboration hctvvecu other 
functional groups, rather than the functional organisation, which is difficult organisation 
to facilitate collaboration between other functional groups. 

On the other hand, there is still no clear evidence which proves that ('FC inipro% c,, the 
performance of' design development. Ncv erthcless, this proof is essential premise to 
support the value of producing the information to improve Cl C' for product design 
development. This research attempts to fill in this gap in the dcficicncý of research. 

This longitudinal research has been conducted vv ith complementarx research metlhods. a 
qualitative research and a quantitative research in the field. As the main body of this 
research, 15 key -decision makers for new product design dev clopment vv cre intcrv ie cd. 
and 243 questionnaires from eight leading consumer electronics companies in three 
countries (Korea, Japan. UK) vv ere analysed. 

In conclusion, firstly, this research has proved there is a plus correlation betvtieen the 
level of CFC and several dimensions of the design de elopment perk rmancc of 
consumer electronics products. }; urthermore, a ncvý framework model is dev c loped and 
proposed after compressing and combining all vital findings of this research vvork. This 
developed model presents three major findings of this research. l'irstlv. the factors 
afl cting CF C for design development of consumer electronics products. sccondly. the 
priority of importance of these factors, and finally. factors directly contributing to 
design dev elopment performance in sev eral dimensions. 

Overall, the findings of this research help to people what are v aluahlc factors l'ºr 
building Cl, 'C' climate and what are prior factor in a quandary concerning, vvhere to 
concentrate their efforts so as to successfully implement their (TV to improv c their 
design de clopment performance. In particular, the findings of this research could 
further help designers and design managers who lack the cypericnce and knovledg of' 
collaboration situations in the rigid functional organisational boundaries, which many 
consumer electronics companies face 

Kev vvords: cross-functional collaboration. performance oi' product design cievelopme»t. 
bailie fork model, research methods, consumer electronics industry. 
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Chapter I: Introduction 

Chapterl: Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the framework for this research. The next section (section 1.2) 

provides a brief overview of the motivations, behind this research, through both an 

identification of the lack of research related to CFC (Cross-Functional Collaboration) in 

the design sector and an introduction of a necessary of CF`C for the new product design 

development. Section 1.3 states the aims & objectives of this research. Section 1.4 `g i\ el 

an overview of the research methodology and introduces research aims in each research 

stage briefly. Section 1.5 introduces a dictionary definition of the term collaboration and 

discusses the evolving definition of collaboration related to interaction. The last section 

of this chapter describes the research scope of this research. Also, the characteristics ()I' 

the global consumer electronics industry, kN hich is one of areas of' this research. are 

dealt xti ith in detail in this section. 
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1.2 Motivation 

1.2.1 Lack of research related to CFC (Cross-Functional Collaboration) 

Product life cycles for most products. especially consumer elcctruniCs product,,. are 

becoming increasingly shorter. Customers are becoming more di\ crse in their demands. 

putting more pressure on product firms to respond to these demands (Talluri. ct al. 

1999). Advanced technologies are accelerating nevv product dcv elopment but market 

uncertainty is increasing. 

In this context, consumer electronics companies are focusing on av aricty of strategies 

in order to survive, for example, cost control, improvements in the product qualit\ and 

user-friendliness of existing products, penetration of rapidly grovv ing nevv markets and 

the lau nnching of neu, ' innovation products (European Commission Report 1997). I'hc 

development of a new product, particularly an innovation product, is vital to keep a 

company in the competitive marketplace. 

Design development is at the centre of new product development, innovation and a 

process providing the bridge between idea, customer needs and manufacture as Walsh 

V., Roy R., Bruce M.. Potter S. (1992) pointed out. But, interestingly, despite the 

importance of design development, 

"design groups have receii, ed comparulivell' little allen/ion compared with oilier 

functional groups in the new product development " (Olson, 1993). 

Olson further pointed out (1993), 

-I ýrn, little research in the literature hus, focused on design 'S r¬'laliouship with olher 

. 
11u 

-vioncll groups, particularly, in the human aspect ". 

such as Olson's assert, there have been few studies carried out related to the issue of 

human resources and a cross-functional collaboration, nevertheless. there is a clear 
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consensus that these issues are critical ones in ne'ti product design development. 

(1 lerbruck & Umbach, 1997, et al.. Dav ics-Cooper & Jones 1996 et al. C; orh i Dumas. 

1987. etc. refer to Exhibit 2). 

For example. Verbruck and Umback (1997) stated that 

"Proclucl de. signtcel's, and pur/ic. "u/ar/v design Illullager. s, are pusi11. on 'd lo /)l l1 u ke. v 

sirulegic roe, for 
. Successfully co-ordinaling lhc design procc'. vs und ihc collclhur(Iiull. S 

of r)eop1c who possess . idiub/e Infol'inaiion und responsibillll' 117 dc'. sign dcrdopllic'n/. " 

Some research exists which emphasise the role of coordination and collaborations in the 

design development process, but, there is not much research vvorl: xv hich gives 

information about method for coordination and collaboration. 

1.1.2 Motivation from personal experience as a product designer in the 

CEI 

As the other motivation for taking this subject as a PhD research project comes from mvown 

experience as a product designer in the CEI (Consumer Electronics Industry ). 

I used to design consumer electronics products, for example. TV sets, monitors, 

electronics keyboards, digital pianos, pagers, etc, when I was vv orking Ior Kl i(' (Korea 

Electronics Co. ). It was realised at that time that it is not casy to create new products 

which look appealing, the even more difficult work as a product designer is to create 

and develop an actual optimised product which works well, has a reasonable price. 

gives satisfaction, and eventually sells well to users in the marketplace. In order to 

create this kind of the best-optimised design. keeping a high level of CFC among the 

different functional departments during product design development is vcry important. 

One of the results of having a high level of collaboration among the different l'unctioýnal 

departments is that designers can be supported b\ an abundance of information vOich 
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thev need and which ww ill enable them to make more choices curing developmcnt ota 

nc\\ product design. 

As Walsh V.. Roy R.. Bruce M.. Potter S. (199-1) pointed out. a product design prooccs,, 

can he said to be `compromises, and `choices' process mth other functional specialists 

who have got rich and up to date information in their domain A product designer might 
be able to gather information. which is from other specialist areas. such as mechanical 

techniques, prices of parts of a product that will be developed. the market place and 

target markets. through gathering the information himself/herself dircctlv. But it is 

difficult, because of the limitation of time and the budget for an actual product design 

development project. Even if there was enough time and mone\ for designers ma\ he 

considered to be an inefficient method from the Viewpoint of top project manager. 

From this context, in order to share and support this kind of abundant and up-to-date 
information rapidly, cross-functional collaboration is a verv important issue in the 

product design development process. However. 

"bringing loge/her experl ise f oni ti l'LIYIc'/l' (? f 
,f 

1I11ct ional areas and having /heia work in 

harmoni is much easier s'a d ilian done " 

as Olson (1993) and Leonard-Barton etc. (1994) pointed out. 

I also felt from my experience as a product designer that it as vcr} difficult to get a 

high level of collaboration with other functional group specialists for product design 

development. 

From these kinds of reasons, this research has been ignited to provide fundamental 

guideline information of CFC. ultimately. to contribute improving the performance of 

product design development. 
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1.2 Aims & Objectives 

Jassawall & Sashittal (1998) asserted. 
1'rrýý/un i "C'FC I('ý ýý. ý. s I uflctiý>nu/ Colluboration) ifVulVL'. ý S I-11L'1"gl', 11U111L'll, I11L' 

. 
AP1) 0"", 

D'vclupnzcnl) OUlC0111L'. S' exceed the sum of /he capabilille. ti at the 111cl11'1(lual portict/)(Ill. 's ill 

the A PD process. '. 

Thus, there is clear consensus in the literature that a high level of cross-functional 

collaboration improves new product development performance (see Exhibit 1) 

Exhibit 1. Literature indicating that a high level oF cross-functional collaboration 

improves NPD performance 

Slade (1989), Littler D.. Leverick F. and Bruce M. (1995 ). Jassavv al la & Sýº, Iý ittal (1998, 

2000, ), Dawson P. (1996). Kahn K. B. (1996), Leonard D., Straus S. (1997), I Ierbruck D. k, 
Umback S. (1997), Soulder (1977,1987) Littler D.. I; josv old (1988) l . c\ Brick I and Bruce 

M. (1995), Kahn K. B. (1996), Song X. M., Montoya-Weiss M. M., Schmidt B. J. ( 1997). etc. 

It is also interpreted and widely acknowledged that a high level of C fR R' in a team's 

organisational structure is very important for the product design development (see 

Exhibit 2). 

Exhibit 2. Literature indicating that a high level of cross-functional collaboration 

improves NPDD performance 

Beckvv ith D. & Harris D. (1993), Faust W. (1993), Olson E. M. (1993,1994). Walker D 

(1993), Donnellon A& Margolis J (1994), Beckwith D. (1994), Rachel Ellis ý). R. (1994). 

Sonneimald D. 11. (1996) Mukhopadh\ a\ S. K. and Gupta A. V. (1998). (sorb P. and Dumas 

A. (1987). Bebb H. B. (1992), etc. 

Interestingly, the research works, which were related to the issue of cross-functional 

collaboration. vv ere only focused on multi functional teams. for example. the 

multidisciplinary project team by Deanne Bcckvv-ith (1994), the megatcain by Deanne 

I3eckvv ith & David Harris (1993). the interdisciplinary teams by ; inne Donnellon & 
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Joshua Margolis (1994). the cross-functional team in design by Wiliam 1-auýt ( 199). ). 

the concurrent engineering design team's hý 11. Barry (1992 

Such as, hitherto many well-developed approaches to cross-functional design vvork have 

focused on teams. Nevertheless. interestingly. these kinds of cross-functional teams aFC 

rarely used in a real context in the CEI (Consumer Electronics Industry ). Morcov er. 

previous research has dealt with the subject at a theoretical level and very little practical 

research has been applied to the CEI. According to the findings of this research survC\ C. 

over 76% of new design development projects were conducted under the functional 

organisation in CEI (It is dealt in detail in Chapter 5). 

Besides, there is still no clear evidence neither theoreticallv, nor empirically that ('I'C' 

really improves a design development performance. Ncý crthclcss. thi> proof is 

necessary premise to support the value of producing information for CFU in product 

design devvelopment. In fact, there is still debate uv cr vv Nether a high lcv el OI' 

collaboration among functional groups leads to successful product design de elopment 

or not. Some designers are do not convinced that a high level of collaboration among 

functional groups during the design development process improves performance and 

design output. Because collaboration vv ith other functional groups might interrupt 

creative design processes and design output. as a design manger at \erox Limited 

pointed out (2000). 

In line with this thinking, this research aims to prove that there is a positive correlation 

between the level of CFC and the performance of product design de\ elopment. 

Moreover, this research attempts to produce pragmatic information by means of model 

assessing what factors affect CFC (Cross-Functional Collaboration). and cvaluate odhich 

factors are more important and directly contribute to the performance of' N P1)1) (ncvv 

product design development). 

Namely. this empirical research has two main aims as follo\\s. 
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I. To define the correlation beteten the level of ('FC (Cross-F=M, ctional Collaboration) and 

the performance of design development of a consumer electronic, product. 
2. To dcv clop a conceptual framework of ('FC for ncv, product design development in 

global consumer electronics firms. 

In addition, the two main aims of this research are sub-di\ ided as follovv s: 
The first aim is divided into five categories: 

1-1 To define the correlation betveen the ley el of CFC and the iolal pei. -I l'imner' of 

design development. 

1-21 To define the correlation between the level of CFC and the timt pcijor ancc of 

design development. 

1-3 I'o define the correlation bet�Neen the level of C'FC' and the cos1 ýýýrtorlIluýiýý of' 

design development. 

1-4 To define the correlation between the level of ('1V and the design cfiialih. v 

performance of design output. 

1-5 To define the correlation between the level of ('HC' and the effecti' eness and 

efficiency of design management. 

The second aim is divided into four objectives. 
2-1 To define factors affecting CFC for the new design de% clopment of consumer 

electronics products. 
2-2 To define the priority of importance of the factors affecting ('FC' for the ncyv design 

development of consumer electronics products 

'- 3 To define contributory factors affecting total design de\ clopment performance 

'-4 To define contributory factors affecting each sub-performance item which consists 

the total design development performance (These are the time, the cost, the design 

quality, the effectiveness and efficiency of design management). 

N loreoý cr, this empirical research has an additional objectives. «hick are to dcv elop the 

measUrellletlt items in order to assess both the CFC level among the functional 
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departments during product design development and the performance of product design 

development. 
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1.3 Framework of research methodology 

Ehis section presents an outline of this research methodoloý, y and the aims 01, ach 

research stage. The research methodology is dealt ww ith in more detail in chapter 1. 

Figure 1 gives an overvicýý of the research methodologv in sequence. 

Figure 1 Framework of research methodology 

1. Literature search. 

- Aims 
1) To gain an understanding of previous research and produce a context of the 

research area 
?) To assess the significance of cross-functional collaboration in the product design 

process 
3) To discover the issues related to the cross-functional collaboration 
4) To discover measurement items of performance for NPDD (Neýv Product Design 

Development). 
5) To select appropriate research methods and techniques 
6) To define the research scope, and examine characteristics of the GC1: 1 (cilobal 

Consumer Electronics Industry) 

- Methods 
In order to achieve the above research aims effectively, literature in this research 
sector was broadly searched by means of electronic databases, particularly, six 
database (information) service instruments. These are the BLII (British Library 
Inside Information), the BIDS (Bath Information and Data Service) including 
Ingenta Journals, the Infotrac, the ABI/Inform Global (from ProQuest), the Emerald 
and an the Index to theses. 

2. Pilot interviews. 

- Aims 
I) To get general ideas about this research work and research direction to ascertain 

whether this research has value and to forecast difficulties. 
2) To outline characteristics of the GCEI (Global Consumer [lectronics Industry 

- Method 
Scmi-structured interviews were conducted with four current design managers in 
this research industry sctor. These were Samsung, LG, Dae,, ýoo. and Xerox Limited. 
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3. Iii-depth Interview survey. 

- Aims 
1) 1o discover and identify the issues (contributory factors and obstacle, ) t'Or CI C in the 

design development of consumer electronics products. 
2) To discover pragmatic performance measurement items (scales) for the desiýýn 

development of consumer electronics products 
3) To discover the characteristics of the consumer electronics industr\ sector. ýý hich i, the 

scope of this research. 

- Methods 
a) In-depth interviews were conducted with design mangers and the other functional 

group managers in the consumer electronics companies (,, aºmsung, L(;. f)ac uuý. 
Hitachi, Toshiba, Fuji Xerox and Xerox Limited: total 15 senior managers) 

b) A mock-up intervieýý as undertaken vti ith one of the field senior de,, i011 niana(_'er. before 
starting the real interview surveys. 

c) Grounded theory was undertaken in this stage. 
d) Structured interviews with the open-ended technique were used. 
e) Content analysis was also conducted for confirmation of the findings 

4. Synthesis and Analysis of the findings from both the literature survey and the 
interview survey. 

- Aims 
I) To discover conceptual definitions of contributory factors affecting ('FC (Cro"s- 

Functional Collaboration) 
To discover measurement items to measure the design development performance 
of consumer electronics products 

- Methods 
a) A focus group as formed ýNIiich consisted of experts, who are speciali, tý in the 

industrial design and/or design management sector, the affinity diagram technique' 
used in order to classify and then group all findings. that arc contributor\ kictoýr', upon 
CF(' 

h) Contributory factors affecting CFC \\ere found as items to measure the CFC lc\elk 

among the functional departments during product design development 
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5. Questionnaire survey 

- Aims 
1) To dcfine the priority of importance of factors affecting ('[C l or nc'N gn 

development of a consumer electronics product. 

2) To define the correlation betýýeen the lev el of CFC and the design de% clopment 
performance of consumer electronics products. 
2-I) To define the correlation between the level of C'FC and the total 

performance of product design development 
2-2) To define substantial factors affecting total design de\ elopnient 

performance 
2-3) To define the correlation between CF(' and each sub-performance item 

(lime', caw, qualill', elfc'clivene. s s uiui cif ficiei7c V 0/ clC, cighi iit(1fhugc'nlciill 
of product design development. 

2-4) To define substantial factors affecting the above performance items of 
design development 

- Methods 
Two versions' questionnaires were designed based on the above findings: one is for 
a designer, the other one is for non-designers, who are strongly ins oI cd ir_ a design 
development activity. 

a. The questionnaire was designed based on proposed measurement items. and 
then they were pre-tested with both groups experts which include academic 
specialists in the design management and current design managers Mho výurk 
for consumer electronics firms. 

b. The 'Osgood scales' was used in the questionnaires 

6. Development of iiew framework model of CFC 

- Aims 

To develop a new framework model of CFC after an analysis of the findings from 
the questionnaire survey 

- Method 

a) A SPSS (Statistical Package for Social Science) k\as used. 
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7. An evaluation of the usability of the new framework model of CFC 

- Aims 

To evaluate the usability of the developed framework model's information oil CFC 
in practice. 

- Methods 

a) A structured interview with the open-end technique was adopted as a qualitati\c 
evaluation technique with current chief/senior design mami crs from leading 
consumer electronics companies. 

8. Conclusion 

All the research findings were reviexýed and summarised. 
Finally, the new framework affecting CFC is proposed. 

Also, future research work, which is based on the research results, is recommended. 
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1.4 A definition of collaboration 

1.4.1. The evolving definition of collaboration 
The Cambridge Dictionary (Cambridge Organisation. 2000) defines collaboration as 

"lo work logelher with someone else for a special purpose " 

The Oxford Dictionary (Oxford University Press, 1995) describes collaboration as 

meaning 

"to ii'or"k togellher u ith somebody, espeeiulh' t0 c°rc. 'u/e 0r" prrochice . soiiicthiri, ýZ ". 

Also, the Encyclopedia Britannica (Britannica. com - sec Exhibit ')) refers to the term as 

"lo u'ol-k, jointly with other°s or together es/? cciti//_v in ci/I inli'llcclucil clic/cuvour " 

Exhibit 3. Britannica. com (2000) 

Britannica. com includes the complete. updated L/lc cloppecüu Biritannica, the oldest and 
largest general reference in the English language. Selected articles from more than 70 of the 
world's top magazines--including Ncui' M'ec'k, Discoire,: and the Economl. w--provide 
additional feature and current-events coverage. 
Britannica. com offers free knoýs ledge and a learning centre for people vv ho seek engaging 
contexts for today's affairs. Only Britannica. com lets users simultaneouslv search the kwrld's 
most respected encyclopedia, expert revieyýs of the Web's best sites, timelR article,, from 
leading magazines, and related books. Special interactive features extend these resources to 
create a distinctive, authoritative Internet destination. 

More definitions of collaboration are found in previous literature in the business 

management sector. For example. Appley and Winder (1977). vv ho agree mth tile 

thinking of McGregor (1960) and Sarason (1972)' collaboration, state that 

"colluhorutiun is u vulue . system upon which new , solutions 10 pi"e. S. Si11c4 c nviionmenial 

problems, with particular focus on the world of work 

Applcy and Winder (1977) also defined collaboration as a relation s\ stem in ýNhich: 

1) individuals in a group share mutual usjircrtion. s and a common conceptual 
1i'Uinewo1 k: 

2) i11IC'1'C1C'1iO11 among', individuals is C'%UI'UC'lc'1'l: c'cl hi' justic-c as f iirncss '; U17d 
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3) I/7c, sc u., pli-ation. ' and CuncCj)tt/uhal/iurr. s ure 

consciousness (t his her nUoIiV, e. ' toward 1hc other; by caring or cmice/71 for the oilier 

On the other hand, there are numerous terms and phrases that ha\ e been used 

analogously v ith the word `collaboration' in much of the NPD (Nevv Product De v elopment ) 

literature, such as `cooperation'. 'inter-functional integration' and 'interaction'. For 

instance, Jassawalla & Sashittal (1998) stated that 'integration' is used as an umbrella 

term to describe a variety of types of cross-functional collaboration, and these terms are 

often used interchangeably with each other in NPD literature. 

Kahn (1996), who borrowed the ideas from Applev et al. (1977) and Schru gc (1990), 

makes an important contribution to this line of thinking by defining inter-cltpartmcntaal 

integration as an umbrella term that subsumes interaction and collaboration. In relation 

to interaction the author refers to formal, transactional communication links. and 

referring to collaboration he means informal. cooperative relationships that build a 

shared vision and mutual understanding among participants in the NPD process. Kahn 

(1996) further explains collaboration as follows, 

"Collaboration represents the unstrifciul'ed, a//edl/IL' nature Of lntý'I'cýc'17L/1"/lllen/cll 

uffecling. volitional, muntal hared relationships. C olluhorcztion is defined as an 

process where Iwo or more departments ii'ork together, have mutual understanding, 

have a common vision, share activities are intangible, not eusiLt regululeci, difficult to 

sustain without joint ef, krts, and represent a higher level of interrelationship. 

,l 
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1.4.2 Philosophies underlying collaboration in comparison interaction 

According to the previous literature. collaboration and interaction are distinguished as 

to distinct processes, because each process represents unique attributes Of integration 

as Nell as having unique implications for product development performance. 

Kenneth B. Kahn (1996). who used the idea from Sheth and Parvati v ar (199) ). 

explained the differentiation between collaboration and interaction philosophy. 

The collaboration philosophy for interdepartmental relationships in comparison to the 

interaction philosophy is an unstructured and involved process. In the collaboration 

philosophy, continuous relationships between departments are also stressed, not just 

transactions between departments. There is an emphasis on the strategic alignment OI 

departments through a shared vision, collective goals, and joint rcýýards, along vv ith an 

emphasis on informal structure, to manage relationships (Kahn 1996, Song et al. 1997). 

The interaction philosophy for interdepartmental relationships is a different philosophy 

to the collaboration philosophy. The interaction philosophy is believed to stern from 

transaction-based philosophy, which has predicated much of business theory and 

managerial practice. The interaction philosophy favours communications betvv cen 

departments, which encourages managers to hold more meetings and establish greater 

information flows between departments. Companies ascribing to this philosophy reflect 

elaborate meeting schedules and extensive information networks for the routing of 

standardized documentation. The underlying purpose of interaction activity is to 

facilitate transaction between departments (Kahn 1996). the interaction philosophy also 

considers contact between departments as temporary and lasting only as long as a 

certain meeting remains or information is exchanged. such contact is temporary incurs 

costs. Due to these associated costs, managers vie\ý meetings and informat loll 

exchanges as negotiations, vv here each department tries to get the best deal at the 
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conclusion of' the meeting of information exchange. Hence. departments in interaction 

companies carefully eight the resources during interdepartmental activities (Kahn 

1996). 

The result from Kahn's empirical research work (1996) based on the survcy in the 

electronics industry suggested that both collaboration and interaction bcm cenn 

departments influenced product development and product dcv clopment management 

performance. In particular, this also emphasised that collaboration has a stronger cl'1ket 

than interaction on the performance of NPD. 

Collaboration was highlighted by many other researchers as a good p1-edictor of 

performance (refer to Table 8). For example, Soulder (1977,1987) stated 

"cu, sc's of . ei't're dishwinonl- beiii'ceii depuu-tn enis (/o%1' lcvc'l. c of colluhoi'uiioii) re, StrllM 

in drumutic 
. 
flrihn-es, irhei-c as hui"i»oitY hetlt, ecn cIc, pul-Imew. s (high k'i'el of 

colluhorution) resulted in . 5ignificunt11' nior°e succcs. sful p"o/eCis 

Ruckert and Walker (1987) also directly pointed out that interaction did not relate to 

relationship effectiveness across all departments. They suggested that interaction might 

not have as strong an impact on performance as collaboration ma} have. Sehrage (1990). 

who has the same ideas as Ruekert and Walker (1987), also insisted that 

"collaboration might have a stronger impact on perf rinwice f iaoir. s' than iiiteiracl! oii 

because the mutual sharing of inforrmulion und resources w il/ he more cost-ei/ecliv"c 

. u/icd In-on/ole greater- goodwill across departments 

to summarise. the characteristics of collaboration ere %vell illustrated in contrast to 

the characteristics of interaction as interdepartmental relationships. Namel\. 

collaboration is characterised by an informal structure relationship. an interdependent. 

cooperativ c and continuous relationships, by comparison interaction is characterised bv 

a formal structure relationship. an independent, competitive and based on transactions 

relationships among other functional groups. Also. according to the prexiou' literature 
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on the NPD sector. collaboration for interdepartmental relationships are described as 
having a strong and more positive effect on NPD performance and product Jcvelopment 

management performance than interaction for interdepartmental relationship in NPD. 
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1.5 Research scope 

There are not only a lot of types of collaboration kork but also product development 

processes, according to product items. product development purposes. company , i/e. 

and vvho is over the owner of a product design development project (In-house design 

development or Out side house design development; namely design dev clopmcnt by 

agents). 

In order to produce more clear and pragmatic guideline information talking into 

consideration the above factors in the product design dc\ clopment process, this research 

has three concrete boundaries as this research scope. These are 

I. The global consumer electronics industry 

2. New product design development 

). In-house design development 

1.5.1 Definition of the boundary of the global CEI (consumer electronics 
industry) 

The identifications of the boundary of the consumer electronics industry and a list of its 

items were discovered from both the NACE code system (,,, cc Exhibit 4) stipulated by the 

Commission of European Community (1985) and the Standard Industrial Classification 

Manual produced by the NTIS (National Technical Information Service 1987) 

Exhibit 4. The NAGE, coding system 

This system classifies economic activity in terms of the nature of'goods and scrv icc,., 

produced or by the nature of the production process employed. More detailed 
information on the NACE code is contained in the General Industrv Classification of 
[conomic Activities yv ithin the European Community, published by kurostat (1985 
reprint of the 1970 edition). Revisions of the NACF classification have been 
incorporated in Council Regulations (OJL297,24th October 1990 and OJ 696'9 3.1 -`" 
March 199')). 
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In particular, the NACE (revision l) 32.3. published in 1985 by the Commik, "ion of 

European Community more precisely identified the consumer electronics sector. l-he 

NACL describes the consumer electronics industry though a report named "Panorama of 

IJ. J Industry' as including-. 

"All the audio-visual products and their accc-ssol'ic-. ý iniendc, cl for u. sc- ill the home Such 

as black-and-white and colour television sets, video recol'cler, . Odco cam eras und 

camcorders, compact disc pavers" and audio c'CJlllpillent 117 1,1070'al. Time sector also 

includes other brown goods" such as terminals for cable television and decoders for 

pay-1'[ ' channels. Other products are aerials and dishes j or satellite receptiull, car 

radios and radio guidance . svsienls, mobile telephones, personal IT Iel"lninal, s and 
ICIeCO11111111171cations terminals. I idea gainer console's are another lalgc' grou1p included 

in consumer clectronic. 5-. 

Thu.. with the change . 
fi"o1n analogue tu digital 

.s,. slelns and the CO/1 VC1', Qc'11c'C of 

IL'lec"unlnlunit -tit ions, in1brniation tec"hnologi and Ilse lec"hnolugie. s U! 1d a/)plicaliun, s ut 

cansu, ner elL'rtronic's, the traditional definition crf ru11. srm1Cr c'lc'CIIi)IliL S (is "hrown 

goods" is becoming increasingly inuppropr'ia/c. In addition to i'ldc o and audio 

equilmmeni, we must add multimedia home computers, und Ic'le/)hurrlc terminul, s (r adio- 

IeleJ)hOr1L'). " 

But, there is some vagueness in descriptions of the consumer electronics industry 

boundary. because the boundaries of consumer electronic products are classified a little 

hit differently according to each classification organisation and, or according to 

electronics companies. For example. Euromonitor Plc (1997) includes in-car 

entertainment in the consumer products sector. but the standard industrial classification 

manual bv the ONS (Office for National Statistics 1992. see Exhibit 5) does not include 

these items In the consumer products sector. 

Exhibit 5. Office for National Statistics 

'['he Office for National Statistics (ONS) is the Government : Aý(cncY responsible foI- 
c()Illplhng� L111al ysino and disseminating many of the United Kinodom s cco norme, 
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social and demographic statistics including retail price index. trade fiýgureý and labour I 

market data as %ýcll as the periodic census of'the population and health statistics. I'he 
head of the ONS is also Registrar-General for England and Wales and the aue ncv 
carries out all statutory registration of births, marriages and deaths in 1-. ngland and 
Wales. 

lach electronics firm has also interpreted the meaning and boundary of ck)nsumer 

product items differently with their own criterion. For example. many, companies 

include multimedia projectors in the consumer electronics products department. but 

I litachi. one of the largest companies in this industry. has incorporated this item into the 

information systems product sector. cv'en though thcy have a coºnsunicr products sector 

(according to a survey organisations into each company's homcpage in 2000. March). 

Furthermore, collapsing and/or a vague boundary exist between some consumer 

electronics products and others such as industrial electronics products. I-or instance. 

some health care and information technology (e. g. computers. printers. ) might lime 

started in an industrial product sector, but novv these items belong to both the industrial 

and the consumer electronics product sector. 

For this reason, it is worth noting McCalman's definition of electronics products. 

McCalman (1988) prescribed, 

"the electronic industry, begins with the silicon-based integrated circuit (10 and dc>iiwd 

that electronic products are out>>'arcl to their applications, with a inultiplicil. t of 

equipment and components " 

In this research. consumer electronics product categories follow the prescription of CE 

products indicated by the European Community (NACE coding system) basicallv. 

because the European Community (NACE coding sy stem) clas. "i f ics con"unmcr 

electronics products in detail, and it is the most widely adapted s' stern. In addition. this 

research also takes the extended definition of the CEP (Consumer Electronics Products) 

boundary derived from McCalman's definition of the electronics industry. namel\ . 
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`consumer elecironic. ti products are electrufric. ý ýýrucluct, ý fier ý'L, 1(ýýcý1 c°u>>ýtýnýcýi 11ACTS, in 

order to encompass the nevv and the latest technology products such as. digital camerds. 
DVDs. multimedia PCs. and cellular phones. personal printers etc. 

Another limitation of this research is that it focuses on the global consumer electronics 
industry, meaning middle and large sized companies vvhicll havC their ovon design 

department. The reasons are that many of the major consumer electronics manutheturers 

are already global or near global in terms of their manufacturing operations. and many 

other companies in this sector are looking at the global market e\ en if. at present they 

simply operate within their national local market (Euromonitor Plc report 1997). 

McCalman (1988) also indicated that 

"the dais of 1volection of the honte market through, favourable contraCL. S wc'cm to have 

a'i. sappeared, and in the stark reality of 'comppetition i/ia/il national cons I1»c'r c"lc'ctruniC. S' 

companies who are unable to operate on the it-urld inarkci. 5 ýýill fall ". 

Many consumer electronics firms, which previously started at a local base. ha' c alrcady 

produced and sold their products in the world marketplace and have competed with 

other global companies. Chilver (1985). Chairman of the Electronics Economic 

Development Committee, also asserted that one of the trends for success in the 

consumer electronics industry has been to adopt a more international market ý% ith 

improved recognition of the globalised scale of competition. Therefore. it is v%idely 

acknowledged that globalisation in the consumer electronics industry is one of' the 

unavoidable mega trends to survive in the present highly competitive economic market. 
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1.5.2 Characteristics of the CEI (consumer electronic industry) 

1.5.2.1 The CEI profile & description 

The top ten companies in this industry according to EACEN1 Wuropeain Association of 

Consumer Electronics Manufactures. 1996) account for three-quarters of vvorld 

production. six of them being Japanese, two European and to South Korean. The main 

companies at world level are Hitachi, Matsushita, Sony. Toshiba, Samsung. l. C, Philip, -_ 

Thomson. etc. 

Japanese firms are the main producers of consumer electronics ti)r the \\ orld market. 

The value of Japanese products in 1994 was ECU 130 billion, or 1.6 times that of the 

USA (ECU Million). In the audio-visual sector. Japanese suppliers control more than 

99% of their national market and export more than 30% of their production plants. 

which account for half the local production in the USA and a quarter in Europe. 

According to some estimates, EU firms produce about 16% of all audio-, isual products 

in the world, while their American counterparts produce 8% of them. South Korean 

firms account for about 10% of the total and export most of their production. (I: ACI: M, 

1996), 

1.5.2.2 The CEI Market 

In most of the consumer electronics markets. new technologies ýe. g. multimedia) are 

replacing older technologies. The changing internal dynamics of the Consumer 

electronics markets means that manufactures have to adopt a broad market approach in 

terms of product portfolios. Manufactures must offer a complete range of products. This 

has the follový ing advantages (Euromoniter, 1997): 

- It covers the vvhole customer base. thereby reducing the possibilitv of being locked 

into older technologies: 

- It keeps manufactures at the förefront of new developments, vv ithout abandoning 

sales from users \ ho are slow adopters of 11C\\ technologies: 
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- It makes multimedia developments easier. 

Overall, consumer demand in this industr\ can be divided into two Iaruc "cements 

according to the EACEM (1996) as foI lows: 

'T J)-nlul-kel u. scr. s demand high quality products and . ýcrl iccý ýc. hi h d('lilliticý/I TI, 

. sets in 10 9 fin-mal, NIC AM sound) while down-market iisei's are looking. tor L'hcup and 

eusili. ' used products. It is also accepted that munY of the. ' fimclions on rollst mer ,. I, o ods 

(such as l'idc'c) culncoi'ders) are not in 
, 
fact used because of' their comple'xit . 

('scr- 
fl"iendline. ss, price and the quality' of products are t/lc Illain ficto1"s leudl, it to success in 

the con. sianer electronics market, and suppliers are ultempting to balance these 

elements in order to obtain thc uppr-opriale combination fin- nr the' va/'ious illul'kc'i 

segments. � 

Also, the [ACEM report divided the major consumer electronics sectors lar ch into 

three markets, namely Asia, North America and Furope, geographically. 

1.5.2.3 Strategies of the CEI 

Both published reports by the EACEM (European Association of Consumer Electronics 

Manufactures, 1996) and Euromonitor Plc (1997) dealt with strategies used bv 

consumer electronics companies. 

The main points within both reports about CE firms' strategies are as folloýv s; 

strategies of consumer electronics companies are focused on operational efticienc\ . cost 

control. global operations, software, multimedia development, alliances & co-operation 

and the launching of innovative products. 
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Ui Operational of f lcienci, 

Global competition in the consumer electronics industry is intensii ing. Xvith hoth price 

and customer services becoming central competitive ýtieappons. Competitive pricing 

requires the best service, leading edge technology, } and flexible ,\ sterns. cost control. 

research and development wvill be central for future operations. 

h) Long-cos! iiiwiufaciure 

Low-cost manufacturing is resulting in automated mass production s stems beine 

introduced into new and exciting factories. There is a need for low-cost manulhcturcrs 

to relocate their production bases to countries here production costs are lovti. This is 

resulting in global manufacturing operations, with particular groxvth areas being: 

- emerging Asian countries, especially those like Malaysia and China, and countries 

like Mexico which are members of major fi-cc trade areas; 

- in the developing world, there has been a shift of production to lo wage, light 

restriction countries like the Republic of Ireland in the UK. 

c) Global o/? c>ralwfl, s 

Many consumer electronics companies are using global strategies. That is thcv arc: 

contesting particular national markets which they see as offering the best potential for 

growth; and bringing their world-wide resources to bear on their operations in a gi\ cn 

market or market sector. 

Many of the major manufacturers are already global or near global in terms of' their 

manufacturing operations, although even the largest operators like Matsushita 

recognises a need for further development towards truly global operations. 

The global base of operations will become more important, reflecting the expanding 

geographical spread of major markets. For operators from established markets. global 

extension taps into the huge growth potential of the emerging nations. It also reduces 

the dependence on a single market or single region. 

To deal ww ith the size ofthe global economy. companies are: 
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- consolidating through mergers and acquisitions to reach the scale required to 

compete in the global arena: 

- global rationalising operations and seeking \torld standards for cfflciene\ and 

productivity; 

- selling incompatible business and seeking global leadership in 
o. Iýºhal segments and 

niches. 

However, a global operation does not mean creating a single global market. Local 

differences always persist and trade barriers and cultural differences \\ill result in 

distinct local markets. This means all companies will to some degree under- or ox cr- 
invested in certain assets, mainly infrastructure and marketing. 

They kill be a need to spend more on both, especially when compared kvith the situation 

where a truly global marketplace exists. Moreover, there will remain a degree of 
inconsistency in a company's marketing strategy. Companies. as a result, must build 

these factors into their strategy, without losing sight of the ov crall objective of' global 

operations. 

(1) from hardware to software 

The cost of developing new technology such as Digital Video Discs is high. Despite 

leading edge technology and high profile hardware sales are often held back hv a lack of 

suitable software and content. Wide screen, high definition television is being held back 

in the US and Europe by a lack of high definition television broadcasting hy the 

terrestrial and satellite television companies, and the sale of new formats like DVU 

could also be held back by a lack of movies available within the format. 

For this reason some manufacturers have sought to gain increasing control ov er 

software providers. Such horizontal integration is also being spurred h\ the multimedia 

revolution, given that there needs to be greater co-operation betxýecn hard\\are and 

software products no\\ that a sof tw are product may incorporate computer, audio. \ isual 

and stills picture information. 
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c') Focus on multimedia dei'c'lopineni 

Multimedia and digital technologies are shaping the corporate strategies of the 

consumer electronics manufacturers. Multimedia equipment and s\ stems treat test. 

sound and image information in the same vvay as digital information. I he digital format 

permits integration of diverse kinds of data, a capability that most of the leading 

consumer electronics manufactures pereei%e as critical in the face of the growing 
dependence of society on information and communications. 

Multimedia strategies involve radical corporate restructuring. As technologies merge soy 

companies have to reorganise to take account of future market dv namics. Samsung is 

typical of many companies in this industry sector. Samsung Electronics vk ill invest US 

$10 billion in multimedia projects in the next five years according to the report h\ 

Market Research International (1997). Much of the spending %v ill go into the 

development of telecoms equipment, communications terminals and UVI)s. 'l he 

company sees 1996 as the start of efforts to become a multimedia market leader. to 

define multimedia strategies the company is integrating the audio and v isuül divisions 

and the PC and peripherals division into a multimedia supervisor department. 

f) . 111iuncc'. S & co-operative i'c nl iii"c's; 

Alliances are a common feature of the electronics industry. Established alliances cox er 

areas such as joint research, joint hardware and software development, co-operati\ e 

manufacturing, OEM, joint marketing and sales channel relationships. 

At present, a growing number of alliances have taken the relationship Dorther. In the 

area of mapping out the future, strategic alliances are central. The objective of this 

alliance is to bring together the diverse infrastructures that currently exist and to nurture 

the development of open standards for digital entertainment applications. Strategic 

alliances are being formed in technology-, in expertise and in the cov-era(, e of markets. 

The power of' these alliances allows manufactures to maximise the fit of their products. 

services or total solutions to meet the customer's requirements. Perhaps most important. 

working vv ith strategic relationships accelerates time to market. Customers (let solutions 

thcy need (aster, with a cohesive approach to customer delivery and support. 
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1.5.2.4 The future of the CEI 

i'hc future of characteristics of consumer electronics could be delineated from the key 

issues. which were discussed h\ some of the world leading experts in this industry. I Ill 

future characteristics of the CEI can be illustrated mth three main ke\ \\ cords as 1o11oww s: 

The first predicted future characteristic of the CEI is that advanced technologies vv ill 

accelerate development of new high-tech products, and they vv ill also increase 

uncertainties within the market. Perry (2000), a senior editor of IFT T Spectrum. 

described trends in relation to consumer electronics products: 

"A/O. 5'1 2011'-ccnirnav consumer electronics product. s- have evolved predictably. .! neu' 

technolo i, /)roved. feasible, u . standar d tivas sei, far it. and high products were rolled out 

and snapped up hv the ever-eager eurll" adopter. Dien prices dropped and the producl, s 

become am ass-market item. That Haut' not he the case in the 21', ceniury, products 

launched lust ti'eur Went from announcement to muss-markei rollout in the blink 0f an 

eve 

The future of the consumer electronics sector depends greatly on the development of 

ncvy technologies. As another example, Bill Gates (1995), chairman of Microsoft Corp., 

stated that future technology of software would change hardwware. Which is explained 

further in his book The Road Ahead'; 

... that CD (Compact Discs) Plutver frill he not needed in the future, because the inns-ic 

will he stored as bits of informnation on a server on the highway. "Buying" u song or 

ulhuiii Bill reallv mean buying the right to access the appropriate hits. Thrsý 117CO .s that 

hardware, that is products, iv ill hare disappeared or be changed a lot, because of'the 

y of S(? tttiVurC. feC17170101,1 

Secondly. one of the characteristics of future consumer electronics products is indicated 

hv Sasaki vvho emphasised the importance of logt-volume and high-varietv production 

in the CEI. Sasaki (1988). who is Sharp Corp. 's senior corporate ad\ isor. stated that 
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"(_ onsl/1JIer, s 11'! 11 w am j roduc'1S' that al/ow ilicin 10 c'. xpr('ý. s lht'ir own lll[hl iLluCllltl'- 

/)/ Oc/tic'1. s' tailored to their own tastes, de, sig; i concepts and So, lo re. '. v/)olld, 
companies 1/ZUS'l implement low-voluiiie high- varieli' production. In addition. IlexihiL' 

automation systems and computer-aided design and /nanl(t ictiirint arc m aki, i ! rue 

colli/)1llcr-inlegralcd manufacturing a realil ' shap)e, s Uncl fl//Jcllons. '' 

In the same way, Slywotzky (2000). who is a vice president of fiercer N anaocinent 

Consulting, predicts that customers vv ill be 'In-ochici makers'. vv hilst " thcN are 'p rodiruci 

takers' in twentieth century. He (2000) said of the near future "indiviihial czi. sionrc'r. s arc 

a/luri'('(/ to (le sign their own p rocducts hY c/loosing . 
firon, a niCntl of urlirihiiic's, 

con7/)onents, prices, sind deliver-l' options hl' on-line . ti 1 s/eni. ý '. 

It seems that customers may gain control over the design of products. In order to 

respond to this environment, companies should implement Ios -\ olume and high-v aricty 

production. 

Finally, the Internet is characterised as one of the most effccti\ e contributors in the 

future of the CEI. Paul Liao (2000) who is chief technoloi\ officer of Matsushita 

Electric Corp and president of Panasonic Technologies Inc., emphasised the impact of 

the Internet to consumer electronics firms in an interview ,.. w-ith ll-i: E; spectrum Journal 

He responded to the question `what advance in consumer electronics in the next > 

years will have the biggest impact"': 

The Intcrnc't is fat coiisiliner electr'o/ncs, but urithin 10 
-kurs 

it frill he integral to 

c'on. sutnei- clecll'onics. There al-c' two things clrivin( this. The. flrst is that the Icclinologr 

Inlcr'nel is incredibly 
, 
flexible, But iiiof"e hnj? o/-tanl than that, the In/cf-ndl i. ý open and 

lurgeliv unregulated, allowwwing the Untellcrecl. forces of innoi'ution to drive tlic creation of 

neii' application, neiu, . services, and uic>>i' prrodUct. s. " 

There is 110 doubt the Internet ýN 111 not Only influence and involved in tie , tV les. but it 

mll also change industry structures. The consumer electronic industry is not an 

exception. 
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In addition. the other characteristics of consumer electronics products in the future arc 

driý, cn towards digital products from analogue products as the \larkct Research 

International (1997) report pointed out. 

Todau. companies in the consumer electronics industr\ are preparing for stronger 

competitiveness through reengineering and nev, product development in order to 

survive in such as rapidly changing circumstances in future. 
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1.5.2 Definition of a new product and categorisation 

This research includes new product design development' as another rc,, carch ,, corc in 

order to produce accurate information. 

New product development, particularly new product design development is a more 

difficult and risky development situation when compared to just simple modified design 

development, because of the high level of uncertainty. Therefore, more consideration 

and collaboration is needed. 

I lowcv, ver. how can `a new product' and `newness' be defined? This is because there are 

many different types of new product. The most widely adapted definitions of nevti 

product categories were described by Booz, Allen and Hamilton (1982) and Cooper 

(1993). 

Booz, Allen and Hamilton (1982) identified six categories of nevv product. Four are 

typified by varying forms of newness, in terms of their operational 11c\\11css to tile 

supplier and also in terms of the newness of the customer base to the supplier; 

Four of the six categories are as follows; (the remaining two categories vL III be dealt vv ith 

later) 

0 , A'c'-o'-io-the-world proditcls: New products that create an entirely new market 

° Vc>>u'-Inochuct line: New products that allow a company to enter an established 

market for the first time 
° Additions to existing product line's: New products that allow a compam to enter 

established product lines 

° Ini/ýr)vemc'nts in rvvlsions to existing products: New products that provide impro' cal 

performance or greater perceived value and replace existing products 

Although some people refer to all of the above four types as new products'. it is 

obvious that some are newer to the supplying company than others. It is for this reason 

that mangy analysts have divided product development simpl` into 1\\, o areas, narncl\ . 
-old product development', representing products improvements, and 'nevti product 
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development. representing products that pose greater development challenges. This 

distinction was originally made h\ Kraushar ( 1985). and has subsequentl' been built on 

in man}, studies of product development. Table 1 shovvs the four types of product 

development suggested by Booz. Allen and I lamilton, subdi\ ided according to the lc' cl 

of ne w. ness from a supplier, as well as the newness from a customer base toi the that 

supplier. 

Table 1. Main types of product development (Sources: Bruce M1.. Biemans VV. (. 1905: 
Booz. Allen and Hamilton, 1982) 

Newness of the customer base (from the icvv point of the 
supplier) 

Operational 
newness (from the 
viewpoint of the 
supplier). 

Low 
Radical product 
development: aimed at the 
existing customer base *Ilc-1- 

product line'. 

Routine product 
development: aimed at the 
existing customer base 
`improvement and revisions" 

High 
New st\ Ic product 
development: aimed at the 
nevý customer base `neck-to- 
the v, wrld product. 

Extended product 
development: aimed at a nc%v 
customer base 'additions to 
existing lilies'. 

They suggest two other types of product developments. The two additions are: 

° Repositioning: Existing products that are targeted to ne'ý markets or market 

segments. 
0 Cost Reductions: New products that provide similar performance at lovv cr cost 

Figure 2 shows the percentage of products appearing in each of the six categories. 

Statistically only 10 percent of all new products are truly innovative and new to the 

world. Hovvev er, this figure is not small with as regard to other considerations. A. " 

Kotler ( 1991) and Baxter (1995) point out, these kinds of new products ifVolv e the 

greatest cost and risk because they are nek\ to both the company and the market. 
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Figure 2. '('y pe Uf»tW products (Source: BOOZ. Allen &I lamilton. 1982) 
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By contrast, Robert G. Cooper (1993) defined the terns new product' simpl} l'ro»> MO 

distinct points of view. These are as follows, 

° Nett' 1u the eoifthafu': in the sense that has never made or sold this type of' product 
betöre, but other firms might have 

0 New lu the markel or "irmovalire ": the product is the first of its kind on the market. 

Most companies feature a mixed portioliu ofnev, products 

In order to prevent contusion from complex definitions of a neýL product. this research 

adopts the definition of a new product by Robert (i. C'ooptr: namely. 'newt. product' 

means both the products to the company and new products to the market. 
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1.5.4 In-house Design Development 

Final limitation of this research is that it Evas based on in-house design development. 

which means this research does not include design developments \\ , thin out side design 

consultant companies. The product design development and collaboration situations Coln 

be different according to these two types of design development. 

The reasons for choosing in-house design development is that almost all product design 

developments in the consumer electronics industry sector are conducted in-house 

company (over 90% according to this research finding) rather than by out ; idc design 

consultants. This was confirmed from both the pilot field survc\ and the main research 

survey. These results of interview survey are dealt with in chapter 5 in detail. 
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Chapter2: Background research: Driving forces for CFC 

in NPDD 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents driving forces behind CFC in the design development process 

from the several viewpoints as a background to this research. Section 2.2, and Section 

2.3 describe the with a significance of NPD (New Product Development) and the 

importance of design activity within NPD. Section 2.4 discusses the nature of the 

product design process from a new angle to help to explain the necessitv of 

collaboration in the design process. Section 2.5 deals with interconnection issues of' 

information, design activity and roles between design group and the other functional 

groups. Five sub-sections are given in this section as follokvs: 2.5.1 information 

interaction in product design, 2.5.? the multiple convergent approach, 2.5.3 the people 

oriented design process, 2.5.4 interface between design and other 1: ß. 'v functions. linall\. 

ý. ý. the role of the product designer. 
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2.2 Significance of New Product Development 

"A'eli products are the lifeblood of maniifucltn'iiitr" (Floyd, 1993). 

"neue, 1)rn(h1c»l ci(, i, c'lopme111 is an urliýilý vita/ t(, cOmJ)etiliuit" (Hart. S., 1996) 

E3ooz, Allen and Hamilton (1984) reported that nevt products account for `14" () of all 

profits in the 1980's, an increase from ? U°'(') in the I970's according to results of 

research work from a survey of 700 U. S. companies in 1981. I- lo\ d. I. c\ \ and \\ of ii»an 

(1993) insisted that new products represent as much as half of their sales. L' en more 

importantly they stated that most companies" sales and profit growth \\ could stern more 

from nevv products. Furthermore, rapidly changing technologies and fierce global 

competition quickly erode sales of existing, products. 

The success of economics has been characterised by healthy product dev clopmcnt 

activity since the beginning of the industrial revolution. Healthy product development 

demands a constant stream of new products which meet consumer demands. I lovv cv Cr. 

it is also a risky business (Hart. S. 1996). Particularly. the uncertainties are highest at 

the start in NPD. It is not known what the product is going to look like. h()\\ it vv ill he 

made, what it will cost or what customers will think of it as Baxter (1995) pointed out. 

The design development is one of the earliest stages in NPD faces lots of uncertainties. 

On the other hand, every product also has a life cycle. Professor Charles Handy 

explores the theory of the `Sigmoid curve' in The Empty Raincoat (1994). He points out 

that it sums up the life of people, political systems, and corporations as xv ell as products. 

Products have birth, growth, blossom and fruit and products wither and die (see Figure 

3). Charles I Tandy also emphasised that managers should start ne%\ product 

development before the first curve peaks (See Figure 4). From this basic reasoning. a 

neNv product is developed, and then dies. 
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Figure ). The life-cycle of a product (Source: Rogers B.. 1996) 

Figure 4. The Sigmoid curve (Source: Rogers B., 1996). 

On the other hand, there are stronger reasons, why new products are continually 

developed as explained by Lee & Jung (1987) as follows; 

1~ irstl\ 
, when a company takes `product differentiation' as an important marketing 

strategy - almost all companies in the CEI (Consumer l : lectronic Industry) take this as 

the basis strategy of marketing. They have to develop new products continually in order 

to maintain `product differentiation'. Moreover, they should show the next model more 

rapidly to their customers if their products are to be a success in the market place. since 

these products are likely to be modified by other competitors. 

Secondly. companies, particularly consumer electronics and car companies. usually 

make a product using a planned obsolete strategy . 
The planned obsolete strateg\ means 

-n 
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that the company makes a product that has a short litt cyclc so that sale occurs 

frequently. There are three kinds of method, firstlv. material planned obsolc"cence. 

secondly, style planned obsolescence and thirdl\ , 
functional planned obsolescence. To 

adopt this strategy in a company, a new product should be dev cloopcd by continually 

planning. 

Also, new technologies drive the development of nc\ý products. In the consumer 

electronics industry, many nekýproducts are developed using ne%v technology rather 

than simply changing the appearance of an existing product. 

A report by the KIDP (Korea Industry Design Promotion) (1999). vv hick survcv ed 671 

CE (Consumer Electronics) firms out of the 89033 manufacturing in South Korea. 

indicated that 62.6% new products had been developed based on innov ation both in 

design and technology over the previous 5 vcars. Table 2 shoes these results. 

Table'-'. Types of neýý, products in Korean consumer electronic firms. (Source: KIDP -1')OO) 

Innovation both in design Design oriented innovation 
& technology rather than technology 

421 (62.6`%) 178 (26.4%) 

technology oriented 1 
innovation rather than 
design 
74 (11. O°, O ) 

In context, as Floyd (1993) states, every company must carry out a ncvv product 

development (NPD) programme to maintain or build the company's sales. Also. the use 

of a truly effective new product development (NPD) process greatly enhances a 

company's potential for long-term success. 
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2.3 Significance of design within NPD (New Product Development) 

Cooper R. & Press M. (1995) stated that NPD. particularly nexv product dcsiý-1n 

de\ clopment is essential for corporate survival. Walsh. Roy, Bruce and Potter ( 1992) 

also emphasised that 
1. (lesign dc'Velof ini'nt is al 1/ic centre of neu' pi-oduCI develoj)iiic'iil and iiiliovalioi7, and a 

process proridiiig the hi-idge between ideas, cu. lloiner need .. s ciiul mama lac/nrc'. 

Bill Hollins (1990) also described the reason for increasing the importance of product 

design as follows, 

"Thee cuslüntc'r notii' has plc'Iltl' of c'hoic'e . 
f0»- almmto. st of e>veni' product Mithin a Ivi t, 

range, because there is over production in cars and man. v elecironic. ý food s. W /d/ this 

increased choice, Cons'Umet-s have becoiiic moi-' Ult'U1-C' of the good and had /eature. s of 

product..... As a result, they select the product that most cho, tiell' fitlfil. s their- opinion 0/ 

being the best value 
.f 

br money. This is not price but a ii'ide rangc (? f nun-pi-ic'e fac tour s 

stich as quality, 1-cliahilill', aesthetics, deliver'e, ufler-. sales . service, case of' operation. 

perl . rrmuncc, safety, and status. Nea rll' all these price mailer's can he related to product 

design. Therefore good design mutters, and good design needs of fc'ciive managing. 

On the other hand. Baxter (1995) described the importance of design from another 

viewpoint; that is risk management. He pointed out that the most important of all the 

stages in new product development is the initial stage, such as the design stage. Baxter 

(1995) outlined the reasons as follows; 

"because, the cost of uctuallvv doing the development ii ork so ftlr has been 
. si, iall until 

design stages . vet research is that almost desk research and design it'ork is relatively 

ine. vpen. sive drawing and modelling. So, as the beluuj, bur chart. figure 5 shoiv. s, the cost 

genfit ratio fier the early stag>es (? f'development is much heiter than. f r later stcag, es. " 
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Figure 5. Investment: return ratios for different stages of' product de% eloohnmeint 
(Source: Baxter, 1995) 

Investment Return 

Design Concept 15 

Manufäcturing Methods 1 2.5 

1I Mainut tcturing Strategy 1.5 

Pre-Production Activity 1 0.66 

Production 1 0.25 

Figure 6. Costs and benefits of different design stages (Source: Baxter Ni. 1995 p. 28. 
and Cooper 1993) 

A(t::: ration :;: ist 

L 

-rD 

On the other hand, h\ the time 

concept design is completed. the 

business opportumtý v, ill have 

been established. the technical 

targets will have been spec: ii ied 

and the product's principle of 

operation ý, vill have been finished. 

Also, a great many decisions 

about the product haýc already 

been made and a considerable 

amount of the ev enltual cost of' a 

new product has been committed. 

(Baxter M. 1995 ) 

There! rt. a key to the success of 

pp1-oc1uet development work is to invest time in the early stages. Figure 6 takes this point 
further and shows how the costs incurred during the development process are minimal 
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to begin with and start to become significant during the embodiment and detail of' the 

design and rise steeply during production engineering. 

Because of these reasons, the design stage can be said to he very important in the whole 

NPD process. In particular, it is vital to get the right product in the early staucs of the 

product design process. 
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2.4 Understanding the nature of the product design process 

The product design process (Mhich is simply called the design process here) is \ CIA i111pOrtant in 

relation to the Mhole product development process. because it is the point at vvhicli 

nearly all critical matters are discussed and decided during the design stage (Baxter 

1995 ). Also, the design process stage includes the full feature and function set of the 

proposed product with a close relationship kith other functional croups, %%hich arc 

related to product development (Fox, 1993). 

There are many design process types according to product items and/or companies 

circumstance such as company size, organisational structure, project characteristics. etc. 

It is. therefore. difficult to identify the product design process in detail. hoývvever, there 

have been many attempts to draw up maps or models of the product design process h\ 

several researchers. The common idea behind all these `maps or models' ol'the design 

process is that it consists of a sequence of distinct and identifiable activities which occur 

in some predictable and identifiably logical order (Lawson, 1997). 

Eok (1995) divided the design process into three generations from a historical v iCvvpoint 

as follows; 

'Flic' .v sleIn Iic design process ' by Alexander & Christopher Johns as a first generation. 

The participant design process ' by G. Broadbent as a second generation and 'Solirtioii- 

fiociis of cde. sign process ' from the concept of `conjecture and induction (Popper) has been 

suggested by March as a third generation. 

On other hand, Knut Holt (1990) expanded the design process into four categories from 

different angles. These are `Design as a problem solving process'. `Design as a creative 

process'. `Design as a need fulfilling process' and finally `Design as a human acti\ it\ 

process'. Thus. Design process models are presented and explained fron numerous 

ie" points. 
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In this research. the design process is discussed in relation to a sequence. linear iterative 

process, circle iterative process and the negotiation process to explain ýi hý cross- 
functional collaboration in the design process should be dealt mth rather than f()cus oil 

the reliability & validity and/or historical development of design process niodlels. 

In this paper, the main ideas for the design process model focus are divided into three 

categories. The first is the feedback and iteration design process' in terms of both 

`descriptive design process models' and -prescriptive design process models' as 

explained by Nigel Cross (1994). The second is the cycle iterativ e design proocess' 
described by Allen Hickling (1982), and finally `the negotiation design process' put 
forward by Bryan Lawson (1997). 

Many product design process models simply describe the sequences of activities that 

typically occur in designing; other models attempt to prescribe a better or more 

appropriate pattern of activities (Cross 1994). 

There are a number of descriptive design process models. For example, a t% pical and 

simple model in this category is the `BS (British Standard) 7000-idealised design 

process model' produced by the Board of the BSI (British Standard Institution). 

Figure 7. Idealised design process (Source: BS7000 Guide to managing product design 1989). 

The BS (British Standard) 7000 model is a brief description of an idealised product 
I Feasibility Study 
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design process in general. This design process shoývv sa ty pical model of sequential 
linear process from the design brief to the end point of the design process. it is vvcil 

explained how each design stage should be guided. 

In addition, there are many other design process models, ý\ hich are extended concepts 

of this kind of descriptive process model, such as Ben Wang's `design process model' 

(1997) and The High Design Process Description model' created by Deanne Beck\\ ith 

(1994). 

Figure 8. Design process and reliability activities (Source: Beni Wang (1997). 

Both models illustrate a product design process in five activities and processes as Figure 

8 and Figure 9 show. Beckwith D. (1994) particularly emphasises the initial design 

stage and the evaluation design stage in her model as follows; 

"Jnitiution involves as nnwiy people as possible to make an inventc»_v of skills likeli to 

he needed and to decide ii'ho ii'ill do what. An important exercise of the Evaluation 

. 5ttWe is the rCViL'ti1' of' both the customers' Level of satisfaction und jproce. s, s, so that 

feedback cuiltiniie. s to improve jpertormunce. " 
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Figure 9. The high design process description. (Source: [3eckvý ith 1). 1994). 

Initiation Activities: Deliverable: 
Problem Analysis Signed Project Assignment Project Definition 
Project Assignment 

Analysis Activities: Deliverable: 
Research and Analysis 
Definition of design Selected Concept 

Requirements 
Evaluation and Selection 

Concept Activities: Deliverable: 
Design Concepts 

Design Spec. and Release Generation Visualisation and prototyping 
Evaluation and design Release 

Finalization Activities: Deliverable: 
Detailed Design Design Spec. and Release Design specification 
Evaluation and Design Release 

C 

Evaluation Activities: Deliverable: 
Testing 

Feedback to Future Projects Evaluation 
Feedback to Future Projects 

II) 

these sorts of descriptive design process models are often drawn in the ! 1ovv-diagram 

form, With the development of the design proceeding from one stage to the next, but 

with feedback loops showing the iterative returns to earlier stages, ýk hich are frequently 

necessary. Descriptive models of the design process also usually emphasise the 

importance of generating, solution concepts early in the process. thus emphasising a 

`solution-focused' nature of'design. 

In fact, usually the design process can be considered as a heu ri. stic proce. s. s. One stage 

dues not aktiays lead directly onto the next design stage, so an iterative feedback loop is 

Shc)\\ n in nlaf\ design process models. 
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Figure 10. French's model of the design process. 

As an other example. French hay 

dc iýLn 
Necd 

dev eloped a detailed model of a 

process. shovti n in figure W. hL1scd on 

A nak'sis °I the folloxý ing four activ ities: 
p roh em 

1) . 117(141. "i. ' of piOhl('ill 
statement of 

problem 
ý) Conceptual [/csi 11 

3) E7hoc1iint'ni of. 'c/7enic'N 
._ 

Conceptu, il 
design 4) Detailing 

In the diagram. the circles represent 
Selected 

schemes stages reached, or outputs and the 

+ rectangles represent activities. or Mork 
I mbodiment oI 

scheues in progress. 
1)etaiIing 

working 
This model also underlines that 

draw ings, 

etc feedback activities occur throughout 

all the design process (Cross N.. 1994). 

Mark Oakley (1984) explains the design process from a slightly different angle, but it 

can also be seen as a linear and sequence feedback process, which is dran in the form 

of a converging spiral. This model emphasises that as each cycle is traversed, more 

knowledge should be gained as familiar ground is explored. Occasionally, major 

discontinuities will be encountered which could be envisaged as precipitating shifts to 

spirals of different dimensions. 

In this model, the main components of the four activities are identified as follows: 

Figure 1 1. A spiral model of the product design process (Source: Mark 0.1x 4) 

- Formulation: Problem investigation 
Problem definition 
Product specification 
Design brief 

- Evaluation: Idea generation 
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Solution refinement 
Prototype development 
Design freeze 

Transfer. Manufacturing drawings / data compilation 
Process modification finalised 
Start up tests 
Full-scale production 
Delivery of new product to customer 

Reaction: Customer appraisal 
After-sales service activities 
Problem investigation 

Formulation stage 

1 Evaluation stage 
Reaction Stage 

Transfer stage 

The descriptive design process models can be explained based on sequence and linear 

iterative processes. 

On the other hand, there have been several attempts at building 'prc. scriptivc' m7mocdeLs ' of 

the design process. These later models are concerned with trv ing to persuade or 

encourage designers to adopt improved ways of «orking. The\ usually offer a more 

algorithmic, systematic procedure to follow, and are often regarded as providing a 

particular design methodology (Cross. 1994). 

Considerable work on these kinds of models has also been developed b\ man\ 

researchers. one of these models by Dim & Little (2000) has reinterpreted EL'c'Jlhack 

and here! //( 1 in the design process. They have intentionall\ left out these two elements 

0 
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in order to emphasise design thinking and behaviour in their lately huhlishcd h()OOk. 

`Frigincering Ucsign'. Uym & Little (20()0) explain. 
"The firs! 0/ these (c/esig17 processes') rs feeclhack, thclt i. 5 the JYOCce. S5 of fccclirlýý 
l11fo1*117(111oi7 about the output of a j)T'oces's (or 

. s'yste'm) hack 11710 117C j roc"c'. ss sll l/ C'Ull he 

used to uh/a117 heiter results '. frort the process. The second C/C/ne/71 is itc'l-aliult. 117e. se 
iterative (des'i i7) activities occur at 11101-e refit ed, /css points 117 /he 

j)l'Oce, c, s'. 

Figure 12. A prescriptive five-stage model of the design process (source: DN in &l . 
ittle. 

2000) 

Statement Problem Uetinitiorý (basks 1 --4 (Nccd 

Výrilirýitiun 

Conceptual Desi., un (Tasks 5-6) 

Prelinmnarv Dcsi,, 
-, in (l-asks 7-8) 1º 

Detailed l)csi. wn (basks 9) 

Final Design " 
(Fabrication Deli n Commýnýicatioiý (Tasks IU) 

Specs. 
Documentation ) 

V 

Product Validation 
(Designed Object) 

A prescriptive five stage model of the design process in which they shoxý feedback 

loops (in dashed lines) explains both verification, internal feedback during the design 

process, and validation, external feedback obtained from users hen thev actually use 

the designed object. 

On the other hand, Allen flicking (1982) explained a design process from a dil lerciil 

N ievv point. that the design process should emphasise the cYc lcý ilcýýýýrtivc ýýrý, cý-. ý. ý rather 
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than the liflcar Ilerutive process with his prescriptive design process nmodel. I Ic strl)nýgIv 

argued f'or the linear process and the recycling process in designing. 

Figure 13. The extended whirling process (Source: [licking 1982). 

-, 

2 3 

The choice The product 
I) SHAPING What is the shape of the problem`? A definition ol'the problem 
2) GENERATION What are the alternative Arrangement of'alternative 

solutions? solutions 
3) COMPARISON What make them different? A set of comparisons and 

preferences 
4) Cl IOICE Where do we go from here'? A decision about polio and 

action 

The conclusion in his research is that a linear process is not enough to explain the 

design process well, the main reason being that it over-simplifies the process. flicking 

added Norther explanation as follmtis in the book, 'Developments in 1)csiun 

Methodology (1982). 

" 17nc linear iICr. 4111. v ' jn-oceS. 5' 1V 117c' rric>>>' of , /11cß process held 10 he iiios1 'rciiioiial ' ht' the 

i»crj(HR. R' irn nlýýýýi /fields' 10(1(11'. Hoii'c, vel", (I. /C11, lithe moved hc. l'ond ibis. I'he. l' . ice the 
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hrore. s. s- w, a learning process. There i. s also, in somm e cases. a tr-cIncl /(m ýýi clc to 

achieve continuity in the proce. s. s. Thi. R ha, s led to a change ißt alliluclc loll u, 'dý . skip/sir?, 
backwards, tint!. torw arcls in the proce. s. s, froh one in which it is Inere4v allowed. lo one 

in which it is actually enabled to happen. But neither learning nor conlinuiIi i. ' º' ell 

described hi' linearity- or ev"eim linear iteration. There/or c. u mnodificaiion ol'thc linear 

iterative process is cullc1d fcw-, which is cyclic as well as iterative. 

In fact, a cyclical as well as iterative process could be used throughout all the design 

process. For example, designers return to activities alreadv engaged in uunv numher cri' 

times during the design process (known as return loops). as pointed out by Rai Holland 

who quotes Coward, 

... 
ii is clear/}' not a linear sequence 17111 much inure likely, lo he "main hwj), 1' and 

ncii vOrks " (Holland and Hartuvell, 1995). 

if we see the design process as a decision-making process and a negotiation process. the 

cycle whirling model of the design process helps to understand vhat happens vvithii-I 

each part. In order to accommodate this, this model can be extended by adding a 

subsidiary cycle for each of the parts (Ricking 1982: see Figure 1 I. I-herelore. the 

cycles design process could make more subsidiary cycles according to the situation. 

such as project size and characteristics. 

Another example is the VDI (Verein Deutscher Ingenieure) design process model that is also 

\\cll explained focusing on problem-solving processes and subsidiary processes. The 

VDI model has produced a number of 'VDI-Guidelines', including VI)I 'q? 1, 

Ssý stematic approach to the Design of Technical Systems and Products' in Germany. 
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Figure 14. VIII 2221 model of development from problem to solution 

( )crall prn)hlcm 

ýý----------- ý7 Suh-hnhle"ms 

i 
i 

-- - -- - -- hn, hlcmS 
-i 

10 
Indi\ idual 

-- --- -- - "OIutium 

Suh-solutioii 

The VI)1-(luidclifC, ý t'()11()\\ a general 

systematic procedure uf' Iirýt anale Sing 

and understanding the problem as I-ullý as 

possible. then breaking this into suh- 

problems, finding suitable sub-Solutions 

and combining these into an overall 

solution. The Pl'()CC(-ILII'C IS `1110%k 11 

diagrammaticall in 1 figure 14. 

Overall- 

soIutit)ns This kind of procedure has been 

criticised in the design vwrlcl because it 

seems to he based on a prohlem-focused, rather than a solrltion-locuscd approach. 

I lowevcr, according to Lawson (1984), a designer prefers a `solution-oriented strategic' 

rather than `problem-oriented strategic' approach. Lawson (1984) pointed out through 

his empirical research that a designer uses the `s} nthesis' and `solution-locuscd 

methods' to approach problem-solving against a scientist use's of allalv sis' and 

`problem-lbcused methods' to approach their problems. 

A more radical model of the design process, which recognises the solution-focused 

nature of design thinking, was suggested by March (1984). His rational model explains 

a synthetic solution approach to the design process in the context of three pillars, which 

are called PDI (Production, Deduction and Induction). He explained his model as 

followws: 

"711c dliag1'41111 . s-I1gýgesIS a cycle. ilC'l'atil'e 1)7'oce(hn'C J)J)J DII'I)1... ui i//1 C ý, r1. S1ý1111 

1'C'fi11C'l)lt'I71. S UiiCI 1'Nclef1lliIlOIl heilig ma(lC' Of C'11U1'UCIC'1'LS'/IC'. S'. de, SI(; li, U11[I . S'i1j)1)o, s. 1/lol1 (LS. 

111C C0111/)O, S'il1011 C'lY)%1'C'. S'. /h1. S' model IS also envisage(/ cis i'C'/71'C'. S'C'17l/11g (1 C'ritic'al. 

IC'cli'11i11, (y /)1'0C"C'S'S ili 1/1ui s'ICllc. '111011.5' in/Nl'1'ec/ (11 ic8c'1' s/age. S, 111[1)' he used/ to mot/t41- II1ose 

II. S'C'C/ 117 em-lief' Woge-v and 1/ills to 
. S'1111111/ale 01/1e1- of exploraiioll. For I117S reason 
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tU) urTutil', S' Irre shown along other paths, although the gcrrcral clirccticrrr ol cn"ýtrrrrc'rrt 0 

clockwise. - 

Figure 15 March's model of the design process (source: March. 1984). 
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Figure 16 Negotiation process. 
It is necessarv need to understand 
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Lawson's maps of the design process. 

as another Viewpoint of' the design 

process. Lawson (1997) Inas also 

pointed out that the design process is a 

SOLUT ION 
negotiation process bemecn problem 

and solution through the thrcc 

activities of anal\ sis. s\ Iltllesis. and 

evaluation, xv ith each sCCfl as a retlection of the other. The activ ities of analysis. 

sv »thcsis and cv'aluation are certainly involved in the negotiation but the map does not 

°""GýS's 
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indicate an% starting and finishing points or the direction of tloww from one activit% to 

another. 

thus, common and major characteristics of the design process can be found. the desiun 

process is not only a sequence of iterative processes but also cyclic iterative processes 

based on solution-focused processes. It is also a learning process in which information 

is taken into the process from the inside or/and outside of design en\ ironment, because 

of the nature to the design. 

It is also important to note that the design stage of all the models looked at continually 

carries out repetitions, returning to proceeding ones horizontally and verticall% in design 

processes. Because, starting from the position that one can never knovv ev erv thing. it 

follows that one will never have all the information when it comes to making, a decision 

(Flicking 1982). Also, the design process can he said to he a negotiation process through 

analysis-synthesis-evaluation as Lawson (1997) has pointed out. 

In this context, it can be said that a high level of collaboration, particularly a high level 

of cross-functional collaboration could not only help to enhance these kinds of feedback 

(iterative) activities effectively in the design process, but also reduce unnecessary 

feedback work, which comes from a lack of information and poor decision-making. 

Therefore, cross-functional collaboration and well-linked partnerships can reduce lead- 

time and enhance design performance through supporting the right information at the 

right time during the design process. 
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2.5 Interconnection within the design activity 

2.5.1 Information interaction in product design development. 

A product does not only have an inherent function but also man\ other multiple sub- 

functions. The inherent function here means that products have their main function. for 

instance, the main function of a car is to transfer someone or something. a vvatch tells 

the time. a radio broadcasts. etc. The sub-functional here means that products also hav C 

other functions apart from main functions, for instance, a car has symbolic meaning 

such as signifying the reputation of a car owner and/or reflects the personal taste of the 

owner, etc (Kang 1994). From a customer's viewpoint, as Bill Hollins (1990) mentioned, 

when customers purchase a product they consider not only its main functions oof'yuality 

and price but also many other factors (sub-functions). such as safetN. aesthetics. deliyery. 

reliability, ease of operation, individual and social symbolic nmeaning. vti hich can he 

related to product design. 

From this context, therefore, a product can be seen as an aggregation of all information 

and intelligence from each field to fit with objectives (E: ok 1995). Because, when 

products are being developed, this kind of all information is considered. Therefore. 

design development can also be viewed as an added and mixed information i roce"s 

(Bays & Leifer. 1996), namely, an NPPD (New Product Design Dev elopinent) process can 

be said to be not only an additional process of functions but it also balances focus on 

these functions. In this line of thinking, Ellis (1994) pointed out that the role of 

designers, who are the core in NPD, is to provide a combination of diverse information 

as co-ordinators in NPD processes. 

For these reasons, Rassani (1995) insisted 

''inf n-int lion gathering is u ket factor in selling s/rutc'gt, und manuging design 

This point vvas also emphasised by Alan South. group leader in product design at 

Cambridge Consultants ( 1995): lie states. 
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'Good design co/i/c. s, ()III ()t,. sviilhe. si. s'ing the right product front if? fo/7ilLmO»r on 1'Orli 

Cc»»j)c'Iitinr7, nicirkc'i. s und technologies. 

On the other hand, information timing is a critical factor, as Rassam (1995) also pointed 

Out; 
"1 /i rc exist inwiy pall? f ul teedhack pr occ's'. 1'c s anti [IC'Ial'c'L% Itiiiiichc'. 1 in the APO j, roC'C'. S. S, 

hc'c'uusc 1heY hurt' not '. S'i'nlhcsisc'd ' the 1-eleV"uf7f inloi-IhlcaIion tit the r-i ht time 

This can he seen in Figure 17. 

Figure 17 Late changes and black holes (Source: Arther I) Little Ltd. 
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Obviouslti, some changes to the initial design and several iterations are inc itahic 

because of the nature of' the design development process, as previously mentioned in 

chapter 2 `[ lnderstanding of the product design process, but a lot of unneccssarv 

teedhack in reality' could he reduced with the support of the right information and the 

right timing in the design process. 
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Gill (1984) further explains the role of information as a central ac; tiv it', and the main 

source of'problem solving in design processes: 
"7 lie rolc- of infonhialion üH design i. S ccitlrcýl lu Ilte dlc. sigii uclii its, hcifrý lltc' 

processing ugenl ' that is used lo 'break down' the 1»"0hleni CIS il IA CX/)101-C'(/ I'll /)01/1 

hi"eodil7 und dlepplh. It is ifif0»'rh7ution hot1i 'gel eral ' and 's'pecific ' 117ca1 is c"o11cc"ie /. it'- 

pnutter, necl und blended logelher- a. s' IlIC171u1 inniugei'l' 10 st hllie. 5'isc . solutions (,,, Cc 1= igure 

1 K). 

Figure 18 the central role of information in the design activity (source: (li'II. 11)84) 
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On the other hand, Gill (1984) also emphasised that the essential nature of the 

information role is to 'reduce lInceriaha ' in the NPDl) process, 

"Iiu/c'c'cf tut 01 /Ui/ion has' heC17 clefijic'cI as Thai which rc'clticc, imcc'r'lui»Il' ' LI/UcI (/(!, tilg/7 as 

decision nicking in the we of uncertaini)' wüh ci high /)cnalIt' for error 

I last S. (1990 pointed out that the notion of reducing uncertainty is the main ()bject1ve 

ofI product development activities which is reiterated throughout the literature on MID 

7-) 
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Figure 19 t 1ncertainty. cost and time of corrective actions in the product dc\ clopincnt 
process (source: Verganti R. 1999) 

tF nccrtaint\ about constraint 
and opportunities in the 
product life c\cle 

S. 
S. 
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( ooý, t and time () I' 

correcti\c action 

Im plem entation 

In particular, the uncertainty in the early phases, such as the planning and design stages, 

of' an NPD project is extremely high. Problem diagnosis and sol ing are also difficult 

tasks in these stages (as Figure 19 shows). 'T'hus. as Moenacrt & Souder (1O')O) 

II1 ustº ated, 
'/)1'OJNCI acl i 'l/IC'S' can he considered as iiscroc 111 f O1'lllUI ion j)rQC'C'. V S"lll g UC'll0l1C'. S 

Ulme(/ Cl/ 1'C'(%11C'111(, 11fCC'1'/U11711' 11 

I lowevcr in order to reduce uncertainty, it is not sufficient that information is processed: 

it also has to he transferred between different functions (Bonnet 1986: Mocnacrt & 

Soudcr 1990). Although it is not easy to transfer information between diflcrent 

functional groups without metamorphosis, because high barriers exist among the 

different functional groups. It is well known that many noises come from the boundary 

areas among functional groups in the NPD process. Ray Holland (1999) expanded upon 

this idea in his lecture on *Research methodology'. 

"1he1' (c'ac/l /uiiciioriul (>rODU/)) 0fien look liken' lo coininhniicule With J if fore nt Iaiigiýuýrý. ti 

in I1rc / decision-nuuki, rg pwoces. s " 
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In order to overcome these kinds of barriers and better facilitate an efticie1ut dlc"ign 
development process, more efficient communication is needed among functional 

departments. We can find a good example in the case of Sony 's design department. 

which interchanges their information ver\ sequentially. almost every day. bcmcen the 

design department and other functional departments. such as the product planning 

department, engineering department, manufacturing department. etc. according to a 

report by Powell (1992 ). They also make a lot of effort to collaborate \\ el l bet\v ten each 

functional department during the project (Powell. 1992). 

In this context, as Baya & Leifer (1995) pointed out, designers need to handle large 

amounts of information over the course of a design process. Gill added further 

explanation that a designer needs man\ different sources of Information during the 

design development process. He (1984) stated 'sparl of this information curr he store'd in 
the designer 

, S' meinori' as pa/-I of %ll, ti', her assc/iihledl exj ericilcc'. %1l/ this 1.1' unlike%1' to he 

enough. 'Other sources have to be used, Gill gives some examples in detail; 

-I 'enclors of inatc'riuls und s uphl ie. c 
- 

Regulating agencies qfilic government 

-T rude cissueiutions on tlic. f ield of the project 

- Testing urgulnsutions 

- Pr(? /etiS'ionulspecialists (consultants) 
- 

Financial, insurance, other commercial sources 

- General source's, e. g. libraries 

- ('umpully ntunugei? tent and other resources 

- The client U. S customer 

Thus, various kinds of information interact at all stages of the design process and there 

is no predictable balance in either type or amount. Information on all aspects of the 

problem - materials, components, principles, economics, opinions. numbers 

measurements. ideas - are all weighed in that `balancing act' that is so characteristic of 

designing as Gill (19x4) mentioned. 

Therefore. nevv product design dcv elopment can be interpreted as information intensiv e 

as Fujimoto (1989) pointed out. It requires an accumulation of data and insights from 
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diverse and different functional perspectives. As a ncýti product is being designed and 
developed. information is constantly accessed. interpreted. transtiOrmed. and deploy cd 

(Rosenthal & Tatikonda, 1999). In design decision-making. a designer should monitor 

available information consistently and control it ýýith measurements \\hich e\i"t in the 

current design world in order to reduce uncertainty (Faludi 1973). Av ailahi lity of such 

information essentially determines the extent to v0ich a nevý product achie\cs the 

required functional capabilities, ease of manufacture. and a fit with overall strategics. 

For these reasons. it is emphasised that cross-functional information interaction Inas to 

be dealt with as a key issue in design development in order to, ultimatelN. enhance the 

performance of new product development. 
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2.5.2 The multiple convergent approach 

There are many useful lessons to be learned from literature dealing vv ith the importance 

of networks and integration in the NPD process. and that \\ hich attempts to break down 

discipline boundaries in functional departments. Namelv. eliminating the vvally among 

R&D, marketing and manufacturing functions, techniques such as concurrent 

engineering and a quality function deployment can pave the v a\ to more efliectivc NPI) 

as Song et al. (1997) stated. One of the process models in this main reenginccring 

stream of NPD is the `multiple convergent process'. which is conceptually deri\ ed from 

the idea of parallel processing by Susan Hart (1995 ). 

Realising that there are many functionally distinct tasks that must he carried out at 

specific points throughout the NPD process, it become clear that the tasks %ill he 

carried out simultaneously at some juncture and that the results must converge. Due to 

the iterations in the process, this convergence is likely to happen several times (1 tart, 

1995). As mentioned in the previous section ?. 5.1, the design process can he said to he a 

series of information gathering, information interpreting, information transforming. 

information deployment and balancing activities, within different functional tasks to 

discover an optimising solution. 

The multiple convergent model (Hart. 1995) reasonably explains a design process in 

this context of the information flowing process and the reason why strong cross- 

functional collaboration should be included in the design development process. In other 

words, firstly, a designer combines diverse information from each functional group and. 

secondly, produces new information after adding a value process into the information 

they have through synthesising, analysing and creating work, thirdly a designer diffuses 

updated information to other functional groups through several channels. such as 

meetings, presentations (e. g. rendering presentation, prototype model presentation. etc. ). 
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Ehe design process can be said to he a repetition of' these kinds of' cons ergeilce and 
dif'f'usion activities. 

Figure 20. The early stages of the multiple convergent process (source: I lagt. 1995). 
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Figure 20 shows an example of the early stages of the multiple convergent processes. 

This process model is explained by Hart (1995 ): 

"Ilc'I'ut1017S ui»ollg /)artic'ipunls within stages arc crllowecl for in the com, c'r cll/ points 

triel 17()1.1.: 0171(11 cOrlrrlttnliCcllion si's'tc'i» iheY c'»>hi-cicc. The fiýcýntc'iý'ur kc tin cýcý, tii11ý 

ýrc'c'O»IIII(R1caic Ihir"cl l)cai-lic'. ti'. , 
11c'cha HA-177s f()I" real ifn/c'gi'cltioil Ilri*orrghoill the procc'. s'. ti. 

(! 17711/1 ýý [%1 ff C'/'C'lll f l//lc'l! Oll. ti Ui'C' . S'c'I in the convergent points'. 
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In order to enhance the performance of multiple cons ergent and diffusion repetition 

processes in ne product design development. the collaboration iýlutioiishüý amonu, 

various functional groups is a kev issue. On the other hand. this process bring's a diverse 

set of specialised information and skills. I. Jltimatel\ 
. management is responsible for 

successfully co-ordinating this process and creating the environment for collaboration 

amongst the people who possess skills in his/her professional area. Hoovv ever. 

"to bring together individuals firs u, a i'ihlc vurict. v n1 functional arca, s cnid having them 

work in harmony is much easier said than done ", as Olson (199 3) pointed out. 

TO summarise, the amount of information sharing among functional departments is a 

Rev issue in the success of NPD, particularly, in the case of the design de elopment 

process which is needs this information sharing process. because of the risky nature of 

design development characteristic. The multiple convergent process provides the 

opportunity for information sharing for the success of NPD. even more NPI)I) (Ncvv 

Product Design Development) (Hart. 1995). One of key' issues in enhancing the 

performance of the multiple convergent process. particularly among different functional 

departments is cross-functional collaboration (Davies-Cooper & Jones, 1996). 
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2.5.3 People oriented design process 

Herbruck & Umback (1997) asserted. 

�In new product devicelopment, il 'an organisation hu. all thc right iuifOr7fatiun, to we/1 

as the technical und financial resources neces. surY, unless its huinwi rc. sojj "cc. Y are ully 

committed and communicating cif/L'ctivc'hr, oppurtiinilic may be lost ". 

Also, Dr. Hammer (1996) himself has confessed that he and other reeng. ineerinng gurus 

forgot about people. 

"I liV. S/i 'I , srlrcnri enough about that... [I] was insufficienlli' clJ)/)rc'ciuiii"c cif the- himian 

c/inic'nsion " he admitted in a Wall Street Journal. 

Herbruck & Umback (1997) pointed out that many companies, in their haste to 

reengineer, downsize, and redesign, fail to recognise that such efforts are aimed at 

inanimate pieces of machinery, ignoring the human issues. As the report of Insights 

Quartly concluded (1992), 

"70% percent of reengineering projects fail because of neglect of the human factor". 

Thus, manv, failed reengineering projects have indicated a poor consideration of the 

human aspect. nevertheless, as Blyton & Turnbull (1992) stated, human resource 

management is not only a strategic activity in itself, but one xN hich is nm% central to the 

achievement of business objectives. 

"l'his point vas also emphasised by Hart (1996). Hart pointed out that nearly all 

contributions to the literature regarding NPD do not respect the basic discipline of the 

link between people and process. In other words, many researchers just faced dealing 

\\ ith a multiplicity of insulated issues based on each discipline, such as engineerin`. 

design, marketing. organisational behaviour, strategy. decision making proces'es. etc. 

Therefore. it brings to light the crro. ss'-cli. sciplinw. gaps in NPD, vvhich are related to the 
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relationship between `process and people". For this reason. he insisted oil the need toor 

interconnection between people and process and described the reasons vVhý 

consideration is needed for the common currency. Summaries of his main ideas sere 
divided into the following points: 

1. 'People' and ' process' are inextr-icahlv linked: the procc'. s. s c"a/tilot iiiil old 

without the app°opriute people, nor can the proce. ''. s he orguni. sec l to focili/ale 

ero, s. 5: -functional inputs without reference to the people involved. Although soy 

apparent as to appear seineihing of'u truism, the linkage between the p oc'e. s. s - 
its tasks and decisions - and people- their skills and ur ani. s-ution-ho. s hec-n 

widely ignored by researchers' in n/ost of /lie 
.s ingle disciplinary re. carch. 

2. 'People' and ' process' ' encups'ulute oilier i mportant them e, s. fier example, Ihc 

11)/C of 'informulion in promoting cross-/ incliunul inlc'grulion, and sharing a link 

between the theines of 'People' and 'inf )r1nation '. 117 41d(Iilion, cr 

theme is clearly connected by 'organis, crlionul s, tr u ccture 0iuc1, ýýý lc'. Sinn; luiily, the 

theme of 1hc' 'process ' is related to 11i01 of 'information ' because slic .1 SPD 

j)ioCc'Ss can be viewed as one of information process (. 'nelson & Hart 1991). 

3. 'People' and ' process' relate to the »tost colmnonly cited rcusoi1. j or : VPD 

success: 

- 
The )Teed /or interdisciplinari inputs. In order to con hing technical and marketing 

expertise, a number of coillpan. v. fu actions have to he illvolv'c/' R&D (engineering). 

i 1allufacluring, , marketing and sales. 11 is also imporlant that API) proc'e ,s ac/opted 

ensures that thev Work ii'Nll and of fecii 'ell' together. 

- The need, for qualitY inputs to the process. Both technical and marketing il)lormalion. 

which are building blocks of PD, have to he both accurate and till)eli, and must bt, 

conslul)11 i' reworked in the light of changing circunlstance. s during the course of thc 

development. 

- The need for , speed in the process. The value of being. first into the market with a new 

product Is ver1. signif cant 

Thus, despite importance of these issues, interaction betvveen people and process come 

together. interact and build consensus to achieve complex new product (NP)- related 
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objectives remains poorly understood (Badavvy et al. - 1991 ). On the other hand. more IS 
known about " the nature ofthe market. the t\ pc of technology . or ex en the sy i1Cr-, y (Jr 
fit between the project and the firm", than about the key human interaction and 

collaboration issues of new product development. according to Cooper (1 996) and 
Jassativalla (2000). Roddy and Buchanan (1986) further empha, "iscd this point. 

particularly about the design area, 

"cle. tiiý, rrtcr, s fi'cqu¬'ntlýignore the human factor implications of their ii ork. '- 

Herbruck and Umback (1997) also emphasise this point in relation to the design area, 

The opportrlnityfor the designers, then, is to, forge a new link hclii'cecn /)co/)lc- anti 

procc'. ss in the business environmcent... product cdcsigners, and purlicularl i" tIc ' i, ri 

managers, arc positioned to pluY u kci' strulegic role in the linking of hopple and 

process through the redesign or creation of , A'PD processes 

There is no doubt that the collaboration issue, particularly in different functional groups, 

can be one of the main linking elements of people and process in the NPD and NPDI) 

process. This collaborative group work among functional departments in NPDD \vas 

also emphasised by David Walker (1993) as follow, 

"Insleud of'relying on individual brains, the group is of'onee big bruin. In thi. ti war ihr' 

Co I 'rage 0/various possibililic's is inulliplied. 

In this context, the collaboration theme as a people issue needs to be considered in the 

design development process and design management for the above-mentioned reasons. 
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2.5.4 Interface between design and other key functions 

't he above-mentioned driving forces for CFC in previous sections of this chapter can he 

further explained beyond the discussions of the interface between design and other key 

functions. 

In this stale, key functional departments that are strongly invoked in NPD (Ne' Product 

Development). particularly NPDD (New Product Design Development) within l)esign 

departments, have been searched. As a result of the literature search, R&D (to create). 

Marketing (to market), and Manufacturing (to make) departments have been discovered 

as key functional departments in manufacturing companies due to their clew-. direct 

impact on product development and product management success (Soºn et al. 1997, 
z: l 

1998, ). Woodward (1965), Lorsch (1965), and Lawrence (1967,1986) also highlighted 

`marketingýsales ', `production- inaniutacturing' and `R&D engineering' ais the kc,, task 

functions within manufacturing organisations in the NPD process. Olson (199 -") also 

pointed out the same idea based on his research work. 

"71rc'. tiurclioiial groups it-hose contributions lo 1hc' XPD p"oce. ss harre hc'c'ii nio. si wwldelt- 

r"cicogniaed in the academic press are R&D. Munufacturing, und Var"keliin., r. " 

On the other hand, the design group is emphasised with Marketing and l echnolog\ a, " 

key functional groups in the NPD process, according to Rachel Davies-Cooper- and Tim 

Jones (1995). They insisted, 

the literature indicates that there Irre hroucdhv three kel' 
. 
firnciion aii'a. s invol''ecd in 

successful. VPD; ; %Iarkeiiugr, Design und Technologe. 

In order to develop successful new product. Leonard-Barton. et. al. (1994) underlined 

that a company must excel in two seemingly contradictor, ýv a, s. First. it must 

constantly build and refresh its individual area of expertise so it has critical capahilitieý 

needed to stay ahead of the pack. And second. it must get its ever-changing mix of 
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disciplines to work together in the c' er-changing competitiv c env ironmcnt. F roils this 

context, the cross-functional eollaborati%e %%ork starts to be recognised as a significant 
issue in NPD. To successfully accomplish their unique and shared tasks. each functional 

group involved in new product development is dependent to some degree on other 

functional groups in the firm (Olson. 1993; Song. etc.. 1997). In this context. Olson 

(1993) stated that regarding the perceived value of the designers'. 

''one group that has received comparatii'ei' little attention, i vl WWWhO. 5L' contribution to 

the successful development of u new product is equally crucial or inure. is de. sigrr. 
Because designer s are often perceived as "arts' Ii pe. 1' " instead of bus nes. s people', 

because little- research has fücus'ed on design '. s' relulimi hip ii, ith oilier functional 

groupps, 
, 
feil' insights into ho11, to manage the inter, face of design tiwwith other. fiirrc'tional 

groups are available to project or other functional rrrcrrlager, s' 

Despite the importance of design to NPD, until recently little attention has been ,, iv en to 

the role of design and considerably less to the interfaces betvvecn design and other 

functions in the NPD process (Davies-Cooper- & Jones 1995. Olson 1993.1994) 

More reasons can be added as to why the cross-functional collaboration and interlace 

issue should be dealt with in the design process. One of them is the nature of design 

problem. The nature of the design problem almost aký ays involves a diverse number of 

disciplines, namely, the solutions to design problems focus on finding an optimum 

balance between other functional values, for example. between performance and cost. 

het\\een appearance and how easy a product is to use, bet een materials and durabilit\ 

etc. Similarly, as Walsh, Roy. Bruce, Potter (1992) prescribed. the design activ ity has 

been essentially characterised as 'C'ompromise ' and 'Choice' activities (They also av e 

two more. 'Creativinv' and 'C'omplexii v'. which together they call the 4('s' of design - 

by analo1v with the familiar `4Ps' of marketing: Product. Price. Place. Promotion). 

Alan Topalian (1990) also pointed out the harmony needed betvvecn the dcýiwn and 

other iünctional people from this context. Ile stated. 
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"design 1. 's- 'lIcs ulii'U1'. S' receive serious coiisiderwioii before C1eci. sioii, ti CiF iakeii. It a[ w 

iI/ia! designers and sluff %l/iO art fi"u1n7 u1hCr. ftnnc. lio/U1! di. scip1iirc', s itürk in 

parallel ilirough all sieges (? 1'a wide range oof aclivilie. s. " 

I Iowever, the above-mentioned "ii'orrk in jparallc'l " by Alan I opalian ( 1990) does not 

mean an autonomous or independent process. It is an integrative process. vvhich tips 

together the respective tracks as the process moves forward. as explained by I3eck%v ith 

and Harris (1993) quoting Dewar Sloan's Zipper Theory. Danial T. AVol 0 1992) who is 

a strategy consultant at Dewar Sloan, Inc. calls this the Zipper theory and described it as 

follows: 

"l)c. sign Research has to mut'(J. foni'ur"cl with Business Research in cm ilerotive. 1tollioll, 

interlocking llle exercise as il moves, reaching sequential cnn. seiislrs cr/I(/ cross-play .... 
/oihel"ii'iseJ there is a tendency to downplcn the critical role of Resource Rcwarch 

whi/c the Design Research and Business Research : ih along rrwil there are resource 

iileo lisislcl7c1CS 

Figure 21 Dewar Sloan's Zipper Theory (Source: Beckwith D. & Harris D. (1993) 

The Zipper theory metaphor suggests 

zipping up the premises, goals. 

knowledge. and criteria all along the 

way to refine movement into a 

smoothly melted design process 

Beckwith and Harris (1993) (See 

Figure 21). 

Rachel Cooper & Mike Press (1995) 

also added that 

"thc' varioll f iiiic"lioiis are not incdceppencdent-thca' are iiiierie/)C'nclc2171, Fi(liiic'll" . Sc'/)al (ric 

1ii11C1i0ý17. c begin to work Iogc'thc'r - 
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Also. Rothwell and Whiston (1990) insisted. "thc'r"c should crlso hc r"cý(vrlur" 

communication hetu c'en marketing, production and manufacturing to c'rr, Sur c' that all 

pr°ocluci are appropriate to the company '. 5 existing or planned nrunru/uclurin(Y 

cap ahiliti' ". For these reasons, there appears to be an increasing need to improve the 

cross-functional collaboration process and interfaces bet\\cen the design and other key 

t'unctional groups. particularly, R&D, Marketing, Manufacturing. 

Each interface between the design group and the other kc` function I roues are 

summarised in sub-sections below. 

2.5.4.1 The Design - Marketing interface 

Throughout the development programme, Hopkins (1981) points out 
"lhcic' oug>ht t0 he a continuous interaction hem'cen marketing and design " 

Not only do designers need to know the product, the competition. the target market and 

the price, but, as well as information on the characteristics of the consumer, they also 

need to be regularly updated on the changes in their requirements (Dace 1989). This 

range of information needs to be presented clearly and, at all times. must be appropriate 

to the needs of the designers (Slade 1989). In order to achieve this successfully, it is 

often recommended that marketing should fully understand the design process. 

Rachel Cooper & Mike Press (1995) further described the Design and Marketing 

relationship and interface through the marketing mix. Summary of their main ideas is as 

1Ollo\\5; 

"Design is rc'lulecl 10 c'l'c'ul' uspecl ofthe marketing mix: in 'Product', Design influenc c'. s 

quullll', 
.f 

u11C'l ion, 
.s e1'1'ice, usuhil ily, appearance u)? d other f eat u re, s .' 

in 'Price, the 1I'U1' (I 

p1'oc/l/C't is cleslgi1ed C'uli of fcc1 the cost Of n? u11L/factU1'iflg C111d, also add value. in 'I'hwc' 
. 

DCsil((/1C'1". ý (JI'C' /171'(111'ß'c/ in the pucking ui1(d distribution aY1d they (1/. ßo de, ti7 n outlets. for 
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example retail stores, exhibition stands, leisure IUL ilitie, s etc.: in 'Prolrloliun ', dc. S/, gin 

ulii'ul'. S' has kc-1' role in the production of udv"crii. Sing. support litcruture. P01 . 171 0/ Sale 
displul', S etc. The critical nature of the design - marketing inter, -face nlctln. ' that markt'! 
research must be undertaken in such a 11'01' as to il7f()1'1)1 designers both gI411711 /Cllll'c'll" 

and qualitulireis' about the end user of'their" design.. for example. ul pp/. inarkei . si: c, 
customer pr"oflles, the market segment dcflllcd and lt st1'le info malioll. " 

2.5.4.2 The Design - R&D interface 

As with the marketing interface, it is recommended that there should also be regular 

contact between Design and R&D (Walsh et al. 1992). In order to operate cfiectiycIy. 

designers need to be aware of both current research taking place ý%ithin the company 

and relevant developments in new materials and processes occurring outside. 

particularly during the early stages of a project. They need to be able to consult vý ith 

R&D, who themselves also need to communicate with market research and marketing 

about new products which may be developed in the future (Hopkins. 1981 ). 

Frequently in small and medium sized enterprises design and R&D activities are often 

undertaken by one group - in the manufacturing industrv. Hoýv ever, in larger 

organisations. R&D exists as a discrete function or out-sourced from agencies or 

academia (Cooper R. & Press M. 199-5). R&D information is essential toi designers 

working on product design development; they need to know hat is happening at the 

forefront of technology, in terms of materials, machines and manufacturing method. 

Such knowledge feeds the creative process and enables designers to develop innov ati\ c 

and leading edge concepts. For example, Teflon was developed in the aerospace ot, 

industry but later resulted in saucepans, skis and bearings (Cooper R. & Press Ni. 1995). 

It is essential to realise that communication of developments in R&D contribute tc 

innovation and effective design, and therefore must be encouraged for ellectiv e design. 

and there lore must be encouraged and supported through bringing the functions together. 
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Indeed, not only does knowledge of advances in R&D increase the ability to produce 
innovative new products, but also an understanding of design activ itic,, enables R&1) to 

contribute more effectively to the design process (Cooper & Press 1995). 

2.5.4.3 The Design - Manufacturing interface 

Susman et al. (1992) pointed out, 

"companies increasingly recognise that integration of design and inanufcacturing 

contributes to improving product quality. lowcring cost, and speeding 1upp the product 

development process , 

A report by the DTI (Department of Trade and Industry 1991) also emphasised the 

relationship between design and manufacturing groups; 

"not only mu si designers have the best knowledge of urhut the market wunl, s. hia the 

heiter lheY ufre informed on the materials and ntuniufiwairincl cuauhilitie. s of their 

business, on what is available to their business, then the better will he their desicrns ''. 

One of the most important matters, which cannot be ignored. is that in euers discipline 

design concepts must be transferred from the drawing board into reality. This involves a 

production process, therefore it is inevitable that there must be a good relationship and 

interface between designers and production. Cooper & Press (1995) also explained the 

relationship between these two groups. 

"De. sigiic'rs /nusl also he kept cnivre of all of the plroduciioi7 i. ssue, s, it'hich u ill uicl 

economic c117c1 efficient manufacture or assc'1nh1v. The communircltion /'r occ. s. s heiii cln 
hotte f1U? cl ions must also involve e/ fl ciL'ni anti clear tra, is fr of c/esj i1 111.1 /rucl ion. 1 wid 

. spec flea/ions 1o enahie el 
--/1L'e 

n9canufaclurc. 

More statements, xýhich underline the necessarity of collaboration betvveen design and 

manufacture have been given by manv researchers and ýv riters. Francis et al ( 1988) and 
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Rosenthal et al. (1992) also insisted that it is beneficial to iflVUIv c production and 

manufacturing from the start and that there needs to he a continuous interaction bcmcen 

manufacturing and design. There should be regular consultation het«een design and 

manufacturing to discuss any problems that arise. the outcomes of v% hick hav c toi he fed 

back to the design team to ensure that the final product is entirely appropriate to the 

manufacturing capabilities of the company. 

On the other hand, De Meyer (1992) suggested that CAD is a useful tool 1ör improving 

the design to manufacture transfer. 
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2.5.5 Role of product designer 

Many roles of industrial designers have been discussed hý mane vti riters and rescarcherS. 

According to Thomas Walton (1989). who is an editor of the I)esi-gn 11anagement 

Journal, design is most effective as a full partner in the development process. This 

means that, rather than a peripheral-'`make it pretty"- role. design should be used to 

contribute to all phases of corporate activity: from strategy to productlserv ice definition 

to production as well as to marketing and support. 

In particular, three industrial designers' roles have been stressed in previous literature. 

these include customer interpreter, integrator and catalyst. 

Cilve Rassam (1995) explains these three designer's roles in his published book. 

The sub-sections are dealt with mainly Rassam ideas. 

2.5.5.1 the designer as customer interpreter 

Bill Morggridge, founder of Morggridge Associates , hich is nov. part of the 

international IDEO group, emphasises that a good design is one that apples to people, 

"I ulwai's related design to people. Therefore design is about creating product. ' that 

. sah s fv people, that are enjoyable, that. 11nc°lion in the light tii ai . .I good design i. ý f! the 

end user. " (Morggridge B, in Rossara 1995) 

The ability of the designer to understand the customer is crucial in dcv eloping 

successful products that consistently compete well in the marketplace. 

It is also a role for which the designer is ideally suited by education and background. 

The Technology Partnership's Michael Cane. who has a background in both 

engineering and industrial design, explains wwhy: 
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People 1i iih an engineering or electronics education are trained in 

They are trained to make anal . scs by breaking a problem into hits: theirs i. S U wur1d 

about technologies with clear-cult que, stion. s and logical answer s. But Uuts-school 

educated de. S'igner. ý are trained to work /halo a different ha. si. s. The'; work fron» U17 

emotional point of nieu ': how will people react tu this product, u'hi, would the; Irani it, 
how will then use ii... So the reason win' industrial can he So useful in a 

commercial sense is that then approach thingsftoni a people perspective. It is natural to 

them to think about cuslomer s and market.... 

Although interpreting customer information i. s' traditional! seen as the role of i/ic 

market department, in Nick Butler's experience most marketing people are in their 
, 
jobs 

to Iiiovc products, and see their johl as an extension of titc So/c. 5 lone/ ion, so lhc, i' look 

at the market from the point of vieww' of'thc company's existing products. This is a vier' 

shared by mnann- other industrial de, igner. s- including Kenneth Grange, who finds ihcal 

Marketing lends to he, föcused on the present rather than, fitture: `The. i' Lion 't . s/and hack 

from the market und ask what it needs. 'A good industrial designer i. s' more likeli' to 

question the marketing philosophi' and take account of the capahilitic. 5 of the 

engineering department " (Rossara 1995). 

2.5.5.2 the designer as integrator 

Seth Ellis (1994) pointed out. 

"lite product cic>>"c'lopment activities of firms engaged in inunutacturing c_vhihii a 

structural relationship among engineering murketing, and industrial design 

lt is understood that no single professional discipline can by itself come up ,\ ith all the 

ideas for a new product. This is vv hv industrial designers can be so valuable: thcy are 

used to dealing mth a number of key disciplines such as engineering, marking and 

product (Rassam 1995). The idea of the industrial designer as a pnvutu/ iýýlc, ýýuýur of 

various professional disciplines is a ver\ powerful one In the design profession. I hot' 
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hose education achieved a satisfactory balance of engineering and arts-based subjects 
ha\ ea particularly good understanding of business processes and manulacturin`g. anal 

appreciate wvhat technology is all about. They are aware of manufacturing processes and 

are sensitive to the refinements of form and colour. 

Rassarn (1995) who uses Richard Seymour's idea states. 

"the relationship between the designers und ei"eiavune else 'nru. st be seamle. s. s " 

Richard Seymour of the Seymour Powell design consultanc\ also pointed out that 

'we spend cr lol cif lime making sure that relationships arc right. Snnnc'linle'. s wc ac i as 

moderators he/ii, cen the murkeling people and ihc' cngincc'r. s. " 

Seth Ellis (1994) takes this point even further. He hcliev cs that designers vv i 

increasingly be called upon to act as integrators, beginning with the earliest stages of 

the product-development process. Ellis (1994) has explained that 

"designers'-with mode. s't training in engineering and marketing- inn'e the unique ahila. i' 

to create 'visions ' for fiiltn°e product's, that combine lec/ntical and inamilacluring input 

with 's'ofk'1' inloi-malion on customer needs and prior ties 

The role of the designer is evolving toward being an effective liaison bet, ticen 

marketing and engineering, as an integrator, as a product creator, and as av isionarv 
. 

Marketers understand the customers but may not be well trained in the technical aspect" 

of product development, while engineers tend to be trained in technology but ýOen they 

do visit, they are often quick to jump from the specific case to un%ýarranted 

generalisation. It is the responsibility of marketing to understand customers statistically 

and to know ho\\ they can be segmented, to identify the requirements and desires of' 

attractive segments, to calculate segment potential, and to translate those requirements 

into technical specifications. Ellis (1994) further stated, 
"Pi'oi. %1/ct (lei, cloin eill consists Of Conci/1'1'C'n/, inici, UC'/il'C', Ilel'alil'L' f? H)CC'tiAC'. S'. 

, 
1lw-keling, inchlsll"ial ck'sig17 and engineering Inu. sl hecotne cl single orguni. s-n9 that 
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works collaborutil'c'ly and inleraciivc'll'. cleVc-1o/)ing sOllrtious to 1»"c'. s 'ill and fi, lrirc 

market o/porlunities. One ref the principal rulc. s of the multi/Lrccici irrdrrstuiul dc'si, trlc'r 

is tv act as ca liaison between murketin, c. and c'/igincc-ring. 

2.5.5.3 the designer as catalyst 

Rassarn (1995) also pointed out the designer's role as catalyst as fol1oýý s: 

if. one takes to a wide range of ind u. strial designers it becomes clear that, in the nay 

llic. ºv perceive their role, there are realhv two tlpe. s. There arc iho. tic who have the role as 

something of a magician - the inspiring, crealive. force behind a neºº' prochrct; a More 

modest but more realistic view - as the catalyst or moderator Of'a complex sei of 1dea-v 

and contributions, from other professionals. 

Also, Thomas Walton (1989) illustrates the shift of a designer's role clearly in the 

following diagrams (See Figure 22. ) 

Figure 22. The shift of a designer's role 

Design outside 
the mainstream 

Thomas Walton (1989) stated, 

Design as Catalyst 

". 1 furch norm j)resci IIv is the c'micej)t that dc'. wgril is u17 artistic velicCI . mn1c li'llc1 c' 

011/SICIC' 1%lc hil. s'111C'. ti. s 1)? L11Y1. S1ream. By contrast, /11'O (1/1C'171U111'L'. 5' UI'c' /,, ()tic/. s for 
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competing in today', s marketplace. In the firs-1, clc. sign Ls ijitc', rrutcil as a 
. 
tullY 

participating component in the corporate clec"i. 5ion-making diulogzw... clc. sig. '7 hu. s' au 

c s'cn higher profile, acting as the c"catil.. st that promotes, si'uuthc. si. s (1117017g CI /IIIIIIIIIAC 

c'o1 por ale ohjc'c7ii'c'. S' " 

In other words, a designer did not participate in the critical decision-making process of 

NPD in the past. The activities of the designer výere also usuallv to giv c the form and 

visual aspect of a product, after making significant decisions in the upstream process. 

After that, designers came to be recognised as partners in the critical decision-making 

process, in the main decision-making process of NPD. Thomas W'alton's idea is also 

strongly supported by K. W. Chung (1999), who is the president of KIDP (Korea 

Industrial Design Promotion), in his recent book, Design Management'. 

Now, it is widely acknowledged that designers are given the role of caiali, si in order to 

make efficient, effective and smooth decisions with other functional specialists. 

In order to successfully fulfil these roles; customer interpreter, integrator and catalv st. 

by negotiating with other functional specialists, a CFC element needs to be a central 

issue in product design development and design management. 
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2.6 Summary of key driving forces for CFC in NPDD 

The several driving forces for C'FC in the design development are presented in this 

chapter as a background to this research. after description of the significance of \PD 

and the importance of design activvit\ %%ithin NPD. In summar\. the key drl\ ing fürceS 

for CFC in the design development can be described as followws: 

Firstly, the nature of the product design processes can be explained as not only ac clis 

iterative processes but also solution-focused negotiation processes. These points vverc 

emphasised, particularly, by Allen Ricking� (1982) March (1984). and Lawson (1997) 

through their design development process models. CF C is beginning to be recognised ais 

an important issue in facilitating this cyclic iteration and solution-focused negotiation 

design development process. 

Secondly, abundant information sharing and its efficient transformation among various 

functional groups are underlined as key issues in the success of the design development 

process (Rosenthal & Tatikonda, 1999). One of the main roles of information sharing 

with functional group in NPDD is to reduce uncertainty ýýhich is one of the main 

objectives of product design development activities. CFC is also being embossed as a 

Vital issue in order to effectively and efficientlv carrv out information-sharing among 

the functional departments. 

l'hirdly, human resource management is not only a strategic activ itv in itself. but one 

which is now a central issue for interdisciplinary inputs to achieve a successful design 

development. Despite the importance of this issue. a human issue has been ignored in 

NPI)/NPDD area (Herbruck &Umback. 1997). That is there is consensus in the 

literature that CFC' needs to be dealt vvith si`gnificantl` as a centre of human resource 

management issues. 
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Finally. three particular roles of a designer- as a customer interpreter. integrator and 

catalvst. can be seen as the other driving forces for CFC. A designer is a gull partner in 

NPD process (Thomas Walton. 1989). This is because a designer. %v hu has a good 

understanding of both an engineering and a marketing domain, is used to dealing vv ith a 

number of key disciplines such as engineering, marketing and production (Rassam 

1995). ('FC in product design development is recognised as one of the main issues in 

successfully fulfilling role of the designer. 
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Chapter3: Research Methodology 

3.1 Introduction 

The framework for the overall design of this research methodolog\ has already been 

briefly explained in Figure 1 in chapter 1. This chapter introduces research methods. 

which this research used, in detail. Some of precise research processes were dealt with 

in each chapter. This chapter starts with an introduction to the outline of' research 

instruments (Section 3.2). The next section, section 3.3 deals xk ith research instrument 

development, research methods. and research aims based on eight research stages in 

sequence. These stages are as follows: first, literature search. second. pilot inters ieýý 
. 

third. In-depth interview survey, fourth, synthesis and anale sis of the findings from both 

the literature survey and the interview survey, fifth. questionnaire sure ey . sixth. 

development of the new framework model of CFC, seventh. evaluation of the usahilitý 

ofthe new frame\v cork model of CFC in practice, and finally. a conclusion is `-'i\ en as a 

summary of all these research results. 
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3.2 Overall design of research methods 

This research was conducted based on both a literature search and practical field 

research. Also, this practical field research was undertaken based on both qualitamc 

and a quantitative research. An intervie%, surNcý %ýith kcv-senior managers in consumer 

electronics companies, which is the scope to this research, vv as conducted as a main 

qualitative research technique. Also, a questionnaire as used with a large amount of' 

people in the targeted industry sector as a quantitative research technique. 

Qualitative research and quantitative research are complementary to each other. 

although both research approaches represent diftcrent processes and have different 

procedures as I lalfpenny (1979) pointed out. I Ic stated. 

"qualituthve research and quantitative research can i'jew a . sub/eel . 
fi of (lif/creul 

j crspectives und hence the sources of infurinuliun uhiuinc4l allow a /noi-e holi. 'Jic f'lail' 

of the subJect under investigullon 

In this research, qualitative research was undertaken principally by using qualitative 

data for two reasons. 

First, this research issue deals with very diverse, soft and intangible data. \\ hich is 

difficult to quantity, during the research process. 

Second, there is a need for the grounded theory approach. because of the lack of a 

critical mass of research findings related to this research theme; that is CFC in NP1)1) 

(New Product Design Development) which is a v-eiy creative development stage of the vv hole 

NPI) process. 
1'ayler S. J. and Bogdan R. C. pointed out (1984). 

"The grounded theory, approach is u method, f or discovering theories, conccpl. ti, directh' 

from the data, rather Man 
. 
from priori assiumptions, other research, or exi. s'lili 

Ihc'oreiic'ul frameworks ". 

'1-he grounded theory approach is dealt with in great in the next section. 
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Practical data in this research was collected from eight leading global consumer 

electronics companies through the case studies. These companies are Neroy limited. 

Fuji Xerox. I Iitachi, Toshiba, Samsung, I. G. Daewoo. and KEC. Fivc. that is Samsuin`g. 

I litachi. Toshiba, LG, Daewoo, of them are the top ten companies. according to their net 

profit 1995/1996, in this industry sector (Euromoniter report 1997. scc Table 3). 

Table 3 Ranking of company by net profit] 995/1996 (Euromoniter 1997). 

Companies Net profit (US $ Millions) Ranking 
Samsung Electronics 3,119 1 
Philips Electronics 1,455 
Hitachi 1,387 3 
Toshiba 884 4 
LG Electronics 643 5 
Mitsubishi Electric 579 6 
Son} Corp. 530 7 
Sharp 453 8 
Sanyo Electric 153 9 
Daewoo Electronics 59 10 

A" '('u, ti c SiiiJ ' is a research mcihod a' i'ai of 
, 
finding onl snore about s, oinu' a v)ec! o/ 

realili' through a very detailed analysis, " (Langriste J.. 199-33). 

This research conducted interviews survey with senior level managers )Aho strongly 

invoke the NPDD (New Product Design Development). The main reasons (irr choosing 

current senior mangers as inter, iewees as follows, 

1. They possess the most broad knowledge about this research issue (that is a 

cross-functional collaboration) from their work experience. 

2. They are not only directly posed to charge in this research issue. that is a (TV 

between departments in their organisation, but they have a role to arbitrate and 

coordinate problems which came from a boundary between functional 

departments (Kahn. 1996). 

,. "['hev are also respected people who have a broad o\'erv ie« of other functional 

departments in their organisation (Philips, 1981). 
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4. Thev are direct receivers of the information ývhich comes from these rc c arch 

findings 

The major research instruments for this research were as follo\L s. 

1) Surveying research from a ,v ide cross-section of literature in this research area 

2) Synthesising and analysing the findings from the literature survey 

3) Selecting appropriate research methods and techniques 

4) 1Tsing an `In-depth intervieww' with open-ended technique: lirstlv, to discos er 

extensive phenomena and issues related to CFC and CEI, secondly, to evaluate the 

final information produced from this research work as a conclusion. 

5) Using `Content analysis: to confirm the information, which had hccn gathered 

from the In-depth interviews. 

6) Using combination of expert cxperiences and judgements indicated hv a focus 

group using the uffinihv technique'. - for synthesis and analysis of the rescarcll 

findings 

7) The questionnaire, to include as much as man} people's knoýý ledge, and to 

examine the result of project level design development performances. 

The 'Osgood scales ' was used in this questionnaire. 
8) The SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences): to ana1N sis the data conic 

from questionnaires. 
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3.3 Research methods and research instrument development in 
each stage 

l'. ight major stages were undertaken to assure the appropriateness of this o' erall 

research. Research methods, research instrument development and the purposes in each 

research stage are illustrated in the following sub-sections in detail in sequence. 

3.3.1 Stage 1: Literature search. 

Firstly, an extensive literatures search was carried out, in order to achieve the i)lfoýv ing 

purposes. 

1. To achieve an understanding of previous research and to provide a context related to 

this research theme 

2. To discover the factors (issues) within CFC for NPDD. 

3. To discover performance measurement items for NPDD. 

4. To define the research scope, and characteristics of the GC'EI (Global Consumer 
Electronics Industry). 

5. To enable the selection of appropriate research methods and techniques 

In order to achieve the above aims effectively, the literature was mainlv searched for hy 

means of electronic databases, particularly, six database (information) service 

instruments. These are the BLII (British Library Inside Information) Serv ice, the BII)ti 

(Bath Information and Data Service) including Ingenta Journals, the Infotrac. the 

ABI/Inform Global (from ProQuest). the Emerald and the Index to theses. Both the 

electronic database system in Brunel University and the electronic database 5y stem at 

Loughhorough University were also cross-searched. 

Literature searches Mere also undertaken from the start of this research to the end ein a 

regular basis. 
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Each database service instrument. which «as used as a major source of this literature 

search, is briefly explained in Table 4. 

Table 4. Database service instruments' 

BLII (British Library 
Inside Information) 

BIDS (Bath 
Information and Data 
Service) include 
Ingenta Journals' 

The British Librar} Inside Information (ßl. ll) data Cover, details of 

every major article in some 10,000 journals. vv ith international 

coverage over a \ti ide range of subject areas. The data i, , ti pl icd b} 

the British Library Supply Centre and pro\ ides \ cr\ up-to-date. 
Coverage from 1992 onmards. 

his service was launched in Februars 1991 BIDS is believcc] to 
have been a \korld first -a national scrvice prop iding vv idespread 

network access to commercially supplied bibliographic databases. 

BIDS is hosted by the University of Bath and performs an important 

role in the information strategy of the Joint Information S\ stem, " 
Committee of the Higher Education Funding Councils (DISC), and is 

one of three data centres funded by the DISC, along vvith MIMAS 

(located at Manchester University) and EDINA (located at 
Edinburgh University). 

In September 1998, the University of Bath entered into 

arrangements v ith Ingenta Ltd under Milch parts of the BIDS 

service are provided under a facilities management arrangement h' 

Ingenta on a fully accountable and not-for-profit basis. A major 
benefit of the relationship is the seamless access for BIDS users to 

around 2,500 full text electronic journals (This database pros ides an 
index of published journals with some full text articles. ('ov ; rage 
includes science. technology, medicine, social sciences and 

management). 

The BIDS ISI service provides access to four bibliographic 

databases supplied by the Institute for Scientific Information WSI). 

covering scientific and technical information, social ýcienccý. arts 

and humanities. Three Citation Indexes co\ er data from -500 

selected llllf'1'11U11UJ1UýýOlfl")lUl, s. /10/11 1981 onwards. 

URL: 

Infortrac Covers a wide range of htrsirre, ss and rrrcrage! HL'rlt IOpiC. v. This 

litt h: ý\ \\ \ti .1 
ihrarý . 

dinu. ac. uk 
Imp: ý\\\\N. bids. ac. uL info login bidsbackground. htm 
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database gives access to a combination of neýNspaper and journal 

articles. trade publication,. compan\ profile,, and in'4c, tment 

reports. These are mainly in the l, ýSA, but Infortrac COvCr-, nmanv 
important IIRM (1-luman Resource Manag ement) titles. It Ira 

provided indexing and abstracts for o\ er 1000 title,, from 1982 

onwards, v ith articles from oxer 450-journals a'4aailable in full-tem. 
It is updated daily. 

I IRL: http: //ýý ý, ý\ti . 
infoti-ac. londen. galegroup. co111/itý\ ch dmu 

ABI/Inlhrm Global 
(from ProQuest) 

Contains abstracts of articles drawn from o\ er 1000 businc,,, and 
management periodicals, and full-texts frone about 600, including 

trade and academic publications. ABI/"Infirm is the leading bu'inesý 

abstracting database in the \tiorld and its coverage is international 

and comprehensive. 
Also, it covers the folloýk ing Ne« spapers. 

- The Guardian: daily neý\spaper covering the I'K 

- The Independent-London: dailv ncvvspaper from London. 
f: ngland, covering the UK 

- The Observer: Weekly London newspaper published on 
Sundays 

- The Sunday Tines: newspaper from London, [ : ngland. 

- The Times of London: daily newspaper from London, I. ngland. 

URL: http: //glohal. uiiii. com/"ppgdu-cb 

Emerald This database contains the full-text of 98 journals published hý 

MCB Universit} Press making it useful for research into all business 

and management topics. Coverage includes marketing, general 

management. human resources, qualit\, propert\. operations, 

production & economics. library & information ser\ ices. 

information management. training & education and engineering. 
URL: hltp: l; 'ýýv 

. emerald-lihýaºý. ctýin; ̀ 

Index to theses This database is an index to postgraduate theses produced h) 

students at UK academic establishments. 
URL: 
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3.3.2 Stage 2: Pilot interview 

In the early stage of this research, pilot intervic s ywrc conducted before _loing, the 

main practical research work. 

Burgess (1994) stated. 

"Tlic inici-l'icli is the opportunity. for the researcher to prob' clccpll to unco>vr" neu 

clues, open up new dimensions of u problem and to . secure vivid, acct a1c inchi. sivt' 

accounl, S /hui are bused on personal experience 

This pilot interview had the following purposes. 

1. To get a general ideas about this research work and its direction in order to ascertain 

whether this research has value or not and to forecast difficulties vv iich mav be 

encountered. 

To outline the characteristics of the GCEI (Global Consumer Electronics Industry) 

Method 

Semi-structured interviews were conducted with four current design managers in 

companies. These included Samsung, LG, Daewoo, and Xerox Limited. 

Miller (1983) claimed that the semi-structured interview is defined as focusing on a core 

of standard, questions or topics. with other questions generated from the interv ieýýees 

response. It provides the advantage that all individuals' responses can be compared to 

the core questions and other issues spontaneously raised bý the interviex%ce. call be 

taken account of. Miller (1983) further suggested that the semi-structured intervievv 

provides enough freedom for interviewees to steer the conversation and allovti ý them to 

express their opinions confirming the influencing factors for further case studies. 

Thereföre. the semi-structured interview was considered the most appropriate for this 

initial intervievv to achieve the above objectives. 
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These pilot interviews were conducted between 17"' December 1999 and 1 ()`1' February 

2000. 

The interview with the design manger at Xerox Limited was a face-to-face intervic\\ III 

the meeting room at Xerox Limited. This intervicýk took approximately tvvo hours. The 

other interviews were conducted by phone. Each phone- 1ntervicvv took between one and 

two hours. Table 5 gives more details about the interviews. 

Table 5 General background information about contacted interv icvy ecs 
Name of Name of Department Job title 
company interviewee 
Samsung Kung-Muk Kim Design Group Design manager 
Electronics 
LG Electronics Jae-Noon Kim Design Center Design manager 
Daewoo Jung-Wok Go Design Center Design manager 
Electronics 
Xerox Limited Leslie Wynn Human Design manager 

interface & 
Design 
Development 

Approximatelv 
time: for intervievý 
1 hour 

40 minutes 
I hour 10 minutes 

2hours 
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3.3.3 Stage 3: Interview survey 

The main in-depth interviews were conducted in the third stage of the research process. 

This survey involved gathering retrospective data based on personal experiences. I he 

interviews in this research stage and the questionnaire in the next resca: cIi stage 

constitute the main body of this research. 

The aims of in-depth interviews were as follo-výs, 

1) To discover and identify the empirical contributory factors affecting CFC in the 

design development process of consumer electronics products. 

2) To discover the performance measurement items (criteria) for product design 

development and design management in practice. 

3) To outline the design development circumstances of consumer electronics products. 

such as product design development forms and types of organisation structure 

This in-depth interview research process can be divided into two steps as follo\\ s. 

Firstly, the preparation stage to conduct interviews, for example. selecting appropriate 

interview methods (techniques), developing an agenda. preparation to make contact 

ý\ ith consumer electronics firms and find suitable intervie ees, a mock-up intery icw 

Secondly. the interview processing stage. 

3.3.3.1 Step 1: Preparation stage 

Consumer electronics companies ý, kere searched for in two main \ýaýs; these include 

`flit, honip ass Sc i-vice' (Reed Business Information. 1999). and 'ihe Isilc'riitl search 

engines ' to conduct field research surveys. which Nvere an interv ievy and a questionnaire 

survey using in the next steps of this research. 
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The Kompass Service is one of the most ývell-knoxvn dataha, ýc scrv-icc-,. which hay 

company lists and addresses according to the industr` sectors (see Exhibit 6). 

Exhibit 6. The Kompass (Reed Business Information, 1999) 

Kompass Product and Services, 37"' edition, England, (http: f««w. kompýiss. ccýný: ) 
'1 lie Business to business search engine - 1.5 Million Companies 
23 Million key product and sere: ice references 
2.9 Million executive names 
600 000 trade and brand names 
50 000 Kompass classification codes in close to 70 countries. 

The Internet Search Engines are also a powerful research instrument. Since, the Internet 

search engines can easily access many kinds of information from each company 's 

homepage. In addition, some consumer electronics companies ýýere contacted through 

personal relationships with researchers and people who assisted in this research. 

As a result, a total of nearly sixty appropriate global consumer electronics companies 

were contacted. These companies were contacted by post and'or email, anal, or phone. 

kventually, seven companies agreed to do interviews for this research and eight 

companies consented to take part in the questionnaire survey in three countries (the t K. 

Korea and Japan). The seven companies involved in the intervicvv s are leading 

companies in the consumer electronics industry sector. 

On the other hand, during the period of contacting companies, the structured intervic%v 

questions were designed based on both findings from the literature search and the pilot 

interview survey. In other words, the agenda for the interviews as produced in this 

stage. The interview questions were categorised into four dimensions. 

Also, the interview agenda was pre-tested by Ray Holland, \\ho is an academic expert 

in the design management sector, and Leslie Wynn, who is a senior design manager at 

Xerox Limited, an expert in a practical sense. 
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l'he interview questions were as follotivs. 

Agenda for interview 

A. In order to get general background information about the intervic%%cc and his lhcr 
firm. 

Question 1. What is the name of the company you work for? 

Question 2. What is the total number of employees'? 

Question 3. What is the total number of designers? 

Question 4. What is your job title`? 

Question 5. What is the name of your department? 

Question 6. How long have you been working for this compan} ? 

B. In order to discover contributory factors affecting CFC' (cross-functional 

collaboration) 

Question 7-1. What are contributory factors affecting CFC <C ors Functional 
Collaboration) for product design development in general? 

Question 7-2. Why do you think these contributory factors you mentioned are 
important'' 

Question 7-3. What are the obstacles affecting each of the abo% c contributtl'y 
factors`? 

C. To define the design development circumstances of consumer electronics products. 
such as, product design development forms and types of organisation structures (the 
following questionnaires (question 10) are also used here). 

Question 8. How many projects does a designer usually undertake at the same tine? 

Question 9. What percentage of new product design development is conducted in 

each of the following categories (in-house design. from design 
consultant) in your company? (Refer to Appendix 1 ). 

Question 10. What percentage of new product design development is conducted in 
each of the following categories (a. Functional organisation, b. Project 
organisation c. Lightweight project Matrix Organisation. d. 
I leavy vv eight project Matrix Organisation) in your company'' 
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I). In order to get pragmatic information from a real company setting. namely to get 
information about the measurement items (scales) for design devclopment and design 

management. 

Question 11. Does Four company ha\ e any criteria or/and scales in order to mca, "ure 
the performance of product design development and design 
management? 

In addition. in order to conduct a more effective and efficient intervievv, a mock-up 

interview was carried out with Leslie Wynn, before starting the actual intervic\ýs. Sonic 

problems in relation to the interviewer's interview techniques were indicated and 

addressed during this mock-up interview stage. It took approximatclv 2 hours. 

The agenda for the interviews was sent to the interviewees before the inters iew s výcre 

conducted so that they had time to think about the issues. 

3.3.3.2 Step 2: Interview Processing stage (research methods) 

So as to use appropriate research methods for this interv icvý surv. cý , the follovv ing 

research techniques were undertaken. 

Firstly. structured interviews were used to conduct effective interviews in a limited time 

period. 

Secondly, the `Grounded theory' approach was used to conduct the interti ievvs as it 

alloovv s to theory emerge from the data according to Glaser B. and Strauss A. (1967). 

'I'hcv pointed out that 

"Grounded anal) Sis Ivor ises the opporlunity to gain a holistic l1ndL'l"stuº7Uliº1, rot i/ºc 

key inierjpc'rsollal, gl'OU/) Ul7(1 organisallonal issues 
, 
from l/Tc. ' fers/)eclll'c'. s of inwnig, c'º'. N 

tlh- ect1v Inn-Ii (-. i1)(lling 0º7. A'PD activities 
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This theory has already been used by sev cral prcv ious researchers. such as Niederkoller 

M. (1991) and Jassawalla etc (1998) in the business management sector. 

One of the primary concerns in this research NN as not to confine the structure of ideas to 

existing theoretical categories. Rather than force realit\ into a pre-förmukuted. elegant 

theoretical design and ignore some of the important issues that did not -1-it", it appeared 

more valuable to design and redesign a model firmly based on empirical research. one 

that would capture as much of the "real world'" scenario as possible. 

To build grounded theory in this context it is also best to obtain firsthand knoxý ledge. 

Thirdly, In-depth interviews (see Exhibit 7) were undertaken in order to gain enough 

information with the most knowledgeable managers from the abov c-mentioned three 

functional groups. These three functional groups, which are acknovv lodged as key 

functional groups that are strongly involved NPD, particularly , 
NPDD arc the design, 

engineering, and marketing groups (Davies-Cooper and him Jones 1995). 

Exhibit 7 In-depth interviews 

There are three phases with in depth interviewing: input, analysis. and output. Input refers to 

the information obtained from the interviewee, the interviekwr's questions, and the 

interviewee's answers; analysis refers to the inferences made by the interviewer about the 

inter\ ie\we's input and behaviour during the interviek\; end output refers to the conclusions 

the interviewer makes at the end of this analysis. (Banaka 1971 

Banaka (1971 ) also defines an in depth interview as 

"the galhei iiig of u strfficient amount and kind of infor, nution (Irrhut), for thorough cmult, tii. s 

(unuli. tii. ýl. in order to make accurate decisions about an inte>-i'ieu'ec ', ti behuviow- 1I/u/ cr 

celloin conditions (output) 
. 

In addition, Smith H. W. (1975) emphasised that the in-depth inters iexN is needed for 

situations in \\hich the researcher poorly understands his respondents frame of reference, 
information Ie\ cis. and opinion structures. 
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In this interview survey. in order to extensiv el\ gather any different viewpoints about 
issues affecting ('FC in the design dcv elopment process. not only the design managers 

but also managers in the marketing departments and engineering department, were 

interviewed. In total fifteen senior managers were intcrvicvýcd. In other ww()rds. ten 

design managers including four chief design managers. two marketing managers. to 

mechanical engineering managers, and one technical senior manager vv ith all 

engineering background were interviewed. 

Fourthly. an open-ended interview technique was also used to get more appropriate and 

meaningful answers during interview. 

"An o/)en-ended question is a question that letwe tilt' respontici t /rce to rt'. sIioýn(/ in ca 

rclutively unrestricted manner. By contrast, u closed qucstion rt', titrictS cho lce Of 

response hY förcing the r e, V)ondent to re. 5l)ond in terms of' ipresent cuicgoric. v or 

uller"nutii'c's " (Smith H. W. 1975). 

Finally, "content analysis" was also incorporated to collect appropriate information and 

confirm the findings from the interviews. The data was collected during the intcrvicvti s. 

and the data Evas double-checked with recorded cassette tapes, and then confirmed hv 

each interviewee by Fax, or Email, after the interview. 

Patton (1990) describes Content analysis as follows. 

"('onteiil analysis is a method of 'identifj'ing, coding, and calegorising the primart 

patterns in the qualitative data, ' and a priinar'i tool fin- making seri. sc of inlervieº1' 

transcripts. .i simplified description of content analysis is concluded as fo/Iou '. s In 

order to gain a high level of falniliarlh' with the cicala, initially II, sieii lo the In/cry1ell, 

tapes and transcribe them. Then each transcript will he examined and: (a) managerial 

response will he coded to categorisation and comparison across 1nlcrºvietiº, v. (h) notes 

will he º1'ritiei and he dra11'n about our olt'n learning and what 11'c believe' i/ic ihemc'. s 

and patterns are that exist in the data. 
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7he'111C'. s und pul1C'1'1Lti might exist in the gathered ia/a if 111U1lage'I. s 6'0111 St'1'Cral f11711.5' 1"411se 

similar Ls. sric-, s. " 

3.3.4 Stage 4: Synthesis and Analysis of the findings from both the 

literature survey and the interview survey 

The analysis and synthesis of the findings from both the literature survve\ and the 

interview survey constitute the fourth stage of the research. 

The aims of this synthesis and analysis stage are the same as the pre ions in-depth 

interview survey stage. To remind readers the aims include, 

1) To discover and identify the empirical contributory factors affecting CFC in the 

design development process of consumer electronics products. 

2) To discover the performance measurement items (criteria) for product design 

development and design management in practice. 

Methods 

Extensive contributory factors affecting CFC were highlighted both 'y ithin the literature 

and the interview survey. In particularly a many contributory factors affecting ETC 

were produced from the in-depth interview survey. But, many factors %%ere repeated or 

were erv similar. 

In order to achieve the first aim of this research stage, `thy. ' of fin/ty ding rail technique 

was used with the 
, 
focus group, which consisted of specialists in the product design 

and/or design management sector, to define contributory factors affecting C FC after 

classifying the many discovered factors. This is used to gather large amounts of verbal 

data and organize it into groupings based on the relationships het\\cen the items 

(Brassard M. & Ritter D. 1994). 
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Exhibit 8 shovýs the affinity diagram technique in detail. Also. the members of the Incas 

group panel for the analysis in this research are shoe n in table 6. 

Exhibit 8. The affinity diagram (Brassard M& Ritter D. 1994) 

Il i. 5 a creative, ruther than logical proce, s, 5. 
Steps in constructing an affmit} diagram. 

1. All members of the group agree on and understand the problem statement. 
2. [ach member of the group writes down verbal responses to the problem on 3 by 5 

cards or post-it notes, one response per card. This is done independently and in 

silence. (This step will be versioned in this research, that is, findings from IIshbonle 

diagrams will be transferred on papers Milch are not onlR attachable but can also be 

put on a board, Also all letters are the same font and the same size,... ) 

3. The cards are laid on a table or the post-it notes are stuck on a flat surface in no 
apparent order. 

4. The team members then silently move the cards or notes into clusters that appear to 

share similar ideas. The notes can be moved as mans times a is neeessar\ until the 

group is satisfied with the clusters. A cluster can contain any number of cards--es en 
one. Often seven to ten clusters will come out of this activit\. 

5. The group then clarifies and discusses the relationship between the items and 
assigns a title for the cluster. Many times one of the cards «ithin the cluster ýý ill 

serve as a title for the entire cluster, if not, develop one and place it over the cluster. 
If there are any items that fell into a miscellaneous cluster, , ee if tlle\ no\\ tit one of 
the designated clusters 

Table 6 The members of the focus group panel 

Name of panel members Careers 

Deuk-Soo Kim - Head of Design Institute / D&C (Design & Communication) 

Co. Ltd., (1994-1997) 

- Senior Manager / Design Depart. HaeTae Co. Ltd. (1979- 

1994) 

- PhD research student in Business Management at Dc 

Montfort Uni\ersit\ (sear 3.1998-2001) 

Sara Maria Lken`ger - Lecturer in Design Management (Module leader on 
Marketing for Designers and project formulation and 

supers ision on Negotiated project and dissertation) at Dc 

Montfort Univ ersitv (1999-2000) 
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- MA in Design Management ( 1998-1999) 

- Interior Designer (Store - Planner) /IKI ;A (I9o)5-1998) 

Mike Marsden - Lecturer in Product Design (Module Leader) at Dc Montfort 
Unl\ erslt\ 

- Product designer at Design Unit 

Peter Chen - Lecturer in Art & Manufacture at De Montfort l lni\ertiit\ 

- PhD research student in Art & Manufacture (Multimedia) at 
De Montfort Uni\ersit\ (}ear -1.1999-2000) 

- MA in Design Management (1997-1998) 

Bum-Kyu Kang - PhD research student in Design Management at Brunel 

University (year 3.1998-2000) 

- Assistant design manager (product dc'igner) / Design 

Department / KFC (Korea Electronics Co.. ) ( 11)93-1998) 

For the second aim of this research stage. one-dimensional anal\ sis waS used. Namel\ 
. 

to eventually develop performance measurement items for the design development OI' 

consumer electronics products, all findings through both the literature sur\ c\ and the 

practical field survey by means of interviews were summarised and anal\scd in this 

section based on the category of item and theme. 

The findings from the results of this synthesis and analysis stage also served is the 

principal basis for designing the questionnaire. the next research stage, in order to 

define the priority of the significant factors affecting CFC, the correlation between the 

Icvel of CFC and the performance of product design development, and to define the 

substantial factors affecting the design development performances. 
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3.3.5 Stage 5: Questionnaire survey. 

As complementary research against qualitative data conies from intei-v ic\\ 4ur\ e\ S. 

quantitative data from the questionnaires ýý, as also used. which had been gathered 1'ronm 

a number of experts from the industry being researched. 

The aims of the questionnaire survey were to achieve the following objectiv cs. 
1) To define the degree of importance among the factors affecting CI C for the desigii 

development of consumer electronics products. 

In addition, the difference in opinion about the degree of importance of each factor 

affecting CFC for product design development are defined betvvctn the t l1(m ing 

two paired groups 

1-1) Between the designers and non-designers group. 

1-2) Between the less experienced specialists (career spanning under \ cars) group 

and the more experienced specialists (career spanning ox er 6 years) group. 

2) To define the correlation between the level of CFC and the performance of' product 

design development, and define substantial factors affecting the design dev clopmcnt 

performance. 

This research aim is divided into the following four objectives. 

2-1) To define the correlation between the level of CFC and the total performance 

of. 'product design development 

2-2) To define substantial factors affecting the total design development 

performance 

2-')) To define the correlation between the level of CFC and each performance item 

of product design development in this research. Namely, a) the correlation 

betvvccn the level of CFC and the li/ne herforlnance of product design 

development, b) the correlation between the level of CFC and the cml 

performance of product design development, c) the correlation between the 
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level ol'('FC and the total qua/ui - perforri ancce of product (, lcsign output. d) the 

correlation bet%, ccn the total 1c%cl of ('FC and the L'ffc'ci/vene. s. s (110 e/liciL'! 1c. l, 

(? t CIe, Sign management pef"forl nunrc'. 
2-4) To define substantial factors affecting the above each performance items in 

design development 

In order to achieve the above aims, questionnaire with appropriate measurement scales 

were developed. 

This questionnaire survey stage can be divided into three steps as follo\ti,,. 

Firstly, a designing of questionnaire, a pre-test of the composed questionnaire, a 

translation was made into other languages (A Japanese version and A Korean \ersion). 

and appropriate consumer electronics firms vcre contacted. 

Secondly, the actual questionnaire survey step (e. g. distribute the questionnaires and 

collect them) 

Finally. the analyses of gathered data by SPSS. 

3.3.5.1 Questionnaire design 

This research takes an exploratory route because no similar research vas found in the 

design development and design management domain. Two versions of the questionnaire 

were developed. Version one is for designers and version two is for the other functional 

group of people who belong to non-design departments but who are strongly in' oh cd. 

share information with each other and influence design activities during the design 

development process. 

The questionnaire x\ as designed with four sections. from A to D (See Appendix 6). 

Version one consisted of the full question sections from sections A to D. In other "oi- ,,. 

sections C and D in the questionnaire were designed to measure the performance of 
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design development and design management. Therefore. Version two. \\ hich is for non- 
designers excluded the sections C and I) in this research, because thcN (ný>n-cicsiýýners ) 

are not sure that they can precisely measure the performance ot'dc,, ign dev c Iopment and 
design management. 

On the other hand, this research took the tvventv -four factors affecting CTV as 

measurement items which had been developed by the focus group based on the finding` 

from both the literature and interview survey in the previous stage of this reseairch. The 

focus group produced two factor groups affecting C' FC. These are the tvventy-tour factor 

group and the eleven factor group. This research took twenty-four factors affecting ('IV 

than eleven factors, which were finally grouped as factors affecting C'IF' from the abov c 

twenty-four factors in this questionnaire. This is because of the following two reasons, 

Firstly, to discover more precisely the ideas of the respondents. Some of the ele\ en 

factors arc a too broad, which the focus group pointed out. 

Ifhe second reason was to use the opportunity to define the final factors affecting (TV 

by the results of quantitative analysis (that is Factor Analysis/Principle Components 

Analysis) will be combined and compressed to produce a dataset. This Factor 

Analysis/Principle Components Analysis, which is a method of reducing the number of 

variables or dimensions used to describe a dataset. was conducted with the data from the 

questionnaire survey, which is dealt with in the next research survey stage. 

For these reasons, this research presents twenty-four factors as measurement items in 

order to assess the CFC level and to define the priority of importance among the factors 

in this questionnaire. 

The `Osgood scale' was also used for this questionnaire. 

The questionnaire (version One) has five categories. 

1. The initial part of the questionnaire (the first page of the questionnaire) gave an 

assurance that the information received was used only for academic propo,, c,, and 
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explained the research title, the research aims, and gave a the definition of (T C' 

(Cross Functional Collaboration). 

I. Five questions in section A were designed for gathering general ba:; k-, i'uund 
information about the respondents. 

3. '1 wenty four questions in section B were designed in order to identify the priority of 

twenty four contributory factors affecting CFC in the design development process of 

consumer electronics products, which had been identified and developed from the 

previous research stage. 

Respondents were asked to indicate on a 7-point scale (1= little importance. 7= 

extreme importance) how important each factor is as a factor affecting CFC in the 

design development process of consumer electronics products. A lovy cr score 

indicates that the respondent thinks the factor is less important than the other 

factors, conversely, a higher score indicates that the factor is more important than 

the others. 

4. The above same twenty-four questions in section B were used again in section C, in 

order to measure the level of CFC (cross-functional collaboration) based on a recent 

new design development project. The reason is that a recent project can be said to he 

one of the easiest projects to remember and measure the performance of. 

Respondents were asked to indicate on a 7-point scale (1=- lt ýý as not very 

satisfactory, 7= Very satisfactory) based on each question, in order to measure the 

level of satisfaction with each factor in relation to the latest product design 

development project they had been involved in. The total level of CFC was 

assessed using the mean value of all factors affecting CFC. 

>. In section D, the metrics structure questionnaire was developed to measure the 

performance of product design development. In order to discover opinions about the 

total performance of design development and design management. the weight of' 

importance of each measurement item for total design development performance 

N%as also asked about. This is because. the weight of importance of each 

measurement item Could be dif terent according to different design de\ clopnlent 
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situations. This could depend on the comhan\, product item. product de\clopmcnt 

concept and market situation. 
Respondents were asked to indicate on a 7-point scale (1= It \Vas not \'CFY 

satisfactory. 7= Very satisfactory) in order to measure the lc% el of satisfaction \\ itli 

each item for measuring of product design dc% elopment in the above same latest 

project. They were also asked to rate the weight of importance of' cýicll 

measurement item (It was noticed that the total sum should he 100). 

The total performance of product design development as assessed hv using the 

sum of each weighted measurement item affecting design development 

performance. 

"Fable 7 For example: Matrix for design development performance 
Measurement items Weight of Measurement scale (degree of satisfaction) 

importance 
(the total sum 
should he 100) 

Time: 

1 (Actual time against plan) 10 
\eiv 

I1 
ýýý i-, 

itsatistied 
316 

Vcrý , ati, licc 

- Cost: - -- 

(Actual cost against plan, Cost 
comparisons between 

10 
\cr\ 

1 
is, atýshcý ý' \ý, ý: ti, rý 

competitive models) 
Total Design output 
Quality (e. g. Fitness for '75 

1 I I I I 
objectives, Good appearance, 
Effectiveness of 

\eJ' 
I13 ý ý ý 7 ü uli, tICd \cn sati, tic( 

manufacturing, How easy to 
use, etc. ) 

_ -(: itectiveness and ,.. 
ýý_ý 

eff is ienc` of design 
management. 

5 V'en I46 
u, au, lictl \crv . atutie( 

For example, if a respondent gives an answer, as in the abo\ e matrix in ['able 7. the 

value of total design development performance was calculated as follox\ s: 

The value of total design development performance: 

a time (3* 10) +a cost (6* 10) +a quality (3*75) +a management (5*5) _ 3401 
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The total levels of CFC vvcrc calculated using the above algorism fO)r each 

respondent. Therefore, all the design development performance v aloes can he 

measured between 100 and 700 in this survey. On the other land. each 

performance measurement item can be analysed by itself from the ahoi e matrix 

results 

Ultimately. section D was designed in order to define the correlation betvicen the 

level of CFC and the level of design development performance. 

In addition, the aim of the questionnaire was indicated beibre each question, to help 

respondents to gain a better understanding of the purpose of all the questions in each 

section. An example was also given in this section in order to reduce the number of 

mistakes the respondents might make. 

On the other hand, the questionnaire was pre-tested by both an academic expert v lio are 

specialists in the design management area and experts , rho are design managers 

working for a consumer electronics firm. This \\as done in order to make sure all the 

contents of the questionnaire were clearly designed to be easily understood. 

3.3.5.2 Step 1: The preparation stage for the questionnaire survey 

The developed questionnaire was tested using a design manager in each of the three 

companies (Manager Leslie Wynn at Xerox limited, Manger Jun S. WV. at Daevkoo. 

Manager Kim S. K. at LG) before proceeding to the real questionnaire survey stage. 

Before and after this pre-test stage, the questionnaires were also showed to and tinally 

confirmed by academic experts in design management; Mr. Ray Holland play cd an 

active role in the confirmation of the questionnaire. Through this questionnaire testing 

stage, an example was added at the beginning of each question section to help 
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respondents understand, and some of the language as modified. During the,, e steps. the 

questionnaire wwas modified twice before final l\ being distributed. (tice from Appendix 

4 to Appendix 6) 

After all these processes, the final questionnaire as translated into Korean and 

Japanese by an expert translator. This enabled the researcher to survcy Korean 

consumer electronic companies in South Korea and Japanese consumer electronic 

companies in Japan. These two countries. Korea and Japan, are the stronucst countries 

in the v orld in the C'EI (Consumer Electronics Industry). according to a report in 

F; uromoniter (1997). The questionnaire from English to Korean as translated by the 

researcher, who is Korean. No one else is responsible Ior the translation of the 

questionnaire into Korean. The translation from English to Japanese was conducted by 

"Ilbononet" 3. the largest and most reliable translation company in South Korca. 

ilbononet", which only deals with translations from Korean and Japanese, has 25 full- 

time expert translators and 200 part-time translators. This questionnaire %v as translated 

by a bilingual translator, and confirmed again by the other translators in the same 

company. 

3.2.5.3 Step 2: Questionnaire processing stage (data distribution and collection) 

The questionnaires were distributed to eight global consumer electronics firms in three 

countries (Korea, Japan, and the UK). All eight of these companies are top leýcl. 

leading companies in the global consumer electronics industry sector. These companies 

also produce and sell their products for the global market based on local factories and 

subsidiaries throughout the world. Seven out of eight companies are the same 

companies that were contacted in the intervievv survey of this research. One company. 

http \N \ý \\ i Ihono. net 
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which was included in this questionnaire, as KEC (Korea Electronics Co. ). in South 

Korea; it is also a large consumer electronics manufacturing company working in the 

k orldwide marketplace. Exhibit 9 briefly explains about Kl,. C'. 

k xhibit 9 About KEC (Korea Electronic Co.. )4 

1. Overview about KEC (Korea Electronics Corporation) 

Established back in 1969 during the early , ears of the Korean electronics industrN. KI: C is 
on track to become one of Korea's leading general electronic components & products 
manufacturers with sales of over US$ 1.2 billion h\ the earls 2000s. Backed h\ a 330.000 
m2 production facility in Kurni, South Korea, the nine-company KEC Group, and a `gro \ ing 

overseas network, 2. Main electronics products: 
Colour TVs, VCPs, C'R'I' monitors/LCD monitors 

Version One questionnaires were distributed to designers. Version Tvw questionnaires 

were distributed to other functional departments that strongly Invoke the NPDI) (Ncvv 

Product Design Development). These departments, which are widely acknoýv lcclged by both 

the literature (Rothwell & Whiston 1990, Song et al. 1997.1998, Woodvvard 1965) and 

the field interview survey, are the marketing (including sale &planning) department, the 

R&D (engineering) department, and the manufacturing department. 

Both version questionnaires were distributed to the above-mentioned eight global 

consumer electronics companies. In administering the mail survey of this questionnaire. 

this researcher followed an adapted procedure for the survey research (Dillman 1978) 

with the modifications suggested by Song X. M., Montoya-Weiss M. M.. and 'Schmidt . 1. 

B (1997). The first mailing packet included a personalised letter to the managers v%ho 

had been contacted and met for interviews during the previous research stage. These 

senior managers were contacted and asked to help vv ith the distribution and collection of 

the questionnaires. Most of these questionnaires were distributed b\ the managers. but 

stamped addressed envelopes were enclosed in the questionnaire en\ elope. in the case 

of consumer electronics companies in Japan. The other questionnaires. \\hich were 

distributed to consumer electronics companies in Korea and the t' K. N\ ere collected by 
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directly visiting the companies. Several phone calls ere made in order to imprmC the 

return ratio of the questionnaires. 

3.3.5.4 Step 3: Analysis stage of questionnaire data 

In the third step, the gathered data from the questionnaire surv'c\ \% as anal ý sed by 

means of the SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences) -Version 10.0 and the 

Excel programme (MS Office 2000). 

As Norusis (1993) pointed out, 

"the SPS, S (Statistical Package fur the Social Sciences) is one at the mast popular and 

1i10St /)01I'('ljfiIl. s. tuti. titics . ti, ofil1'u"-c-' packages availuhle. for the social sc"ie»cc. s urea' 

In order to analyse the questionnaire survey data, Excel (MS Office 2000). T-tcst 

Analysis, Regression Analysis, and Factor Analysis/Principal Components %Nnalv sis 

ýwre used as a main analysis instruments in the SPSS. These analy sik packages vv crc 

discussed and suggested by Dr. Denis Anthony (1999), v ho is the author of the hook 

`Understanding Advanced Statistics', and Dr. Kim N. Y. who is a lecturer in the 

Statistics department at Korea University. 

The aims of each statistical package were as follows. 

1) Excel (MS Office 2000), for the cording data, and the anal%scs of the general 

characteristics of the respondents from the questionnaire survey . 
The data that 

was collected from section A in the questionnaire was dealt with using this. Also. 

it ,v as used to deal with mean data for the identification of the grade ýºlimportance 

given to the contributory factors affecting (TV. 

4 http: /. \ \\ \' . 
keccorp. com 
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2) Factor Analysis/Principal Components Analysis: to reduce factors affCcting C'[-'(' 

after grouping based on principle similarities. 

Denis Anthony (1999) explained these analysis tools as follo\\ s. 

- "Principal Component ,1 nal %'. ti is is a special CU. S L' of /actor, a ncrl tsi, s 

- "Factor .l nuh, . sis 'Principal Cunýpuncýnts . Inull'. sis Is u ntcýthod (? t rýý(lrrc11? " 

the number of variables or dimensions used to describe a duiu scl " 

- "Fudor Anu11'. s'isý Principal Components .1 nulv. s, i. s is 1i picalhv used to 

c'_ /)IOH.? data .. 

3) Independent T-test analysis; to define the difference in opinion about the degree 

of importance of each factors affecting CFC for product design development 

between different groups (between the designers group and the non-designers 

group; between the less experienced specialists group and a more experienced 

specialists). 

4) Regression Analysis & Correlation Analysis, firstly, to define the correlation 

between the level of CFC and the performance of product design development. 

and secondly. to identify contributory factors affecting the design development 

performance in several dimensions. 

Denis Anthony (1999) also explained these analysis tools as follows. 

- "Regression Analysis explores the possible relalionship heltiwwcen Iwo or 

mmtor c> variables ,. 

- 
"Regression is a lechniquc. fi ' predicting one dependent variable /rom one 

(simple linear regression) or more (multiple regress/oil) Inclej)endcnl 

variables. It makes assumptions about the data (c. g. normalil. v" and 

linearrll') 

- "C_'orrclcrtion . ýnuh'. ýi. 5 is a measure of how much one variable appears lo be 

related to another variable, but it does not prove curºsalion 

- "Correlation Analysis i. s, the basis für other- more poiivrtul le'cliºrique. s such 

as Regression, Factor analysis, and principal Components aºaull'Si. s 

Chapter 6 deals with processes of these anale scs and the results in detail. 
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3.3.6 Stage 6: Development of a new framework model of CFC 

After the above-analyses of data, which has been produced from a literature survey. 
intervie%k survey. and questionnaire survey, all the findings %ýere compre'sed and 

reproduced with in a new conceptual framework model of (TV ((ro, -t=unctionil 
Collaboration) for design development of consumer electronics products. This \ isual 

framework model includes the main information, which was produced from this 

research. 

This model further described in chapter 6. which deals with the analysis and results of 

the questionnaire survey in detail. 

3.3.7 Stage 7: Evaluation of the usability of the new framework model of 

CFC 

The usability of the new framework model, which was developed using the information 

from the results of this research, was evaluated at the end of this research stage. 

Aim 

To evaluate the new framework model's information on C'FC and to examine the 

usability of this framework model (information) in practice. 

3.3.7.1 Research methods for an evaluation of the new framework model. 

The results of this exploratory research were produced from the qualitative rc,, earcli 

work rather than quantitative research. This is because of the nature of this research 

topic, which deals with very diverse and intangible data. 
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In order to assess the usability of the new framcvvork model in the evaluation , taLc of 

this research. a structured interview with the open-end technique was adopted as a 

qualitative evaluation technique. 

This research focused on contacting high quality intervieývices rather than a number of 

interviewees during this evaluation stage of the research. I ventually. five chief or senior 

design managers in this research sector were contacted as interviewwees. The companies 

they work for include Hitachi, Samsung. LG, Daewoo, Xerox limited. 

In addition, the reasons for choosing current chief or senior design mangers as 

interviewees for the evaluation of the usability of the new framework model were the 

same as has been previously noted in Section 3.3.3 the in-depth interview stage in this 

chapter. 

The following three main stages were used in this research for this evaluation. Thcv 

were also further divided into six steps. 

3.3.7.2 Stage 1: The preparation stage for interviews 

Firstly, the interview agenda was designed with an explanation of the research aims 

and research results; the diagram was included, which shows the main results of this 

research work. 
Secondly, the developed interview agenda as shown to and confirmed h\ academic 

experts in design management, Mr. Ray Holland who is a course director for the MS 

MSc in the Department of Design at Brunel University. During this step, the intcr\ ie\\ 

agenda was modified. 
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Finally,. this intervicýk agenda consisted of five main questions vvhich were d ev clopcd 

(see footnote-, see appendix 10 further details) 

I'hirdly. the confirmed interview agenda wwas translated into Korean. too. 

Fourthly, this interview agenda and an explanation of the research results v% ith a 

diagram were sent by email before conducting the interNie«. It was also confirmed 

that interviewees had received this interview agenda and the visual diagram file (the 

framework model) before taking part in the inters ieký. After that. convenient interv ie\\ 

times were arranged. 

3.2.7.3 Stage 2: The interview stage 

Fifthly, two face-to-face interviews with the chief' design manager at Hitachi and the 

senior design manager at Xerox Limited were conducted in a meeting room at each 

company. Fortunately, face-to-face interview was conducted with the chief design 

manager. Mr. Taisuke Kashima, at Hitachi, because he had been tivorking at the 

Hitachi Home Electronics Europe Ltd. in the UK since 2000. These thy O intervievv s 

ere also recorded using a cassette recorder to prevent any comments tieing 

misinterpreted. The other three interviews were conducted bý phone because these the 

design departments of these three companies are located in South Korea. 

The inter\ iews consisted of four steps. 

Question one: To what extent does this theoretical model support and challenge existing thinking in 

your organisation? 
Question mo: What areas in relation to CFC (Cross-Functional Collaboration) need to chanuc in vuur 
compan\ : Base ý our answers on the factors in the model? 
Question three: Please comment on the relative values attributed to the other factors. 
Question four: Flow can this theoretical model be used to improve practice in order to enhance ClC 
(Cross-Functional Collaboration) in design development? 
Question five: Do \ ou ha\ e any comments on these results, which are shown in the proposed ne\+ 
model of CFC" 
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First step, the aims and results of this research were explained. The infii0rmation. 

which is included in the new framework model of Cl-(' (diaýýraný). wa also 

explained 

Second step, opportunities were given to intervievvees to ask questions before 

starting the main part of the interview. 

Third step, five main questions were posed, also the inter\ ie" cc" .s ansvv crs vý ere 

noted at the same time. 

Finally, answers given by interviewees were confirmed after finishing the 

interview. 

3.3.7.4 Stage 3: Evaluation and conclusion stage 

As a final stage for the evaluation of the model of CFC, the contents of the inter% ic\ý s 

were summarised, and conclusions were drawn about the model of CFC. 

3.3.8 Stage 8: Conclusion 

As a conclusion, all research findings were reviewed and summarised. 

Furthermore, finally, the new framework model for factors affecting CFC is proposed as 

a central result of this research work. 

Also, future research work is recommended. 
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Chapter 4: Review the findings from literature search 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the findings from the literature, regarding the ssucs of 

collaboration or cross-functional collaboration and the measurement items Im design 

development performance and design management. 

This chapter (Section 4.2) starts with a taxonomy of the previous research vvork, «as 

related to the area of this research. Section 4.3 presents the contributory factors 

"affecting collaboration from the existing NPD literature, and discuss difference bemeen 

the existing research work, which discovered factors affecting collaboration, and this 

research work, which defines the factors affecting CI7C for the design development o(' 

consumer electronics products. Section 4.4 explains the difficulties of evaluating design 

performance, the necessity of balance between quantitative and qualitative measures ol- 

design performance. and finally it presents the findings of evaluating items liar design 

de\elopment performance from the literature search. 
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4.2 Taxonomy and characteristics of previous research works in this 
research area. 

The related publications in the area of collaboration have not only been broadly cro,,, s 

searched in terms of collaboration/cross-functional collaboration. but also in terns of 

cooperation, interaction, integrated coordination, partnership. and alliance in NPD 

literature. 

Through this literature search, a number of publications pertaining to cross-functional 

collaboration in NPD literature, particularly, collaboration betvvicen marketing 

departments and R&D departments were found. flow ever, little information vv as found 

about cross-functional collaboration based on the NPDD (New Product Desi, _, n Devclopment) 

process. 

As a result, fifty-four research works were found. These kN cre publications related to 

collaboration or CFC (Cross-Functional Collaboration) in the NPD area of literature could he 

largely classified into four categories according to the main theme of the research. 

These are grouped as follows, 

1) The significant collaboration/CFC in NPD and/or the performance betýýeen levels 

of collaboration/CFC and NPD success 

2) Contributory factors affecting collaboration/CFC in NPD 

3) Approach methods for collaboration/CFC in NPD 

The analogous themes related to collaboration/CFC, for instance, integration, 

coordination, alliance, and interface among functional departments in NPl) 

Furthermore, each category can be further divided as follows: 

?) Contributory factors affecting collaboration/CFC in NPD divided into two categories 

according to organisational limitation. Firstly, the contributor- factor, " af'iectinwt 

collaboration in a general situation \\ithout an,,, concrete limitations. the other categor\ 

is the contributory factors affecting collaboration focused on a team organisation. 
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3) Approach methods for collaboration/CFC in NPD «fiere divided into two areas 

according to the hardware approach method or the intangible managerial approach 

method. The hardware approach here means a method using a hard\\ are sý stem. such as 

a computer network or CAD system for collaboration or CFC in NPD. The intangible 

managerial approach method uses supporting theoretical information. für example. 

conceptual knowledge about conflict and conflict resolution betxýccn functional groups. 

emphasising the communication roles for a supporting collaboration etc. 

4) The analogous themes related to collaboration or CFC can be divided into six sub- 

categories, these are Integration among functional departments in NPD, Interaction 

among functional departments in NPD, Coordination among l`unctional departments in 

NPD. Alliance (partnerships) among functional departments in NPD. Interface 

functional departments in NPD. and Others. Table 8 shows details about research \\ork 

and authors in the form of a taxonomy according to thematic area. 

Table 8. Overview of literatures related to CFC 

Themes (categories) 

1. The significant The significant 

collaboration/CFC I collaboration/CFC 
in NPD and/or the 

performance 
between levels of 

collaboration/CFC 

and NPD success. 

(cross-functional 

collaboration) in NPD 

The performance 
between levels of 

collaboration/CFC and 
NPD success. 

Researchers 

Slade (1989), Beckxti ith D. &I lam D. 

(1993), Faust W. (1993) , Walker D. ( 1993 ), 

Beckmth D. (1994), Littler D.. Leverick I. 

and Bruce M. (1995), Rachel Cooper 

Mike Press (1995). Jassa«al la A. R.. 

Dawson P. (1996), Kahn K. B. (1996) . 
Leonard D., Straus S. (1997 ), 1 lerbruck D. & 

Umback S. (1997) Sashittal H. C. (2000) 

Soulder (1977.1987) Littler D.. T: jo, old 
(1988) Leverick F. and Bruce M. ( 1995). 

Kahn K. B. (1996). Song X. M.. MontoNa- 

Weiss M. M., Schmidt B. J. (1997) 

2. Contributory Contributory factors Apple\ and Winder ( I977). Soulder (1992 ). 

factors affecting affecting collaboration Song X. M., Monto\a-\Velss M. M.. Schmidt 

collaboration in in general B. J. (1997). Kahn K. B. (1996). Schvvart/ 

NPD and Day is (1981) 
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Contributory factors 

affecting collaboration 
based on teams 

3. Approach methods using of hardware 
for collaboration in 

NPD using of software 

4. 'Hic analogous 
themes related to 

collaboration 

Integralion among 

functional departments 

in NPD 

Parker G. M. (1994). Littler D.. Lev erick F. 

and Bruce M. (1995). Shapira B. 1995). 

Jassawalla A. R., ', a'Iiittal H. ('. P)98). 

Jassawalla A. R.. Sashittal 11. C. (2000) 

Cook G. L. and Lining NI. Ni. (I 99.1). Fa\ cia 
J.. Imai K. and Connor J. J. (1 o)94) 

Olson E. M. (1993.1994). Soniic ii ald D. 11. 

(1996) 

Dean Tr. J. W.. Rusinko. (1992), Dia,, \A. P. 

S.. Blocklee D. I. (1994 ). Leonard-Barton 

D.. Bowen H. K., Clark K. B.. 1lollo\ýa\ C. 

A., and Wheelwright W.. (1994). Raiii F. 

and Perkins S. (1995). Shapiro B. (1995), 

Kahn K. B.. McDnough [,:. 1'. ( 1997). '-, 011, -, 
X. M., Thieme R. J. and X ie J. (1998 ). 
Susman G. L. Liker J. K., Collins P. D.. I IuII 

F. M. (1999), 

Interactions among Carlsson (1991 ), Griffin at el. ( 1992) Ruekert 

functional departments R. W. ( 1995) 

in NPD 

Coordination among Klein M. (1995). Perri M. and Sanderson D. 

functional departments (1998) 

in NPD 

Alliance (partnerships) Larson A. (1991 ). Niederkoffer M. ( 1991 ). 

among functional Kahn K. B. (1996), Farr C. M. (1992 ) 
departments in NPD 

Interface among Ellis S. R. (1994), Mukhopadhy ay S. K. and 
functional departments Gupta A. V. (1998). 

in NPD 

Others. Gorb P. and Dumas A. ( 1987). 1-lerbruck I). 

& Umback S. (1997) 

Other literature related to collaboration, integration, cooperation and alliance. outside of 

NPD has also been found, but the studies have not been detailed here because they are 

not within the scope of this research. 
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Over two thirds of the research works, which are presented above. were studied at the 
NPD (New product Development) level rather than NPDD (NeýN Product Design De clopment) 

level. Only nine of the above fifty-four research works focused on the design area. 
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4.3 Contributory factors (issues) affecting collaboration from the 

NPD literature 

To define contributory factors affecting CFC for the design dcv elopment of consumer 

electronics products is one of the main aims of this research. 

An extensive literature search, which investigated the contributory iäctors a('fcctin" 

collaboration and/or C'FC. was conducted in order to understand and gather factors 

affecting collaboration. As a result. nine research works were found from this literature 

search. Four works illustrated contributory factors affecting collaboration in general. 

The other five works highlighted contributory factors affecting collaboration or C1 C' 

based on both `a Team project and `a whole NPI) process'. A summary of contributory 

factors affecting collaboration in general from the literature is shown in fable 9. 

Table 9. Summary offactors affecting collaboration in general from the literature 

Author(s) Findings (attributers) 

Apple\ and Winder (1977) 1) Share mutual aspirations and a common conceptual 
framework 

2) Interaction 

Sch art, and Davis (1981) I) A dramatic change in organisational climate and culture 

2) Lower levels of management to ý\ork \ý ith other departments. 

thereby decentralising authority 
3) An unstructured. involved process 

Boulder and Moenaert R. 

K. (199? ) 

I) Interaction 

2) Information sharing 
3) Coordination of activities 

Kahn K. B. (1996) 1) Achieve goals collectivel, 
2) Have a mutual understanding 
3) Informally x\ork together 
4) Share idea, information, and resources 
5) Work together as a team 
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The contributory factors, which have been discovered as being contributory factors 

affecting collaboration or CFC in the team organisation structure. f-roni the Other five 

papers have been summarised in Table 10. 

Two papers are presented by the same researchers. Jassawwalla & Sashittal (1998. "OOO). 

and the other three are presented by Parker (1994), Littler et al. (1995). Shapiro (19o)5 ) 

Shapiro" research work defined factors affecting CFC within the term 'integration'. In 

other words, the term `integration' should also be compared ý, N ith collaboration. as Kahn 

(1996) has pointed out. He has suggested that interdepartmental integration is a 

composite process comprising interdepartmental inter action and iýýlc-rýlcpur trneliI ýl 

collaboration, as was noted in the previous section in chapter 1, `philosophies 

underlying interaction and collaboration'. In line with this xýa\ of thinking. integration 

can be interpreted more widely meaning to include collaboration 

Table 10. Contributory factors affecting collaboration in NPD locused on the team 
organisation from the literature 

Atithor(s) ....... Findings (Contributory' factors) Research methods 
Littler D., Littler et al have specified factors affecting outcomes Questionnaire 
Lcvcrick F. and of collaborative product development Total 106 
Bruce M. a) Collaborative `input factors' companies in the 

- Choice of a suitable partner UK Manufacturers 

- Establishing clear objectives for collaboration vv ithin the 

- Allocating sufficient resources information and 
- Drawing up procedures for accountabilit\ and communications 

control technolo y 
b) Ongoing collaborative `management factors' industr\. 

- Ensuring frequent communication between 

partners 
- Frequently monitoring progress 

- Building a climate of "trust" 
- Attempting to ensure equality of contribution and 

benefit 
................ :..... _ JassaN\ al la A. R. They ha\ e found two critical elements. which are Inter\ ie\\ s 40 

and Sash ittal I I. `information sharing' and `mutual understanding' as Mmmgers from 10 
C. contributory factors affecting human interaction in firms 

NPD. 
Their study also shows that `equitable power', 
'transparency' and 'mindfulness are critical factors 
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for sponsoring higher le\els of s ner`gistic inter- 
functional interactions in a CFT (( ros; Functional 
team). 
Furthermore, the follo\ti ing factors ýtere suggested as 
factors affecting collaboration in CFT in other 
research works. 
a) Implicitly acknowledge that all NP (New Product) 

participants are reciprocally interdependent: 
b) Feel a sense of belongingness and cohesion that 

they attribute to their involvement in NP acti\ ities: 
C) Feel a sense of ovv nership and personal stake in NP 

activities and its outcomes; and 
d) Participate in moving the NP activities purposefully 

forward 
Parker G. M. Parker has also pointed out the factors the No mention in the 

effectiveness of cross-functional teams as fol lový s: paper, about 
a) Leadership research 
b) Empowerment methodolo gy 
c) Shared goals 
d) Boundary management 
e) Performance appraisal 
f) Team rewards system rather than individual 

rewards system 
g) Interpersonal relationships 
h) Team size 
i) Managerial support 

........ Shapiro B. Ben Shapiro has identified six approaches that can No mention in the 
encourage efficient and effective cross-functional papers about 
integration in NPD as follows; research 
a) Unified strategy methodology 
b) Integrative organisational systems 
c) Management process and systems 
d) Information systems and related electronic 

communication systems 
e) Informal social systems - 
f) Appropriate skills, experiences and attitudes 

There are mainly two differences between the five studies above, which discovered the 

contributory factors affecting the cross functional collaboration, and this research. 

Firstl\. the five studies discovered the contributory factors affecting the (T(' (' based on 

whole NPD rather than NPDD (News product Design Development). vdhich is this research 

more focuses oll. 

The second difference is that the findings. which are contributory factors frone the 

previous researches. ýtere produced based on a cross-functional team and recommended 
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for the team in the research. 

Katzenbach and Smith (1993) have defined a team as follov%s. vv hick is the most 
frequently quoted definition of the term team in business literature. 

", I tcuin i. 5 u . siiru11 number of'people with complenzc'nturt' . skills- who are conminitted to ai 

COrfinon purposce, performance goals and upprouch. fr which thei hold theni. seli"c', s 

lnitlual1 v accountable ". 

Karl and Steven (1995) underlined that a team is said to be one of the strongest 

organisational forms for collaborative work. By contrast, this research aims to discover 

and define the contributory factors affecting CFC by focusing on functional 

organisation, which is said to be the most difficult organisation t\ pes to create harmony 

among functional groups (Karl and Steven, 1995). Interestingly 
, almost all . onsýýnýer 

electronics products are being developed under a functional organisational structure 

rather than a cross-functional team organisation. This tact has been pros cd hk the 

results of the interview survey in this research which is great dealt mth in the next 

chapter. 

There might be a difference in motivation for a collaboration and attitude betvv cell a 

team based project and a non-team based project in NPDD (Ne" product Design 

De\, clopment). 

In the case of NPDD in a functional organisational structure, a designer carries out 

product design development as an owner in the design development stage of vvhole 

NPD with support from other functional experts as assistants who support intOrmation. 

Therefore. collaborative members who come from other functional departments do not 

normally share accountability for the results of the design output. In the case of NPI)l) 

in a cross-functional team based project. by contrast, all members vti ho come from the 

other functional departments usually share accountability for product design output. 'So 

it is easily to imagine that there could be a difference in motiv ation for a collaboration 

and attitude between the two organisations 
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For this reason. there should be more attention focused on collaboration issue in a 
functional organisational structure in NPDD rather than in a cross-functional team. 
However, the existing research works related to this issue area N%cre conducted focused 

on team project. 

Therefore. this research has distinguished aims focused on a diff-crent research scopýc in 

comparison with the existing research. In other ýýords, the purpose of this research is 

not only to identify factors affecting collaboration in team based projects and the vv hoole 

NPD based process; but also this research more focuses on issues at'fecting ('FC hascd1 

on both NPDD and the functional organisation. The aims of this research can he seen as 

a further extension of previous work in this research area because it produces clearer 

and more precise information focused on product design development. 

From a wide view point, the findings from the literature search could help to `guide 
issues affecting CFC. 

The contributory factors affecting collaboration from previous literature have been 

summarised in order to broadly understand them. As a result, forty-two factors vvcrc 
discovered as factors affecting collaboration/CFC. These are shown in Table 11 \\ ith 

references. Later, these forty-two factors are synthesised and analv sed after being added 

to factors highlighted in the field interview survey using the `affinity technique'. \\hich 
is a well known method gather large amounts of verbal data and organize it into 

groupings based on the relationships between the items. 

Table 11 The factors affecting collaboration after analysis of the literature survey. 
Factors (issues) [number of repeated] 
- Management process and system [1] 

- Integrati\e organisational sN stems 
- Unstructured, involved process [1] 

-I cam size, in the case of team project [1] 

- Vork together as a team [1] 
- 

Fillpowerlllellt [1] 

-I Iquitahlc po\\ er [1] 

- Lower le\ els of management to \\ ork vv ith other 
departments, (decentralising authority) [1] 

Author(s) 
Shapiro B. ( 1995). Sch\\ art/ 11. and 
Dav is S. (1981 ). Kahn K. B. (1996). 
Parker G. M. ( 1994). 
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- Managerial support [1] Soulder and Nloenaert R. K. ( 19 ). 
- Drawing up procedures for accountabilitN and Parker (i. M. ( 1994). 1 e\erkk F. 

control [1] and Bruce M. ( 1995 ) 
- Boundary management [1] 

- Coordination of activities [I] 

- Attempting to ensure equality of contribution and 
benefit [1] 

- Frequently monitoring progress [1] 

- Performance appraisal [1] 

-l earn rewards system rather than individual 
rewards system and recognition [1] 
Interaction [2] Soulder and Moenaert R. K. ( 1992). 

- Information sharing [21 Apple,, and Winder. (1 o)77). Kahn 

- Sharing of ideas, information, and resources [1] K. B. (1996). Jassavý, alla A. R. and 
- Ensuring frequent communication between partners Sashittal H. C. (2000), Lei crick 1-. 

[1] and Bruce M. (1995) 

- Feeling a sense of belonging and cohesion [1] Kahn K. B. ( 1996), Jassam al la A. R. 

- Participate in moving the NP activities purposefully and Sashittal H. C. (2000), Parker G. 
forward [I] M. (1994). 

- Mindfulness [1] 
Feeling a sense of ownership and a personal stake in 
NP activities and their outcomes [1] 

- Achieve goals collectively [1] 

- Leadership [ I] 

- Choice of a suitable partner [1] Parker G. M. (1994) Litter D., 

- Appropriate skills, experiences and attitudes [I] I . everick F. and Bruce M. ( 1995). 

- Interpersonal relationships [1] Shapiro B. (1995 ). 

- Implicitly acknowledge that all NP (New Product) 
participants are reciprocally interdependent [I ] 

ý 
- Establishing clear objectives [1 ] Appley and Winder. (1977). Sheth J. 

- Share mutual aspirations and a common conceptual N. and Parvati\ar A. 199')). Shapiro 
frameNýork [I] B. (1995), Litter D., I cecrick F. and 

- Shared goals [I] Bruce M. (1995 ), Kahn K. B. ( 1996) 

- Unified strategy [1] Jassawalla A. R. and Sashittal H. 
C2000). 

-A dramatic change in organisational climate and Schwartz H. and Da\ is S. ( 1981 ). 
culture [1] Litter D., Leverick F. and Bruce M. 

- Building a climate of `trust' [1] (1995 ), Jassawalla A. R. and 

- Transparency [1] Sashittal H. C. (2000) 

- Ila\e a mutual understanding between partners, [2] Kahn K. B. (1996). Jassa\\alla A. R. 

and Sash ittal 11. C. (2000) 

- Informally ý'. ork together [1] Kahn K. B. (1996). Shapiro B. 

- Informal social svstenm [1] (1995). 

- Allocating sufficient resources [1 ] Litter D., Le'. erick F. and Bruce Ni. 
- 

Information s\ stems and related electronic (1995), Shapiro 13. (1995). 
communication systems [I ] 
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4.4 Measurement items for product design development 

performance 

4.4.1 Difficulties of evaluating design development performance 

Although some studies have been carried out on the productivit\ of design (Potter S.. 

Roy R.. etc. al 1991, Walsh V. etc al. 1992) and there are schemes aimed at providing a 
benchmark for good design practice like the British Design Awards (Temple P. & 

Swann P. 1995), nevertheless "there is a dearth of evidence on hol, ' to uctual/v evaluate 

the design uclil'ii v" as Walton T. (1994), who is editor of the Design Management 

Journal, pointed out. 

Four reasons why performance evaluation of design has received \'ery little attention 

can be found as Nixon (1999) point out. Firstly, there are difficulties in measuring such 

a pervasive design activity. A major difficulty according to the report by tlhc 01, (11) 

(Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, 1994) is that design 

collaboration in many disciplines; an output measure like sales, profit margins. time to 

market or image change, may be commercially worthless unless it can he quickly 

translated into a working model. However, it is technically very difficult to apportion 

output to the respective input; besides. anv such apportionment requires careful 

consideration of the potential dysfunctional behavioural consequences. A second 

difficulty is the nature of design which includes engineering and industrial design which 

has to be related to the form, function and ergonomics of products as well as the 

graphics. identity and communication design which creates powwerfful brands and 

corporate images (Bill N. 1999). A third difficulty in measuring the productivity and 

effectiveness of design is the protracted time period between the intensive design phase 

and commercialisation. A further obstacle to performance measurement of design is that 

Such measurement is frequently perceived more as a constraint on the creativity that is 

the essence of good design than as a means of balancing customer value and cost needs 

with top management's need for cash flow and profitability. (Nixon B. & Innes 
. 
1.1997) 
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4.4.2 The balance between quantitative and qualitative measures of design 

performance 

Bill Nixon (1999) suggests that the balance betvveen quantitative and qualitative 

measures of' design performance is needed depends on the follovv ing three Iactorý. 

which he detailed after comparing both engineering design which is mostly concerned 

with product functionality and industrial design v hich focuses on product appearance. 

in two case studies: 

to The nature of the design: for exaniC)lc', the Ohjec'tii'e. s und nieusure. s fr I/ic 

engineering design project were much m ore quanlitutive than thasi' jai- the 

industrial design project which related to product idenntifi' und ircre nio., tll' 

quul ita/iie: 

h) Whether the design is innovative or muiore incremental; the glrealter the uilcerlaint 

the murre qualitative the measures; 

c) The stage in the product life cycle; a nmove/mient over tinnc 
. 
firont rrclaiivcll, . Soff 

in f n-mat ion Und strategic criteria to imiore reliable and operational Ill ea 1l1'c'. 5 Os 

uncertaini1' is reduced. 

Chung K. W. (1999) add another perspective, 

., it i. s ref-' dangerous that measuring the design perfhrmunce clepel /s on ono 

quantitative ways because clear limitations exist to measure emotional qualitutivc' 
factors such as an aesthetic, users tastes, users ' satin f acl ion, etc, 11'it h quantitative 

me/hods " 
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4.4.3 Evaluating items for product design development performance 

Perhaps. because of the above-mentioned reasons in the former section. 4. ý. I 

Difficulties of evaluating design performance'. very little research work has been done 

about evaluating the performance of design development. In comparison. the literature 

review revealed that performance measurement research to date has been largely 

confined to manufacturing metrics (A. K. Kochhar 1994, B. Maskell 1991) and 

organisational measurement systems (M. J. Gregory 1993. S. Globerson 1985). Some 

research has been carried out into product development but the studies ha\ e focused on 

complexity. success and failure aspects (A. Griffin 1996) and strateg\ (B. Barctak 

1995). R&D management examined in a couple of recent surveys (, 1. K. Gupta etc. 

1996, Drongelen. etc. 1996) offered some insight into the k\ ay R&D is being measured. 

There has been little interest in the measurement tools and methods to manage the 

product development process. Existing measurement tools focus ý cry much on the 

strategic level with minimal involvement from the designers and developers of the 

products. Furthermore, there was extremely little evidence of work that examines 

performance in the context of product design and product design development. as 

Kulwant S. Pawar, etc. (1999) pointed out. 

On the other hand, as Kaplan R. S. & Norton D. P. (1992) stated. 
'. there is a consensus within the literature on design performance me anvil-c'nient that 

cif fi'ctirc n retries are, above all, well-iniegraiecd and balanced between sIrawgl' and 

o1wraiion. s' and reflect accurately the Oh/ective of /he key persp ective. s. 

Despite the extensive literature search related to measuring performance of product 

design and product design development, eventually. only two v. vers recent research \\ ork 

(Kulww-ant S. Pawar, etc. 1999. and K. W. Chung 1999), which were related to some 

possible methods of evaluating design performance, were found. Both re Burch \ýýýl-1. ` 

by Kulvv ant S. Pawar, 1 lelen Driva (1999) and by K. W. Chung (1999) presented some 
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measurement items for evaluating the performance of product design or design team 

projects. Pawar and Driva (1999) presented fi\ e categories of measurement itenis frc)in 

30 possible measures for the performance of product design project teams as a result of 

their longitudinal case study (over a period of 18 months) through questionnaires. semi- 

structured interviews, observation and document searches in domestic appliances 

companies. They condensed and identified five measurement items for the performance 

of product design team projects as a conclusion to their research work. These liNe 

measurement items are 

Time: ;l cmul time against plan, 

Cost: Cost comparisons (hc'tlveen competitive niodeRR), 

Quulitlr, 

Flexihilitt', und 

Management. 

On the other hand, the criteria of selection principles for good design aývards in nine 

countries were surveyed and presented by Chung K. W. (1999), who is the chairman of 

KIDP (Korea Industry Design Promotion), after investigating tvvtlv e countries (see 

Table 122). He (1999) also identified these surveyed criteria for good design awards alter 

dividing them into eight categories based on affinity among criteria items as main 

factors for the evaluation of design output. These eight category groups are 'forrnaliVc 

(, good ap)p)earance) , 
'Illness 

. 
fbi lundtlon 

. 
'ccono/n1C', effeclivenc. S. 1' of Inciinif icll/1'1ng . 

-c'a. ti_i' control', `fitness fbli market and leser. s ', `satisfaction. fb i social irends and lr. c .ý 
emotions', and 'f hmil iauill' with environinent'. 

'fable 12 shows the country the name of the award and the criteria of' selection 

principles for good design awards in each country. 

Table 12. The criteria of selection principles for good design award in týýc1v c countries 
C'ountr" Name ofa\\ard Criteria of selection principles for go( 

a\ý and 
I ngTland British Design A\Nard Inno\ ati\ e ideas etc 
IISA Industrial Design Excellence Innovation of design concept. proper i 

ANvards economical manufacturing, process. c. 

d dcýign 

tiý 1o USC. 
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g ood appliance for users, useful for soýcietv, el 
Sweden l Jtmarkt Svensk Form Design, teclinolog . function, quality 
Finland Pro Finish Design Award _ Iligh qualit\ and inno\atike ideas in as 

manufacturing and a design 
Yugosla- Biennial of Industrial Design _ Economics. technolog\. \'isualk appealing 
via 

_ 
(aesthetically pleasing). user friendly form 

Norway Good Design Award Ne\\ ideas, economical proper materiak high 
levcl of function for users. Visuallv appealinc 
(aesthetically pleasing) 

Taman Selection of Good Design Creatkit\, functionalit}, eas\ to use. Visuall\ 
Products appealing (aesthetically pleasing), economics 

Japan Selection of Good Design Visuall\ appealing (aestheticall\ pleasing), 
Products functionalit`, quality of product, safet\ of 

product, etc (price. výay to manufacture) 
Korea Good Design Products Visually appealing (aestheticallv pleasing). 

Selection functionality, safet\ of product. quality of 
product 

Korea industrial Design Innovation level. Visuall\ appealing 
Awards (aesthetically pleasing), quality of products 

C 

----H 

These findings from two research works related to evaluating design developmcnt 

performance or design output performance are analysed again with the items ýý hich 

were gathered from the interview survey to develop the measurement scale fior 

measuring design development performance. This is dealt within the next chapter, 

which includes the results of the interview survey, and the analysis of the findings from 

both the literature survey and interview survey. 
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Chapters: The results of interview survey, and the analysis of 
the findings from both the literature survey and 

interview survey 

5.1 Introduction 

From the pilot interviews with four design managers before conducting the main 

interview survey, the aims of this research were positively assessed. All inter`ie\\ees in 

the pilot interview survey stage agreed that this research work is k. orth%v hile and the 

information produced from this research will be useful. Furthermore. valuable 

information, which was gathered during this stage, helped in the design of this research 

methodology . 

[his chapter presents the results of the interview survey and the analysis of the findings 

from both the literature survey and intervie\\ survey. Firstl\ 
. this chapter starts vN ith an 

introduction to the intervic%\ survey aims. Section 5.2 brietl\ describes `icnera1 
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background information about contacted companies. Section 5.3 describes general 
background information about contacted intervie%ýces. Sections 5.4 to 5.8 deal N\ltll tile 

results of the interview survev and the analysis of the findings from both the literature 

survey and interview survey. Section 5.4 presents the number of projects. vv hick a 

designer usually undertakes at the same time. Section 5.5 presents the general 

organisational structure of product designs development in C'EI. Section 5.6 presents the 

percentage of organisation structures for a new product design de\ elopment in CH in 

detail. Section 5.7 presents factors affecting CFC after summarising both the findings 

from the literature survey and field interview survey. Section 5.8 presents developed 

measurements to assess the design development performance of consumer electronic 

products through summarising both the findings from the literature survc\ and field 

interview survey. 

The aims of the interview survey were, 

a) To discover and identify the empirical contributory factors affecting (TV in the 

design development process of consumer electronics products. 

b) To discover the performance measurement items (criteria) fur product design 

development and design management in practice. 

c) To describe the design development circumstances of consumer electronics 

products, such as product design development types of organisational structure 
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5.2 General background information about contacted companies 
(Data from: Interview question I-), set footnote' ) 

Seven leading global consumer electronics firms ere approached and in-depth 

interviews were conducted with fifteen chief and/or senior le\ el managers \V hei 1)(' sseSs 

the widest knowledge about the NPDD (Ne Product Design Development) \\lthln their firm 
. 

These seven companies are Samsung Electronics. LG Electronics, Dae\\ oo Electronics. 

I litachi Home Electronics, Toshiba, Fuji Xerox. and Xerox Limited (Europe Xerco\ ). 

All seven companies are large, top-level companies in the global consumer electronics 
industry. which is this research area. 

These seven companies can be largely divided into two groups according to their 

business characteristics and products. Five companies. Ilitachi Home Electronics. 

Toshiba, LG Electronics, Samsung Electronics, and Daewoo Electronics, can he seen gis 

one group, which develops and produces a variety of products. For example, these 

companies produce and sell audio & video sets (TV sets, MP 3 players. VTR, D\"' 1). etc), 

computing products (monitors, notebook PCs. printers, Faxes etc). home appliances 

(microwave ovens, air conditioners, vacuum cleaners. refrigerators and \\ashing 

machines), telecommunication products (Mobile phones, \N eh video/screen phones. etc. ). 

In contrast, Xerox. which can be placed in the other group, produces and sells onl\ a 

lew items. which are very high-tech mechanical products related to the documents 

industry. Xerox is divided into three companies. these are Xerox Corporation (America 

Xerox), Xerox Limited (Europe Xerox) and Fuji Xerox. These companies develop and 

produce electronic products mainly for the business sector market. such as cop\ 

machines and printers, but these kinds of products can be largely included in the 

consumer electronics products sector. For example. in the case of printers. these are 

Question 1. Name ofcompan\ ? 
Question 2. Total number of employees? 
Question 3. I otal number of designers? 
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now commonly recognised and used as consumer products «hich are used by general 

consumers, even if these products originally began as business products. 

On the other hand, Xerox Limited (Europe Xerox) and Fuji Xerox are dealt vv ith as tvv 0 

companies in this survey. because these two companies not only develop and produce 

products for different contexts, they also have different process focus fir different 

market places. In particular. Fuji Xerox Co., Ltd. (Fuji Xerox). vvhich i, uºn 

unconsolidated entity jointly owned by Xerox Limited and Fuji Photo Film Co.. Ltd.. 

are administrated differently within a different organisational structure. and different 

culture when compared to Xerox Limited (Europe Xerox). Moreover, Xerox Limited is 

located in kurope (in the UK) for the European market place. but Fuji Xerox is in Japan 

and the Pacific Rim. Approximately 90 percent of Fuji Xerox revenues are generated in 

, Japan, with Australia, New Zealand. Singapore. Malaysia, Korea, Thailand, and the 

Philippines representing the remaining 10 percent (Annual report 19997 ). For these 

reasons, Xerox Limited (Europe Xerox) and Fuji Xerox are dealt xvith ais two companies 

in this survey. 

During this research survey, three Korean companies. LG Electronics. Samsung 

lLlectronics, and Daewoo Electronics, were under a strong restructuring process. One of 

the main reasons was an outside economic force that the economy of Korea was being 

supported by the IMF (International Monetary Fund). Because of this economic 

situation, the employees in each Korean company cut down on a lot of staff including 

designers from early 1998. For example. both the Samsung and LG companies ha\ c cut 

down their industrial (product) designers by about one thirds compared to het re the 

Korean economic crisis. Samsung reduced the number of designers from approximately 

300 to 180 (total Samsung group employees from 267.000 to] 6 1.000). LG cut down the 

number of designers from approximately 300 to 220. In particular. Daewoo reduced the 

number of their designers by, half from approximately 120 to 70. (This Information k\ýis 

htip: / ýv\ \ . \erO\. Cu iIdoWnloads')9annualrpt. pdf. p. i 
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given by each design manager. who as an interv ievtiee in this research. or the honme 

page of each company from September 2000 to October 
-2000. ) 

Table 13 summarises the general status of each of the contacted companies for 

interview survey, such as the main product items, the total number o1- cmph ees. the 

total number of employees in the design department, the net sales. net profits and a 

summary of characteristics about each company. Details of the net sales and the net 

profits in 1999 were also given by interviewees and were inN estigated through the 

annual reports of each company. 

Table 13. General background information about contacted companies 
Main product items Total employees TOTAL Net sales in Net profits 

(approximately) EMPLOYEES 1999 (US $ in 1999 
IN DESIGN Millions) (US $ 
DEPARTMENT (approximat Million) 
(approximatel ely) (approxima 
y) tely) 

Samsung Audio & Video 40,000 180 $21-1,810 $ 7.38 5 
Electronics8 sets, Business (all Samsun- (all 

products, group 16 1,000) Sa 
ýomsung Computing 

$93.500)9 
products, home $y3. sooýý 

appliances, 
Semiconductors, 
Telecommunication 
Products, 
Samsung Electronics considers the whole world as a customer base. «ith 
25 worldwide production bases and 59 sales subsidiaries in 46 countries. 
Samsung Electronics currently has into four main business units, Digital 
Media, Semiconductors, Information & Communications and core 
component Businesses, producing the world's most innovative 21 st 
century digital components. 

S tianlsung Electronics Annual Report (1999), Seoul Korea p. 78. 
http: hsanlsuntielectronics. COi l'corporateinfo annual 1999 all. pdf 

11th): \v, \\ \\ . samsun`g. com about financial financial_data. html#Main f' inancial Indicator, 
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LG Audio sets 56,215 )-)0 $ 9.587rß- $- 
Electronics Refrigerators (All LG group 
Inc. 10 Computers 10,000) 

TV sets, etc 
LG Electronics is a major global company in electronics & 
telecommunications operating 60 subsidiaries in 34 countrics 
LG is a US $ 54 billion business group which consists of 42 sisters 
companies with some 300 offices and subsidiaries in o\ er 120 countries. 

Daewoo TV sets 20,000 70 $ 4.699 $11 
Electronics13 Audio sets (\ Car 1999) (\ ear 

Refrigerators 
Computers 
Video, etc 
Daewoo Electronics Co., Ltd. manufactures consumer electronics 
products and home appliances. The company no\N has 28manufacturing 
subsidiaries, 33sales subsidiaries, and 19 branches throughout the world. 
Daewoo Electronics holds the number one position in market share for 19 
products in 24 countries around the world. Regarding TV sets. l)aeýý coo 
Electronics exported over 12million units in 1998 becoming number one 
in the world, Daewoo Electronics is already the number one brand in 
Europe in terms of market share with regard to microýtiavc ovens and 
washing machines 

Hitachi Refrigerators, 70,000 160 $ 8-538 $ 188T, 
Home Washing machines, (All Hitachi 
Electronics DVD players group 

Camcorders 337.911) 
Computers, TV 
sets, etc 
The turnover of Hitachi Ltd, the global leader, is approximately t IS S 77 
billion per annum (1999) 
Hitachi Ltd has 1,068 subsidiaries, including 332 overseas corporations 

º" http: vVvvvti. Ig. co. kr'e 
_Ig/about/m. 

html 
ºº http: vvvývv. Ige. co. kr: 6666'korea ir, announcements, pertormance performance 1999 Ol. shtml 

http: /;, wwww. Ige. co. kr: 6666/korea/ir/announcementsiperformanceperformance_1999 0I. shtnil 
º3 http: ' 'a \v ww . 

d,, wwe. co. kº- korean 
http: /,,, Iobal. hitachi. com'Int-c AR pdfar-'000__04. pdf 
http: /,,, Iohal. hitachi. com Int-c AR'pdf ar2000_04. pdf 
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Toshibas Home 57,000 150 $ 42 3T' $ ýýý' 

entertainment and (All Toshiba 

consumer group 
electronics. 10,000) 
Cameras, 
computers, copiers, 
fax and network 
printinz, etc 

Fuji Xerox19 Digital products, 
Light-lens copiers. 
printers, Paper and 
other products 

15,000 30 $ 7.800 

The total revenues of Xerox (US. Europe, Fuji. etc) was 19.2 billions and 
the net income was 1,424 million in 1999. 
Fuji Xerox Co.. Ltd. (Fuji Xerox). an unconsolidated entitv 

. 
jointly oýti ned 

by Xerox Limited and Fuji Photo Film Co., Ltd.. develops. manufactures 
and distributes products in Japan and the Pacific Rini. 

Xerox Digital products, 15.000 3 $ 5,300 
Limited Light-lens copiers, (All Xerox 
(Europe printers, Paper and group 
Xerox) other products 85,000) 

http: / \ý Vs vs . tosh1ba. com 
Toshiba Annual Report(2000), Toshiba, Japan p. l 
l'oshiba Annual Report(2000), Toshiba, Japan p. l 

ý`' littp: /, vs vs vs . \cro\. com does n loads 99annualrpt. pdf 
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5.3 General background information about contacted interviewees 
( Uata from: Intervie question 4-6: Ste foottnote "') 

In total fifteen senior managers were interviewwed. These výere ten senior design 

managers. including four chief design managers. two marketing managers. tvvo 

mechanical engineering managers. and one technical p rogramme manager (Aiidreýt 

Ilouston) at Xerox who has thirty-lour year engineering background in the consumer 

electronics industry (Ile was also a chief' manager in the engineering group at Philips in 

Holland and ITT, International Telegraph Telecommunication. in the (IS, A ). All 

interviews were conducted in a meeting room at each company. 

Almost all the interviews took over 2 hours (average time was 2 hours 13 minutes -- see 
Figure 233). Particularly, those with the design managers took longer. 

The average interview time with the ten design managers was 2 hours 23 minutes. 

The average interview time with the two marketing (planning) managers was ', hour 30 

minutes, and the average interview time with the two engineering managers was 1-hour 

40m I nuten. 

Figure 23 The interview time 
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Table 14 illustrates more background information about contacted inter% ie%Ncc 
. 

Table 14. General background information about contacted interVic\\Ccs 

Name of Department Job title Working Length of 
interviewee interviewee f ears time for 

works in Interview 
Samsung Byeong Young Design group Manager 1 ears 2 hour, 40 
Electronics Song minutes 

Jun Hee Lee Strategic Manager 15 ' ears 2 hours 2 
Marketing group 

17 , cars 2 hours 
Sunny Bang Mechanical R&D Senior 

group Manager 
LG Woo Young Design Center Chief Design 22 years I hour So 
Electronics Oh Manager minutes 

I Iyung Ki Lee Design Center Manager 10 ears 
hou rs 

Daewoo Hyung-Lock Design Center Senior Design 12 v ears 
t2 hour" 20 

Electronics Lee Manager minute,, 
Design 10 tars 2 hours 20 

Hyun Ho Lee Design Center Manager minutes 

Kwang Ho Mechanical Senior 15 'ears 2 hours 

_ 
Choi Center Manager 

Hitachi Taisuke Business Chief Design 20 sears 2 hours 40 
Home Kashima Planning Division Manager minutes 
Electronics 

Peter Johnson Business Product 1 hour 
Planning Division Marketing 

Manager 
Toshiba Watanabe Design Center Chief Design 20 \ cars 2 hour,, 30 

Shinji Manager minutes 
Nobuhiro Design Strategic / Manager 13 ̀ ears 2 hours )0 
Fushiya Design Center minutes 

Fuji Xerox Osamu Human resource Senior (Chief) 28 s ears 2 hours 10 
Takeuchi & Design Manager minutes 

Development 
Xerox Leslie Wynn Human interface Senior (Chief) 5 \ears I hour 50 
Limited & Design Manager (Total 19 minutes 

(Europe Development s cars as a 
Xerox) designer) 
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Fur Ing 
Andreýti 
Ilouston 

Technical Centre Tech iiica 

Senior 

manager 

13 'stars 
(Total 34 

cars 
incIudhig 

\\ork for 
Philips and 
ITT 

I hour IU 

iiim utes 

All the interviewees' work experience spanned at least over 10 years each. Five people 

had more than twenty years work experience. Figure 24 shows the number of y ears of 

work experience of'the interviewees in their professional area in detail. 

Figure 24 The work experience years of interviewees in their specialist domain 
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5.4 The number of projects, which a designer usually undertakes 
simultaneously. 
(Data from: Interview question 8; see footnote21) 

This question (see footnote 21) was posed in order to describe the circum,, tances cri 
design development in the C'F! (Consumer Electronics Industrv ). 

The result of this investigation revealed that a designer in the 011: 1 sector usuall\ 

undertakes several project simultaneously. According to the results of this sur\ ev ,a 
designer in the CEI usually undertakes 3.85 projects at the same time on average. 

The highest number of projects that a designer usually undertakes simultaneously 

includes 5.5 projects at Hitachi and Toshiba. A designer in these t\\ o companies usually 

undertakes on average 5.5 projects at the same time. Fuji Xerox has the lo est number 

with an average of 2 projects. Table 15 shows the answers given by each intcr\ ic\' cc. 

Figure 25 shows this in detail. 

Table 15 The number of projects which are a designer usuall\ undertakes 
simultaneously. 

Companies Samsung LG Daewoo Hitachi Toshiba Fuji Xerox Europe 
Xerox 

Ansv, ers 2-3 3-4 4-5 3-8 5-6 1-3 3-4 
projects projects projects projects projects ro'ects Projects 

Average 2.5 3.5 4.5 5.5 5.5 2 3.5 
projects projects projects projects projects projects projects 

Total 3.85 projects 
\veragc 

21 Question 8. How many projects does a designer usually undertake at the same tinge? 
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Figure 25 The number of projects, which are a designer usuall.. undertakes 
simultaneously. 
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5.5 The organisational structure in the CEI (consumer Electronics industry) 
(Data from: Question 9; see footnote 22-) 

This question as taken in order to delineate the t\ pes of organi`atR)n structures in 

consumer electronics companies. 

In general, the organisation can be largely classified in two different vvavs: according to 

their, func"dion and according to the pf"ojccis they work on (Karl T. U. and stev en D. F- 

1995). 

Karl and Steven (1995). who used ideas from Hayes (1988). illustrated these I\ \o 

organisational types as follows: 

In Junctional organisations, the organisational links are primarily among those \\ ho 

perform similar functions. By contrast, in project or-ganisallon, the organisational links 

are primarily among those who work on the same project. For example. a strict 

functional organisation might include a group of design professionals, all sharing 

similar training and expertise. These would all report to the same manager \\ ho 

evaluates them and sets their salaries. The group would have its own budget and the 

people would sit in the same part of a building. This design group vvould be involved in 

many different projects, but there would be no strong organisational links to the other 

members of each project team. There would be similarly arranged groups corresponding 

to marketing and to manufacturing. A strict project organisation would he made up oi' 

groups of people from several different functions, with each group focused on the 

development of a specific product. These groups would each report to an experienced 

project manager. who might be drawn from any of the functional areas. Performance 

evaluation would be handled by the project manager. and the team would t\picall\ he 

(question 9. If an organisational structure can be divided into the follomnk tow- categoric,,. \\ hick t\ pt 
of organisational structures does product design development usually take in \O UI- compan\'' 
a) Functional organisation. hl Project organisation, c) Liýghtýýc z,; 

lit project Matrix Organisation, d 
Z: N 

I lcaý ýý iýýlit project Matrix Organisation 
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co-located as much as possible so that they all %sork in the same ol'fice or part of at 

building. 

Karl and Steven (1995) further explained about the matrix organisation. which was 

conceived as a hybrid of functional and project organisations. In the matrix organisation. 

each individual is linked to others according to both the project they work on and their 

function. Typically each individual has two super% isors, a project manager and a 

functional manager. The practical reality is that either the project or the function tends 

to have stronger links. This is because, for example, both functional and project 

managers cannot have independent budget authority, they cannot independently 

evaluate and determine the salaries of their subordinates. and both functional aind 

project organisations cannot easily be grouped together phi sicalk. As a rcpult, either 

functional or project organisation tends to dominate. 

Two variants of the matrix organisation are divided and called the heavyweight project 

organisation and the lightweight project organisation by I laves et al (1988). .1 
heavyweight project organisation contains strong project links. The heap vveight project 

manager has complete budget authority, is heavily involved in performance c%aluation 

of the team members, and makes most of the major resource allocation decisions. 

Although each participant in a project also belongs to functional organisation. the 

functional managers have relatively little authority and control. A lighty eight project 

organisation contains weaker project links and relatively stronger functional links. In 

this scheme, the project manager is more of a coordinator and administrator. The 

lightweight project manger updates schedules, arranges meetings. and fäcilitatcs 

coordination, but the manager has no real authority and control in the project 

organisation. The functional managers are responsible for budgets. hiring and firing. 

and performance evaluation. 

Therefore. the organisation can be divided into four categories; these are the functional 

organisation. the project organisation. the 1tä\) A\ eight project organisation and the 

lightN\eight organisation. These organisations «Cre also adapted h\ many researchers 
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such as Hayes. Robert 1-1., Steven C. WheelvvriPub. and Kim B. Clark (Karl and Steven 

1995). "Fable 15 further explains the characteristics, strengths and ývcakncsscs of each 

organisation, and the major issues in each organisation in detail. 

Four diagrams in Figure 26, adapted from the book by Karl and Stev en (1995 ). al,, () help 

to understand idea of the pure functional and project organisation. along vv ith the 

lightweight and heavyweight matrix organisation. 

Table 16 Characteristics of different organisational structures 2 (Karl & Ste' cn 1995) 

Functional Matrix Organisation Project 
Organisation Lightweight I-lea'yv eight Organisation 

Project Project 
Organisation Organisation 

Strengths Fosters Coordination Provides Resources can 
development and integration he optimally 
of deep administration and speed allocated 
specialisation of projects is benefits of the within the 
and expertise. explicitly project project team. 

assigned to a organization. 
single project 
manager 

Weaknesses Coordination Requires more managers and Indi\ iduals 
among administrators than a non-matrix may have 
different organization difficult\ 
functional maintaining 
groups can be "cutting edge" 
slow and functional 
bureaucratic capahi l itics 

Major issues How to How to balance functions and Ho\\ to 
integrate projects. maintain 
different functional 
functions (e. g. How to evaluate simultaneously specialization 
marketing and project and functional o\ er product 
design) to performance. generations. 
achieve a 
common goal. I lm ,\ to share 

technical 
learning i'rom 
olle project to 

another. 
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Interview question 9 was used based on the above four organisational tý pes which had 

been adopted by several researchers in order to categorise organisational tv he in the C'1: I. 

The four diagrams in Figure 26, adapted from ideas by Karl and Ste\ en (1995) \\ c rc 

shown and used to explain these organisational structures to interviewees dui-in` the 

interviews. 

Figure 26 The types of NPD organisation structures. For simplicity. three functions and 
three projects are shown. 
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As a result, four of the seven companies had the functional organisational structure. and 

two companies had the lightweight project matrix organisational structure. and one 

company (kurope Xerox). had the heavyweight project matrix organisation structure. 

Takle 17 and Figure 27 show the results of question 9. 

Table 17 The types of NPD organisational structures in the CEI (Consumer Electronic,, 
Industry) 

Samsung LG Daewoo Hitachi Toshiba Fuji 

Xerox 

Answer a c a a a c 

F: u rope 
Xerox 

ci 

Figure 27 The type of NPD organisational structures in the C'EI (Consumer Electronics 
Inclustry) 
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5.6 The percentage of organisational structures for a new product 
design development in the CEI 
(Interview question 10: see footnote' ) 

1 his question 10 was posed in order to explain and identify the organisational forms in 

the CF: I for a news product development, similar to question 9. 

Table 18, and figures 28 and 29 show the results obtained from this question. \Vitilln tile 

companies surveyed over 90% of consumer electronics products projects arg being 

developed under the in-house design department (see Table 18 and Figure 28). On the 

other hand, only 6.5% of projects are being developed by outside design consultants. 

Furthermore, the number of projects being developed through the cross-functional team 

is also very low, being an average of 3.6% of the total projects, if excluding Europe 

Xerox. However, Xerox Limited (Europe Xerox) had an extremel\ large number of 

projects developed by the cross-functional team compared to the other companies vk hick 

were investigated, According to the result 80% products at Xerox Limited are being 

developed by the cross-functional team. For LG Electronics 10% of their products are 

being developed by the cross-functional team. Samsung and Fuji Xerox each have 5"0. 

On the other hand, Daewoo, Hitachi, Toshiba rare1v use cross-functional teams I()r 

product design development (under 1%). It is easy to understand this big percentage gap 

between Xerox Limited and the other companies when considering the form of' 

organisation within the companies. Namely, as it was revealed that Xerox Limited takes 

the heavy-vveight project organisation approach in their NPD. The heavvvvcight project 

organisation is good for team projects by contrast, the others use an organisation based 

on function. Interestingly, in the case of Fuji Xerox. only approximately 5°ý% ol'products 

are being developed by cross-functional teams. This reflects a big difference betvvicen 

Fuji Xerox and Xerox Limited (Europe Xerox), even though both companies are under 

2 Question 13. What percentage of new product design development is conducted in each of the 
following organisation categories in your company'' 
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the same Xerox company name. The reason is. as explained betöre. that products are 

developed under a completely different administration. Organisation. and culture etc. In 

the case of Samsung klectronics. the computer business division Occup-)ICS almost 5", ) Of 

the total. In tact, the other divisions hardly use cross-functional teafl for product 

design development according to the statement by the design manager in the computer 

division who was an interviewee for this survey'. 

Table 18 The percentage of organisational forms of new product design developmcni 
In-house design From design Otllers. 

Using cross- 
functional teams 

Using functional 

organisational forth 

consultant 

Sanlsi 5% 85% 10% 0% 
LG 10% 70% 20% 0% 

Daewoo 0% 99.5% 0.5% 001/0 
-- 11itachi l% 89% 10% 0(, /0 

Toslliba 1% 98.8% 0.2% 0°ßö 
Fuji Xerox 5% 90% Europ 5% 0°ßö 

e Xerox 80% 0% 0% 20% 
14.5% 
(3.6% if excluding 
Europe Xerox) 

76.0% 
(90.5% if 

excluding Europe 
Xerox) 

6.5% 
(5.9% if 

excluding 
Europe Xerox) 

3% 
(0% ii 

eýclLIdinýý 
I i. irýýpe 
Xerox) 

Average 90.5% 6.5% 3° ö 

Figure 28 The percentage of project forms of new product design dcv elopmcnt within 
the In-house design department (using the cross-functional team & using the functional 

organisation form), Design by consultants and Others 

Others 3% 

Design hv 
Consultants 6.5 

; -functional teams 14.5° o 

ö Non cross-functional teams 76% 
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Figure 29 The percentage of project forms of nevv product design de%elopinent dm11on2 
In-house design (by the cross-functional team & bv the functional organisation I nir ). Design 
from consultants and Others excluding Europe Xerox 

Others 0% 
Design hv 

consultants 5.9% Cross-functional tc: ams3.6"o 

Non cross-functional Teams 9O. 5°, o 

The results from the both question 9 and 10 indicate that many of consumer electronics 

products are being developed under the functional organisational structure. In other 

words, it can be interpreted that many ol' the consumer electronics products are being 

developed in difficult contexts of collaboration and coordination among different 

functional groups, because of the nature of functional organisation (Karl T. t I.. Steven 

I). F.. 1995). 

Karl T. tI., Steven D. E. (1995) also illustrated, 

"thc' 
. 
finiCtiontil c»"gufisution lends to hreecl . sj eciulisatioii uncl clc'c'l) c'X/)L'F"Ii. SC in the 

. 
fiin7c'iwnal cn-ea, hrtt collaboration and integration among dif feiert ti(ircllonal grf')i/J)S 

are difficuli and s/ow. In comparison, the project oi'gani. s'utions IC/ni to criuhle rapid 

and effective com-dinution wrong diverse functions. " 

They (1995) further underlined that 

"the major issue of fuirctional organisation is the integration and collahoratioir issues 

among diffcerent functions (e. g. marketing and design,.. ) to achieve a coninron goal". 

[)cstpite the tact that the functional organisation has this vveakness in relation to 

collaboration among other functional groups compared to team based organisation. 
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Almost all the existing research, which aimed to encourage colkihoration among 
functional people. carried out focused on cross-functional team projects. which is the 

easiest organisation to encourage collaborate among other functional groups. 

In line with this way of thinking. this research aims to produce intörmation. which 

focuses on collaboration in a functional organisation, that ýý ill fill the gap in the 

neglected research area. 

In addition, significant extra information was obtained during these inter\ ie\\ s. Each 

company was making an effort to solve the conflicts and foster harmonv betvv een 

functional groups for successful product design development. For example. at Sainsurng 

(computer division), the mechanical engineering department sent one engineer into the 

design department informally even though the both departments are located in different 

cities. The engineer who was sent to the design group resolves conflicts that might 

occur between the design group and the engineering group. He/she does this by giving 

the basic knowledge about mechanical engineering information to designers and bik Mo 

opportunities to discuss problems. which come from the engineering area. with 

designers. In the case of the Hitachi design centre, they employ designers ýv ho hav c 

other backgrounds, for instance, an engineer. a scientist. a marketer, a psi cholobist, etc 

in order to reduce the functional barriers between functional groups. In the case of the 

Design Lab at Daewoo, they emphasise frequent meetings , with functional department 

partners, particularly, during the early design development stage, in order to break do\v n 

the barriers among the functional groups. 
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5.7 Contributory factors affecting CFC (Cross-Functional Collaboration) 
(From: Interview question 7.1 - 7.3: see footnote' ) 

I.: xtensiv, e contributory factors affecting CFC in practice were discovered through the 

]nterviev, questions 7.1-7.3. 

During the interviews with fifteen senior mangers. many managers admitted to the 

difficulties of collaboration with other functional groups. Furthermore. four of the 

design managers state, 

"ii'e (clc'. tiigners) usual/. ' fight ii'ith engineers chiring the design cleivelopmient /)roccs, v 

when they explain their relationship with the mechanical engineering group. 

In order not only to solve these kinds of conflicts but also to consolidate their 

collaborative relationship with other functional group people. each intervie« ce ga\ c 

many ideas based on their longitudinal experience. Table 19 shovv s all the summarised 

factors affecting cross-functional collaboration indicated by each intervie ee. 

Table 19 Contributory factors affecting CFC (Cross-Functional Collaboration) from 
each interviewee. 

Names of 
interviewee 

Sam- Manager in Design 
sung department 

(Byeong Young 
Song) 

Issues (factors) 

Coordination of activities from senior managers 
Having a mutual understanding about partners' groups 
Having good communication based on logic 
Feeling of belonging and cohesion 
Rewards system based on groups rather than indi\ idual 

systems 

24 Question 7-1. What are the contributory factors affecting a level of CFC (Cross Functional 
Collaboration) for product design development in general" 
Question 7-2. Why do > ou think these contributory factors on mentioned are important'? 
Question 7-3. V` hat are the obstacles affecting each of the above contributor\ factors affecting (_ FC'' 
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Manager in Well planned schedule for product development (e. g. 
Marketing ha\ ini a proper schedule for product de\elopnment ) 
department Mutual understanding of the roles of partners' department,, 
(Jun Hee Lee) Frequent sharing of information and idea 

Sharing unified goals of the project 
HaN ing appropriate data and the right information about 
partners' groups 
Co-location 
Trust level 

Manager in 
Engineering 
department 
(Sunny Bang) 

LG Manager in Design 
department 
(Woo Young Oh, 
Hyung Ki Lee) 

Daewoo Manager in Design 
department 
(Hyung-Lock Lee) 

Mutual understanding of roles and knmN ledge of partners 
departments 
Well planned schedule for product de\ clopment 
Keep to the schedule 
Appropriate knowledge, skills about the job 
Trust level 
Unified strategy bet\tieen partners 
Mutual understanding 
Give and take relationship 
Frequent communications 
Communications based on trust 
Shared vision of corporation 
Understanding partners job characteristics 
Frequent interaction (relationship) 
Choosing a suitable partner 
Appropriate skills for job 
Working rationally 
Informal social meetings between partners and/or groups 
Management and coordination ofacti\ ities from senior 
manager 
Joint reyvards system 
Establishing and understanding clear objectives of the 
project (particularly in the early stages of design 
development) 
Sharing information 
Having a unified culture 
Co-location (Working in the same place vv ith a partner) 
Choosing suitable partners 
To be open minded 
Flexible organisational culture 
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Hitachi 

Manager in 
Marketing 
department 
(Hyun Ho Lee) 

Evaluation and rewards to encourage collaboration 
Training about collaboration techniques 
Understanding of characteristic,, of other functional 
departments 
Ha\ ing a sense of partnership 
Sharing reliable information 
Choosing partners výho have a good interpersonal 
relationship 
Informal social relationships (Frequent informal social 
meetings) 

Manager in 
Engineering 
department 
(Kwang Ho Choi) 

Mutual understanding of the role of partners' department 
Trust level between partners 
Shared goals 
Give and take relationship among department,, 
Previous good experience of collaboration 
Level of goodwill 
Having responsibilities 

Manager in Design A well organised logical product design process (e. g. 
department preparing design album (see footnote ,) 
('l'aisuke Kashima) Communication with right information and logic 

(particularly designers). 
Appropriate design knowledge and skills as a designer 
Explaining design background (design album) in a logical 
way to other functional department,,. 
Having clear and mutual objectives (aims & goals of 
project level) 
Sharing valuable information betý\cen functional groups 
(e. g. competitor information. market information) 
Having unified strategy and policy upstream to dmý n 
stream 
Good communication between functional groups 
Close location (because face to face communication is best) 
Good skills for using communication svstenms (c. g. email- 
lack of skill makes for inefficient communication) 
Having a mutual understanding about basic kno\ý ledge of 
product and product development process 
Having a mutual understanding of each other's role vv ithin 
functional departments 
Sharing a vision of the company's future 

I'Album' \\as used h\ Faisuke Kashima, who is a chief design manager in EIitachi, as a term that 

explained a logical and historical design process, In contrast a design process without logic and historic 
background: for example design out-put comes suddenly from a designer',, inspiration. He pointed out 
that making design logic and logical design processes contributes to cross-functional collaho anon. rather 
than doing, design dc\ elopment based on just a designer's inspiration 
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Manager in Good communication hemeen functional groups 
Marketing Regular meetings bemccn functional groups 
department Hai ing a ph} sical co-location (to have face to face 
(Peter Johnson) meetings easily ) 

Sharing ideas vý ith other departments 
Frequent informal meetings betsvccn functiomil groups 
A mutual understanding of roles in NPI) 
Appropriate skills (e. g. dra\l ing skills of dcsigncrs) and 
knowledge 
Sharing information 
Regular meetings 
Having a common language bet\%een partners 
Trust level 
Show the appropriate skills and capability to partners 
Work rationally 
Good experience of collaboration 

Toshiba Manager in Design A Nell defined design process 
department Well defined roles of each functional group 
(Watanabe Shinji, Having responsibility for a project. 
Nobuhiro Fushiya) Concern and commitment from senior management le\ el 

Sharing common vision & values 
Having the same location (face to face) 
Appropriate knowledge, skills and experiences 
The right information sharing 
Goodwill (Giving his/her favour) 
Frequent communication 

Fuji Manager in Design Having a mutual understanding about partners' roles 
Xerox department Having a unified strategy v ith other functional departments 

Osamu Takeuchi Sharing vision and values 
Managerial support during the development process 
Coordination from senior managers (or/and senior 
management committees) 
Appropriate skills, experiences and attitudes 
Having the same goals 
Sharing valuable information 
Co-location (for face to face communication) 
Frequent and rapid monitoring progress 
Clear decision making process 
Decentralisation of NPD process 
Trust level 
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Xerox Manager in Design Ha\ ing common goals for the project 
Limited department Ha\ in`r a common culture (e. g. geographical. ethnological 
(Europe (Leslie Wynn) culture and language matters) 
Xerox) Choosing a suitable partner who has a good personalit\ 

(personal relationship) 
Ha- ing a phi sical co-location (geographical, neutral area l 
Level of partners" experience of cross-functional 
collaboration 
Having a common process (One process) betvvecn partners 
who come from other departments 
Optimum level of bureaucrac\ (e. g. Choice ofa suitable 
amount of bureaucrac\ makes for good collaboration) 
Sharing information rapidly 
Understanding the level of other functional groups' 
knowledge 
Internal competition s\ stem based on a project team 
Trust level 
Suitable organisational type 

Technical Co-location 
programme Management and coordination of acti\ ities from senior 
manager manager (for example, h\ the changing control process) 
(Eur Ing Andrew Hay ing a well organised product (design) development 
Houston) process 

Having common goals for a project 
Understanding the level of other functional 111'OLIJ)s 
fundamental knowledge 

Table 19 shows factors affecting CFC indicated during the intervievv survey .1 loýý eu er, 

many factors were repeated several times by different interviewees (managers). for 

instance, `Having a mutual understanding of roles and knowledge of partners' groups' 

was repeated twelve times, `Having a close physical co-location' was repeated eight 

times, and `Trust levels of partners' was repeated six times. In total one hundred and 

nineteen factors were gathered from the interview survey, if the same factors 

(duplicated factors) are repeatedly counted. However the factors that had exactly the 

same meaning should be counted as one factor. Therefore. it can he said that actually 

tiIty-t%\o factors affecting cross-functional collaboration were found from this inter\ ic%\ 

S U1'\ C'\. 
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Besides, if we add forte-two factors. which sere discovered from the literature survey. 

as factors affecting CFC. a total of ninety-four factors %%cre collected from both the field 

interview survey (52 factors) and the literature survey (42 factors). 

However, many factors from the verbal data (52+42=94 factors) were still duplicated or 
had a similar meaning to the factors from the literature survey and the factors from the 

interview survey. In order to condense and identify these qualitative factors based on 

the similarity among the factors, the `af finis diagram technigiit' ' with a brain group 

(focus group) that consisted of experts in the design management and/, or product design 

field was used. 

Schweiker M. (l 999) stated. 

"The atjlnily diagram is the typical technique to put large amounts of ivc>>rhal dato into 

groupings based on the relationships hetli'een the iieni ". 

Ile (1999) also emphasised that 

"the process of the uffinitv diagram technique is a creative proce. tis rather than ar 
logical process 

The focus group meeting followed the `affinity technique' as follows; 

As a first step when the group met, the aim of the meeting xN as explained to all the 

members of the focus group. They also had some simple practice before beginning the 

main meeting. 

Secondly, all contributory factors affecting CFC, which had been Ihund from both the 

literature survey and the interview survey, were printed on cards (papers) in the same 

letters and the same size. In total ninety-four factors, «hick came from both the 

practical field interview survey (5? factors) and the literature surn cý (4 factors). vvere 

indicated on each card. 

Thirdly, these cards ere laid on a very big board (AO plus -2/1 
AO size), vv hich had 

been prepared for this special focus group meeting. 

I, 
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Fourthly, the members of the group then silently moved these cards into each affinity 

cluster that appeared to share similar ideas. These cards were moved as many times as 

were necessary until the group was satisfied with the clusters. 

Finally. the group then clarified and discussed the relationship between the items and 

assigned a title for each cluster. The focus group generated a suitable title and placed it 

over the cluster after discussion and agreement was made by all the members. They also 

considered that the cards. which were repeated many times within the cluster, served as 

potential titles for the entire cluster. Figure 30 shows the final actual process of the 

focus group activities using the affinity diagram technique and Figure 31 displays this 

final output in a diagram. 

Figure 30 Process of the focus group activity using affinity technique I (actual photo). 
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Figure 31 Process of the focus group activity with affinity technique 2. 
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The senil final results of the grouping of the factors in this qualitative analysis, twcnty- 

four factors affecting CFC could been identified from ninety lour factors after grouping 

the factors based on the similarity among the factors, and then finding typical items 

which can explain all the factors in a group, or give a title to each affinity group. 

For example. 'Common culture (common language, common geographic and 

ethnological culture)' was generated after being merged with another factor in group as 

a representative factor to explain all the factors in its group, the other factors in this 

group were 'using a common language' and 'common geographic and ethnological 

,... _. _ . M., , 
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culture'. As another example. `Choosing partners who have professional skills and 
knowledge within his/her area' was selected as typical factor among five 1äctors 

including itself. The other four factors were ` Choosing partners Mio have appropriate 

skills and/or job experiences', implicitly acknowledge all NP (Ne\\ Product)', Good 

skill for using of communication skills (e. g. IT skills)', 'Having a mutual understanding 

about the basic knowledge of a product development and a design process'.. As another 

example, the factor 'Having good quality communication (information sharing) bet\\ ecn 

other functional group partners' was given a title to explain its affinity group. rather 

than selecting one item in its group, because there were not anv proper Jactors v0ieb 

were able to represent all items in a group. Therefore, in this case, a ne title 

created and given as a representative title to explain all the factors in its group. 

Table 20 shows the semi final results of the grouping of the factors including the head 

factor (statement), the total number in each group and the repeated number of factors iii 

each group. Table 20 also shows where these factors come from, either the literature or 

the interviews survey. Namely, the factors (statements), which purely come from the 

literature, are shown in italic letters, the items, which purely come from the field 

interview survey, are shown in bold letters; and the items, which come from both the 

literature and the field interviews survey. are shown in bold and italic letters. 

Table 20 The twenty-four factors based on three collaborati\ c sectors, namel ý 
`collaborative input factors', `collaborative ongoing management läctors' and 
`collaborative factors affecting both areas' 

A. Collaborative factors affecting both areas 
Header statements [total The other statements [repeated Number] (* L mean 
repeated Number] the repeated number comes from literature survey) 
1. Having a common culture 
(common language, common 
geographic and ethnological 
enlture)[31 
2. Prober organisation and 
flexible organisational culture for 
cross-Junctional collaboration 
f. 3+L4= 7/ 

- Unified Culture I1 

- Using a common language II 

- Common geographic and ethnological culture Il 

- Proper Organisational system III 

- Lower lei'eIs of management to work with other 
departments, (decentralising authoritti) 11+L1=21 

- Flexible organisational climate III 
-A drai ia[ic change in or unisatiOnu/ clilnuic aini i'ulture [L II 

- Taunt si=c', in the case of learn project [L 1] 

- Work together as a team (L l] 
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3. Equality of contribution and - Equalitl" of cotttributioit and heuef t/l +L 1= 2/ 
benefit 1+L1=2 

4. A mutual understanding of role -A mutual understanding of role and knms ledge of 
and knowledge of partners' partners' departments 1121 
departments and/or partners - Hin ca frtutual underslu/uling hcl wccn partnt'r. s [L'/ 

112+L2=141 
5. Unified strategy and policy - Unified strategy and policy upstream and doN%n stream 
upstream and down stream 1 111 
6. Sharing a common vision and _ 

- Sharing a common vision and values (corporate level) 14l 
values (corporate level) /5+L1=61 - Having a unified strategy wit/i oilier functional groups 

[l+11/ 
7. Informal social relationship (or - Informally work together l1 +L 1=21 

s ystent) with other functional - Informal social sy-. Suer, [L 1] 

group members /3+L2=5/ - Informal social relationship with other functional group 
members 121 

8. Trust level between functional -. I trust level between. functional group ttte»thers 16+L 1=7/ 

group members 17+L2=9/ - Open mind III 
- Transl)urciic. T' [L 1] 

9. Having a sense of belonging - Feeling a sense of belonging and cohesion /l+! _ 1=2/ 
and cohesion [6+L6=12/ - Sense of partnership 121 

- Goodwill 121 

-A give and take relationship III 
- Participants in moving the VP uctivitic, ý /)urhn. sclulIl' /QI I'urcl 

[L 1] 

- Alindfulness [L1/ 

- Feeling a sense oof out nership und a personal . stake in VP 
activities and its outcomes [L I] 

. -Ichievc goals col/ectively IT 1] 

- Leadership [L1] 

B. Collaborative input factors 
10. Well developed management 

process und systems 16+L6=121 

I. 11 ell planlhIed schedule fier 

(rotuet (leº'elohnlent f2+L1=_3J 
1 2. Wcll defined and organised 
design process 141 

- JI x'11 developed management proces. ties und . s.. slenl., [LI] 

- Integrative orguiiisationul. s. i,. stern. s [L 1] 

- Unstructured involved process [L1] 

- Empowerment [L 1] 

- Equitable power [L 1] 

- Performance appraisal [L 1] 

- Well defined role of each functional group II 

- Optimum level of bureaucracy I1 I 

- Internal competition system based on team II 

- Education about collaboration techniques II 

- Evaluation and rewards about efforts to make 
collaboration Il 

- Clear decision making process I1l 

-N el/ planned schedule for product developineiit (e. g. hure 
proper schedule for product development) 12+L 1 -3/ 

- Well defined design process 121 

- Well organised design process I1ý 

- Have a common process between partners I1 
I 3. Joint rewards sti'stem rather 
than individual rewards system 
12+L 1=31 

Joint rewards s1'stem ratter than individual rewords s_i'. tilciir 
f2+L 1=3/ 
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1 4. ( 'onin111i71calion & lil/bri11ation - 1gfbr )TQti011 Sy'S'1ell? S and related elec! i'u llc COl/ll/11! /Tlc'OliOll 

S'l'. S'Ic'711.5 k' id (Sii orl , SL! 1CIe11t si'. stc'/n, (11C11'cJtit'clrý') IL 1] 

1"(', S'olirce: hardware) [L2] - Support Siltf dill resources [L 1] 

15. Close physical location - Close physical location between functional partners (t. g. 
between functional partners 181 face to face communication is best) 181 
16. Choosing partners who have - Choosing partners who have a good interpersonal 
good collaborative experience relationship with you III 

and/or interpersonal relationships - Interpersonal relationship [J. JJ 

with you f5+L2=61 - . 4ppropriatt' ci1titucJE' [L 1] 

- Choosing partners who have corporate attitudes II 

- Choosing partners who have a good experience of cross- 
functional collaboration 131 

1 7. Choosing partners who have - Appropriate skills, job experiences [7+L 1=81 

professional skills and knowledge - ln"plicit5' acknou'/t Jc, 'c all ; %'t' (Ne� Prm)(Jud) [LIJ 
about his/her area 19+L2=111 - Good skills for using communication systems (e. g. IT 

skill) III 

- Having a mutual understanding about basic knowledge of 
a roduct and a design process 

C. Collaborative onp-oinp- manaizement factors 
18. Sharing unified ; oals & - Sliaring unified goals & objectives of'pro ject f8+L 1=9/ 

objectives of project 18+L4=1 11 - Establishing clear ohl. cctii"c'. ti IL 11 

- Share mutual aspirations and a common L'OIiL eptual 

. 
frainework [L 1] 

- Shared goals [L I] 

9. Management and coordination - Management and coordination of activities from senior 
of activities frone senior manager) manager 151 
16+L4=101 - Drawing up proceclure. ý; tor ac'c"ountahilih" and control [L 1J 

- Boundary maI1a, c'enlent [L I] 

- Coordination (Y'aclivilics [L I] 
- Attempting to ensure equality of contribution and benefit [L 1] 

- Managerial support during the process I 11 
20. Frequent & rapid monitoring - /requent & rapid monitoring of progress /I+L1=2/ 

of )ro >ress /1 +L 1=2J 
21. Good quality communication - Good communication with right information and logic 
(information sharing) between (particularly, a designer 131 

other functional group partners - Qualitative information sharing 131 
1101 - Good communication based on trust II 

- Right information sharing 3 
2. Frequent (quantitative) - Frequent communication between partners' groups 131 
ronintun ctiton (inforniatioü - Frequent information sharing 12+L 1=31 

staring) between other functional - Regular meetings 121 

ºrou) partners f 7+L 1=8J 
23). Work rationally and logically - Work rationally 121 
ý31 - Explain design background logically III 

24. Having responsibility a - Have responsibility a project 121 

project 131 - Keep a schedule II 

Interestingly. the items that cone from the field intervicxv sure ey lar`gcl\ cox Bred all 

factors «hick came from the literature sure e` apart from one factor. which was 
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'Allocating sufficient resources'. In other vvords. twenty-three of the identified t«-cntv- 

four factors were discovered from the intervickk survey. Sixteen of the tyventv -tour 
factors affecting LFC were discovered from both the literature and the interv icvv survey. 
'T'herefore, eight more items were more discovered from the findings of the intervievv 

survey: by contrast, only one of the twenty-four items was discovered from literature 

survey. 

On the other hand, the focus group panel tried to divide the factors affecting CFC into 

largely three categories, namely `collaborative input factors', *collaborative ongoing 

management factors" and `collaborative factors affecting both areas" from the idea, as 

Sauter, M. A. & Enkawa, T. (1998) also emphasised, that the environment for cross- 

functional collaboration should be established before starting product development. B 

contrast, the research work by Littler D., al. (1995) divided factors affecting outconmes 

of collaborative product development into two areas, `collaborative input factors' and 

`ongoing collaborative management factors'. 
. 

Table 20 shows the twenty-four items based on these three collaborative categories, 

namely `collaborative input factors. `collaborative ongoing management factors" and 

`collaborative factors affecting both areas'. Sauter, M. A. & Enkaýýa, T. (1998) called 

the period before starting product development as off-lind produci c/ei'elopmew '. by 

contrast, the procedure period for product development was called on-line prochIcl 

lle1'eloj7iiiel1/". 

As a result, eight of the twenty-four factors were located as `collaborative input factors' 

ww-h ich belong to the area of off-line product design development; seven of them vv e re 

located as `collaborative ongoing management factors', which belong to the area of on- 

line product design development. The remainder (nine factors) %vcre put in the middle 

area, which means these collaborative factors affect both areas, from off-lint, product 

development to on-line product design development. 
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In the next and final step. the panel identified eleven compressed factors from the 

twenty-four factor groups based on principle affinity relationship (these final factor 

groups are shown with grouped lines in Figure 31 ). These eleven factors affecting 

were finally grouped by the focus group. The results of the grouping are shown in 1 able 
21 in detail. 

Table 21 Eleven factors affecting CFC using affinity analysis by a focus group 
Header statements 
1. Having a common culture 
(common language, common 
geographic and ethnological 
culture) 
2. Proper organisation and 
flexible organisational culture for 
cross functional collaboration 
3. Managerial support 

4. Sharing unified goals, vision at 
both corporate level and project 
level 

S. Irrformal social relationship (or 
system) with other. functional 
group members 
6. Trust level between functional 
group members 

7. Choosing suitable partners 

R. Close p1gsieal location between 
f imetional partners 
9. Management und coordination 
of ac'tiº'ities f rom senior manager 
10. LI irk lo_licallº' and rntionallº' 

The other statements 
- Having a common culture (common language. 

common geographic and ethnological culture) 

- Proper organisation and flexible organisational culture 
for cross-functional collaboration 

- We] I developed management process and s\ stems 
- Well planned schedule for product dc,, elopnicnt 
- Well defined and organised design process 
- Joint rewards system rather than indi. idual rewards 

system 
- Allocating sufficient resources 
-A mutual understanding of role and Lno\\ ledge of 

partners' departments and/or partner 
- Frequent & rapid monitoring of progress 
- Equality of contribution and benefit 

- Unified strategy and policy upstream and down 
stream 

- Sharing a common vision and %alues (corporate le\ei ) 

- Sharing unified goals & objectives for a project 

- Informal social relationship (or sý, stem) xv ith other 
functional group members 

-A trust level between functional group members 
- Sense of belonging and cohesion 
- Have responsibility for a project 

- Choosing partners NN ho have a good interpersonal 

relationship vv ith you and good cyperiencc of cross- 
functional collaboration 

- Choosing partners \tiho ha\e professional skills and 
kno\ý ledge about his/her area 

- Close physical location betxNeen Functional partners 

- Management and coordination of activities from 

senior manager (or committee) 
- V\'ork IogicaII\ and rationally 
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11. Interaction between partners - Good qualit, communication (in oniiation sharing-T) 
bemeen other functional group partner,, 

- Frequent (quantitative) communication ( iiil mation 
sharinLy) hetýýeen other functional uyroup partners 

All members of the panel agreed that these eleven factors were quite clearly grouped 

and titled. However, some of the panel group suggested that three of the ele\ cn factors. 

these are -a common culture (common language, common geographic and ethnological 

culture)', `Proper organisation and organisation culture for CI'C"; and `Managerial 

support,, have a very broad meaning, which might be interpreted as an umbrella term 

which may have an impact on other factors. 

In addition, for this reason, some of the panel members suggested that t« c ntti -four 

factors may be better than the finally defined eleven factors affecting CFC as measuring 

items for the questionnaire survey work in this research. 
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5.8 Development of measurement items for measuring design 
development performance of consumer electronics products. 
(From: Question 10; see footnote26) 

In order to develop the measurement items (scale) for design development performance 

of' consumer electronics products. both the findings from the literature sure e\ and the 

practical field survey are summarised and reproduced in this section. 

As a result of the literature search related to assessment tools for product design 

development performance or product design output performance. t\\o research vvorks 

were discovered, as has been noted in the previous chapter. From these research \\ corks, 
five measurement items were discovered from the research by Kulwant S. Paýti-aIr and 

I lelen Driva (1999), and another eight items, which include criteria to assess product 

design output, were also found from the research work by Chung K. W. (1999). 

But these thirteen items, which were presented by both Pawar & Driva (1999) and 

Chung (1999), could not be used directly as measurement items for design performuuncc 

of consumer electronics products in this research. This is because, in the case of fiv c 

items from the research by Pawar and Driva (1999), these were actually developed in 

order to measure product design team performance, but this research requires the tools 

to measure the total design development performance itself, not team performance. In 

addition, in the case of the eight items that were presented as criteria for the selection of' 

good design awards by Chung K. W. (1999), these cannot to measure the total design 

development performance, because these items can be used as a scale to assess design 

output, they do not assess design development process performance. such as time. and 

development cost. 

lo Question 10. Does \our company have any criteria or, and scales in order to measure the performance 
of product design dc\ elopment and design management? 
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Therefore, in order to develop appropriate performance measurement tools (items) for 

the total design development of consumer electronics products. intervievv question 10 

was posed. Table 2? shows the results from this question. 

Table ?? The results from the field survey about measurement items for design 
development performance. 

Companies Measurement items for total design development performance 
Europe Xerox Time: actual time against plan 

Cost: actual cost against plan 
Quality: total quality of product design (e. g. Inno\ation lcvcl, user 
friendly, a fine view (aesthetic aspects), reliability, etc. 

Fuji Xerox Time: Actual time against plan 
Cost: Actual cost against plan 
Quality: total quality of product design (e. g. Inno\ ation Ic\ cl, uScr 
friendly, visually appealing (aestheticallv pleasing), Rcliabilo, etc. 

Toshiba No particular official measurement tools (The used to has ea self- 
evaluation system, in which a designer evaluates his/her total 
design development & design output qualit\ based on his/her ov, n 
satisfaction. They have stopped this measuring s` steno recently , because they think that it is an objecti'. e enough nmetlhod) 

Hitachi No particular official measurement tools 

Samsung No particular official measurement tools 

LG No particular official measurement tools 

Daewoo No particular official measurement tools 

As the results of this survey show on a practical level, only two of the sc\ en consumer 

electronics companies have clear performance measurement tools. Many respondents 

(design managers) confessed that it was very difficult to have common and official 

pertormance measurement criteria for product design development and design 

management. This is because of the nature of design activities, as was discussed in the 

previous section, 4.4.1 Difficulties of evaluating design development. 

EIowever. toto companies, Europe Xerox and Fuji Xerox. have clear items (scales) fm 

measuring design development performance. 
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Through summarising all the findings from both the literature sur% c. that i1 

investigating measurement scales through previous research works. and the results from 

the field intervie survey, it is deduced that there are four principles surrounding design 

performance measurements. In short, all the measurement items discovered through this 

research survey were largely divided into four measurement items. These are `time', 

`cost', `quality of design output' and `effectiveness and efficiencv of design 

management'. These four measurement items mainly incorporate all the measurement 

items which were found from both the literature survey and practical field survcý in C'I: I. 

Table 23 shows the references for each of the four developed item categories. 

Table 23 References for each of the four developed items. 

Items from literature survey Items from field ' ur\e\ 
Items were developed Items were developed from 
from research by research by K. W. Chun- 
Kulwant S. Pawar & (1999). 
Helen Driva (1999). 

Ti, iie - Time - Time (I, uropc Xerox) 

- Time (Fuji Xerox) 
('os/ - Cost - Cost (Euurope Xerox) 

- Cost (I uji Xerox) 
Tofu/ Design - Quality Visually appealing - Quality (Europe 
out/nu/ Qua/i/v (aesthetically pleasing), Xerox) 

Fitness for function, - Quality ( Fuji Xerox) 
Fitness for economic, 
Effectiveness of 
manufacturing. Easy 
control, Fitness for market 
and users, Satisfaction for 
social trend and users' 
emotion, A level of 
familiarity ýN ith the 
environment 

Ff%t'clivene, ss - 
FlexibllitV' 

and e/f lciencv - 
Management 

(1f'Iesi& il 

111aiuigennen/. 

These four measurement items were applied as a scale for the measuring of design 

dex, clopment performance of consumer electronics products in the questionnaire 1ör the 

next survey in this research. 
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To enable the questionnaire to achieve the purpose of this research, the %veight u1' 
importance of these four measurement items was also asked about based on the design 

development project. This is because, as Kaplan R. S. & Norton 1). P. ( 1992) pointed 

out, the weight of importance of assessment items for product design dev elopmcnt 

performance can be very different according to different design development conte\tý,, 

such as. product items, company size, company strategy. etc, and in particular. product 
design development objectives. Therefore, in order to include not only these kind. of 

complicated product design development situations but also to tr\ to aceurately measure 

total design development performance, the eight of importance of these tour 

measurement items is also considered in this research rather than just using these four 

items uniformly. 

Consequently, the metrics for measuring total design development performance of 

consumer electronics products was developed, using the semantic differential seile 
developed by Osgood (1967), in the questionnaire in the next of this research step. 
Table 24 shows the developed metrics for total design development performance in this 

research. 

Table 24 The metrics for measuring for total design development performance. 
Measurement items Weight of Measurement scale (degree of satisfaction) 

importance 
(the total sum 
should he 100) 

Time: 

(Actual time against plan) 46 ý17 
Vers dissatisfied \cry sat� 

Cost: 

(Actual cost against plan . 
Cost comparisons between \en dissatisfied \ers sari, 

competitive models) 
Ef ctiý mess and 

` ` design et ficienc\ ot I 7 

manncmcnt . 

23tý6 
\crs dissatisfied \crs satin 

Total Design output 
Qualit\ (e. g. A fitness for 
objecti\ es. Good 
appearance, I 

Ffe ct i\ Chess of I 
?, 5 

\erv dissatisfied 
4 (, 

r ,di, 
nlanufacturin'g, iio\1 much 

lied 

lied 

tied 

died 
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easy to use, etc. ) 

These items and these designed metrics for measuring total design development 

performance were tested before being used in the actual questionnaire survey. 
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Chapter 6: The analysis & results of Questionnaire survey, and 
development of new conceptual framework of CFC for new 

product design development 

6.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the findings from the questionnaire survey as main body of this 

research. 

This chapter starts with an introduction which restates the aims of the questionnaire 

Survey. Section 6.2 describes the overall characteristics of the respondents and 

respondent groups in questionnaire survey of this research. Section 6.3 explains the 

characteristics of both the 24-factor dataset and the 11-factor dataset. ,v hich are 

identified as factors affecting CFC, and the reasons why a particular datasct \\ as chosen 

for particular aims. Section 6.4 and Section 6.5 present the major findings of this 

questionnaire survey. The results of the priority of importance given to the both tvv cnty - 

tour fäctors and eleven factors affecting CFC are presented in Section 6.4. Section 6.5 
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offers an interpretation of the output data of SPSS. The correlation beMeen the level of 
CFC and the performance of product design development is presented. alter the 

performance of product design development has been divided into fl\ e categories. 
These are noted in the explanations of aims below. Also, substantial factors affecting 

the performance of design development based on the above same performance 

categories are presented in Section 6.5. Finally. and to conclude, the conceptual Model 

of ('FC, which includes main information produced from the research findings. \'as 

developed and explained in Section 6.6. 

The aims of the questionnaire are as follows; 

1) To define the priority of importance among the contributory factors affecting Cf (' 

for the design development of consumer electronics products. 

In addition, the difference in opinion about the degree of importance of each 

contributory factor affecting CFC for product design development is described in 

relation to the following: 

L I) The difference in opinion about the degree of importance of each [actor 

affecting CFC between the designers group and non-designers group. 

1.2) The difference in opinion about the degree of importance of each factors 

affecting CFC between the less experienced specialists (career under 5\ cars) 

group and the more experienced specialists (career over 6 years) group. 

2) To define the correlation between the level of CFC and the performance of product 

design development. 

?. 1) To define the correlation between the level of C FC and the total pcrtörrmance 

of product design development 

-1.21) 
To define substantial factors affecting the total design development 

performance 

-1.3)) To define the correlation between CFC and each performance item of product 

design development in this research. Namely, a) the correlation bet%%een the 
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level of CFC and the time performance of product design dcv elopment. b) the 

correlation between the level of CFC and the cost /)el-fin- >ance of product 

design development, c) the correlation between the level of CIC and the 

quality performunce of product design output. d) the correlation bet«ecn the 

level of CFC and the e ffectil enc ss and etf icienc l (? / Lie s ign i»u»ugeinc fit 

Pei-f01711a/1cc. 

2.4) To define substantial factors affecting each performance item of design 

development 
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6.2 The characteristics of the respondents and respondent groups 

this section presents the characteristics of respondents and general f ndims týrom the 

questions in section A in the questionnaire. 

The questionnaires were distributed and collected over a period of three months 

between early December 2000 and the end of Fehruarý 2001. 

About six hundred and forty questionnaires were distributed to the eight global 

consumer electronic companies in three countries, which were located in Korea. Japan. 

and the UK. These were Samsung Electronics. Hitachi Home Electronics. Toshiba, 1.6 

Electronics, Daewoo Electronics, Xerox Limited (Europe Xerox) and I uji Xerox and 

KII' (Korea Electronic Co. ). One company, that is KI C, was added to the group of 

previously researched companies in the in-depth interview survey ol'this research. 

In total, eighty questionnaires (40 version one questionnaires and 40 version two 

questionnaires) were distributed to each company through design managers in eich 

company. Two hundred and forts' three questionnaires were returned. 28° b of' the 

questionnaires were collected (see Figure '32) 

Figure 32 The ratio of returned questionnaires 

Total returned 
questionnaires 

28% 

Total distributed 

questionnaires 
72% 

On the other hand. eight questionnaires of the total returned questionnaires had some 

missing data. The missing data was treated as missing values iii the SPSS process. 
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In the case of the version one questionnaire for designers. One hundred and tell 

questionnaires were collected (26% of the questionnaires were returned). In the case of 

the version for a non-designer, one hundred and thirty three questionnaires v%Crc 

returned (29% of the questionnaires were returned). 

Figure 333 Ratio of returned questionnaires from designers (version one) 

Total returned 
questionnaires from 
designers 
26%(110) 

Number of 

questionnaires which 
were not returned 
from designers 
74% 

Figure 34 The ratio of returned questionnaires from non-designers (\ersion tývo) 

Total returned 
questionnaires from 
non-designers 
29%(133) 

Number of questionnaires 
which are not returned 
from non-designers 
71% 

Considering the number of collected questionnaires based on each functional 

department. one hundred and ten questionnaires were returned from the design 

department, sixty-three questionnaires from the engineering department. t« cntv -nine 

questionnaires from the planning department, thirty-one questionnaires from the 
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marketing department. and ten questionnaires from the manufacturing department as 

Figure 35 shows below. 

Figure 35 Number of questionnaires returned from each functional department. 
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The number of collected questionnaires based on each company is shown in Figure 36. 

Figure 36 Number of questionnaires returned, based on each company 
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Figure 37 shows the number of years respondents have spent working as shecwli, ýts in 

his/her professional area. 

Figure 37 The number of years respondents have spent ý, wrking as specialists in his; her 
professional area. 

11-15 years 
33 people (14% 

6-10 years 
71 people (29%) 

5 yecirs 
ý; eople (51 %) 

Figure 38 shows the number of years respondents have spent \\urking at their Current 

company, too. 

Figure 38 The number of years respondents have worked at their current company. 

16-20 years over 21 years 
22 nPnnIA (q%) 9 people (4%) 

115 years 
37 people (1 5%) 

over 21 years 
3 people (1 %) 

1 -5 years 
104 people (43%) 
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6.3 The data set of factors affecting CFC 

Before producing the results of this questionnaire survey, the datasct of factors affecting, 

CFC were divided into two groups. The first dataset consisted of the 24-factors. which 

are original factors used to measure the degree of importance of each item affecting 

CFC and the CFC level in the questionnaire. The other dataset consisted of elev en 

factors that were condensed from the 24 factors based on homogeneity and similarity 

among factors by the focus group. Each dataset has advantages and disadvantages O\ cr 

each other in this research work. Namely, as an advantage. the 24-factors offer detailed 

information, but as a disadvantage, these is still similarity among the 24-factors and 

these are large number to effectively delivery information. By contrast, the 1 1-factors 

dataset, after being condensed from the 24-factors, is that there is not much similarity 

among the factors, also it is better to communicate information effectively 

In order to reduce the factor based on homogeneity and similarity among the fäctors m« 

the other method, Factor Analysis was undertaken to compress the large of' amount 

factors (24-factors) which still had a strong relationship with each other. The result by 

Factor Analysis (Extraction method: Principal Component Analysis) suggested seen 

factors as being the most reasonable factor groups affecting CFC. (see Appendix 10). 

Also, SPSS shows the eigenvaluse in terms of the percentage of varience explained. The 

seven factors by the eigenvalues over I. which was aKaiser's recommendation (Andy 

Field 2000, p. 449), explains 55.7% of total varience (Appendix 1l). The Scree plot also 

shows these eigenvaluse in Figure 39. 
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Hgurc 39 The results of the Factor Analysis (Scree plot). 

Scree Plot 

4- 

a) 

c 
a) 
0) 
iw 0, 

1 3579 11 13 15 17 1'+ 1 

Component Number 

However, it was decided that the results from the Factor Analysis would not he used in 

this research, because of the following two reasons. Firstly, there were not similarity 

among the factors in the group of each seven factors (see Appendix 10). in comparison 

to the 1 1-factors grouped by focus group produced. The other reason is that this 

research would focus on qualitative data rather than quantitative data because of the 

nature of this research subject, as mentioned in the previous methodology chapter. For 

these reasons, the eleven factors, which were already developed by focus group. «ere 

preferred rather than the seven factors which was suggested by the result of factor 

analysis. 
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6.4 The priority of importance among the factors affecting CFC 

the degree of importance attached to each factor affecting CFC «as produced by using 

two datasets, these are the 24-factor group and 11-factors group. because of the abox e- 

mentioned advantages and disadvantages 

Two hundreds and forty-three experts' experience data was used for the anale sig. 

The degree of importance of each factor affecting CV C was calculated by means of the 

mean value of each factor affecting CFC, which then produced the priority giN en to 

each item. 

The degree of importance of each factor was measured as ordinal data. Importance ' as 

ranked from I to 7. Degree l represents having little importance in affecting ('I C_' in 

design development, and degree 7 represents being an extremely important factor. 

Degrees I to 7 are also divided into 6 intervals, namely, from I (little importance) to 7 

(extreme importance). The reason why these factors were asked to mark the degree of 

importance from a little importance is that they had already been disco% eyed to he 

important factors affecting CFC within both the previous literature and the interv ievv 

survey stage of this research. 

The average total degree of importance was 5.0. Also, all twenty-four factors ere 

marked between 4. l? and 5.78. It can be deduced that all twenty-four factors affecting 

CFC. which were identified throughout both the previous literature surve\ and the 

intervievv survey, were verified again as being important factors hý quantitative data. 

Figure 40 shows the total average degree of importance of each factor affecting C_'1 C' in 

design development from the results of the questionnaire survey. These finding's ý\ere 

produced from section B (see footnote 27) in the questionnaire. 

27 Section E3: From \ our experience, pleas; give your grading about the degree of importance of each 
factor affecting cross-functional collaboration. * Partner in this questionnaire means someone Mho not 
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Figure 40 Degree of importance of each factor affecting CFC (24-lactors) 
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24 Factors affecting CFC 

As a result of this one-dimensional analysis, the grade of importance among the factors 

affecting C IT is prioritised below. 

1. Taking collective responsibility for a project (factor 24, value=5.77). 

2. Sharing unified goals & objectives (project level) (factor 7. value=5.67). 

3. Building trust between functional group partners (factor 9, value=5.50). 

4. Having good quality communication (intormation sharing) with other functional 

group partners (factor 21, value=5.45). 

onI% belongs to other functional departments (groups) but also works jointly, especially in an intellectual 

capacit\ for it special purpose (For exanmple. in the case of a designer. a marketer. an engineer. it 
nianul'acturer etc). 
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5. Having a proper organisation and a flexible organisational culture t '()r C FC (I ctor 2. 

value=5.39). 
6.1laving a mutual understanding of roles and knowledge of partners' departments 

and/or partner (factor 4, value=5.26 ). 

7. I-Iav ing a close location between functional partners (factor 16. value=5.25 ) 

8. Working rationally and logically (factor 23. value=x. 22). 

9. Choosing partners who have professional skills and knowledge mthin hisihcr area 

(factor 18. value=5.15). 

10. Having frequent (quantitative) communication (information sharing) 'tiith other 

functional group partners (factor 22, value=5.08). 

1 1. Having a sense of belonging and cohesion (factor 10, value=5.04 ). 

12. Having a unified strategy and company policy upstream and down stream (factor 5, 

value=5.03 ). 

12. Sharing a common vision and values (corporate level) (factor 6, value=5. O1). 

14. Allocating sufficient resources (hardware) (factor 15, value=5. O2 ). 

15. Having equality of contribution (factor 3. value=5.01). 

16. Choosing partners with whom there is a good interpersonal relationship and good 

experience of cross-functional collaboration (factor 17. value=4.88 ). 

17. Having a well-defined and organised design process (factor 13. valuer 4.87). 

18. Having an informal social relationship (or system) with other functional group 

members (factor 8, value=4.81). 

19. Having a well-planned schedule for product development (factor 12, value=4.72). 

20. Having well-developed management processes and systems (factor 11, value 4.67). 

21. -laving a joint rewards system rather than individual rewards system (factor 14. 

alue=4.59). 

22. 
Monitoring progress frequently and rapidly (factor 20, ýýalue=4. , 6). 

2 3. Having a common culture (common language, common geographic and 

ethnological culture) (factor 1. Value=4.20). 

24. Managing and coordinating activities by senior manager (factor 19. value=4.14 ). 
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On the other hand, Figure 41 shows the degree of importance of c1c\ en-tactor, af'fectin`g 
('FC in design development after calculating the mean value of its group factor from the 

24-factor dataset. These eleven factors can be seen as compressed factors from the 14 

factors based on the homogeneity and similarity among factors. 

Table 25 shows each of the eleven factors and their elements from the tvventy-lour 
factors. This was the result of focus group work in the previous stage of this research. 

The value of each of the eleven factors was calculated hy finding the mean value from 

each group. For example, if the factor, `Choosing partners \\ho have professional skills 
and knowledge within his/her area", is 5, and the factor, `Choosing partners with xv hom 

there is a good interpersonal relationship and good experience of ('1=C''. is 0. then the 

value of the factor, `Choosing suitable partners', which as titled as a rcprescntati\c 
factor for the above two factors (statements) in the l ]-factor group, was 5.5 after 

calculating as follows; (5+6) /2=5.5. 

Table 25 Eleven factors condensed based on the homogeneity and similaritv among 24 
factors identified by the focus group. 

11-factors 24-factors 
1 Building trust and cohe, sioti (factor 6, Taking collective responsibility for a project 

value = 5.45) Building trust bethticen functional group 
partners 
Having a sense of belonging and cohesion 

Having a proper organisation and a Having a proper organisation and a flexible 
flexible organisational culture for cross- organisational culture for cross-functional 
functional collaboration (factor 2, value collaboration 
=5.41) 

3 Encouraging interaction between Having good quality communication 
pui-mel", s (factor 11, value = 5.27) (information sharing) bet\\ ecn other functional 

group partners 
Close location bet\ý een functional partners 
Having frequent (quantitative) communication 
(information sharing) betvvecn other functional 

group partners 
3 Having u close pph sSical location Having a close location hemeen functional 

hetºº-cell 11117C tiuttul ppartners partners 
(factor 8, v alue =5.?? ) 
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5 

6 

7 

Shuring ci wiif ied vision and gouls at 
both corporate level wid pr°ojc, cl level 
(factor 4, value = 5.23) 

Itoorkiing rationaih' & logiculli' 
(factor 10, value =5 21 ) 
( 'haws ing .s uituble partners 
(factor 7, value = 5.01) 

8 Having an informal social rely/ionship 
(or sTslenl) wilh other functional group 
partners (factor 5, value = 4.84) 

9 Managerial support (factor 3, value = 
4.80) 

10 Unified culture with partners (common 
language, common geographic and 
ethnological culture) (factor 1, value = 
4.20) 

11 Managing and coordinating aclivilies 

lit senior manager- (factor 9, value = 

Sharing a unified goals k ohjecti%e, (project 
le\ei) 
Sharing a common \ ikion and `goýI Is (co poste 
Iev ei) 
Having a unified strategy and policy coompanv 
upstream and down stream 
Working rationally & Iogicallk 

Choosing partners vOho haue professional skill,, 
and kno« ledge mthin his/her area 
Choosing partners mth whom there is a good 
interpersonal relationship and good experience 
of cross-functional collaboration 
Having an informal social relationship (or 
s\ stem) vv ith other functional group members 

Having a mutual undertitanding of role sind 
knowledge of partners' departmcit, and/or 
partner 
Equality of contribution 
Allocating sufficient resources 
Having a well-defined and organised design 
process 
Having a \ý ell-developed management process 
and systems 
Having a well-planned schedule for product 
development 
Having a joint reýýards system rather than 
individual rewards system 
Monitoring progresses frequently and rapidl\ 
Unified Culture (common language, common 
geographic and ethnological culture) 

Managing and coordinating acti\ itie,, hN , enior 
manager 
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Figure 41 Degree of importance of each factor affecting CFC (1 l -factors) 
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As a result. the importance of the eleven contributory factors affecting CV C is 

prioritised below. 

1. Building trust and cohesion (factor 6, value = 5.45) 

?. Having a proper organisation and a flexible organisational culture for the cross- 

functional collaboration (factor 2. value = 5.41) 

ý. Encouraging interaction between partners (factor 11. value = 5.27) 

3. Having a close physical location between functional partners (factor K. value - 5.27) 

5. Sharing a unified vision and goals at both corporate and project level (täctor 4. value 

S3) 

6. Working rationally and logically (factor 1 ft value = 5.21) 

7. Choosing suitable partners (tactor 7. value = 5.01) 

5.45 
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8. Having an informal social relationship (or sN stem) with other functional group 

partners (factor 5, value = 4.84) 

9. Managerial support (factor 3. value = 4.80) 

10. Unified culture with partners (common language. common -coýuraphic and 

ethnological culture) (factor 1, value = 4.20) 

11. Managing and coordinating activities by senior manager O actor 9. ' aloe == 4.12) 
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6.4.1 Comparing a design group and a non-design group 

In addition, the difference in opinion about the degree of importance ()I' each 

contributory factor affecting CFC for product design development beteten a design 

group and a non-design group was also analysed using the Independent i-test \\ hich is 

used when there are two experimental conditions and different subjects assigned to cacti 

condition (Kim K. M. 1998). The 1-statistic is calculated by dividing the mean difference 

by the standard error of the sampling distribution of differences. 

Two appendices (Error! Reference source not found. and Appendix 1)) \\erc 

produced to represent the output of the Independent 1-test. Missing v aalues in the 

questionnaires were excluded in this analysis. Error! Reference source not found. 

presents the mean values of each factor, number of samples of each factor O 'or example, 

designers 1 10, non-designers 131 in the case of the first factor). Standard deviations and 

Standard error mean of each factor. The total average for the degrees of importance 

were also calculated by using the mean value of all factors in each group. As a result, 

the designer's group indicated a value of 5.05, and the non-designer's group is a value 

of 4.96. 

Appendix 13 contains the main 1-test statistics. This table also shows the Lcl'C17(, "S. rc. tit. 

The Levene's test is similar to a 1-test in that it tests the hypothesis that the variances in 

two groups are equal (i. e. the difference between the variance is zero). The 95° 

confidence interval indicates that 95% of the time the interval specified vv ill reveal the 

true difference between the population means. By using the L. ev tine's value and the t- 

value, and two-tail significance as a main result of the t-test, determination can be made 

as to whether there is a significant difference between the two groups. The correct \\M 

to determine significance is to consult the critical t-tables. In the results of the t-test. the 

exact significance value of t was produced. As results of the 1-test, two-tailed 1) values 

less than 0.05 are slloNvn in Appendix 1-3. 
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From the results of the t-test, eight factors were discovered as sho%v ing a significant 
difference in the two groups opinions about the degree of importance of contributor' 
factors affecting CF(' for product design development (t-test is significant at p<0.05 ). 

These factors are 

a. Having well-developed management process and systems (the aN erage for designers 

is 4.85 vs. 4.53 for non-designers) 

b. Having a well-planned schedule for product development (the av trage for designers 

is 4.93 vs. 4.46 for non-designers) 

c. Having a well-defined and organised design process (the average for designers is 

5.13 vs. 4.62 for non-designers) 

d. Choosing partners who have professional skills and knowledge v, ithin his/her area 

(the average for designers is 5.33 vs. 4.94 for non-designers) 

C. Managing and coordinating of activities by senior manager (the average 1'61 

designers is 4.51 vs. 3.80 for non-designers) 

f. Taking collective responsibility for a project (the average for designers is 5.58 \. s. 

5.94 for non-designers) 

g. Having a joint rewards system rather than individual rewards system (the average 

for designers is 4.27 vs. 4.80 for non-designers) 

h. Having a sense of belonging and cohesion (the average for designers is 4.82 \ s. 

5.23 for non-designers) 

In summary, these eight factors can be identified as factors. which show that there is 

significant difference in opinions about the degree of importance of factors affecting 

CFC between a design group and a non-designer group. Five factors (the above a, b, c, d. 

e) were discovered as factors thought to be more significant bv designers rather than 

non-designers (such as marketers, engineers, manufactures etc. ). Otherwise. three 

factors (the above f. g. h) were thought to be more significant by non-designers than 

designers. as much as the paired gap values between the tN\ o groups. 
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6.4.2 Comparing a less experienced specialists group and a more 
experienced specialists group 

The difference in opinion about the degree of importance of factors affecting CI ( for 

product design development between a less experienced specialists (career under 

years) group and a more experienced specialist (career over 6 years) group as ads 
identified using the same method, that is the Independent t-test. 

The results of this /-test analysis are presented in appendices 12 and 1'. Appendix 14 

presents the number of samples, mean values, standard deviations and standard error 

mean of each factor. The total mean values of each group are almost equal 

(approximately 5.0). 

Appendix 15 shows the main results of the Independent t-test analysis, comparing 

differences in opinion about the degree of importance of factors betký cen t\\ o groups. 

As a result. the significant values of twenty-two factors were greater than 0.05 (p= - 0.05). 

Only two other factors indicate significant values below 0.05 (p<0.05), that means only, 

two factors were discovered as being significantly discriminating factors, which shokv 

an opinion gap between a less experienced group (under 5 years) and a more 

experienced group (over 6 years). These two factors are listed below. 

- Allocating sufficient resources (the average of less experienced specialists is 5.19 v s. 

4.86 for the more experienced specialists) 

- Working rationally and logically (the average of less experienced specialists is 5. '19 

vvs. 5.03 for the more experienced specialists) 

As results, the above two factors are thought to be more important by the less an 

experienced specialist group rather than the more experienced specialist group. 
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6.4.3 The degree of satisfaction in related to each factor affecting CFC. 

The degree of satisfaction with each factor affecting ('FC as measured htiscd (m the 

latest completed design development project. Figure 42 shoes the results t'rom section 

C' (see footnote-'ý) in the questionnaire. 

Figure 42 The degree of satisfaction in actual situations related to each fäctor 
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24 factors affecting CFC 

The degree satisfaction in related to twenty-four contributory factors affecting (I'C' is 

prioritised below. These are ordered from low to high in related to real design 

development situations. 

1. flaying a joint rewards system rather than individual rewards system (factor 14. 

alue-=2.95) 

IS Section C: Purpose: In order to measure the level of CFC (cross-functional collaboration) in your 
desiun development project. Question: Please, evaluate, according to the grading in each factor. the neýý 
design developi»ent situation related to our the latest completed design project. 
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ý. Having a close location between functional partners (factor 16. value= ý. 6? ) 

3.1 laving a well-planned schedule for product development (factor l 2. v aluc - x. 71 

4. Having well-developed management processes and systems (factor 11. value= 3.75 ) 

5. Working rationally and logically (factor 23, value=3.76 ) 

6. Managing and coordinating activities by senior manager (factor 19. value= 3.89) 

7. Monitoring progress frequently and rapidly (factor 20, value=3.90 ) 

8. Having a sense of belonging and cohesion (factor 10. value=3.94 ) 

9. Having a unified strategy and company policy upstream and down stream (factor >. 

value=3.97) 

10. Having collective responsibility for a project (factor 24. value==4. O2 ) 

11. Having a proper organisation and a flexible organisational culture for (T C (factor I. 

value=4.03 ) 

12. Having a well-defined and organised design process (factor 1-3, value -4. O4 

13.1-laving an informal social relationship (or system) with other functional group 

members (factor 8, value=4.05) 

14. Sharing a common vision and values (corporate level) (factor 6, value-=4.07) 

15. Having good quality communication (information sharing) with other functional 

group partners (factor 21. value=4.11) 

16. Having frequent (quantitative) communication (information sharing) ývith other 

functional group partners (factor 22, value=4.14) 

17. Having equality of contribution (factor 3. value=4.23) 

18. Allocating sufficient resources (hardware) (factor 15, value=4.33 ) 

19. Building trust with functional group partners (factor 9, value=4.35) 

19. Choosing partners with whom there is a good interpersonal relationship with you 

and good experience of cross-functional collaboration (factor 17. value-4.35) 

21. Sharing unified goals & objectives (project level) (factor 7, value=4.45) 

22. Havin4-- 

and/or 

a mutual understanding of roles and knowledge of partners departments 

partner (factor 4. value=4.60) 
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23. Choosing partners who have professional skills and knowledge within hisAher area 

(factor 18, value=4.61) 

24. Having a common culture (common language. common geographic and 

ethnological culture) (factor 1. value=5.73) 
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o. oo 

-Oo 

-1.00 

-1.50 

-2.00 

6.4.4 Priority of factors that are needed for more consideration of CFC in 
the actual field of consumer electronics firms. 

In order to define the priority of factors that are needed for more consideration ()I'C'I-(' 
in the actual field of consumer electronics firms. the gaps between the degree of actual 

satisfaction of each factor and the ideal degree of importance of each lactor vycre 
diagnosed. These gaps were calculated as follows; 

Ithe value of the degree of actual satisfaction of each factor in practice »>iflii. ti the value: 

ofthe ideal degree of importance of each factor l 

The results of these calculations are presented in Figure 43. 

Figure 43 The actual level of satisfaction in related to each factor affecting CF(' against 
the ideal model of factors affecting CFC 

l 
aýý 

ý 
ti Gý 
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aG 
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As a result, the factor `Having collective responsibility for a project (factor 24)' can he 

seen as the most considerable factor of all factors. 

'Having a joint rewards system rather than individual re\\ ards s\ stem (factor 14)' and 

`H-laving a close location with other functional partners (factor 16)' are the second most 

important factors which need to be considered to improve CFC in the actual design 

development of consumer electronic products. The gap between the actual degree of 

satisfaction attached to each factor and the ideal degree of importance are listed below. 

These are ordered from low to high. 

1. I laving collective responsibility for a project (factor 24, value= -1.71) 
?. Having a joint rewards system rather than individual rewards sN stem (factor 14. 

value= -1.63) 
?. Having a close location with other functional partners (factor 16, value= -1.6 ;) 

4. Working rationally and logically (factor 23, value= -1.44) 
5. Having good quality communication (information sharing) with other functional 

group partners (factor 21, value= -1.40) 
6. Having a proper organisation and a flexible organisational culture for CFC (factor ?, 

value= -1.37) 
7. Sharing unified goals & objectives (project level) (factor 7, value- - 1.2 1) 

8. Building trust with functional group partners (factor 9, value- -1.15) 
9. Having a sense of belonging and cohesion (factor 10. value=-1.08) 

10.1 laving a unified strategy and company policy upstream and down stream (factor 5. 

value= -1.06) 
1 1.1 laving frequent (quantitative) communication (information sharing) 'v ith other 

functional group partners (factor 22, value= -1.05) 

12. l laving a well-planned schedule for product development (factor 12. value= -1.01 ) 

1 3. Sharing a common vision and values (corporate level) (factor 6, value= -0.93) 
14. Having \\ell-developed management processes and systems (factor I]. \ alue= - 

0.91) 

15.1-laving a \\cll-defined and organised design process (factor 13, value= -0.85) 

16. Having equality of contribution (factor 3. value=-0.79) 
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17. Having an informal social relationship with other functional group memhýrý (factor 

8. value= -0.76) 
18. Allocating sufficient resources (hardware) (factor 15. value= -0.69) 
19. I-la, ing a mutual understanding of roles and kno« ledge of partners* departments 

and/or partner (factor 4. value= -0.66) 
20. Choosing partners who have professional skills and kno\\ ledge v ithin their area 

(factor 18. value= - 0.54) 

21. Choosing partners with whom there is a good interpersonal relationship and good 

experience of cross-functional collaboration (factor 17. value= -0.52) 
22. Monitoring progress frequently and rapidly (factor 20, value= -0.46) 
2 3. Managing and coordinating activities by senior manager (factor 19, \ aloe- -0.25) 

Having a common culture (common language, common gcOgraphic and 24. 

ethnological culture) (factor 1, value=1.54) 

The results indicate that for one factor `Unified culture' there is a small gap between the 

actual degree of satisfaction and the ideal degree of importance mth it. On the other 

hand, the other twenty-three factors show a large gap between the actual degree of 

satisfaction and the ideal degree of importance with them. 

In other words, it can be said that factors which show a greater gap need more 

consideration. Figure 43 shows these priorities in visual. 
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6.5 The correlation between the level of CFC and the performance of 
product design development, to define substantial factors 
affecting design development performance. 

6.5.1 Introduction of aims and datasets. 

The main aims of this section are largely divided into two parts. Firstly. the aim is to 
define the correlation between the level of CFC and the performance ol'product design 

development. The second aim is to define substantial factors affecting total design 

development performance (and each item of design development performance: ). 

Namely, to find which factors affect CFC substantiall\ in relation to the performance of 

product design development. This second aim was divided into four sub aims and, each 

of the four aims were divided into a further two aims again. Table 26 sho\\s these aims 
in detail. 

Table 26 Aims: to discover a definition of the correlation betvtiecn the level of CT 'C and 
the performance of product design development, and to define substantial factors 
affecting design development performance. 

Aim I Aim To define the correlation between the total level of' Cl-(' and the 
1-1 total weighted performance of product design dev elopment 
Aim To define substantial factors affecting the total design development 
1-2 performance 

Aim 2 To define the correlation between C 'FC and the performance of each 
item in product design development. 
To define substantial factors affecting the performance of each item 
in product design development 

Aim Aim To define the correlation between the CFC and i/ic ii, ne 
2-1 2-1-1 J)crf rrnance of product design development 

Aim TO define substantial factors affecting the inne perfininance of a 

------- 
2-1-2 

-- --- 
product design development item 

--- - -- -- Aim Aim To define the correlation between CFC and the co. s-t pert orniunce of 
2-2 2-2-1 a product design development 

_ Aim _ H 
To define substantial factors affecting the cost perforinwlcc, oa 

2-2-2 product design development item 
Aim Aim To define the correlation between CFC and the quality I)eiulorinwlce 
2-3 2-3-1 of product design output 
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Aim To define substantial factors affecting thc qualil. l perfor niauce of I 

2-3-2 product design output 
Aim Aim To define the correlation between ('FC and thy' t //ccclivcnc. s s allul 
2-4 2-4-1 efficiency of design management 

Aim To define substantial factors affecting the cttecliveirccs ý (117( 
2-4-2 efficiency ofdesign nianageinenl 1 

In order to achieve the aims in this section, the simple linear regression analh sis and the 

multiple linear regression analysis ere used. Regression is a statistic technique lor- 

predicting one dependent variable from one (Simple linear regression) or more 

(Multiple linear regression) independent variables. Namely. Simple regression seeks to 

predict an outcome from a single predictor, whereas multiple-regression seeks to predict 

an outcome from several predictors. It makes assumptions about the data (e. g. normýdl ity 

and linearity), and the results may be nonsensical if there is no clear reason vvhv a 

causal relationship should exist. This is dealt with in subsequent sections in this chapter. 

The 11-factors dataset was adopted rather than the 24-factor dataset for this analysis 

because of the following three reasons, as mentioned in the previous section; 6.3 the 

data set of factors affecting CFC. 
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6.5.2 The correlation between the level of CFC and the total performance 
of product design development, to define substantial factors 
affecting total design development performance. (Aim 1) 

6.5.2.1 The correlation between the level of CFC and the total performance of 
product design development (Aim 1-1) 

In order to explain the first aim of this section, which is to define the correlation 
between the total level of CFC and the total performance of product design development. 

the Simple regression analysis was used. The results are presented in tables 17.18,2k), 

30.31 and Figure 44. 

Table 27 Descriptive Statistics: between the level of CFC and the total performance of 
product design development 

Mean std. Deviation N 
Total weighted performance of design development 413.8476 98.0778 105 

Level of CFC 4.105 . 763 lo 

Table 28 Correlations between the total level of CFC and the total performance of 
product design development 

Total weighted Level of 
performance of design CFC 

development 

Pearson Total weighted performance o 1.000 
. 
791 

Correlation design de xelo ment 
Level of CFC 

. 
791 1.000 

Si. (1-tai led) Total weighted performance of . 
000 

design development 
Level of CFC . 000 

N Total weighted performance of 10 I0 
design development 

Level of CFC l 0ý 105 

Both the above tables are not necessary for interpreting the regression model. but they 

provide a useful summary of the data. Table 27 shows each mean value. the standard 

deviation of each variable in the dataset. and the number of cases. The mean value of 
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the total performance of product design development as approximate]v 41 and the 

mean value of CFC was approximately 4.1. This 4.1 mean value suggest-" that 

respondents were neither satisfied nor dissatisfied with the total CFC level in their latest 

design development project, because value 4 is a middle value hetween very dissatisfied 

and very satisfied (Very dissatisfied was value 1. very satisfied ww as value 7 in the 

questionnaire). 

Table 28 shows three facts as results of this part of the analysis. Firstly. this table sho\\ s 

the values of the Pearson correlation coefficient between a pair of variables. This 

coefficient of Pearson correlation is 0.791 (see Table 28), which means that there is a 
high positive correlation between the satisfaction level of CFC and the performance of 

design development. In the other words, as the satisfaction level of cross-tünctional 

collaboration increases, so does the performance of design development. If the Pearson 

correlation value were minus (for example -0.791). this would mean that there is a 

negative correlation between the two compared groups. For example, as an independent 

variables (group) increases, so another dependent variable decreases. Secondly. the 1- 

tailed significance of correlation is displayed as (p=0.05 means 5%, or aI in 20 chance. 

and =0.01 means a 1%, or I in 100 chance. ). Thus, a lowp value shows significance. In 

this analysis, p value (Sig. value) is well below 0.001 (1) < 0.001), tiOich means this 

correlation result is very reliable (see Table 28). Finally, the number of cases 

contributing to each correlation is shown. In the case of this analysis, the total 105 cases 

(questionnaires) were taken as valid questionnaires (N=105). Five invalid 

questionnaires were excluded in this analysis. 

Table 29 Summary of simple regression analysis: between the total level of (TV and 
the total performance of product design development 

R Square Adjusted R 
Square 

Std. Error of the 
Estimate 

Model F Change dfl dt`'ý Sig. F Change 
1 . 

791 a) . 
616 

. 
622 60.2825 1. 172.291 l 103 

. 
000 

a): Predictors: (Constant). Total collaboration satisfaction level 
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The above summary of simple regression ana1N sis (see Table 2') prop ides the value of 

'R', `R , S'ytture ', Adjusted R S'yuui e', Std. Error of tltc 'F chunk', '(il'. and 

`S'ignifican/ F Change '. The value of the correlation between to groups is in the 

column labelled 'R'. In this survey. The R-value is 0.791. which means that there is a 

high positive correlation between the cross-functional collaboration and the total 

performance of product design development. The next column 'R Square' sho%%s hoývv 

much variability in the outcome, that is the total performance of product design 

development, is accounted for by cross-functional collaboration. Namel\ , `R Sgiiurc 

vulirc in Table 29 is 0.626, which means that the level of cross-functional collaboration 

can account for approximately 62.6% of the variation in the total pertiormance of 

product design development. In other words, it can be explained ýtih\ the perlormance 

of some product design development projects arc better than others, it can be said the 

other variations in the performance of product design development. There might be 

many factors that can explain these variations, but the research output in this section. 

which includes only a level of cross-functional collaboration. can explain ('. f°, ', of the 

total performance of product design development. This means that 37.4"(') of the 

variation in the total performance of product design development cannot be explained 

by the level of cross-functional collaboration. Therefore, 37.4% of the variation can he 

found from other variables that have an influence on the total performance of product 

design development. 

Table 30 ANOVA (Analysis of Variance); between the level of CFC and the total 
performance of product design development 

Dependent Variable: Total weighted performance of design development 

Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F dig. 

Regression 626101.788 1 626101.788 172.291 
. 
000 a) 

Residual 374299.774 103 36 33.978 

Total 1000401.562 104 

. i): Predictors: (Constant). total CFC satisfaction level 

... 
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The most important aspects of the output from this regression analv sis are 'h' valuc 

which is assessed by using the critical value for the corresponding degree of- freedom. 

and the associated `Significant value' of that F-ratio. Table 30 shows the F-ru/io. and 

Significan cc> value. From the results of this SPSS analysis. F value is very high (/F' is 

172.291) and the associated significance value of that F-ratio is below 0.01 (p < 0.01 ). 

Therefore, as a conclusion. this regression model produces a significantly better 

prediction of the performance of design development when compared to using the mean 

value of it. In short, this regression model predicts the performance of design 

development very well. 

Table 31 Coefficients: between the level of CFC and the total weighted performance of 
product design development 

Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized 
Coefficients 

t Sig. 

Model B Std. Error Beta 
(Constant) -3.355 32.324 -. 104 . 

918 
Level of CFC 101.639 7.743 . 791 13.1261 . 000 

Dependent Variable: Total weighted performance of Design development 

The ANOVA model (Table 30) shows results with a significantly good degree of 

prediction of the outcome variable. But, ANOVA does not give information about the 

individual contribution of variables in the model. Table 31 in ýPS. S output provides 

details of the model parameters (the beta values) and the significance of these values. 

From Table 31, Bo is -3.355, and this value means that design deg ,, Iopment 

performance would be as much as the value (-3.355). if there was no cross-functional 

collaboration satisfaction. But it means nothing in this analysis, because the significance 

Value is 0.918 (Sig. is much bigger than 0.05), therefore it can be said that is not a 

significant `alue. Also. Bi value in Table 31 is 101.6 39. and this value can be 

interpreted as meaning that if the total level of cross-functional collaboration is 

increased by l degree (satisfactory degree) then 101 degree of the performance of 

product design development will be increased. 
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Figure 44 the scatter-plot of correlation between the total wweighted performance of 
design development and the ('FC Level 
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As further evidence from the results of this SPSS, the scatter-plot in figure 44 also 

indicates that there is a clear and high positive linear relationship hctvvecn the 

satisfaction level of CFC and the total performance of' design developnment. Linear 

means that the relationship is modelled as a straight line. 

Therefore, as a conclusion, if there is a higher level of CFC during a product design 

development process, improved design development performance will he achieved. 
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6.5.2.2 To define substantial factors affecting total design development 

performance (Aim 1-2) 

It has been verified that there is a positive linear relationship between the level of 

satisfaction with CR' and the total performance of design development in the pt-c\ ions 

section. Substantial factors affecting the total weighted design dc' elopment 

performance were also researched, as another central aim of this research. To find 

which factors contribute more substantially to the total performance of product design 

development; the multiple regression analysis with a forward method as used. The 

forward method, as one of the regression analysis tools, means that the first variable 

considered for entry into the equation is the one with the largest positive or negativ c 

correlation with the dependent variable. Eleven factors affecting (. 'FC; ý%cre taken as 
independent variables in this analysis. 

From the descriptive statistics of this multiple regression analysis. Table 32 (descriptiv e 

statistics) views the mean values of each factor affecting CFA', the standard deg uflion of 

each factor and the number of cases which were taken. The mean x alue of' total 

weighted performance of design development is approximately 411. the mean N aloe of 

`Unified culture with partners (common language, common geographic & ethnological culture)' is 

5.7, which is highly marked in comparison to other factors. The second high1ý marked 

factor is `Having a proper organisation and a flexible organisational culture for CFC" 

ýwh a 4.0 value for satisfaction level. The mean values of other factors are sho\\ n in 

Table 32. 

Seven cases were excluded in this analysis, because of missing values in the 

questionnaires. Therefore, 103 cases were used in this analysis as Table )? slio\\s 

(N=103 ). 

Table 32 Descriptive Statistics of multiple regression analysis: for the total performance 
of design development and each factor affecting CFC 

Mean Std. 
Deviation 

Total vv cighted performance of design development 411.2524 96.5264 1(1 
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I Unified culture v ith partners (common language. 
common geographic & ethnological culture) 

S. 7670ý 1.519 I (º 3 

?. I laving a proper organisation and a flexible organisational culture 
for the C'FC 

4.0194 1.2444 1 10 3 

3. Managerial support 3.9102 
. 
81941 103 

4. Sharing unified vision and goals at both corporate level and 
project level 

4.12591 1.01 3(1 1V 

5. I laving an informal social relationship (or system) 
with other functional group partners 

4.0388 1.447910º 3 

6. Building trust and cohesion 4.0777 1.01 5 1031 
7. Choosing suitable partners 4.4417 1.0056 1(t 3 
8. Having a close physical location between functional partners 3.61 17 1.5795 103 
9. Managing and coordinating activities by senior manager 3.8835 1.2151 103 
10. Working rationally and logically 3.7379 1.171-1 10 
1 1. Encouraging interaction between partners 4.0097 1.0525 10, ) 

Another result of this multi regression analysis, presents three facts as shown in 

appendix 14 shows. First, the table shows the value of the Pearson correlation 

coefficient between every pair of factors (variables), for example, `Unified culture «ith 

partners' had a positive correlation with the total performance of design dc% clopnlcnt 

because the R value is 0.3. Second, the `I-/ailed significance ' of each correlation is 

displayed, for example, the above correlation between `Unified culture with partners 

and `total performance of design development' is significant, because the signi l icance 

value is below 0.001 (p < 0.001). Finally. the number of cases, which was used as 

correlation data in this analysis, is also shown. The number of all cases in the anal\ sis is 

103 (A-' =103). 

From the output of these correlation values (see Appendix 16). wwc can conclude that 

there is a positive correlation between `each factor affecting CFC and `thc total 

. performance of design development' (till correlation iulue. s are positil'cc and Si, a 

<= . 001). Also, the correlation between each paired factor affecting ('F(' can be found 

from correlation values in Appendix 16. 

As a body result of this analysis, four factors (variables) of all the ele\ cn factors \wre 

discovered as factors substantially contributing to the total performance of product 
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design development. These four factors were found by means of gig ing <i criterion of 

95% probability of multiple regression analysis within a hierarchical method (\ Iethod 

Forward, Criterion: Probability-of-F-to-enter <= . 
050, see Table >; ). These four factors 

are `Building trust and cohesion'. `Sharing unified vision and goal,,, at both corporate 

level and project level', `Encouraging interaction between partners'. and 'Having a 

proper organisation and a flexible organisational culture for CFC', as V able 3 shcý\\ s. 

Table 33 Variables Entered/Removed of multiple regression analysis: Ior the total 
performance of design development a) 

Model Va "iables [entered Method 
1 6. Building trust and cohesion Forward (Criterion: Prohabilit\-o -1-- 

to-enter <= . 
050) 

2 4. Sharing unified vision and goals at both Forward (Criterion: Probabilit\ -of-F- 
_______ corporate level and project level to-enter <_ . 

050) 
3 11. Encouraging interaction between partners Forward (Criterion: Prohabi l its -of-F- 

to-ent(: r <= . 
050) 

4 2. Having a proper organisation and a flexible Forward (Criterion: Prohabi l its -of-I - 
organisational culture for the CFC to-enter- <_ . (): 

0) 

On other hand, the model summary table (Table 34) presents important information 

about this SPSS output. In the column labelled *R' are indicated the values of the 

correlation coefficient between predictors and the outcome, for example. hen only 

`Building trust and cohesion' is used as a predictor, this is the simple correlation 

between `Building trust and cohesion' and `Total performance of design developnment,, 

the correlation coefficient value is 0.686 (R=0.686, see first model in fahle 34). the 

next column shows the value of `R Square'. which means how much of the variability 

in the outcome is accounted for by the predictors. For the first model its -value is 0.470. 

vv hich means that the `Building trust and cohesion predictor accounted for 47"o of the 

variation in the total performance of design development. In the fourth regression model, 

the other- three predictors, `Sharing unified vision and goals at both corporate lev cl and 

project ýcve1'; 'Encouraging interaction between partners, and Hai in,, a proper 

organisation and a flexible organisational culture for the CFC: ' are included as \ýell. 

I'his value increases to 63.2% (R Square = 0.632) of the variance in the total 

pertormance of design development. All 'significant F change' values are below 0.0 in 
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this output of regression analysis. 'Adjusted R square'. 'Std. Error of the eýtimatc'. ý 

change'. `df, , and 'sig. F change' are also shown in Table 34. 

Table 34 Model Summary of multiple regression analysis: for the definition 0I' 
contributory factors affecting total design development. 

R Square Adjusted R Square Std. Error of 
the Estimate 

Model F Change dfl df2 Sig. 1 C'hangc 
1 

. 
686 a) . 

470 
. 
465 70.5983 89.679 1 101 

. 
000 

2 
. 749 b) 

. 561 
. 
552 64.5797 20.703 1 100 . 

000 
3 

. 
782 c) . 

611 
. 
599 61.1259 12.620 1 99 

. 
001 

4 1.795 d) 
. 
632 

.617 59.7164 5.729 1 98 . 
019 

a): Predictors: (Constant), 6. Building trust and cohesion, by Predictors: (Constant). 6. Building trust and 
cohesion, 4. Sharing unified vision and goals at both corporate level and project level. c): Predictors: 
(Constant), 6. Building trust and cohesion, 4. Sharing unified vision and goals at both corporate level and 
project level, 11. Encouraging interaction between partners. d): Predictors: (Constant). 6. Building trust 
and cohesion, 4. Sharing unified vision and goals at both corporate le\cl and project level. 1l. 
Encouraging interaction between partners, 2. Having a proper organisation and a flexible orýanisiºtiomºI 
culture for cross-functional collaboration 

Table 35 presents the output of an ANOVA (Analysis of Variance) that tests whether 

the model is significantly better at predicting the outcome when compared to using the 

mean as an estimate of the outcome in this research analysis. Table 35 is again divided 

into four sections: one for each regression model. As an important output of the 

ANOVA, the F-ratio, which represents the ratio of the improvement in prediction as a 

result of fitting the model relative to the inaccuracy that still exists in the model. as 

presented in the table. The F-ratio is calculated by dividing the average impro% ement in 

prediction by the model (MSM) by the average difference between the model and the 

observed data (MSR). If the improvement due to fitting the regression model is much 

greater than the inaccuracy within the model. then the value of F will be greater than I 

and SPSS calculates the exact probability of obtaining the value of F by change. From 

these models in Table 35, the F-ruiios are 89.6,63.9,51.7. and 42.1. which are very 

unlikely to have occurred by chance and these are highly significant (all p< . 001) 

fable 35 ANOVA of multiple regression analysis for the total performance of design 
development c) 

1\Iodel Sung of Squares df uare ,F 
Sip. Mean Square, ' 

1 Regression 44697 3.029 1 44697 x. 029 89.6711 OOO a) 
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Residual 503396.408 101 4984.123' 
Total 950369.43 7 102 

2 Regression 533315.092 2 266657.546 6 .98 . 
000 b 

Residual 417054.345 100 4170.54 3 
Total 950369.437 102 

3 Regression 580467.728 3 193489.243, 51.785 
. 
000 C) 

Residual 369901.709 99 37 36.381 
Total 950369.437 102 

4 Regression 600896.559 4 150224.140 42.126 
. 
000 d 

Residual 349472.878 98 3566.050 
Total 950369.437 102 

a): Predictors: (Constant), 6. Building trust and cohesion, b): Predictors: (Constant). 6. Building trust and 
cohesion, 4. Sharing unified vision and goals at both corporate level and project lei cl. c 1: Predictor": 
(Constant), 6. Building trust and cohesion, 4. Sharing unified vision and goals at both corporate level and 
project level, 11. Encouraging interaction between partners, d): Predictors: (Constant). 0. Building trust 
and cohesion, 4. Sharing unified vision and goals at both corporate level and project le\cl, II. 
Encouraging interaction between partners, 2. Having a proper organisation and a flexible orgainiaational 
culture for cross-functional collaboration 

Table 36 Coefficients of multiple regression analysis: for total design de\ elopment 
performance. , 

Unstandardized 
Coefficients 

Standardized 
Coefficients 

t Sig. C_ollinearity 
Statistics 

Model B Std. 
Error 

Beta Toleran 
cc 

VIF 

(Constant) 144.925 28.971 5.002 
. 
000 

6. Trust and cohesion 65.314 6.897 
. 
686 9.470 

. 000 1.000 1.000 
2 (Constant) 78.068 30.302 2.576 

. 
011 

6. Trust and cohesion 47.516 7.423 
. 
499 6.401 

. 
000 

. 
722 1.384 

4. Sharing a unified 
vision and goals 

33.794 7.427 . 
355 4.550 

. 
000 

. 
722 1.384 

3 (Constant) 51.28-11 22 1.729 . 087 
6. Trust and cohesion 28.950 8.757 

. 
304 3.306 

. 
001 

. 
465 2.150 

4. Sharing a unified 
vision and goals 

31.390 7.062 
. 
329 4.445 

. 
000 . 

716 I. 397 

I ]. Interaction between 
partners 

28.034 7.891 
. 
306 3.552 

. 
001 . 

531 1.883 

4 (Constant) 38.287 29.477 1.299 . 
197 

6. Trust and cohesion 26.560 8.613 . 
279 3.084 . 

003) 
. 
459 2.180 

-. Sharing a unified 
vision and goals 

25.902 7.271 . 
272 3.563 . 

001 
. 
645 1.552 

I ]. Interaction between 
partners 

26.068 7.753 
. 
284 3.362 

. 
001 

. 
525 1.905 
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?. Proper organisation & 13.253 5.537 
. 
171 2.393 

. 
019 ý3fý 1.3 ý8 

a flexible organisational 
culture for the CFC 

As final output of this multi regression analysis. Table 36 provides the model 

parameters for four steps in the hierarchy. Interpreting the values in this SPS output 

was focused on the final model in which all predictors were included. hecauýc this 

model accounts for the largest variance in the total performance of design dcv'elopment. 

This model, in which all four factors are included, accounts for the total performance H 

design development, 63.2% (R Square = 0.632). 

The first part of Table 36 gives estimates for these B values and these values indicate 

the individual contribution of each predictor (each factor affecting ('FC) to the model 

(the total performance of design development). If the value is positive. it means there is 

a positive relationship between the predictor and the outcome, v%hercas a negativ c. 

coefficient represents a negative relationship. For these data, all four predictors hm c 

positive 'B values ' indicating positive relationships. Therefore, as the level of trust and 

cohesion is encouraged, the performance of design development increases: as the Ic\ el 

of sharing unified a vision and goals with other functional partners" improve, the 

performance of design development also increases; as the level of interaction between 

partners develops. the performance of design development also increases; and the 

organisation & flexible organisational culture for CFC -voll impmv c, affecting the 

performance of design development. Furthermore. the B values inform to vv Ilat degrec 

each predictor affects the outcome if the effects of all other predictors (factors) are held 

constant as follows: 

- Building trust and cohesion (B = 26.560). The value indicates that as Trust and 

cohesion increases by one degree on the seven-value satisfaction scale (v cry 

dissatisfied=l. x cry satisfied=7), the performance of design de% elopment increases 

by approximately 216.5 points (the minimum performance point is 10() and the 

IllýIXII11Um performance point is 700 in here). 

-) -l 
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- Sharing unified vision and goals at both corporate label and project le've'l with nlhc>> 

functional partners (B =25.902): The value indicates that as the factor. 'sharing a 

unified vision and goals with other functional partners. increases by one degree on 

the seven-value satisfaction scale (very dissatisfied=l. vcrv satisfied=7). the 

performance of design development can increase by approximatcly 25.9 points the 

minimum performance point is 100 and the maximum performance point is 7ft)) 

- Encouraging inleraclion between parlner. s (B 26. O68): The v alue indicates that as 

the factor. `choose suitable partners'. increases by one degree on the sex en-v aloe 

satisfaction degree scale (very dissatisfied=l. very satisfied=7). the periormancc of 

design development increases by approximately 20 points (the minimum 

performance point is 100 and the maximum performance point is 700) 

- Having Cl proper organisation and a. flexiblc organisalional culture /r ('P'C (B 

13.253): The value indicates that as the level of satisfaction in relation to the factor. 

`Proper orb>anisation and a. flexible organisational Cullr/r-L' ,f-( 
'F(", increases bý 

one degree on the seven-value satisfaction scale (very dissatisfied -1. very 

satisfied=7), the performance of design development increases by approximatcl\ 

13.2 points (the minimum performance point is 100 and the maximum performance 

point is 700) 

The above interpretations are true only if the effects of the other predictors (factors) are 

held constant. 

lach of these Bela values in Table 36 has an associated Standard error indicating to 

what extent these values would vary across different samples. and these Standard errors 

are used to determine whether or not the B value differs significantly from tern. 

In a multiple-regression. it is easier to conceptualise the i-/e. s/s as measures of ýthcther 

the predictor is making a significant contribution to the model. Therefore. if the 1-te. s/ 

associated with aB value is significant (if the value in the column labelled Sig. is less 

than 0.05) then the predictor is making a significant contribution to the model. The 

smaller the value of Sig>. (and the larger the t-value) is the greater the contribution of' 

that predictor. From the magnitude of the /-statistics of this SPSS result. we can 

ýýý 
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conclude that `Trust and cohesion' (t=3.563, p=0.003). Sharing unified \ kion and 

goals' (t=3.662. p=0.001 ), 'Interaction betvv een partners' (t=131)"). p=0.0U 1). and ' , -A 

proper organisation &a flexible organisational culture for CFC' (t=?. 31) ý. p=0.011)) are 

all significant predictors. which affect the total performance of product design 

development. 

The `Standardized betu' values were also provided in Table 36 hy the SPSS output. and 

they indicated the number of standard deviations that the outcome vv ill change a', a 

result of one Standard deviation change in the predictor. All of the Standardized beta 

values were measured in Standard deviation units and so were directl\ comparable: 

therefore, the Standardized beta values give a better insight into the `importance' of a 

predictor in the output of SPSS. To interpret these values literall\. the Standard 

deviations of all the variables and these values can also be found in the SPSS output. 

These are shown in the previous Table 32, the descriptive statistics. 

The Standardized beta value for `Trust and cohesion is 0.279 from the sury Cv data. 

This value indicates that as the level of satisfaction in relation to degree of 'trust and 

cohesion' increases by one standard deviation (1.0135: see Table 322). the total 

performance of design development increases by 0.279 Standard detiviations. The 

Standard deviation for the total performance of design development is 96.5264, so this 

constitutes a change of approximately 26.9 points (0.279 X 96.5264). In other words, if 

1.0135 of the degree of satisfaction of 'Trust and cohesion' increases, the total 

performance of design development will increase by 26.9 points. Therefore, if it is 

calculated by one degree of satisfaction again, when one degree of satisfaction of 'I rust 

and cohesion' increases, the total performance of design development X\111 increase by 

26.5 points. The degree of satisfaction was measured between I (vcry dissatisfied) and 7 

(very satisfied), and the total performance of design development ,v as measured 

between 100 (the minimum performance point) and 700 (the maximum performance 

point) in this research. If the other Standardized beta values of each predictor are 

calculated in the same way: when one degree of satisfaction of `Interaction between 
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partners' increases. the total performance of design development \t ill be expected to 

increase by 26: when one of satisfaction degree of 'Sharing unified \ision and goals' 
increases, the total performance of design development will increase by 

-25.9: and \\hen 

one degree of satisfaction of 'Proper organisation & flexible organisation culture for 

C'Fc" increases, the total performance of design development v ill increase hy 13.2. 

according to the Standardized beta values of these regression analy sis results. These 

interpretations could be true only if the effects of the other predictors (contributory 

factors affecting CFC) are held constant. 

SPSS output, Table 36, also provides some measures of whether there is multi- 

collinearly among the predictors (factors). Multicollinearity usually exists vv hcn there is 

a strong correlation between two or more predictors in a multi-regression analysis 

model. If the predictors are highly correlated, and each accounts for similar variance in 

the outcome, then it can be interpreted that there is high collinearity bct\\ccn tile 

predictors. Multicollinearity between predictors makes it difficult to assess the 

individual importance of a predictor. 

However, as Andy Field (2000) pointed out, 

'il is virtualh' unavoidable io have some degree of eollinearil in real-lift' data". 

One way of identifying multicollinearty is to scan a correlation matrix of all ()I' the 

predictor variables and see if any correlate very highly (very high means correlations of' 

above 0.80 or 0.90, Andy Field (2000) ). But SPSS produces more suitable forms of 

various collinearity diagnostics, one of which is the I ariance Inflation Factor (17F). 

Hic Vll indicates whether a predictor has a strong linear relationship with the other 

predictor(s). However, there are fixed rules about what value of the VIF should he a 

cause of concern, as Field (2000) pointed out. Myers (1990) suggests that a value of 10 

is a good value at which to worry. Bowennan and O'Connell (1990) also suggest that if 

the average VIF is greater than 1. then multicollinearit\ may be biasing the regression 

model. Related to the VIF is the tolerance statistic, which is its reciprocal (1 'VIF). . As 
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such, values below 0.1 indicate serious problems. although Menard ( 191)5) suggests that 

values below 0.2 are worthy of concern. 
The output of this research survey data (Appendix 16 and Table 6) indicates that the 

correlation values are all below 0.8, the VIF values are all vvcll bcloovv W. sind the 

tolerance statistics all well above 0.2; therefore, from the data in this Surr Cv it is 

anticipated that there was no problem of collinearity \whin the data. 

To calculate the average VIF, VIF values for each predictor are divided h\ the number 

of predictors: 

(1.907+1.696+1.370+1.570) /4=1.63 

The average VIF is close to 1, and this suggests that collinearity is not a problem 1'01- tile 

regression analysis model in this research. In other words. all eleven factors atfccting 

('I'(' are worthy as independent factors to measure the total performance (it' design 

development. 

In summary, as a main result of multiple regression analysis in this section, four factors 

were identified as greatly contributing to total design development performance (the p< 

0.05). Also, these four factors account for quite a large amount of the variation in the 

total performance of design development, 63.2% (R Square=0.63? ). These four factors 

are prioritised according to the degree of significance influencing the total performance 

of product design development. It was calculated by using a Standardized Beta value. 

Each value in parenthesis presents the expected increasing degree of total design 

development performance dependent on one degree of satisfaction of each factor 

increase: 

- `Building trust and cohesion' (26.5) 

- `l; ncouraging interaction between partners' (26) 

- `Sharing unified vision and goals at both corporate level and project le\ el' (25.9) 

- 'Hai ing a proper organisation and a flexible organisational culture for the UFC' 

(1 1.2) 
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development 

6.5.3. To define the correlation between the level of CFC and each 
individual performance item (time, cost, quality, management) of 

product design development, and to define substantial factors 

affecting the performance of each design development item. (Aim 2) 

After defining of the correlation between the level of cross-functional collaboration and 

the total weighted performance of product design development, the correlation between 

the level of CFC and each individual performance item of product design development 

were also investigated. These individual performance items of product design 

development consisted of time, cost, quality of design output, and linall\ the 

effectiveness and efficiency of design management. 

As another central aim, substantial factors affecting each individual perlormance item 

of design development were defined using the same method, which had been used to 

define contributory factors affecting total design development performance in the 

previous section. The methods for interpreting the output data from SPSS are also the 

same, as was noted in the previous section. Therefore. the results are dealt vy ith directlv 

without a detailed explanation of the interpretation process. 

In order to achieve the aims of this section, a regression analysis also as used 

6.5.3.1 To define the correlation between the level of CFC and the time 

performance of product design development (Aim 2-1-1) 

In order to define the correlation between the level of CFC and the lime j)ei. -lor lnmce in 

In-odu ct design (levelopnment, the simple regression analysis was also used. The results 

of this regression analysis are presented in tables 37,38.39 and figure 45. 
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The mean value of time performance of design development from respondents is 4.3. 

which can be interpreted as indicating that there vv as v crs little satikfactioýi mth time 

performance in design development in relation to product development of respondents 
latest project. The degree of satisfaction in relation to each factor «<ýs nlcasuft'd 

between values I and 7. Value I means very dissatisfied. value 7 means 'erg satisfied. 

and the value 4.3 is a little bit biased towards satisfied. Total of 109 cýýsýs 

(questionnaires) were used as this analysis. Table 37 describes all the information. 

Table 37 Descriptive Statistics: between the total level of cross-functional collaboration 
and the time performance of product design development 

Mean Std. Deviation N 

Time performance of design development 4.3853 1.2831 109 
Level of CFC 4.1018 

. 
7614 109 

In Table 38 below, the Pearson correlation value indicates 0.546, \\hich mean,, that 

there is a positive correlation between the CFC satisfaction level and the time 

performance of design development. Thep value (Sig. value) is beloýv 0.001 (p < 0.01 ). 

which means this correlation result is very significant. The Scatter-plot in figure 4 also 

shows that there is plus relationship between the CFC level and the time performance of 

design development. 

Table 38 Correlations: between the total level of cross-functional collaboration and the 
time performance of product design development 

1. Time performance of 
design eN, elopnient 

L.. evel of ('F(_' 

Pearson 
Correlation 

Time performance of design developmen t 1.000 . 
546 

Level of CFC . 546 1.000 
Sieg. (1-tailed) Time performance of desigii develo men . 

'ý 
. 00O 

Level of CFC . 0001 
N Time performance of design developnmen 109 109 

Level of CFC 109 10k) 
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Figure 45 The scatter-plot of correlation between the time performance of dc"i , 11 
development and the CFC level 
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From the results of the Summary of the simple regression analysis model in Table 39, 

the satisfaction level of CFC accounts for 29.8% of the variability in the time 

performance of design development. (R . squarL': 0.29S) 

Table 39 Summary of simple regression analysis: between the total level of cross- 
functional collaboration and the tinge performance of product design development 

Model R Square Adjusted R Square Std. Error of the Estimate 
1 

. 
546 

. 
298 

. 
291 1.080 3 

(a) Predictors: (Constant), Whole collaboration satisfaction level on latest project 
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6.5.3.2 To define contributory factors affecting the time performance of design 

development (Aim 2-1-2) 

In order to identify which factors affecting the time performance of'design development 

substantially, the multiple regression analysis with a forward method as w cd. The 

results of this multiple linear regression analysis are presented in tables Oft 41,4-1.43 

and Appendix 17. 

In Table 40, three cases, which included missing values. \\ere excluded. Therefore. a 

total of 107 cases (questionnaires) were used in this analv sis. Also, Table 40 presents 

the other mean value, the standard deviation value of factors affecting C' I C' and the 

number of cases. which were used in this analysis. 

Table 40 Descriptive statistics of multiple regression analysis: for the tiiiu pcrfin-numcc 
of design development and each factor affecting CFC 

Mean Std. Deviation N 
Time erformance of design development 4.3551 1.2757 107 
1. Unifiied culture with partners (common language, 
common geographic & ethnological culture) 

5.738) 1.382 107 

2.1-laving a proper organisation and a flexible organisational culture 
for cross-functional collaboration 

4.0187 1.2437 107 

3. Managerial support 3.9171 
. 
8171 107 

4. Sharing unified vision and goals at both corporate level and 
pr(ýject level 

4.1243 1.0140 107 

5. I laving an informal social relationship (or system) 
with other functional group partners 

4.0187 1.4405 107 

6. Building trust and cohesion 4.0720 1.0127 107 
7. Choosing suitable partners 4.4486 1.0092 107 
8.1-lav, ing a close physical location between functional partners 3.5888 1.5659 107 
9. Managing and coordinating activities by senior manager 3.8879 I. 2463 107 
IO. Working rationally and logically 3.7290 1.1701 107 
11. Fncouraging interaction between partners 3.9953 1.0-382 1 107 

Appendix 17 shows the value of the Pearson correlation coefficient between CVCF\ pair 

of factors (variables), the 1-tailed significance of each correlation. and the number of 

cases (A' =O-). From the output values of the Pearson correlation coefficient in 

\ppendix 17. N\ c can conclude that there is a positive correlation between the nine 
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factors affecting CFC and the time performance of design de%elopment. I hose nine 
factors exclude three factors of the eleven factors. These are -Unified culture, -Iniornial 

social relationship with other functional group partners'. and 'C'lose ph\ sical location 

between functional partners'. This is because, the significance values of the abo\ e three 

factors' are over 0.05 which means these three correlation coefficient v aloes of fdctoýrs 

(predictors) are not significant (p. > 0.05). 

As a result of using a multi regression analysis, two factors (variables) ww ere discovered 

as being substantial factors affecting to the time performance of product design 

development. These two factors were found by means of giving a criterion of 95"o 

probability of multiple regression analysis within a hierarchical method (Method = 

Forward, Criterion: Probability-of-F-to-enter <= . 
050, see Table 41). These t\\ o factors 

are `Interaction between partners', and `Sharing unified vision and goals at both 

corporate level and project level'. 

Table 41 Variables Entered/Removed of multiple regression analysis for the alne 
peij winance of design development a) 

Model Variables Entered Method 
I 11. Interaction between partners Forwar(Criterion: Probability-of-l: -to-enter <=. 0SO) 
24. Sharing unified vision and goals Forward (Criterion: Probability-of-F-to-enter <=. 050) 

a) Dependent Variable: I. Time performance of design development 

The output of R value, R Square, Adjusted R Square, Std. Error of the 1'stimate. F 

change, and Sig. F change are presented in Table 42, which is a model sumnuar\ table. 

The values of the results in the second model in Table 42 indicate that there is a simple 

correlation between two predictors, which are `Interaction between partners, and 

`Sharing unified vision and goals at both corporate level and project level' and the time 

performance of design development' (R = 0.508). Also this second model accounts for 

quite a large amount of the variation in time performance of design deg e lopment (R 

Square = 0.339). In other words, the `R Square value' indicates that these to Factors 

account for 33.9% of the variance in the time performance of design de\ elopment 
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(33.9%). All `F change are high and `Significant F change show less than O. O1 in the 

output of this multiple regression model (see Table 42). 

'Table 42 Model Summary of multiple regression analysis: for the tinr¬' peil -117(inci' oi, 
design development 

R Square Adjusted P 
Sl ( uar 

S(d. Error of the 
Estimate 

Model F Change Sig. F Change 
1 

. 
507 a) 257 

. 
250 1.1048 3 6. > 31 . 

000 
2 

. 
582 b) 

. 
339 

. 
326 1.0472 12.871 

. 
001 

a) Predictors: (Constant), 11 . Interaction between partners, b) Predictors: (Constmit). 11. lnteraction hetvýe 
en partners, 4. Sharing unified vision and goals 

The results of the correlation and collinearity statistics are presented in Fable 4'. l he 

correlation values in this research are all below 0.8, the VIF values are all well helo« 10, 

and the tolerance statistics all well above 0.2. These values. therefore. suggest that there 

is no collinearity among the factors (predictors). Moreover. the average Vii (1.195) is 

very close to 1, and this indicates that collinearity is not a problem for this multiple- 
linear-regression analysis model. 

Table 43 Coefficients of multiple regression analysis: for time perf n mafrcc- of design 
development. a) 

Unstandardized 
Coefficients 

Standardized 
Coefficients 

t Sig. Collincarity 
Statistics 

Model B Std. Error Beta Toles ance VII, 
1 (Constant) 1.866 

. 
427 4.375 . 000 

1 1. Interaction b 
etween partners 

. 
623 

. 
103 

. 
507 6.028 

. 
000 1.000 1.000 

(Constant) . 863 . 491 1.757 . 082 1 
1 1. Interaction b 
etw ccn partners 

. 468 . 107 . 381 4.370 . 000 . 837 1.195 

4. Share unified 
goals and vision 

. 393 . 110 . 313 3.588 . 001 . 837 1.195 

Dependent Variable: I . 
Time performance of design development 

Another result is that the standardized beta value for `Interaction between partners. is 

0.381 in Table 4 3. This value indicates that as the level of satisfaction «ith "interaction 

between partners' increases by one standard deviation (1.0 382: see table 39). the time 

performance of design development increases by 0.381 standard deviations. the 
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standard deviation for time performance of design development is 1.27-57 and soy this 

constitutes a change of approximately 0.4860 points (0.381 Y 1.2757). Therefore. ii1.0 

382-satisfaction degree of `interaction between partners' increases, the time 

performance of design development will increase h\ 0.4860 points. Namely, if it is 

calculated by one of satisfaction degree again. when the one-satisfaction degree of 
`interaction between partners' improves, the time performance of design dc%elopment 

increases by 0.4681 of degree. If the other standardized beta ý aloe of `ýhari»`g unified 

vision and goals at both corporate level and project level' is calculated in the same 

when one of satisfaction degree of `Sharing unified vision and goals at both corporate 

level and project level' increases, the time performance of design development \\ III he 

expected to increase by 0.3932 of degree according to the interpretation of' the 

Standardized beta value of this regression analysis results. These interpretations could 
be with in the hypothesis if the effects of the other predictors (contributory factors 

affecting CFC) are held constant. 

In summary, as a result of the multiple linear regression analysis in this section, tvv( 

factors were defined as being important contributory factors to the ernte performance of' 

design development (p. < 0.01). These two factors are prioritised according to the 

degree of significance influencing the time performance of product design development. 

Each value in the following parenthesis presents the expected increasing degree of time 

design development performance dependent on one degree of satisfaction of each factor 

increase: 

- `Interaction between partners' (0.4681 degree) 

- `Sharing unified vision and goals at both corporate level and project level' (0.3193' 

degree). 
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6.5.3.3 To define the correlation between the level of CFC and the cost 

performance of product design development (Aim 2-2-1) 

In order to define the correlation between the level of CFC and the cost /k'rfonhlancL' of' 

product design development, the simple regression anale sis was also used. AH the 

results of this regression analysis are presented in tables 44.45.46. and figure 46. 

Table 44 shows the Mean value, Std. deviation, and number of used ca,, es in this 

analysis. The mean value of cost performance of design development is 4.7, ýt hich can 
be interpreted as indicating a low degree of satisfaction in relation to cost performance. 

I'his cost performance value (4.7) of product design development is a little hit higher 

than the time performance value (4.3) of product design development. The Mean value 

of CF(' level is 4.1, and the Standard deviation values were also presented in Table 44. 

A total of 109 cases were used in this analysis. 

Table 44 Descriptive Statistics: between the total level of cross-functional collaboration 
and the cost performance of product design development 

Mean Std. Deviation N 
Cost performance of design development 4.78899 1.31989 109 

Level of CFC 4.1018 
. 
7634 109 

This Pearson correlation value (0.456 in Table 45) and the Scatter-plot in Figure 46 

indicates that there is also a positive correlation between the satisfaction levels of CFC 

(cross-functional collaboration) and the cost performance of design development. In this 

analysis, Sig. value is below 0.01 (p. < 0.01). which means this correlation result is very 

significant (see Table 45) 

Table 45 Correlations between the total level of cross-functional collaboration and the 
cost performance of product design development. 

2. Cost performance of Level of CFC 
design deiclopment 

Pearson Correlation 2. Cost performance of design d 1.000 
. 
456 

eve lo men 
Level of CFC . 

456 1.001) 
Sig. (1-tailed) 2. Cost performance of design d . 

000 
evelopmen 
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Lex eI of CFC'ý . 
000 

N 2. Cost performance of design d 109 109 
e\ elopmern 

Level of CFC 109; 1 ()t) 

Figure 46 The scatter-plot of correlation between the cost performance of des, "1n 
development and the CFC level 
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The result of the summary of simple regression analysis model in Fable 46 indicates 

that the CFC issue accounts for 20.8% of the variability in the cost performance of 

design development. (R square: 0.20S) 

Table 46 Model Summary of simple regression analysis: between the total level of 
cross-functional collaboration and the cost performance of product design development 

model R Square Adjusted R Square Std. Error of the 
l'stimatc 

1 . 
456 a . 

208 . 
201 1.18002 

a) Predictors: (Constant). Level of CFC 
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6.5.3.4 To define substantial factors affecting the cost performance of design 
development item (Aim 2-2-2) 

Also. the multiple regression analysis with a forward method vka' used to find 

substantial factors affecting cost performance of design development. 

Tables 47.48,49 and Appendix 18 present the results of this multiple linear rCgresý, ion 

analysis. A total of 109 cases were used in this analysis the cases with missing \'alucs 

were excluded. Table 47 shows the Means, Standard deviations of each Cactor affecting 

('F(' and the number of cases (N= 107) that were taken in this analysis. 

Table 47 Descriptive statistics of multiple regression analysis: for the cost performance 
of design development. 

Mean Std. Deviation N 
?. Cost performance of design development 4.74766 1.29654 107 
I 
. 
Unified culture with partners (common language. 

common geographic & ethnological culture) 

5.7-383 1.3828 107 

2. Having a proper organisation and a flexible organisational culture 
for cross-functional collaboration 

4.0187 1.24 37 107 

3. Managerial support 3.9171 
. 
8171 107 

4. Sharing unified vision and goals at both corporate level and 
project level 

4.1243 1.01401 107 

5. Ha ing an informal social relationship (or system) 
ith other functional group partners 

4.0187 1.4405 107 

6. Building trust and cohesion 4.0720 1.0127 107 
7. Choosing suitable partners 4.4486 1.0092 107 
8. Having a close physical location between functional partners 3.5888 1.5659 107 
9. Managing and coordinating activities by senior manager 3.8871) 1.2463 107 
10. Working rationally and logically 3.7290 1.1701 107 
1 1. Encouraging interaction between partners 3.9953 1.0382 107 

The value of the Pearson correlation coefficient between evcrv pair of factors 

(variables), the 1-tailed significance of each correlation, and the number of caascs 

contributing to each correlation (N=10) is displayed in Table 48. 

All coefficient of the correlation was found to be significant at the 0.05 lev cl. except 

two of these eleven factors, these are `Having an informal social relationship (or 

svstenl) with other functional group partners. and 'Having a close ph\ sical location 

between functional partners'. The significance values of these two factors are over O. 05_ 

ý -, - 
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Milch means the probability of this correlation being a 'tluke' is very high (p. > 0.0- 5). 

As a result. the coefficient of the Pearson correlation indicates that there i, positive 

correlation between each factor affecting CFC and cost performance of de iýgn 

development, but only nine of the eleven factors are found to be significant. 

As a result of this analysis, only one factor (v ariable) was disco \ cred as being, a lactor. 

which substantially contributes to the cost performance of product design &N-clopmcnt. 

This factor was found by means of giving a criterion of 95° o probability O1 multiplc 

regression analysis within a hierarchical method (Method = Forward, Criterion: 

Probability-of-F-to-enter <= . 
050. see Table 48). This factor is `Interaction betvvccn 

partners'. 

'Fahle 48 Variables Entered/Removed in multiple regression analysis fier the cost 
performance of design development a) 
Model Variables Entered Method 
111. lnteraction between partners Forvvard (Criterion: Probabilitv-of-F-t('-enter <_ . 

050) 

a): Dependent Variable: 2. Cost performance of design development 

The values of output in Table 49 indicate that there is a positive correlation betývecn the 

predictor. `interaction between partners' and the cost performance of design 

development' (R -- 0.476), and this factor. `interaction between partners, accounts for 

2 
.6 

"'o oithe variance in the cost performance of design development (R Square = 0.226). 

The `F change' is lower than I and `significant F change' is less than 0.01 in the output 

of this linear regression model. These output values lead us to believe that this is 

unlikelv to have happened by chance and this is highly significant (Sig. F Change 

000). 

Table 49 Model Summary of multiple regression analysis: for the cost perl rmance of 
design development and independent variables it) 

RS uar Adjusted R Square Std. Error of the Estimate 

nlodel 
1 

. 
476 . 

226 . 
219 1.14 861 30.71 il 

. 000 a) 
ýr): Predictors: (Constant), I I. Intcraction beMeen partners 
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Table 50 Coefficients of multiple regression analysis: for cost design dev clopment 
performance. a) 

Unstandardizecl 
Coefficients 

Standarclizecl 
Coefficients 

t Si ('ollinearity 
Statistics 

Model B Std. Er-ro Beta I oIýrancc II 
1 (Constant) 2.374 

. 
442 5. lo6 

. OO( 
11. Interaction 

between partners 
. 
594 

. 
107 

. 
476 5.5121 

. O0 1.000 1.000 

Dependent Variable: 2. Cost performance of design development Coefficients 

The `Beta v'alue', `t value', `sig. Value' and `collinearitti ' in this regression ana1ý sis arc 

presented in Table 50. As a result, only one predictor is produced in this regression 

model, therefore, collinearity is a perfect value, namely 1. 

fhe Standardized beta value for `interaction between partners' is 0.476. This v adue 

indicates that as the level of satisfaction with interaction between partners increases hy 

one standard deviation (1.0140; see Table 47), the cost performance of design 

development increases by 0.476. The standard deviation for cost peirfc»"niu/lcc' of design 

development is 1.2965 and so this constitutes a change of approximately 0.6171 points 

(0.476 x1 . 
2965). Therefore, if 1.0140 of satisfaction degree of "Interaction heOcccn 

partners' increases, the cost performance of design development \vil1 increase h\ 0.0171 

of degree. Namely, if it is calculated by one of satisfaction degree again, when one of 

satisfaction degree of `Interaction between partners" factor increases, the total 

performance of design development will increase by 0.6257 of degree according to the 

standardized beta value in this regression analysis. 

In summary, as a result of the multiple linear regression analysis in this section, one 

factor yvas defined as being a major contributory factor to the cost 1)Cr/Orinun C of- 

design development (the 1) < 0.001). This factor is 

- `Interaction between partners' (0.6257 degree). 
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Fhe value in parenthesis presents the expected increasing degree in co,, t design 

development performance dependent on one degree of satisfaction of the factor. 

Interaction between partners'. increases. 

6.5.3.5 To define the correlation between the level of CFC and the quality 

performance of product design output (Aim 2-3-1) 

The simple regression analysis was also used in order to define the correlation between 

the level of CFC and the qualTh' perrf n-ma/7cc' in product design output. 

Tables 51,52,53, and Figure 47 present the results of this analysis. 

Table 51 shows descriptive statistics. The mean value of the qualith' pei. -f n'lliance in 

product design output is 4.1, which is almost a middle value between Vcr\ diss itisfied 

and very satisfied. Therefore, this value can be interpreted as being -neither satisfied nor 

dissatisfied about the qualitti' performance in product design output'. A total of 109 

cases were used in this analysis. 

Table 51 Descriptive Statistics: between the level of cross-functional collaboration and 
qual it) performance in product design output 

Mean Std. Deviation N' 
3. c ualit y of final design outpu 4.1193 1.1605 109 

Level of CFC 4.1018 
. 
7634 109 

From the output in Table 52, the Pearson correlation value is 0.75, which means that 

there is a high positive correlation between the satisfaction level with ('FC and the 

quality performance in product design output. The coefficient of correlation \tas IOund 

to be significant at 0.01 level (1) < 0.01). The Scatter-plot in Figure 47 also shows that 

there is a plus relationship between the level with CFC and the qualit\ pertörmance in 

product design output. 
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Table 52 Correlations: between the level of cross-functional collaboration and the 
quality performance in product design output 

3. qualitý of final design ; I, c-. el of ('FC 

output, 
Pearson Correlation 3. ualit y of final design out put 1.000 

Level of CRC 
.75I. 

000 
Sig. (1-tailed) 3. quality of final design output . ýº1º(º 

Lei el of CF IC . 
000 

N 3. quality of final design outpu 109 109 
I . ev el of CFC 109 109 

Figure 47 The scatter-plot of correlation between the quality of design output and the 
(TV level 
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indicates The R Square value of this simple regression analysis model in Table 53 al.,, () 

that the satisfaction level with CFC accounts for 52.6% of the \ ariabilit\ in the qualit\ 

performance in product design output. (R square: 0.5 6) 
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Table 53 Summary of simple regression analysis: between the lev cl of cru""-functional 
collaboration and the quulitvper/orinwice of product design output. 
Model R R Square Adjusted R Square Std. Error of the Estimate 

. 
725 

. 
526 

. 
521 

. 
8029 

a) Predictors: (Constant), Whole collaboration satisfaction level on latest project 

6.5.3.6 To define substantial factors affecting the quality performance of product 
design output (Aim 4-2) 

In order to define factors contributing to the qualihv perforInancL' of product design 

output, the multiple regression analysis of SPSS was used. The results of' this multiple 
linear regression analysis are presented in tables 54.55,56.57, and appendix 17. Cases 

(questionnaires) with missing values were also excluded from the analysis. "Therefore. a 

total of 107 cases were used in this analysis. Table 54 presents the mean values, std. 

Deviations. and Number of cases. 

Fable 54 Descriptive Statistics 

Mean Std. Deviatio 
n 

N 

Quality erformance of design output 4.09 35 1.1536 107 
1. Unified culture with partners (common language. 
common geographic & ethnological culture) 

5.7383 l. ')828 107 

2. }{axing a proper organisation and a flexible organisational culture 
for cross-functional collaboration 

4.0187 1.2437 107 

3. Managerial support 3.9171 
. 
8171 107 

4. Sharing unified vision and goals at both corporate level 1 
and project level 

4.1243 1.0140 107 

5. I la\ in an informal social relationship (or sy stem) 
ith other functional group partners 

4.0187 1.4405 107 

6. Building trust and cohesion 4.0720 1.0127 107 
7. Choosing suitable partners 4.4486 1.0092 107 
8. Having a close physical location between functional partners 3.5888 I. 565Q ! 107 
9. Managing and coordinating of activities by senior manager 3.8879 1.2463 1 107 
I 0. Working rationally and logically 3.7290 I. 170 I 107 
11. Encouraging interaction bet\\ccn partners 3.995 1.038- 107 
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Table 55 shows the value of the Pearson correlation coefficient for c% cri pair of factors 

(variables), the 1-tailed significance of each correlation. and the numher of cases 

contributing to each correlation (N=1O7). The output of these values of the Peal soli 

correlation coefficient indicates that there is a clear positive correlation bemeen each 

factor affecting CFC and the quality performance of design output (all coefficient 

correlation values are positive, and all significant values are below 0.01. jp. <= 0. () 1) 

As a major result of this analysis, three factors were identified as substantial iactorý 

contribute to the quality performance of design output. This factor as found hý means 

of giving a criterion of 95% probability of multiple regression analysis vv ithin a 

hierarchical method (Method = Forward, Criterion: Probability-of-F-to-enter <= . OtO. 

see Table 55) These three factors are `Managerial support'. `Sharing unified v ision and 

goals at both corporate level and project level', and `Choosing suitable partners'. 

'Fable 55 Variables Entered/Removed in multiple regression analysis: for the quality of' 
design output a) 
Model Variables Entered \1cthod 

1 3. Mana rerial su ort Forward (Criterion: Probability-of-F-to-enter <=. 050) 
2 4. Sharing unified vision and goals Forward (Criterion: Probability-of-F-to-enter <=. 050) 
3 7. Choosing suitable partners Forward (Criterion: Probability-of-F-to-enter <=. 050) 

a) Dependent Variable: "). quality of final design output 

The R value. R Square, Adjusted R Square, Std. Error of the [stimate. F change. and 

Sig. F change in this analysis output are presented in Table 56, which is a model 

summary table. As a result, these values in the third model in Table 56 indicate that 

there is also a positive correlation between three factors (predictors) and the quality 

performance of design output (R = 0. -23). Also, the third model accounts for quit: a large 

amount of the variation in the quality performance of design output. Namely. the three 

factors account for 52.2% of the variance in the quality performance of design output (R 

Square = 0.522). All `F Change' is over 1 and `significant F change shmx less than 0.01 

in the output in this multiple linear regression model. These output %alues indicate that 
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this is unlikely to have happened by chance and this is highly significant (Sw. F ('huwi c 
<- 

. 
00/). 

fable 56 Model Summary of multiple regression analysis: for the qualit\ of, I dc"i`mn 
output and independent variables 

R R Squarc Adjusted R Square Std. Error of the 
Estimate 

Model I Chan c -, w, F Change 
1 

. 
630 a) . 

397 
. 
391 

. 
9000 69.170 . 

00O 
2 

. 
676 b) 

. 
457 

. 
447 

. 
8582 11.480 

. (H) I 
3 

. 
723 c) . 

522 
. 
509 

. 
8087 14.104 

. 
000 

a) Predictors: (Constant), 3. Managerial supports, b) Predictors: (Constant), 3. Managerial support, 4. 
Sharing unified vision and goals at both corporate level and project level, c) Predictors: (Constant). 3. Ma 

nagerial support, 4. Sharing unified vision and goals at both corporate level and project level, 7. Chot,, ing 
suitable partners 

Table 57 presents other important results, firstly. the VIF values are all vwI1 helm IIº. 

and the tolerance statistics all well above 0.21, and the correlation values are all beloovv 

0.8 (see Appendix 19). These values in Table 57 suggest that there is no problem of 

collinearity within these data. Therefore, all factors can be secs as independent 

variables in this analysis. 

Table 57 Coefficients of multiple regression analysis: for the quality of design output. <, ) 

Unstandardized Standardized Sig. ('ollinearity 
Coefficients Coefficients Statistics 

Model B Std. Erro Bet Tolerance VII 
1 (Constant) . 608 . 428 1.422 . 158 

3. Managerial . 
890 

. 
107 . 

630 8.317 
. 
000 1.000 1.000 

supports 
(Constant) . 

148 . 
430 . 

344 
. 
731 

3. Managerial . 
651 . 

124 . 
461 5.2 )8 

. 
000 . 

677 1.478 

supports 
4. Share unified . 

339 
. 
100 . 

298 3.388 
. 
001 . 

677 1.478 

(oafs and vision 
(Constant) -. 578 

. 
449 -1.288 . 

201 
3. Managerial . 

42 3 . 132 . 
299 3.21 1 

. 
002 1.877 

'support 
4. Sliare unified . 

366 
. 
094 . 

322 3.878 . 
000 . 

672 1.487 

goals and vision 
7. Choose . 3,18 . 

090 
. 
296 3.756 . 

000 . 
747 ; 1.39 

suitable partner: 
a): Depcndcnt Variable: i. qualitN of design output 
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Further output. standardized beta values are presented in Table 57. I he standardized 

beta Value for `Managerial support' is 0.299. This value indicates that as the le\ el of 

satisfaction in relation to the degree of managerial support increases by one standard 

deviation (0.817 1, see Table 54). the quality performance of design output increases by 

0.299 standard deviations. Therefore, through the same calculation process «hich vva 

used in the previous section, this value of output suggests that when onc-sa1tislaclion 

degree of `Managerial support' factor increases, the qualit\ performance of design 

output will increase by 0.421 of degree. when one-satisfaction degree of' -Sharing 

unified vision and goals at both corporate level and project le el' is enhanced. the 

quality performance of design output will be expected to increase hy 0.36 '. atnd vv hen 

one-satisfaction degree of `Choosing suitable partners' is encouraged. the qualit\ 

performance of design output will increase by 0.3383 according to the standardised beta 

values of these regression analysis results. These interpretations could he true iii the 

effects of the other predictors (contributory factors affecting CFC) are Feld constant. 

In summary, a major finding from the multiple linear regression analysis in this section 

is that three factors greatly contribute to the yualitY of design ou/pout (1) < 0.01 ). These 

three factors are also prioritised according their degree of' significance in influencing the 

quality performance of design output. Each value in parenthesis present the expected 

increasing degree of quality performance of design output dependent on one degree of 

satisfaction: 

- `Managerial support' (0.421 degree), 

- `Sharing unified vision and goals at both corporate level and project lcv cl' (0.3W) 

degree) 

- Choosing suitable partners' (0.3383 degree) 

,4 
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6.5.3.7 To define the correlation between the level of CFC and the effectiveness 

and efficiency of design management (Aim 2-4-1) 

In order to define the correlation between the level of CFC. and i/ic aiui 

efficiency of design management. the simple regression analysis ýýas used. All the 

results of this analysis are presented in tables 58,59,60 and figure 48. 

Table 58 shows the Means, Std. deviation, and Number of cases. From the results. the 

satisfactory degree value of the effectiveness and efficiency of design management is 

the lowest in comparison to the other three items for measuring the performance of 
design development. This 3.8 value means that respondents výerc not satisfied vv ith the 

effectiveness and efficiency of design management. A total of 109 cacs ýticrc used in 

this analysis. 

Table 58 Descriptive Statistics: between the total level of cross-! 'unctional collaboration 
and the of c1ii, crress and the effieienrYpe formance of design manageincnI 

Mean Std. Deviation N 
4. Effectiveness and efficiency of design management 3.835 1.198 109 

Level of CFC 4.1018 
. 
7634 109 

A Pearson correlation value is presented in Table 59; this value is 0.566. which means 

that there is a positive correlation between the level of satisfaction ýv ith CT V and the 

effectiveness and efficiency of design management. The coefficient of the correlation 

was found to be significant at the level of 0.01 (p. < 0.01). 

Table 59 Correlations between the level of CFC and the eftecih, ciics und the ýýftic it'nca 
of cle. sign management 

4. Effectiveness and efficiency Level of 
of design management CFC 

Pearson 4. Effectiveness and efficiency of 1.000 . 
566 

Correlation design management 
Level of CFC . 

566 1.000 
Sig. (1-tailed) 4. I-'ffectiveness and efficiency of .ý . 

000 
desi n management 

Lev el of CFC . 
000 

N 4.1 ttectiveness and efficiencv of 109 109 
design managemen 
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Level of (FCI 1091 1 01) 

The scatter-plot in Figure 48 also indicates that there is a plus relationship het\vccn the 

level of ('FC and the effectiveness and the efficiency of design management. 

Figure 48 The scatter-plot of correlation between the effectiveness and the cfiiciency of 
design management and the CFC level. 
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From the results of the summary of the simple regression analysis model in Table (a). 

the satisfaction level with CFC accounts for 32.1 % of the variabilit\ in the effectiveness 

and efficiency of design management (R square: 0.321). 

Table 60 Summary of simple regression analysis: between the le%el of ('R' and the 

effectiv cncss and efficiency of design management. 

Model R Square Adjusted R Square Std. Error of the Estimate 

1 . 566 a) . 321 . 314 . 91 

a) Predictors: (Constant), Level of (J U 
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6.5.3.8 To define substantial factors affecting the effectiveness and efficiency of 
design management (Aim 2-4-2) 

Finally, in order to define substantial factors contribute to the cf c(-, in'nc'. s. v and 

efficiei ci' qt 'design management; multiple regression analysis \\ as also used. I ables 61. 

62.63.64. and Appendix 20 show the results of this multiple linear regression analysis. 
Cases with missing values were excluded from the analysis. Therefore. a total of 107 

cases were used in this analysis. 

Table 61 shows the means, the standard deviations of each factor affecting ('FC' and the 

number of cases which were used in this analysis. 

Table 61 Descriptive statistics of multiple regression analysis: to shoý% the effectivencss 
& efficiency of design management and independent variables 

Mean Std. Deviation N 
Effectiveness and efficiency of design management 3.822 1.188 107 
1. Unified culture with partners (common language, 
common geographic & ethnological culture) 

5.7383 1.3828 107 

2. Having a proper organisation and a flexible organisational culture 
for cross-functional collaboration 

4.0 187 1.24 37 107 

3. Managerial support 3.9171 
. 
8171 107 

4. Sharing unified vision and goals at both corporate level and 
project level 

4.1243 1.0140 107 

5. Having an informal social relationship (or system) with 
other functional group partners 

4.0187 1.4405 107 

6. Building trust and cohesion 4.0720 1.0127 107 
7. Choosing suitable partners 4.4486 1.0092 107 
8. Ha\ in ga close physical location between functional partners 3.5888 1.5659 107 
9. Managing and coordinating activities by senior manager 3.8879 1.2463 107 
10. Working rationally and logically t-- 3.7290 1.1701 107 
11. Encouraging interaction between partners 3.9953 1.018-2 107 

The value of the Pearson correlation coefficient between every pair of' factors 

(variables), the 1-tailed significance of each correlation, and the number oot' ca,, c-,, 

contributing to each correlation (N=107) is displayed in Appendix 20. 
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All coefficient correlations were found to be significant at the 0.05 level. eNcept to of 

these eleven factors, these are `having an informal social relationship (or system) «ith 

other functional group partners'. and `Having a close physical location hetwcen 

functional partners'. The significant values of these two factors are ox er 0.05 (1,. > 0.05). 

As a result, the coefficient of the Pearson correlation indicates that there is a po sitiv e 

correlation between each factor affecting CFC and the effectiveness and efficiency of 
design management, but only nine of the eleven factors k\ ere found to be significant. 

As a result of this analysis, two factors (variables) were discovered as factors. which 

substantially contribute to the effectiveness and efficiency of design management. These 

factors were found by means of giving a criterion of 95°i0 probability of multiple 

regression analysis within a hierarchical method (Method = Fore ard, Criterion: 

Probability-of -F-to-enter <_ . 
050, see Table 62) These two factors are `Managerial supp 

ort', and `Working logically and rationally'. 

Table 62 Variables Entered/Removed in multiple regression analysis: fir the 
effectiveness & efficiency of design management a 
Model Variables Entered Method 

I 3. Managerial suppo Forward (Criterion: Probability-of-F-to-enter <_ . 
05 
0) 

10. Working rationally and logically Forward (Criterion: ProhabiIitv-ofF-to-enter <_ . 
05 

a) Dependent Variable: 4. Effectiveness and efficiency of design management 

The R value, R Square, Adjusted R Square. Std, Error of the Estimate. F change, and 

Sig. F change of in the output of this analysis are presented in Table 63). To interpret 

these values in the second model in Table 63, there is the positiv. e correlation between 

t\\ o predictors, which are 'Managerial support' and 'Work logically and rationally ' and 

the effectiveness and efficiency of design management (R = 0.551). Also. the tvvo factiýrý, 

account for 30.4% of the variance in the effectiveness and efficiency of design 

management (R Square = 0.304). 'F Change' value in Table 63 suggests that this is 
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unlikely to have happened by chance and this is highl% significant F Change 

< . 
005). 

Table 63 Model summary of multiple regression analysis: for the effectiveness (tý 
efficiency of design management and the independent variables 

R Square Adjusted RS 
uar 

Std. Error of 
the Estimate 

Model F Change; f (lhange 
1 490 a) 240 

. 
233 1.041 33.12 1 . 000 

2 
. 
551 b) 

. 
304 

. 
291 1.001 3 9.592' 

. 00 

a): Predictors: (Constant), 3. Managerial support, b): Predictors: (Constant). I. Managerial support. 
IO. Working rationally and logically 

The VIF values are well below 10. and the tolerance statistics well above 0.2 in 1 able 

64. From these results it could be proposed that there is no collinearitý within the data. 

Therefore, all factors can be seen as independent variables in this analysis. 

Table 64 Coefficients of multiple regression analysis for the effectiveness & efi-icienc\ 
of design management. a) 

Unstandardized Standardized t Sig. (nllinearit-v 
Coefficients Coefficients Stasi'tics 

Model B Std. Error Bet tolerance VIF 
1 (Constant) 1.033 . 

495 2.088 
. 039 

3. Managerial . 
712 

. 
124 . 

490 5.755 
. 
000 1.000 1.000 

support 
2 (Constant) . 

772 . 
483 1.596 . 113 

3. Managerial . 
494 

. 
138 

. 
340 3.579 

. 
001 . 

741 1.3 t9 

support 
10. Work ration . 

299 . 
096 

. 
294 3.097 . 

003 . 
741 1.349 

ally and logical 
Iý 

a): Dependent Variable: 4. Effectiveness and etticiencv of desi`gn management 

Through the same calculation process. the value of Standardized beta Output suggcstý 

that when one of satisfaction degree of `Managerial support factor increases. the 

effectiveness and eiiiciencv of design management will increase by 0.494 -dcgrces. and 

when one of satisfaction degree of `Working rationally and lo,, ically' incroascs. the 

effectiveness and efficiency of design management vv ill he expected to rise by O. O 5- 
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degrees (according to the interpretation of the Standardized Beta v aloe in this reuression 

analysis results). These interpretations could be true only if the effects of the other 

predictors (contributory factors affecting CFC) are held constant. 

In summary, an important finding in this final section is that tvvo factors v«i-e defined as 

a greatly contributing to the effectiveness and efficiency of design management (1) < 

0.01). These two factors are prioritised according to degree of significance influencing 

the effectiveness and efficiency of design management. Each value in the parenthesis 

present the expected increasing degree of effectiveness and efficiency of design 

management dependent on one degree of satisfaction of each factor increase: 

- `Managerial support' (0.4943 degree) 

- 'Working logically and rationally' (0.3035-degree ). 
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6.6 Development of new conceptual framework of CFC for design 

development of consumer electronics products. 

This empirical research has four major aims. as has been noted. These arc as fie1 1O\%s: 

l) To define the correlation between the level of CFC and the performance of design 

development of consumer electronics products. 

2) to define the factors affecting CFC for design development of consumer 

electronics products. 

3) To define the priority of importance of the factors affecting CF('. 

4) To define factors affecting total design development performance and füctors 

affecting each individual performance item of design dev elopment of consumer 

electronics products. 

The above four aims were used to produce pragmatic information to create a conceptual 

model of CFC for design development of consumer electronics products. l'his is the 

central aim of this empirical research. 

The first aim was undertaken to verify that CFC for the design development of' 

consumer electronics products brings a range of benefits to the performance of design 

development. It is very important and had to be achieved before producing the 

information about CFC for product design development. But, no empirical research k%as 

found which proves whether CFC improves the performance of design de\ elopment of' 

consumer electronics products on a practical level, although it is widely ackno\Ocdged 

that C1C contributes to new product development (Beckýv ith D. & Harris D. (I 993)). Faust 

W. (1993), Olson E. M. (1993,1994)... refer to Exhibit 2). 

Hie first of the above four aims was undertaken to establish whether (TV improves the 

design development performance of consumer electronics products or not on a practical 

ICN, cl 
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As a result, it was found that there is a clear positiv: correlation betvNeen the level of 
(TV and the total weighted performance of product design development. tia mcly, this 

research has indicated that if the level of CFC increases, the total performance of new 
design development will increase. Also, it has been Verified that there is a positiv t 

correlation between the level of CFC and each individual performance item of product 

design development, which is an element of the total performance of design 

development in this research. These items include the time performance of product 

design development, the cost performance of product design dev elopment. the quality oi 

design output and the effectiveness and efficiency of design management. 

After achieving the aim of this research, the other major three research aims hav c 

produced the basic information for CFC. 

All three aims were also successfully achieved after analysis of the questionnaires. 

In order to present all the findings from this research work effectiv-vcl\, a conceptual 

framework of CFC (Cross-Functional Collaboration) has been developed in a\ isual ww a\ as a 

final central aim of this empirical research. In other words, this model has been create(] 

using all the condensed information which was resulted from the above-three aims of 

this empirical research. 

This created model. which is a new framework model of CFC for design development 

of consumer electronics products, is presented in Figure 49. 
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Figure 49 New conceptual framework model of CFC (Cross-Functional Collaboration) 
for design development of consumer electronics products 

-------------------- 
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8. support A, 2. . 
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Proper organisation 
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organisational 
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" Distance from core means the degree of relative importance among factors 
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A description of the developed visual model of CFC is as follows: 

h) This created the framework model shows the finally condensed clc\ en ILicturs 

affecting ('FC for design development of consumer electronics products. 

c) The number in each factor circle shows the priority of importance of each factor 

affecting (FC for design development of consumer electronics products. 

d) The distance from the core with the ten doted raider circles shoes the relative 

priority of importance among factors. The values of distance are displayed on each 

circle line. These values of distance were divided into seven which were assumed toi 

be the ideal perfect important values, (because seven was the maximum number of 

values for significant factors affecting CFC in this questionnaire sure ey) nwntm each 

factor's mean value of importance, which marked the degree of importance cif each 

factor. Therefore, these numbers do not mean any absolute value. but these values 

expose the ratio value, which shows the degree of significance among Al suggested 

factors affecting CFC. One dotted circle is overlapped because two factors are go 
iven 

as a third priority, that is the reason why there are ten dotted circles. despite the I -act 

that eleven factors are in the model. 

e) Each colour line and discriminating line type, which is a linkage-line between each 

factor and the core of the diagram, shows the contributory factor affecting the 

performance of design development. For example, four factors ýýcre defined as 

factors affecting the total weighted performance of design dcv clopment in this 

model, these linkage-lines are presented with a grey colour and a line vv ithout 

dashes. On the other hand, the blue rounded dashed line with the same line length is 

used to express factors affecting the time performance of design dex clopment. the 

purple rounded dashed line with a different length line is used to express factors 

affecting the cost performance of design development, the red square dashed line 

with the same line length is used to express factors affecting the quality of design 

output. Finally. the green square dashed line with a different line length is used to 

express factors affecting the effectiveness and efficiency of design nmanage ment. 

[ach of'these linkage-lines is seen in Figure 49. 

1) The thickness degree of line the above-explained line shows the relative priority of 
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important degree of factors affecting the each performance item of design 

development. For example, four factors kýere defined as a factor affecting the total 

weighted performance of design development, the strongest contributory factor 

affecting the total weighted performance of design development is '"frost and 

cohesion'. This factor is linked via the thickest line to the core. The next factor 

affecting the total weighted performance of design development sho\\', a less 

thicker line than the first factor, but it is thicker than the third factor affecting the 

total weighted performance of design development. The thickness of' the line is 

calculated by the value of Standardised beta from the results of Regression anal\ sis 

of SPSS. 

To sum up briefly, the new framework model displays finally condensed factor; 

affecting CFC for new design development of consumer electronics products. Also, this 

developed framework model not only shows the priority of importance of these eleven 

factors, but also exhibits discriminatory factors substantially contributing to the total the 

performance of product design development, including each sub-performance item 

(time, cost, quality, design management) of which consists the total design de\ elopment 

performance here. 
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Chapter7: Evaluation of the usability of the new condeptual 

framework of CFC for design development of consumer 

electronics products 

7.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents an evaluation of the usability of the new framework model of 

CFC for design development of consumer electronics products. This chapter starts with 

a brief explanation of the aim and method for the evaluation of the usability of the 

model. Section 7.2 presents general information about the interviews and intervIc\%ccs. 

Section 7.3 summarises the findings of this evaluation survey as a main both to this 

chapter. 

To remind readers, the main aim in this stage of the research is: 

to evaluate the usability of the information within new frame work model in practice. 

Method 

Structured interviews with current senior design managers in the consumer electronics 

industry sector \N-ere undertaken. The interview agenda consisted of main I -k e questions. 
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7.2 General description about the interviews and interviewees 

"I'his section presents a general description of the interv'ie« s and interviewcc,,. 

the interviektis were conducted for 3 weeks between the middle of : April 2(101 and the 

earl ý part of May 2001. 

The average number of years interviewees had worked ,, N as 18 years. 

The average interview time was one hour and 21 minutes. 
The average time for face-to-face interviews was one hour and 35 minutes 

The average time of the phone interviews was one hour and 7 minutes 
General background information about contacted interviewees and the time of each 
interview are shown in Table 65. 

Table 65 General background information about contacted inters icýtis and the time OI 
each interview. 

Name of Department Job title Working years j Amount 
interviewee of time for 

interviewee I nter, %view 
Samsung Byeong Young Design group Senior 14 y ears l hour ft 
Electronics Song Manager minutes 

LG Woo-Young Corporate Chief 23 years I hour 
Electronics Oh Design Designer 

Centre 
Daewoo f-lyung-Lock Design Senior 13 years I hour 10 
Electronics Lee Research Design minutes 

Centre Manager 
Hitachi Taisuke Business Chief 21 `ears 1 hour 30 
Home Kashinla Planning Design (worked for over 14 minutes 
Electronics Division Manager years at design centre 

in Tokyo in Japan. 
and worked for 5 
years in the design 

office in San Diego 
in USA. Now he 

works at the I-{itachi 
Design Centre. 
Europe in UK 

Xerox Leslie Wynn Human Senior 19 sears I hour -tO 
Limited interface & Manager i, linutcs 
(Europe Design 
Xerox) Development 
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7.3 Evaluation of the usability of the new framework model of CFC. 

All summarised opinions of each interviewee to each question posed in the intervie\\ 

are presented in tables 66.67,68.69, and 70. 

Table 66 summarises the opinions of each interviewee to question one. 
Question I. To what extent does this theoretical model support and challenge c. ustir1L 

thinking in 10111 organisation? 

Table 66 The opinions of each interviewee to Question one: 

Summary of opinions 

Samsung Electronics "This model's information does not challenge my perception 
Byeong-Young Song 

of CFC, but it gives more precise information and makes me 
have clear ideas to my existing thinking about CFC. " 

LG Electronics This information does not challenge my thinking much, but it 
Woo-Young Oh helps to understand the large picture. vti hich can improv c CF C 

circumstances in product design development. " 
Daewoo Electronics This model supports my existing thinking. I have never seen 
Hyung-Lock Lee this kind of information before. " 

Hitachi Home "It does not change my ideas. but several angles of 
Electronics information for CFC support my existing ideas effectively and 
Taisuke Kashima 

make my ideas stronger. " 

Xerox Limited "It does not challenge my perception, but I strongly agree voth 
(Europe Xerox) the information from the model of CFC". 
Leslie Wynn 

Four senior design managers responded that this model's information does not 

challenge their existing ideas very much, except one design manger in the Desk , ii It, 
Research Centre at Daewoo Electronics. The design manager at Dacýv oo positiv cly 

ansýw ered that this model supports his existing thinking. 
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All interviewees agreed with the information in the framevvork model and they admitted 

that this model helps and supports their existing ideas. On the other hand. the fact that 

this model"s information does not challenge the current design managers' ideas % cri 

much, leads us to infer that this model shows the large amount group knoMedge in 

practice well. 

Table 67 summarises the opinions of each interviewee to question two o. 

Question 2: U"hick areas in relation to Collaboration) need 1o 

he changed in your company: Buse your answers on the faacctuii. tix in 1/ic model 

Table 67 The opinions of each interviewee to Question t\\o 

The summary of opinions 

Samsung 

Electronics 

Byeong- 

Young Song 

- "Frust and cohesion level': Song stated that the trust and cohesion 
level among the partners for design development is decreasing 

these days. 

- 'Working rationally & logically rather than N. w*orki ng hv rc1 y Ing on 
his/her intuition': It is getting difficult to xy ork rational ky& 
logically because the time for design development is getting, 

shorter and shorter. In this context, he emphasised that the role of 

trust and cohesion with partners, which is the prime factor in the 

model, is becoming more important. 

- `Choosing suitable partners: it is also one of the weaknesses in the 

design organisation at Samsung. Song said `-it sometimes happens 

that some designers require that his/her other functional partner is 

changed. when he/she is very dissatisfied with his/her partner. " 

- `Close physical location between partners': He also indicated that 

their partner departments. for example. the engineering department 

and marketing department, are not located in the same city. these 

departments are located in a factory in a local city and the design 

department is located in central Seoul. which is the capital of 

South Korea. 

LG - `Close physical location between partners': the design department 
Electronics is located far away from other functiomil departments. 
Woo-Young .., 
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Oh particularly. the engineering department and manutäcturing 
department. These departments are located in a factt)r\. %%hich is 

located far from the Design Centre. 

- `Proper organisation and flexible organisational culture l Or 

Lee also insisted that the Design Center (Organisation) at l. (º is 

not suitable for CFC. 

- `Interaction level between partners : he pointed out that the level 

of interaction between partners needs to he enhanced in his 

organisation. 

Daewoo - `Choosing suitable partners': it is a vital to ha- \c partners who 

Electronic work well together, but, it not satisfactory in our organisation's 

Hyung-Lock - 'Proper organisation and flexible organisation culture 1`6r CV(": 

The Daewoo Electronics Design Institute is an independent 
Lee 

organisation. I don't think it is a good organisation t\ pe for 

collaboration with other functional groups. I (design manager. ") 

cannot handle this problem in my organisation even if this issue is 

significant for CFC, because it is out of my authoritv to choose 

other functional partners. The partner who is in charge of the 

project in his/her special functional area is chosen by his/her boss 

(manager), namely it is not from the design manger. " 

- `Close physical location between partners': The Das \\ oo 
Electronics Design Institute is also isolated compared to other 
functional departments. Our building is placed in a central capital 

city (Seoul). Otherwise, other functional departments" such as the 
Marketing department, Engineering department and 
Manufacturing department, are spread out based on their division 

and factory. 

Hitachi Home - `Proper organisation and flexible organisational culture for CF(": 1 

Electronics don't think that our organisation is suitable for the optimised C FC. 

Taisuke - `Close physical location between partners': thev (designers) often 

work with partners that are situated far away. The Iingineering and 
hashima 

Manufacturing department are usually placed in a lactory which is 

usually located locally, otherwise. the design centre is situated 

mainly in Tokyo 
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- `Unified Culture (e. g. having a common language. geographical 

culture, and ethnological culture) : "the\ sometimes ha\ c cultUti 

gaps among partners. Also this situation has dev eluºped, because 

more and more NPD projects are conducted on a `global level '\ ith 

another country people. ' 

- `Managing & coordinating activities by senior manager: "thcrc is 

not much involved and coordinated by senior mana(-, crs. even if' 

there are troubles among partners. " 

Xerox Limited 
(1: urope 
Xerox) 
Leslie Wynn 

- `Close physical location between partners": "First and most 
importantly, the factor. `close physical location between partners', 
is the most significant factor. which should be considered in ifiy 

current organisation. " 

- `Unified culture (e. g. having a common language, geographical 

culture, and ethnological culture)': 

- `Informal social relationship': in the second place. `Informal 

social relationship' and `Unified culture (e. g. having a common 
language, geographical culture. and ethnological culture) is not 

really addressed in my organisation. cvcn if these are important 

factors he believes. " 

- `Choosing suitable partners': the factor. `Choosing suitable 

partners', is beginning to be recognised as an important issue to 

create a good level of CFC (further, enhance design development 

performance). But it has not been dealt with well. The reason he 

pointed out is that there is no tool (criterion) and process to judge 

in advance how good a partner is going to be. 

The second question was posed to discover the weaknesses within each company in 

relation to CFC through the proposed information for the model. The CFC en% ironmcnt 

within the organisation in each company was diagnosed by interviek\ecs based on the 

developed model. and then their opinions on it are presented in Table 67. 

ýý total of eight factors (issues) in relation to the weaknesses in their organisations ere 

indicated through interviews with five senior design managers. Furthermore. three of 
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the eight factors were emphasised by several intervicvvices. these three factors are. 

Proper organisation and flexible organisational culture for CFC'. '('lose physical 

location between partners", and `Choosing suitable partners". In particular, `Close 

physical location between partners' was underlined as a weakness in the organisation by 

all interviewees. This reason is a unique situation in relation to design development in 

the consumer electronics industry. Almost all design departments (usually named 

Design Laboratory Centres) in this industry sector are located in the headquarters of the 

company in central cities in the interviewees' countries. tlsualk the Engineering 

department and the Manufacturing department are located within the factory in a local 

place, which is far from the design department. Other factors, v0ich \k ere pointed out 

by interviewees were `Proper organisation and flexible organisational culture for CF C' 

and 'Choosing suitable partners'. These factors were repeated by three of the Five senior 

design managers. The one of the major reasons xtihy these two factors \\ere indicated as 

weaknesses in their organisations can be found in the structure of organisations. 

The results of this research identified that many new CE products (approximately 76"0 

of new products according to this research survey findings) have been developed in a 

functional organisational structure (for further details. see section 5.4 in chapter 5. the 

results of the interview survey - the organisation forms of ne« product design 

developments in the consumer electronic industry). 

One of the main characteristics of a functional organisation is that the authority tor 

arrangement of each project belongs to each functional manager. Hyung-Lock. «ho is 

the senior design manager at the Daewoo Laboratory Design Centre, pointed out that 

there is no authority to choose other functional partners in a functional organisational 

structure. This authority is given to the manager who is in charge of his'lher functional 

department in the functional organisation. From this context. it can be understood that 

both factors. the organisation factor and the selecting suitable partners factor. could he 

stressed as weaknesses for CFC because of particular organisational characteristic` 

(functional organisation type) in this industry sector. 
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"l'hirdlv. -Unified culture' was mentioned vice. It seems that the number of design 

projects. which are being developed with partners from different countries. arc 

increasing. Many consumer electronics companies are using global strate`gicý and they 

are already operating globally in the world market place (Euromonitor Report. 1997). 

Therefore, product design development is becoming more globally in\ olved \\ ith multi- 

country people partners. For example, kkhen a Korean designer develops a TV set for 

the European market place and it is going to be manufactured in a factor\ in Poland. 

designers should cooperate with marketers. who are located in Europe and take charge 

in the Europe market sector, and manufacturers in factory in Poland. From this contc\t. 

the factor, unified culture, is being recognised as an important issue for (T'C. hut it 

seems it has not been dealt with well. The other factors, which \\erc pointed out once as 

factors which need to change by the interviewees are as follows: 

- "Trust and cohesion level' 

- `Interaction level between partners' 

- 'Working rationally and logically' 

- `Informal social relationship" 

- `Managing and coordinating activities by senior manager (in particular, there are 

problems among partners)" 

The remarkable fact from the results of this second question is that the interv'icyvc« 

(each design manger) could diagnose what the weaknesses were in their organisation in 

relation to CFC through this proposed model's information. This could mean that the 

developed model shows one of the possible usability in practice. 

Table 68 summarises the opinions of each interviewee to question three. 

Oric'. stion 3: Please, comment on the relative values attributed to other factors'' 
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table 68 The opinions of each interviewee to Question three: 

The summary of opinions 

Samsung The interviewee totally agreed with the relative values from the 
Electronics 

survey results (the model). But, onl\ one factor. factor 5 ('sharing Byeong-Young 
Song unified vision and goals') should be dealt with more importantly. 

than factor 3, 'Close physical location between partners' in the 

model. 
LG Electronics The interviewee totally agreed with the relative values from the 
Woo-Young 

survey results and the priority of importance of factors. except one Oh 
value `choosing suitable partners". He insisted that it should he 

prioritised to a greater degree than the factor value in the model 

shows. 
Daewoo The interviewee agreed with the relative ' alues from the sur\ e 
Electronic 

results and the priority of importance of the factors. But, he insisted 
flyung-Lock 

" Lee and 'Informal social that the two issues, `Choosing suitable partners 

relationship' should be given more importance than the model 

shows. 
Hitachi Home The interviewee agreed with the relative values and the priorit\ of 
Electronics importance of the factors. In addition, lie mentioned, "I feel that 
Taisuke 

ashima only one factor. `Unified Culture', needs to be more central than the 

model shows" 

Xerox Limited The interviewee agreed with the relative values from the sUr\ e\ 
(Europe results, apart from one factor value, that is ` choosing suitable 
Xerox) 
Leslie Wynn partners'. He commented that this factor should be positioned nearer 

the core of the model. 

The produced relative values were calculated using mean data given by a total of 143 

experts. In detail. 1 10 designers and 134 experts who are strongly involved in the design 

development process. these are Marketing department. Planning department. 

I ; ngineering department, and Manufacturing department. 
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In this evaluation stage of the research findings using the developed model of the 

five senior design managers. opinions on the relati\ e values were okcn to confirm the 

validity of the relative values in the model. 

As a result, all interviewees totally agreed ýýith the relative values. which means the 

priority of significance of each factor affecting CFC, in the model is reliable. There was 

little disagreement. They only commented that one or tvvo factors should be dealt with 

more significantly than the proposed model indicated. The factor, -choosing suitable 

partners' was repeated by three of five interviewees as a factor. ý\ hich should deal more 

significantly. The reason can be found in the statement of Woo-Young Oh. yv hog is chief 

design manager in Cooperate Design Center at LG. He illustrated that the täctor. 

`choosing suitable partners' should have more importance because this factor 11.1 

connected to other factors affecting CFC. For example, if a designer chooses the right 

partners for his/her design development project, that means the other factors. fier 

example, Thrust and cohesion level. and `informal social relationship'. can he 

considered. For this reason, factor 7. `choosing suitable partners'. should he placed 

more nearer the core than the model shows. 

`Sharing unified vision and goals', `Informal social relationship' and ` Unified culture' 

were also mentioned as factors, which should be considered as being more important to 

than the model shows. 

Question four was used as a main body question in this evaluation inter\ ie\\ stage toi 

assess the usability of the developed model. Table 69 summarises the opinions ol'each 

interviewee to question four. 

Question 4: How can this theoretical model he used to improve practice in of-(I'r to 

enhance CF(' (Cross-Functional Collaboration) in design deve/opnniernt' 
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Table 69 The opinions of each interview cc to Question four 

The summary of opinions 

Samsung - This model can help design mangers who want to enhance (TV 
Electronics in their organisation with clear guide-information related to Bvcong-Young 
Song C1'C. 

- This model can be used as good information (criterion) tu help 

the decision-making related to improving the situation of CI (' 

- This model (information) can be used as an education source to 
designers, particularly to design mangers. and other functional 

group people in order to create a high level of CFC 

LG Electronics - This model can offer conceptual guidelines to help design 
Woo-Young Oh 

managers who want to improve CFC in their organisation. For 

example, the priority of importance of issues (factors) can help 
decision-makers to improve the level of Cl"L in their 

organisation 
Daewoo - This model's information is very helpful to give the larger 
Electronic 

picture of how to handle CFC in design development. 
Uyung-Lock Lee 

- Design managers can recognise and concentrate on their 

weaknesses in CFC by using this model's information. (us in 

question two) 

- Design managers who are not satisfied %kith the total 

performance of design development or each performance of 
design development (time performance, cost performance. 
design output, design management). can be helped by the 
information in this model. 

- The model offers a unified vision of CFC for other functional 

groups. 
Hitachi Home - This model can be used as a source of education in order to 
Electronics 
' 

create a good level of CFC. For example. the Hitachi design 
laisuke Kashima 

centre has well-organised education programmes. it can be used 
in this programme as a source. 

- This model can be used as a source when a company is 

considering reengineering or restructuring their organisation. 
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Xerox Limited 
(F urope Xerox) 
Leslie Wynn 

- This model of CF(' is useful in formalisin` %\hich arcaý (issue) 

could be concentrated on to improve an organisation aý a 
process improvement tool. 

- One of the most useful information sources that c0ýi»cs from 

this diagram (this model) is the linkage between factors and 
each performance item (the time performance o: " design 
development, the cost performance of design development. the 

quality of design output, the effecti\ chess and ci-ticiencý of 
design management). For example, if there is some organisation 

which usually fails to fix a design development time, first of all. 
it needs to improve particularly tvvo factors. these are. 
` Interaction level between partners'. and ` sharing unified 

vision and goals'. This proposed model of'C'h. ' ivcs this kind 

of valuable information. " 

- This information in the model is also useful in helping to 

analyse past performances of CFC. For example, as design 

manager can identify which factors did not do vvcII in a past 

project. Also this model can reveal some factors, %%h; ch \\Crc 

neglected in their organisation. 

The researcher asked for opinions about the usability of the proposed model in practice. 

The design managers (interviewees) gave ideas about the usability of the proposed 

model. In particular, several interviewees emphasised the necessity of education about 

CFC, because there was not much good source for education to improve CFC. In this 

kind of context, the model, which gives guidelines for CFC, is valuable as a useful 

source of education. 

To summarise, seven usability factors for the developed model are identified through 

open-ended questions: 
1) This model gives the larger picture and conceptual guidelines. which helps to 

achieve a high level of CFC in design development situations. 
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2) The priority of importance of factors affecting CFC in the model can he used to 

help decision-making related to improving the CFC situation. 

3) Linkage information that offers factor(s) affecting the performance of' design 

development in the model informs about where companies should concentrate toi 

improve the several dimensional design development performance. I hcsc include 

the time performance of design development, the cost performance of design 

development, the quality of design output, the effectiveness and efficiency (&design 

management and the total performance of design development. Therefore. this 

model's information helps organisations to concentrate upon ýtieal: areas in design 

performance. 

4) The information in the model can be used as a tool to anal,, se the heist performance 

of CFC in product design development (eleven factors can be used as items to 

assess the performance of CFC). 

5) This model can be used as a source for education to achieve a high level of CI C. 

6) This model can help to formalise which areas (issues) should be concentrated on to 

improve the organisation, as a process improvement tool. 

7) The model can be used as a source for sharing a unified vision to collaborate \\ ith 

other functional groups. 

A validity and usability of the new developed model was confirmed with the abo\c 

question in practice. 

For the final question in this evaluation interview, interviewees' final comments on the 

model ere asked. 

Question 5: Do you have am comments on the results which are showiz in the irctt 

Iwo nos"ecl model ,f 
or" ('FC? 

Summary of the opinions of each interviewee to this final question are presented in 

Table 70. 
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Table 70 The opinions of each interviewee to Question fi\ e 
The summary of opinions 

Samsung - He strongly agreed with the results that there is a t-positive 
Electronics 

correlation between the level of CFC and desi, gn hertürmancc. On I3yeong- 
Young Song the other hand, he gave a negative viewpoint regarding hav in a 

close relationship with other functional group people. He pointed 

out that a designer's creative ideas might be interfered \\ ith or 
killed by other functional people. 

- He underlined the importance of cross-functional collaboration 
for effective design development. In this context, he suggested 
that it might be good to assess the collaboration level among 
partners as a system to evaluate an individual's performance in a 
company 

LG Electronics - He pointed out that there is a relationship among some lactoýrý 
Woo-Young 

affecting CFC in the model. For example, when , oinncone Oh 
considers `suitable partners', he/she (or his/her manager) usually 
considers the other factors in the model, such as, `informal social 
relationship', `trust level', `partner location'. 

- He was eager for further information based on the model. For 

example, information on how to choose the right partners for ClC 

in new design development, and how to improve the interaction 

level between partners. 
Daewoo - The priority of importance affecting CFC can be changed case-by - 
Electronic 

case in the design development situation, Such as the design 
1 lv ung-Lock . Lee development items or/and each division's organisation in practice. 

Therefore, more detailed models might be needed according to 

particular NPD situations. 
Hitachi Home - The model's information is very understandable. 
Electronics 

- It might be a better model to understand, if this model \\ as three- 
Taisuke 
Kashlma 

dimensional. 

- In order to achieve high level of CFC for effective design 

development, it is a vital to educate on the importance of the 
design role in new product development to other functional group 
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people. Designers also need to know about other functional ``roup 

roles. 
Xerox Limited 
(I urope 
Xerox) 
Leslie Wynn 

- "This model (information) is valuable enough to a design 

manager 

- He agreed that all eleven factors, which are shoe n in the iii iic 1. 

are significant factors affecting C'FC in product Llesign 
development. In addition, ten factors are seen as positiv cl actor" 

to enhance CFC. but one factor that is `Managing & coordinating 

activities by the senior manager'. is likely to be % icx%cd as a 

performance of design development, the cost performance o l' 

design development, the quality of design output, the 

effectiveness and efficiency of design management)'. 

- He also pointed out that this model would be more valuable if the 

way, to choose suitable partners was given. 

negative factor. 

- He strongly agreed that the factor. `Building trust and cohesion', 
is a primary factor affecting CFC. 

- "The most exciting fact in the model for CF(' is the factor(s) 

affecting each design development performance (the time 

From these final additional responses, many interesting comments were also gathered. 

One of them was from Byeong-Young Song. who is a design manager at Samsung 

Electronics, he said that it is a necessary to assess the collaboration level of other 

functional partners after finishing each design project. Furthermore, he suggested that 

records of assessment could be used as a tool to assess personal performance. Ile said 

that he was thinking of proposing this idea in his organisation. On the other hand, lie 

also indicated that a close cross-functional collaboration with other functional groups 

might interfere a designer's creative ideas as a negative viewpoint of ('FC'. 

Two senior design managers at LG and Xerox expected further in-depth infii)rmation 

based on this model. That is hovv to ý(ct each factor affecting CFC in an efficient vv ýuy . 

For example. \\hat is a criterion to choose the right partners for design development and 
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how should they be matched, what is the most effective organisation for ('FC? and ho« 

could the interaction level between partners be improved`? 

Leslie Wynn, who is a senior design manager at Xerox Limited, again, expressed hip 

interest in the model's information which identifies the factor(s) affecting each design 

performance (time, cost, quality of design output, and effectiveness and efficiency of, 

design management). 

Thus, these final comments from the senior design managers are very useful to ascertain 

the model's usability include advantages and disadvantages of the model. 

2 
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Chapter 8: Discussion, Conclusion and 

suggestions for future research 

8.1 Introduction 

The main purpose of this chapter is to review all the findings from this research, and to 

discuss the main findings. Section 8.2 summarises all the results into three categories. 

These are, firstly, a definition of factors affecting CFC and the priority of importance of 

factors in several dimensions, secondly, the correlations between the level of CFC and 

the performance of product design development after dividing the performance of 

product design development into five detailed performance elements. Finally. the 

substantial factors affecting the performance of product design de\clopment in the 

above same categories of performance were given. Section 8.3 reviews the major 

findings and discusses the contribution of the proposed ne« model of CFC as a 

conclusion to this research. Finally. Section 8.4 presents some suggestions '. for future' 

research. 
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To reminder readers, the major aims of this research haN c been. 

To define the correlation between the level of CFC and the performance of' design 

development of consumer electronics products. 

To produce fundamental information about CFC for ne« product design dc\ elolpmcnt in 

global consumer electronics firms through generating a conceptual model. 

In addition, the two major aims of this research are further divided into sub-ainmm aý 
follows. The first aim is divided into five categories: 

1-1 To define the correlation between the level of CFC and the fohl perlm-mu icc oI 
design development. 

1-2 To define the correlation between the level of ('FC and the fink' pc'r>orinaiici' O1 

design development. 

1-3 To define the correlation between the level of CFC and the cost pejrfori iahte of 

design development. 

1-4 To define the correlation between the level of CF(' and the dle, s/t, 'ii quality 

perfor"nzunce of design output. 

1-5 To define the correlation between the level of CFC and the effectiveness and 

efficiency of design management. 

The second aim is divided into four sub-aims. 

2-1 To define contributory factors (significant issues) affecting CFC for nevv design 

development of consumer electronics products. 

2-2 To define the priority of importance of the above factors 

2-3 To define substantial factors affecting total design development performance 

'-4 To define substantial factors affecting each performance item (time. cost. design 

quality. effectiveness and efficiency of design management) of design development. 
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8.2 Overall findings 

This section briefly summarises the overall findings in relation to the major . aim,, of this 

research. 

8.2.1 Findings 1: Definition of factors affecting CFC and the priority of 
importance among factors 

In order to define factors (issues) affecting CFC for design development of consumer 

electronics products, this research conducted both an extensiv e literature sure eý and a 

field interview survey. As a result, a total of ninety-four factors výcre collected fl'vm 

both the field interview survey (52 factors) and the literature surv'ev (42 factors). But. 

these factors (94 factors) were often the duplicated or factors vv cre v-cr` similar. 

Therefore, these qualitative factors were grouped and renamed hased on the similarity 

among the factors and then a representative title was given for each factor group. Thus'. 

to develop the factors affecting CFC. the `affinity diagram technique' «ith a brain 

group (focus group), which consisted of experts in the design management and/or 

product design field, was used as a research instrument. 

As a result, the dataset groups of two factors affecting CFC were presented bý this focus 

group work. One of them was a 24-factor group and the other was an 11-factor group. 

which \\ ere condensed from the above 24-factors. 

This research also surveyed the priority of importance among the factors. As a result. 

ideally, the '4-four factors are prioritised in order below, (The values in parenthesis 

indicate the degree of importance of each factor from I (little importance) to 7 (extreme 

importance). 

1. faking responsibility for a project (value=5.78) 

'. sharing unified goals & objectives of a project (value=5.65 ) 
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3. Building trust between functional group partners (value=5.52) 

4. Having good quality communication (information sharing) mth other functional 

group partners (value=5.46 ) 

5. Having a proper organisation and a flexible organisational culture I'm, cross- 

functional collaboration (value=5.41) 

6.1 laving a close physical location between functional partners (\ alue=5.27 ) 

7. Having a mutual understanding of roles and knowledge of partners' departments 

and/or partner (value=5.26 ) 

8. Working rationally and logically (value=5.21 ) 

9. Choosing partners who have professional skills and knowledge within hhis`her area 

(value=5.12) 

10. Having frequent (quantitative) communication (information sharing) with other 

functional group partners (value=5.08 ) 

1 1. Having a sense of belonging and cohesion (value=5.04) 

12. Equality of contribution and benefits (value=5.02) 

U. Having a unified strategy and company policy upstream and down stream 

(value=5.02) 

12. Allocating sufficient resources (value=5.02 ) 

12. Sharing a common vision and values (corporate level) (value-5.02) 

16. Choosing partners with whom there is a good interpersonal relationship and good 

experience of cross-functional collaboration (value=4.90) 

17.1 laving a well-defined and organised design process (value=4.85 ) 

18. having an informal social relationship (or system) with other functional group 

members (value=4.84) 

19. Having well-developed management processes and systems (value=4.67 ) 

19. I laying a well-planned schedule for product development (value=4.67) 

21. Having a joint rewards system rather than individual rewards s\ stem (value =4.56 ) 

22. Monitoring progress frequently and rapidly (value=4.37) 

23. Having a unified culture (common language, common geographic and ethnological 

culture) (factor 1, value=4.? 0) 
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24. Managing and coordinating activities by senior manager (value--4.1 2 

Figure 40 shows these priorities in visual. 

On the other hand, the priority of importance among the 1 1-factors is prioritised after 

calculating the mean data of grouped factors from the 24-factor group in order belo%v 
. 

These eleven factors can be seen as compressed factors from the 24 factors hu.. "cd on the 

homogeneity and similarity among factors.: (the mean values of each factor is Nikko 

shown in parentheses) 

Eleven factors affecting CFC are prioritised in order of importance as follo\\ s: 

1. Building trust and cohesion (value = 5.45) 

?. A proper organisation and a flexible organisational culture for the cross-fuiictioýnal 

collaboration (value = 5.41) 

3. Encouraging interaction between partners (value = 5.27 ) 

3.1 laving a close physical location between functional partners (value = 5.27) 

5. Sharing a unified vision and goals at both corporate level and project level (\ aluc =_ 

5.23) 

6. Working rationally and logically (value = 5.21) 

7. Choosing suitable partners (value = 5.01) 

8. Having an informal social relationship (or system) with other functional group 

partners (value = 4.84) 

9. Managerial support (value = 4.80) 

IO. Unitied culture with partners (common language, common geographic and 

ethnological culture) (value = 4.20) 

1 1. Managing and coordinating activities by senior manager (value = 4.12) 

Figure 41 shows these priorities in visual. 
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8.2.1.1 Findings 1-2: the priority of factors that need more consideration for CFC 

in the consumer electronics industry 

In order to define the priority of factors that need more consideration in the actual field 

of the consumer electronics industry, the gaps betvtieen the ideal degrce ol' importance 

of each factor and the degree of actual satisfaction k. ith each factor kliere diagnosed. 

These idea gaps were calculated as follows; 

(the value of the degree of actual satisfaction with each factor in practice lninll. ý tile 

value of the ideal degree of importance of each factor] 

As a result, the gap between the ideal degrees of importance vwh each factor and the 

actual degrees of satisfaction are all listed below. These are ordered from greatcr 

dissatisfaction to less dissatisfaction. 

1. Taking collective responsibility for a project (factor 24. value= -1.71). 
?. Having a joint rewards system rather than individual regvards svstcm (flictor 14. 

value= -1.63). 
?. Having a close location between other functional partners (factor 16, value= -1.61). 
4. Working rationally and logically (factor 23, value= -1.44). 
5.1laving good quality communication (information sharing) with other functional 

group partners (factor 21, value= - 1.40), 

6. H laving a proper organisation and a flexible organisational culture for cross- 

functional collaboration (factor 2, value= -1.37). 
7. Sharing unified goals & objectives for project (factor 7. value= -1.21 ). 

8. Building trust between functional group partners (factor 9, value= -1.15). 
9.1 laving a sense of belonging and cohesion (factor 10, value=-1.08 ). 

10. Having a unified strategy and company polic} upstream and down stream (factor 5. 

value= -1.06). 
11.1 aving frequent (quantitative) communication (information sharing) vv ith other 

functional group partners (factor 22, value= -1.05). 
I I. Having a well-planned schedule for product development (factor 12. % aluc -1.01 ). 
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13. Sharing a common vision and values (corporate le\ cal) (factor 6. value= -O. 9 3 ). 

14. Having well-developed management processes and systems (factor IL vvalue= - 
0.91). 

15. Having a wwel1-defined and organised design process (factor 1 3, \ illue= -0.85). 
16. Equality of contribution (factor 3. value=-0.79). 

17. Having an informal social relationship (or system) with other Functional group 

members (factor 8, value= -0.76). 
18. Allocating sufficient resources (hardware) (factor 15, value= -0.69). 
19. Having a mutual understanding of roles and knowledge of partners' departments 

and/or partner (factor 4. value= -0.66). 
20. Choosing partners who have professional skills and knoMedge vvithin their area 

(factor 18, value= - 0.54). 

21. Choosing partners with whom there is a good interpersonal relationship and good 

experience of cross-functional collaboration (factor 17. value= -0.52). 
22. Monitoring progress frequently and rapidly (factor 20. value= -0.46). 
23. Managing and coordinating activities by senior manager (factor 19. v aloe= -0_5). 

24. Having a common culture (common language, common geographic and ethnological 

culture) (factor 1. value=1.54). 

One factor `Unified culture' is shown there is not much of a gap between the ideal 

degree of importance and the actual degree of satisfaction with it, which means there is 

little dissatisfaction with this factor in reality. On the other hand, the other twwenty-three 

factors show a clear gap between the ideal degree of importance and the actual degree 

of satisfaction. These findings suggest that these twenty-three factors are dissatisfaction 

factors in reality, therefore, it is inferred that these factors need more consideration to 

improve C l`C in actual field. Figure 43 shows these priorities in visual form. 
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8.2.1.2 Findings 1-3: Comparing opinions about the degree of importance of each 
factor affecting CFC between a design group and a non-design group 

In addition, in order to give a wide view regarding to CFC. the difference in idea about 

the degree of importance of each factor affecting CR' for product dcsi_ý, n development 

between a design group and a non-design group was examined using the Independent 'f- 

test. From the results of this analysis, eight factors were discovered as factors. \\ hick 

revealed different opinions about the degree of importance of factors betx\cCn the t\\() 

groups. This result was produced to be significance value of the t-test beloovv 0.05 (1) 

0.05). These factors are listed below; 

a. Having well-developed management processes and systems (average of de,, iuncr is 

4.85, average of non-designer is 4.53). 

b. Having a well-planned schedule for product development (average of designer is 4.93. 

average of non-designer is 4.46). 

C. Having a well-defined and organised design process (a\ erage satisfactoýr\ degree 

value from the designer is 5.13, average of the non-designer is 4.62). 

d. Choosing partners who have professional skills and knowledge within his her area 

(average satisfactory degree value from the designer is 5.3 3, average of the non-designer is 

4.94). 

e. Managing and coordinating of activities by senior manager (average satisfietor\ 

degree value from the designer is 4.51, average of the non-designer is 3.80). 

f. Taking collective responsibility for a project (average satisfactory degree value from 

the designer is 5.58. average of the non-designer is 5.94). 

g. Having a joint rewards system rather than individual rewards system (a\era`ge 

satisfactory degree value from the designer is 4.27, average of the non-designer is 4.80). 

h. Having a sense of belonging and cohesion (average satisfactory degree value from the 

designer is 4.82, average of the non-designer is 5.23). 

The first five factors (a, b, c. d, e) of the eight factors (as above) are recognised aas CF(' 

factors. which the designers believe to be more significant factors than non-de iýýiýýrý (a 

marketer, an engineers, a manufacture) for the design development of coimumer 
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electronics products. Otherwise. the last three factors (f. g. h) from the above list were 

recognised as CFC factors. which non-designers believed more significant than 

designers as much as the gap between the above paired average values. 

8.1.1.3 Findings 1-4: Comparing opinions about the degree of importance of each 

factor affecting CFC between a less experienced specialist group and a 

more experienced specialist group 

The difference in opinion about the degree of importance of factors afiiCcting C'FC for 

product design development between a less experienced specialist (career under 5 veal's) 

group and a more experienced specialist (career over 6 years) group was also compared 

using the same method that is the Independent T-test. 

As a result, only two factors were discovered as being signifcantl\ discriminating 

factors between a young specialist group (under 5 years) and a senior specialist group 

(over 6 years). These two factors are listed below. 

a. Allocating sufficient resources (average satisfactory degree value from the less 

experienced group is 5.19, the more experienced group value is 4.89). 

b. Working logically and rationally (average satisfactory degree v alue from the lc,,,, 

experienced group is 5.39, the more experienced group value is 5.03). 

Both factors (issues) were thought to be more significant amongst less experienced 

respondents, who have worked for less than 5 years as specialists. when coniparedi to 

more experienced respondents, who have worked for over 6 years as specialists. It also 

let us believe that there is no much opinion gap between a less experienced specialist 

group and a more experienced specialist group within the other twenty -t\\ () lactor, ý. 
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8.2.2 Findings 2: Definition of the correlation between the level of CFC and 
the total weighted performance of product design development. 

A major aim of this research was to define the correlation bet\\ ecru the lc-, el ol'C1 C and 

the design development performance of consumer electronics products. I his was 

essential to judge the value of the model for CFC. 

In order to produce a more detailed correlation between the level of (TC and the design 

development performance of consumer electronics products, the correlation between 

them was divided into five categorises after dividing the design development 

performance into five detailed performance element, these are below. 

1) the total weighted performance of product design development 

2) the time performance of product design development 

3) the cost performance of product design development 

4) the quality performance of product design output 

5) the effectiveness and efficiency of design management 

The total returned 1 10 questionnaires were analysed to achieve this section's aims. 

The Simple regression analysis of SPSS was used as an analysis instrument. 

['he results are presented the following sub-sections. 

8.2.2.1 Findings 2-1: Definition of the correlation between the level of CFC and 

the total weighted performance of product design development. 

The result shows that there is a clear and highly positive correlation hetvýcen the 

satisfaction level with CFC and the total weighted performance of design development 

(Pearsoºi correlation value is 0.791, p. < 0.01). Namely, if a level of cross-functional 

collaboration increases, the performance of design development will he enhanced. I'he 
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results also indicate that CR' could account for approximately 02.6" O of the variation in 

the total performance of product design development ("R Square '% aflue is 0.626). 

8.2.2.2 Findings 2-2: Definition of the correlation between the level of CFC and 

the time performance of product design development. 

The result from the analysis shows that there is also a plus correlation between the lc \ cl 

of CFC and the time performance of design development (Pearson orrelu1IOF7 HC//Ii i(/1I. S 

value is 0.546, p. < 0.01). The results indicate that CFC accounts for 29.8", () of the 

variability in the time performance of design development (R . s(Iiu/ L' vaIuc is U 29 ). 

8.2.2.3 Findings 2-3: Definition of the correlation between the level of CFC and 
the cost performance of product design development. 

There is a positive correlation between the level of CFC and the cost performance OI' 

design development (correlation coefficients valite is 0.450. p. < 0.0 1). The results indicate that 

CF-C accounts for 20.8% of the variability in the cost performance of design 

development. (R square value is 0.20k). 

8.2.2.4 Findings 2-4: Definition of the correlation between the level of CFC and 

the quality performance of product design output. 

There is a positive correlation betvveen the level of cross-functional collaboration and 

the quality performance of product design output (corr¬'/alioºº cHi'/t ck'n1s vvulrºL' ind/cak'x 0. -'ý. 
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n. < 0.0 1). The result indicates that CFC accounts for 52.6% of the v ariýibi I itv in the 

quality performance of product design output (R . quare value is 00.5'0). 

8.2.2.5 Findings 2-5: Definition of the correlation between the level of CFC and 

the effectiveness and efficiency of design management. 

There is a positive correlation between the le, el of cross-functional collaboration and 

the effectiveness and efficiency of design development (correlation coefficients value is 0.566. 

p. < 0.01). The result indicates that CFC accounts for 32.1% of the variability in the 

effectiveness and efficiency of design management (R., quai-e , a/u., is 0.321). 
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8.2.3 Findings 3: Definition of substantial factors affecting the design 
development performance of consumer electronics products- 

After verifying that there are all positive correlations hemeen CF(' and the each 

performance of product design development, this research attempted to identify 1üctor, ý 

affecting the design development performance of consumer electronic,, products as an 

advanced aim based on the above-results of this research. 

In order to produce more detailed pragmatic information, substantial factor affecting the 

each design development performance was identified into 1k e categories after the 

design development performance was divided into five categories. 

These divided five categories for design development performance are the same as 

those used for the definition of correlation between CR' and the performance i1 

consumer electronics products. 

The total I10 design development projects (according to the returned 110 

questionnaires) were analysed to achieve the above aims, but the cases (questionnaires) 

included missing value(s) were excluded in the analysis. The Multiple regression 

analysis of SPSS was used as an analysis instrument. 

Me results are presented the following sub-sections. 

8.2.3.1 Findings 3-1: Definition of substantial factors affecting the total weighted 

design development performance of consumer electronics products. 

Four factors of the eleven factors were identified as factors, which substantiall\ 

contribute to the total performance of product design development. These four factors 

could be found by means of giving a criterion of 95% probability of multiple regression 

analysis within a hierarchical method (Method = For\\ard, Criterion: Probability-of-F- 
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to-enter <= . 
050). These four factors are prioritised according to the degree of 

significance influencing the total performance of product design development. It as 

calculated by using a Standardized Beta value. Each value in parenthc,, is presents the 

expected increasing degree of total design development performance according to one 

of satisfaction degree of each factor increases. These interpretations could be true only 

if the effects of the other contributory factors are held constant. 

- `Building trust and cohesion'(26.5) 

- 'Encouraging interaction between partners' (26) 

- 'Sharing unified vision and goals at both corporate level and project level' (25.9) 

- 1-laving a proper organisation and a flexible organisational culture f'Or C'F(" (1 3.2) 

These four factors account for 63.2 % of the variabilit. \ in the total \tici hted 

performance of design development of consumer electronics products. (R square rralric 

is 0.632, Sig. F Change < . 000). 

8.2.3.2 Findings 3-2: Definition of substantial factors affecting the time 

performance of design development of consumer electronics products. 

Two factors were identified as factors, which substantially contribute to the time 

performance of product design development. These two factors could be found by 

means of giving a criterion of 95% probability of multiple regression analysis (Method 

= Forward. Criterion: Probability-of-F-to-enter <= . 
050). These two factors are 

prioritised according to the degree of significance influencing the time performance of 

product design development. Each value in parenthesis presents the expected increasing 

degree of time performance of design development according toi one of' satisfaction 

degree of each factor increases. These interpretations could be true only if the cHects of 

the other contributory factor are held constant. 

- 'Interaction between partners" (0.4681 degree) 
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- 'Sharing unified vision and goals at both corporate level and project lc tl' (O. ý9 )2 

degree). 

These two factors account for 33.9 % of the variability in the time perl rmance of 
design development. (R square value is 0.339, Sig. F Change <" _- . 

001 ). 

8.2.3.3 Findings 3-3: Definition of substantial factors affecting the cost design 

development performance of a consumer electronics product. 

Only one factor was identified as a factor, which substantially contributes to the cost 

performance of product design development. This factor was found by means of gig ing 

a criterion of 95% probability of multiple regression analv sis (Method = Forward, 

Criterion: Probability-of-F-to-enter <= . 
050). This factor is 

- `Interaction between partners' (0.6257 degree). 

The value in parenthesis presents the expected increasing degree in cost design 

development performance dependent on one degree of satisfaction of the factor. 

Interaction between partners", increase. 

This factor, `Interaction between partners', accounts for 22.6% of the variability in the 

cost performance of design development. (R square value is 0.220, Sig. F Change 

<. 000) 
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8.2.3.4 Findings 3-4: Definition of substantial factors affecting the quality 

performance of product design output 

Three factors were identified as factors, which substantiallv contributc toi the quility 

performance of design output. This factor was found bv means O1' giv in" a criterion of' 

95", ' probability of multiple regression analysis (Method = Forýýard, Criterion: 

Probability-of-F-to-enter <_ . 
050). These three factors are prioritised according to the 

degree of significance influencing the quality performance of design output. [ach value 

parenthesis presents the expected increasing degree in quality performance of design 

output dependent on one degree of satisfaction of each factor increase. These 

interpretations could be true only if the effects of the other contributory factors are held 

constant. 

- `Managerial support' (0.421 degree), 

- `Sharing a unified vision and goals at both corporate le\ cl and project le\ el' 

(0.3663 degree) 

- `Choosing suitable partners' (0.3383 degree) 

These three factors account for 52.2% in the variability of the quality performance of 

product design output (R square value is 0.5 2, Sig. F Change < . 
000). 

8.2.3.5 Findings 3-5: Definition of substantial factors affecting the effectiveness 

and efficiency of design management 

'I'N%o factors were identified as factors, which substantially contribute to the 

effectiveness and efficiency of design management. These factors ere found h means- 

of giving a criterion of 95% probability of multiple regression anal\sis (Method 

Forward. Criterion: Probability-of -F-to-enter <= . 
05). These t«o factors are prioritised 

according to the degree of significance influencing the effectiveness and efficiency of' 

design management. Fach value in parenthesis present the expected incr asin` degree 
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of effectiveness and efficiency of design management dependent on one degree of 

satisfaction of each factor increases. These interpretations could be true only it' the 

effects of the other contributory factor are held constant. 

- *Managerial support' (0.4943 degree). 

- 'Working logically and rationally' (0.3035-degree). 

These two factors account for 30.2 % in the variability of the cffectiv cncss and 

efficiency of design management performance (R square value is 0.522, Sig. F C'hungc 

<_ . 
003). 
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8.3 Discussion of the major findings of the research in relation to the 
developed new model of CFC 

As has been noted, few studies have been carried out related to the issues of CT 'C C 

(Cross-Functional Collaboration), nevertheless. there is a clear consensus that the issue is 

critical in new product design development (Rebruck & Umback. 1997: Dav ics-Cooper 

& Jones, 1996; Olson 1993,1994; Gorb & Dumas. 1997; etc. ). 

Furthermore, from both the interview results of this research and Olson's statement 

(1993,1994), there seem to be high barriers between a design group and other 
functional groups, particularly, in a functional organisation rather that a cross- 

functional team organisation. Besides, almost all of the previous research '%orks. ýýhich 

were related to the issues of CFC in NPD was carried out focused on cross-functional 

teams, which is the most effective organisation type to collaborate among the other 

functional groups (Karl & Steven, 1995). But, there is a dearth of research ý,. hich 

attempts to encourage C'FC focused on the functional organisational structure. «hick is 

a type of organisation in which it is difficult to foster collaboration among other 

functional groups (Karl & Steven, 1995). 

On the other hand. there was not empirical research. which proves whether CFC 

improves performance of design development of consumer electronics products or not 

on a practical level. This proof is essential premise to support the value of producing 

information for CFC. 

For these reasons, this research was conducted to fill in the gap in the neglected 

research. which tries to contribute collaboration among functional groups for ne\\ 

product design development, particularly, in the global consumer electronics industry 
. 

which usually develops products under the functional organisation structure. 

this empirical research has had two main aims. The first aim x\ as to define the 

correlation between the level of CFC and the design development performance of 
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consumer electronics products. The second aim was to produce pragmatic information 

by means of a model which identifies factors affecting C'FC. and to evaluate \vhich 

factors are more important, and which factors substantially contribute to design 

dc\ elopment performance in several dimensions. 

The above two main aims have been successfully achieved though this longitudinal 

research that was conducted with three complementary research methods: an extensi\ e 
literature survey, qualitative and quantitative research in the field. 

In conclusion, firstly, this research has proved there is a plus correlation betý\een the 

level of CFC and the design development performance of consumer electronics product. 

Namely, the above findings of this research strongly support that CFC for the design 

development of consumer electronics products brings a range of benefits toi the total 

performance of design development and the each performance of each design 

development item which is an element of total performance in this research. These arc 

the time performance of design development, the cost performance of design 

development, the design quality performance of design output, and the effectiveness & 

efficiency of design management. This also supports the value of producing 01 

information about CFC for product design development. 

On the other hand, as a result of the achievement of the second aim. a nevv tramcvv ork 

model, which contains group knowledge of CFC for design development of consumer 

electronics products after analyses through large retrospective data, Xvas developed and 

proposed in a visual diagram. Three major findings of this research have been presented 

by means of this developed model of CFC. These are as follows: 

Firstly. the factors affecting CFC for design development of consumer electronics 

products have been identified, and secondly, the priority of importance of these ! hctors 

have been prioritised below (The values in parenthesis indicate the degree of 

importance of each factor from I (little importance) to 7 (extreme importance). 

1. Building trust and cohesion (factor 6. value = -5.45) 
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2. A proper organisation and a flexible organisational culture for cros -t'unctiona1 

collaboration (factor 2. value = 5.41) 

3. Encouraging interaction between partners (factor 11. value = 5-17) 

3. Having a close physical location between functional partners (I ictor 8. value 5.27) 

5. Sharing unified vision and goals at both corporate level and project level (factor 4. 

value == 5.23) 

6. Working rationally and logically (factor 10. value = 5.21) 

7. Choosing suitable partners (factor 7, value = 5.01) 

8. Having an informal social relationship (or system) with other tunctionul group 

partners (factor 5. value = 4.84) 

9. Managerial support (factor 3, value = 4.80) 

1011nified culture with partners (common language. common geographic and 

ethnological culture) (factor 1, value = 4.20) 

1l. Managing and coordinating activities by senior manager (factor 9. v aloe = 4.12 

In order to inform more precisely about issues affecting C'FC for design dc\ clopment Oi 

consumer electronics products, 24 factors, which were source factors before being 

compressed into 11 factors. affecting CFC have been also presented and prioritised. 

Secondly, factors contribute to design development performance are also identified in 

the model as follows: 

a. Four factors were identified as factors substantially contributing to the total 

w sighted performance of product design development. These tour f actors girt 

- `Building trust and cohesion', 

- `Sharing unified vision and goals at both corporate level and project lc e1'. 

- `Encouraging interaction between partners'. 

- `Having a proper organisation and a flexible organisational culture tier Cl C' 

b. Two factors were identified as factors substantially contributing toi the time 

performance of' product design development 

- `Interaction between partners 
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- `Sharing unified vision and goals at both corporate lc\ el and project level' 

c. Only one factor was identified as being factor which substantial1y° contrihutc" tu the 

cost performance of product design development 

- `Interaction between partners' 

d. Two factors were identified as factors substantially contributing toi the qualit\ 

performance of product design output 

- `Managerial support' 

- `Sharing unified vision and goals at both corporate level and project lcv el' 

- `Choosing suitable partners 

e. Two factors were identified as factors substantially contributing to the cftcctivcncss 

and efficiency of design management 

- `Managerial support' 

- `Working logically and rationally' 

Thirdly, this model also presented the priority of importance given to factors in relation 

to the above type of performance. These are displayed , within the thickness of the 

linkage-line between each factor and the proximity to the core of the model in visual 

diagram (see Figure 49). 

To sum up briefly, these findings suggest that seven factors of the elc\ en factc)r:; 

affecting CFC are further identified as significant factors contributing to design 

development performance. These factors are presented as central findings of this 

research below. 

- `Building trust and cohesion'. 

- `Having a proper organisation and a flexible organisational culture for the CFC' 

- `Encouraging interaction between partners', 

- `Sharing unified vision and foals at both corporate level and project lc%cl' 

- 'Working logically and rationally' 

- `Choosing suitable partners' 

- `Managerial support' 
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The framework model provides clear guideline information to someone \\hoý wants to 

improve the performance of product design development by building O 'C'. l he findins 

of this research would inform to people what are valuable for building ('FC climate and 

what are prior factor in a quandary concerning where to concentrate their efforts s) as to 

successfully implement their CFC to improve their design development performance. In 

particular, the findings of this research could further help designers and desiýg n 

managers who lack the experience and knowledge of collaboration situations in the 

rigid inter-functional organisational boundaries. which have been a major source of 

problems in the new product design development process in the global consumer 

electronics industry. This is because the model of CFC was developed h\ focusing on 

the functional organisations structure, which many consumer electronics companies 

face. 
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8.4 Applications of the conceptual framework. 

There are two mega trends we face related to this research issue. One of them is the 

continual development of ideas, related to detailed segmentation and specialisation so 
far, which are being integrated among the various departments %%hile attempting toi 
break down functional boundaries in the digital era (Hart. 1996: Yim J. F. 

22000). 'Elie 

other one is that `people oriented problem solving' issue. vv hich has been ignored in 

NPD (Jassawalla 2000), particularly NPDD (New Product Design Dcv elopmcnt) field 

(Boddy & Buchanan 1986), is beginning to recognise as key as a significant issue in 

NPDD (Cooper& Kleinschmidt. 1996). 

In this context collaboration among the different functional groups in NPD[ is dealt 

with as key issue as both the integrated tool and the centre of human issue for successI-ul 
NPDD. Although some recent empirical researches shoe how important collaboration 
in functional departments in the NPDD process is (Bebb H. B. 1992). 14(m c% er, there i, 

a dearth of information on how to actually build collaboration among clil-ferent 
(ünctional group for the NPDD. 

Therefore, this research produced the conceptual framework model Ihr design 

development of consumer electronics products as a main finding in order to contribute 

to improving the environment for collaboration amongst the functional groups h\ 

providing clear guideline information to someone who wants to impro\ e the 

performance of product design development by building (TU. In particular. the findings 

of this research could further help designers and design managers \%ho lack the 

experience and knowledge of collaboration situations in rigid functional organisational 

boundaries. which have been a major source of problems in the new- product design 

development process in the global consumer electronics industry. This is because the 

model of CFC was developed by focussing on the functional organisation structure. 

vv hich manly consumer electronics companies face. 
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To summarise, the five main applications of the developed conceptual fi'ammmcý\ork 

model can be identified as follows: 

1) This conceptual framework model provides the larger picture and conceptual 

guidelines, which helps to achieve a high level of CI C in dc igdcv elopnicnt 

situations. The model informs people what the valuable issues for building a 

CFA' climate are. 

2) `First things first': prioritising factors affecting CFC in the model can be used toi 

help decision-making related to improving the CFC situation. This conceptual 

model also clearly shows which factors should be dealt ,\ ith first in the limited 

time and cost situation of their organisation. 

3) Another vital aspect of the model, the identified factor(s) substantially affecting 

each individual performance of design development enable us to knovv hat the 

prime factor(s) in a quandary concerning where to concentrate their efforts so as 

to successfully implement CFC in a company's organisation, eventually. lending 

to the improvement of their particular design development performance. Namcl\. 

this model helps organisations concentrate upon vv eak areas in design 

performance. For example, as Leslie Wynn who is a senior design mangers at 

Xerox pointed out. if there is some organisation which usually fails to fix a 

design development time performance, they need to improve, in particular. tv%o 

factors: ` Interaction level between partners'. and `Sharing unified vision and 

goals', in their organisation. This proposed conceptual framework model of Cl C 

gives this kind of information. 

4) '['he model can be used as a tool to analyse the past performance of CIýC in 

product design development. For example. the eleven factors. which are sho\\ n 

in the model as factors affecting CF"C. can be used as items to assess the 

performance of CC in an organisation. This Evas pointed out by. B. Y. Sang. 

senior design manger at Samsung Elec. He was interested in using the eleven 

factors in this model to assess both the CFC level of his organisation and as an 

individual assessment tool. On the other hand, the eleven factors. which lla\ e 

been identified as factors affecting CFC. can also be used by other researchers 
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wanting to measure the level of CFC for their on future research. 1-or example. 

a researcher who wants to examine the correlation betv\cen the level of Ch(' in 

NPDD and the types of organisation for their research project. They can use 

these eleven factors developed from this longitudinal research. 

5) This model can be used as an education source in order to enhance C1= C. The 

necessity of education about CFC was also emphasised by scvcral intervvicývees 

during the evaluation stage of this research because there are not many `good 

sources at the moment for learning how to improve CFC. In this kind of situation. 

this conceptual framework model can be used as an education source for sharing 

a unified vision to collaborate, particularly, vvith other functional groups in 

NPDD. 
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8.5 Limitations of the research 

Like anv exploratory research effort, this studv contains a number of mcthodological ý, trenuth, 

and limitations. 

Although this longitudinal research was conducted under breadth of the imc,, tigation in this 

research scope (the consumer electronics industry sector), three limitations can he identilied in 

the research procedure and on the application of the findings of this research as folio" s: 

First, although the eleven factors affecting CFC \\ ere defined through using professional group 
knowledge in this research, there might exist some degree of metamorphosis of' meaning of each 
factor during both the procedure of grouping amongst factors based on relationship and \N hen 

definition of title for its factor groups was given. 

In other words, the eleven factors finally identified as affecting CFC ere compressed, and then 

defined from the ninety-four verbal data, ýkhich had been initially identified a factors aftecting(FC, 
by a focus group to communicate issues associated ýýith C'FC effectively in a simple v'ay. 

In order to deal with this kind of diverse and intangible verbal data in an efficient \ýa\, this 

research undertook a qualitative analysis with qualitative techniques such as `attinO diagram 

technique' in defining factors affecting CFC ýNithout metamorphosis as far as this as possible 

for the focus group. But it was inevitable to avoid some degree of metamorphosis of each 
factor's meaning during the procedure of grouping factors based on homogenate and similarity 

and eben representative title for its factor cluster was created. This is \0ý Sch\ýciker M. (1999) 

pointed out 

"the u. 1h ihi' dliagr a technique is a creative process rather than u logical j»roce. s. s ". 

Ilo\\ever, it is widely acknowledged that some degree of metamorphosis in this kind of 

qualitative data analysis is unavoidable in the field of social science. 

Secondlk, it might not be possible to apply the conceptual frank ork, which provides 

fundamental information for building CFC in design development of consumer electronics 

products, to the design development by outside design organisations such as design consultant 

agencies. Since, the findings of this research \ýere generated by empirical data from the in- 

house design organisation rather than outside design consultant companies and the mixed 

organisation, that is a hybrid of in-house design organisation and outside design consultancies. 

C; cneral business climate and cultural aspects, etc, ma\ be different. But a remarkable point is 
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that most product design developments in the consumer electronics indu. strN (()\cr 90",, ) are 
being developed under the in-house design organisation according to the finding of this 

research (see Table 18). This means that the model produced b\ this research can be applied in 

a large amount of NPDD in the consumer electronics industry. 

I" inalk.. the application of the findings of this research also might have geographical limitations. 

The strength of this research is that collected the practical data. \tihich \\as the main source of 

producing the research results, from the top level of leading global consumer electronics 

industry in three countries (Japan, S. Korea, UK). These companies are Samsun". Ilitýrchi. 

Toshiba, LG, Daewoo Xerox limited, Fuji Xerox, and KEC. Fi\e of' them (Samsung. Hitachi. 

Toshiba, LG, Daewoo) are in the top ten companies for net profit 1995/1996 in this industry 

sector (Euromoniter Report 1997; see Table 3). According to LACEM (l. uropean Association 

of Consumer Electronics Manufactures, 1996), the top ten companies in this industry account 

for three-quarters of world production. six of them being Japanese, two South Korean and t\ýo 

European. Thus, Japanese firms are the main producers of consumer electronic,, for the \\orld 

market. I lowever, there is a risk of applying this conceptual model produced b\ this research. to 

consumer electronics firms in other country other than the three countries mentioned above. 

Since, product design development situations can differ according to the var\ ing business 

situation of each country. 
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8.6 Suggestions for future research. 

This research is designed to help people find a% enues through the developing neap (irr 

building CFC, ultimately. for improving their performance of dcsi,, n development 

rather then how to get the avenues in an efficient way. 

After completing this study, two finding related to collaboration among the diilerent 

functional groups for design development are proposed. The two main finding here are 

that, firstly, CFC for the design development of consumer electronics products brings a 

range of benefits to the total performance of design development and the each 

individual performance (time, cost, quality of design output. effectiveness & efficiency 

of design management); secondly, this research helps that people cannot delineate 

outline knowledge of CFC for design development but also decide which factor has 

more prior value by proposed fundamental guideline framework model, ultimatel\ . this 

model contributes to improving the CFC environment for next design development of 

consumer electronics products. 

This exploratory research (because no similar research Ukas found in the area of the 

enhancing CFC for new design development of consumer electronics products) could 

lead to more in depth studies for future research based on the above two fundametital 

findings. 

As some of the design mangers already pointed out in the evaluation stage of this 

research, it is necessary to conduct further detailed research which aims to produce in- 

depth information about how to improve each factor affecting C'FC in model efficiently 

in practice. The important issues for further future research «ork are, for example. 

`what are the criteria for choosing the right or proper partners for design development, 

and how should they be matched', `how the trust and cohesion level among the partners 

in design development can be enhanced', `howw the interaction le\ el bet\ýeen partners 

can be improved' etc. 
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Appendix I Agenda for Interview (English Version) 

The information received is for use in a thesis which forms part of Ph. D. in t )c ign 

Management at De Montfort University. 

1. Title: 

New model of cross-functional collaboration for a new product design de\ clopmý'nt in 

global consumer electronics firms 

2. The aim of the interview: 

The aim of this interview is to discover and develop a conceptual definition and 

framework of those significant issues (contributors' factors and obstacles) affecting CFC 

(cross-functional collaboration) within NPDD (new product design development) processes. This is 

in order to help the designer, particularly design managers and general managers who 

need to enhance both product design development performance and design management 

performance by means of overcoming rigid inter-functional organisational boundaries 

and by building cross-functional collaboration. 

What is CFC (cross-functional collaboration)? 
To work jointly with other functional departments (groups) especially in an 
intellectual endeavour for a special purpose. 
The unstructured, affective nature of interdepartmental relationships in functional 
departments (groups). 

,. The questions for interview: 

A. In order to get general background infornialion about inter eii, ee and his licr firm. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Question 1. What is the name of the company you work for? 

....... Question ?. What is the total number of employees`? 
. ___. ......................................................................................................................................... ...... 11, Question 3. What is the total number of designers? 

.... _............ .. _..... ............... Question 4. What is your job title? 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Question 5. What is the name of your department`! 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Question 6. How long have you been working for this company? 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

ß15 
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B. In order to discover conlributolactors cif/suing ('FC (crass-luncliunal 
collaboration) 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Question 7-1. What are contributory factors affecting CFC «'ro,,, I unctional Coll. iboration) 

for product design development in general? 

Question 7-2. Why do you think these contributory 
important? 

factors \ ou mentioned arc 

................. ............ .............. _..... __......... _....... 
Question 7-3. What are the obstacles affecting each of the above contributor, factors? 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

C. To define the design development circumstances of consumer eke/roniccs produo, s, 
, siech as, product design development förms and iipes of organisation structures (the 
i)lloii'ing questionnaires (question 10) are also used here) 

.... .... ...... ...... ........................................................... ... 
Question 8. Flow many projects does a designer usually undertake at the same time? 

. .-........... 1.11 ........... ......... ......... ........................ ............... ......... ........... _..... 
Question 9. What percentage of new product design development is conducted in each 

of the following categories in your company? 
In-house design From design Etc. 
Cross-functional team General organisation. consultant 

ö%%1°, O 

Sum 100°, /0 

;1h 
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Questionnaire 
- This questionnaire belongs to (-section of the inter%ieNs. 

Question 10. What percentage of new product design development is conducted in each 
of the following categories in your company? 

a) Functional organisation 
General manager 

Functional managers 

ri oA 
EI 00 AL 
EI EI 00LA 

D11 0 
EI E00 Lz 

QQ00A 
EI EI 00 AA 

h) Project organisation 

L 
0 p O 

(10 
V QQ 00 a 

.. ̀. 
C 
CC 

L 
Ci 
ý' 

C C 
a 

QQ O a 

QQ 00 Q Q 
C 
6r 

v 

ý: ä p 00 
El 

QQ OO < < 

c) Lightweight project Matrix 

OrD inkatinn 
General manager 

HI 

Functional mana gers 

Q0 A 
0 Q 00 ILIL Q Q00 00 

lightweight Q Q0 A0 
project Q Q00 0A 

managers 
Q Q Q00 0 

QQ 00 00 

d) Heavyweight project Matrix 

Organisation 

L 

bL 
:C 
C 
:C 

E 

L 
v 
C 
v 

V 

Functional managers 

Qoa 
Q0 
QQ o0 

QQ o 
QQ 0 0 

Hea 'v weigh 
t project 

managers 

as 
as 

a as 
Q 00 

QQ 004a 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
I). In order to get pragmatic information from a real company setting. namely to get 

information about the measurement items (scales) tor design development and 
design management. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Question 1 1. Does your company have any criteria or/and scales in order to measure the 

performance of product design and design management`? 
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Appendix 2 Agenda for intervicvv (Korean Version) 

1 rýl Lý ýý ý1 L °l ti cH De Montfort Univ trsit,, }0 
-V 71 01 L-1 F4. ýýNA, )ýCý 7,1I1 

7a: - -T- 

New model of cross-functional collaboration for a new product design development 
in global consumer electronics firms 
(Global 4ý7,11- l 4°ßl 'X1l - =l mal-ý] 7ý zý z °d 10ý U} TA] 9}-_l d]] 11 711 011 
Ql 10 AL1: 1: 1 tz 11- Il tý °I 

2. Interview , 1: 

Global * ix-T 1ý-j 4] °l 
-r t-- -- ý r a ýk- OQ 7 
L 71 °ý oo zLöL, issues (ö >ý LL L :Zo 10j, t] O 

LL ,_o }l. u--ý o (factors))-9 

01 7fl -1I issues ° t1 11 Ll ( 0: 51 design managers) , ll Ill i- 7] ä 
1 -i- -1 -k31O -1 -1 O 

-1- , -I -l -O 
4'- 

Lr ,ý c> -1 l 

°_ '_ Ll ý} 0, performance management performance 0 1 -11 

E} Týý 41 'q I (collaboration) Oil t ý} II 

ýA° T] aN F} 71 0 -T-A] 41 ID -E o} L , 1. -T= -, -KI 

--1 --1 of 0 T. 
T H1 ö1-101 TA, informal } 11 F} q pl ýýý zrö 

8 1 
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3. Interview 

A. Background information TI ýF zö 

, -r, i ol ? 

2. ýIAE XII öd öT? 

N: ý'3. äC17CF01Ld öT? 

4. Interviewee °I ,' TI ? 

ý5 
. ýUA 1ý LTT7 O 

E' 
=6. Interviewee21 ý' xCF ,T ýý 

T ý? 

B. Ll 711 CI 7CE° 7H z 01011 °; Oi kl E[ TA1 2[ 21 2i 2--Al 44 III OII öö 111)W= issues 
(off, X101 Q_.. t= otOH2--, 'L (factors))21 z 2-4 2[ oil TIL AN öE-3, 
N=7-1. ?J I-CY CIXF°i ) iFooil °! OHM EE TM-2E2I dk 1011 äöß Olzl 

)I OI issues (factors) T °, ' ýIý7F? 

7-2.7-1 _I Ej Oil CHöH QH Q_jj öDF öEd'L177E? 

TI = 7-3. L. 7] I CI TI- 1 7H z ýF o oil °' CH A{ El- T Ad 4F °I 2-1 j ýI oil öö0 11 l 
oý OH issues (factors) °-1 °' LI ý7E? 

C. Global J[Eý11ýINAl"OilCHL[ýoý, ý oiý°-Iýz'=C3-I Q. 

E--ý 8. ýdE-- CIA öT ýýö°. I LIXFOILý)E zUFLE °a° 7Ci IýCº7Cf°1 )Hz 

project ö A1011 d°Tö0F 
-71- 

°j d LI 7)E? 

3 lß) 
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ýý9. °ý %_! ýýZilä CIXFPi ýHzOI ýd)loTM OIýO1ýý ö' °EOi M OIýOi7C1ýX ? 
In-house design From design Etc. 
Cross-functional 
team 

General organisation. consultant 

% % % 01ý 

Sum 100"0 
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dl 7l moll 1 '11 -T]- ti LdiIL `ý Fº1 ̀ '-1 i= 

71 ýl v : if iýL tý-T -11 
h) Project organisation 

General manager, 
a) Function" cation 

Functional managers 

El 0A 
Q00 0A 
QQ00 00 

QQ0 AA 
QQ00 AL 

QQ 00 0 
QQ00 AL 

c) Lightweight project Matrix 
organisation 

General manager 

Functional managers 

Q C) n 
o Q 00 00 

Q Q 00 LA 
Lightweight a Q Q 0 AA 

project Q Q 00 IL 0IL 
managers 

Q Q Q 00 0 
Q Q 00 IL IL 

ý Q 0 < < 
QQ 00 4 4 rC L 

4i 
bL 

E C ti a QQ o a 
QQ oo a a 

C v 

C7 
Q 00 a 

QQ 00 < < 

d) Heavyweight project Matrix 

organisation 

L 

v ýn JE 

Functional managers 

QoQ 
Q0 
QQ o0 

QQ o a 
QQ o0 

Heavyweight 

project 
managers 

QQ 
00 
00 

as 
as 

a as 
a 11 

D. All -Rxi CI XI all 7H zö 21 CI all management ö 2[ Eil 01 N items (scales) )M ýý 
öf7ITI Al 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

11. CD 0 QI AIMM CI 7c 2 )H o 21- } CI )42-1 management 
it- ýý "I 0H 0ý1ýF öde /\ 0 ýIllýlý 7C1ýý CD D Ur 
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Appendix 3. Agenda for interview (Japanese Version) 

7Z interviev, Z(ºý '1,7, D Z O)fý RI Brunel Unis ersit\ 0) =r=- 4ýýýý 

ý tp1MO o)A1Z1tt)*. to 

1. e -: T --7 
New model of cross-functional collaboration for a new product design development 
in global consumer electronics firms 

(Global '' ýý fzoý h äý=ýf-f ý/ rM R® 1tÄ5-1L0)th3)IM x"t L 
fryTýý%iRI`xf 7, D ý) 

2. Interview Q I$J 

Global *W '' äRý-t ZO)*fhk'' QT-Ff-(>rMA f 8LN-Cit0)1330 -1 Lth )l M1. ýý. 
Iz ; Ea A issues (ý fV -5 ý. ýZI %Ä.. (factors))0) RAL ,ý 
0) 

-it-S -C-- -1-. 
$I ; °: J (: cý -t ] issues (Iz design mana ers )1 ý. ý3 ýý ý`] ý 
-it 0)tt J71 Ä AAR 1. L) tfiJ O'IT rn, IST--( 

peri-ormance LT -tF'f management performance n äh Z, Zto 

1tÄ`ßß off t `5 tz 

c) Interview W rill 

A. Background information 
1- 

It x r-3 0 
-T 4; F 

4. Interviewee O)I 11 

:. IlllCFVlC\\CC C p[ý 

1ý7 
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6. Interviewee O)jj- 

(z S X-; ý- 4; ýF cD is L7 ., ues(jqjg, *fi, %l R. 

-f > rM RA flo IZ li L% -C ftt% VL 0) toj t PA f4 

Rl ßÄW.. (factors) 0) gt AL 2ä0) Z0) %i 

7-1. efr Äafe- ( JrgI' `ý lZJJLx-Ci Äß-W 
4ý 0)tp27 nfli-.. 

'( 
ä' 

4-- issues -5(factors) IJ1 J th`? 

-at 7-2. RM 7-1 O)Ä IZ 1, td. t}1-7t_ýL 

ý 7, D Ä 7- ý. I 

issues (factors)ItipTZ1"b-? 

C. Global WMF äý#lZX" l. 14 W-1At' *7cD A0Nrpi ITI Q -C -4-. 

8. - AzreJ1`1" fit Ä -A4)TF'i t-/ E<L 

project 

, -,, ý ..., _ý 
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9. bfr '' QT+f-( %i§AItl; IT0)ie X17", o-f -Dz zz0 t75' ? 
In-hOUSe design From design Ltc. 

Cross-functional General organisation. consultant 

team 

%% °ýo °4) 

Sum 100 0.0 

1 0. li- X- riaý,, fl<L; ýT -5 ti4ýaý,, fl C71`ý, L) eß tý1Df o) 
if ]�ýme 0ý3f: 0)�ý Ql` EE3 

1. ý ý ®t, ý fix (V '1: 1 I, ý 

a) Functional organisation 

General manager 

Functional managers 

Q 0 A 
Q 0 0 00 
Q Q 0 0 AA 

Q Q 0 AA 
Q Q 0 0 Az 

Q Q 0 0 0 
Q Q 0 0 00 

c) Lightweight project Matrix 

organisation 

0 
Light,. % eight 

project 
managers 

General manager 

Functional iiianagers 

Q00 0L 
QQ00 00 

QQ0 AA 
QQ 00 L0 

QQQ 
QQ 

00t 
00 DD 

b) Project organisation 

Q O a a 
QQ 00 a a 

C 
Öi 
OL 

C a QQ O 
QQ OO Q Q 

C :J 

V 
ä Q 00 a 

-, 
QQ 00 a4 

d) Heavyweight project Matrix 
organisation 

Functional managers 

El o 
O 

0 O aa 

oo 00 as ori 

E Q0 O 

I- El 
El 00 a 

Heavyweight El El El OO Q< 
project 

managers 

iýý 
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D. In order to get the measurement items (scales) for design de%clopment and design 
management 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Question 1 1. Does your company have any criteria or/and scales in order to measure as 

performance of product design and design management? 

ýýý 
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Appendix 4. Questionnaire (first design) 

Version One - Industrial (appearance) designers] 

The information received from this questionnaire is only for use in a thesis vv hick fi rnis 
part of a Ph. D. in Design Management at Brunel Univ crsitv and for academic purposes. 

1. Title: 

A new model of cross-functional collaboration for new product design 
development in global consumer electronics firms 

2. The main aims of the Questionnaire: 

As a central purpose, this research questionnaire has to main aims as k Ilo\\s. 
The first aim is to discover and develop a conceptual definition and frameývork of significant 
contributors factors (issues) affecting CFC (cross-functional collaboration). fliest propo-. cd 
conceptual models will inform what is important and what are less important to dc,, i`gn 
managers and other managers who want to create a more collaborati\ e en' ironment in NPDD 
(New Product Design Development) 
The second aim of this research is to produce the description of the correlation bet\ýeen the 
level of' cross-functional relationship and the performance of product design de\ clopment sind 
design management. 

What is CFC (cross-functional collaboration)? 
1. to work jointly with other functional departments (groups) especially in an intellectual 

endeavour for a special purpose 
2. the unstructured, affective nature of interdepartmental relationship, " in functional 

departments (groups) 

Supervisor: Mr. Ray Holland, Prof. Neville Stanton. 

Advisor: Mr. Leslie Wynn 

Researcher: Burn-Kyu Kang 

Contact phone number: 44 - 01 509 - 267 - 063. 

Fax number: 82 (national number)-031(area number) -456-2477 
Contact email address: brav o29rar simmani. com / wwodee4 hotmail. com 

11' you have any queries concerning this questionnaire. please contact Bumhv u on the 

above contact phone number or email address. 

- 
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3. Questionnaires: 

A. 
-In 

order to get-general background information. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Question 1. Name of company`? 

.......... ..... . 
Question 2. Which department do you belong to? 

Question 3. Job title'? 
................................................... 

Question 4. How long have you been working as a specialist in \ our department? 

Question 5. How long have you been working for this company? 

B. In order to identify the priority of contributor\ factors affecting (T CC (cro s-functional 

collaboration) for product design development 

1 Having a common culture (common IIIII1 
language, common geographic little importance c Creme 

mporlance 

and ethnological culture) 
2. Proper organisation 

and flexible organisational culture for 1234ý, little importance c\trcme mI)ýýrt; ýnLc 

cross-functional collaboration 
3. Equality of contribution 1 

little importance 
2 -I 

7 
c\tremc in11po1 Lance 

4. A mutual understanding of role ý II I, 
and knowledge of other functional dep arts tsancc 2 

c\ncme importance 
5. Unified strategy and policy company , ,,, º , 

from upstream to down stream little ;, nýortance 
4_ etm ; 

mportiiicc 
6. Sharing a common vision 

and values (corporate level) 
1 

little importance Z4 7 
extreme imponnnfc 

7. Sharing unified goals I 
& objectives of project (project level) 

1 
little importance 

234 6 
extreme importance 

8. Informal social relationship 
with other functional group members 

little importance 34 6 
extieme impuirt1nce 

9. Trust and cohesion level 
between functional group members 

little importance 34 
- 

6 
c\ncmc importance 

10.1--laving a sense of belonging and cohesion 
between partners who belong to i 23 67 
other functional department 

little importance extreme importance 

-- 1 1. Well developed management process 
and systems 

1 
little importance 

?34 r, 
mremc rmportancc 

1-2. Well planned schedule 
for product development little importance 

45 
extreme 

moors 

nce 

1 3. VN'cll defined and organised design process i i i 
little importance l 4 h extreme imp(, i lance 

327 
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14. Joint rewards system rather than I 
individual rewards system little importance e\treme IMice 

15. Communication & information s%stems levl. 
(Support sufficient resource: hardware) little importance - 6 

extreme imporiance 
16. Close physical location 

between other partners t 4 ý6 little importance 

who belong to other functional department 
etrcme unp n, ne 

17. Choosing partners who have good 
collaborative experience and/or ii 4 

12 1 7 little importance 

good interpersonal relationships with you 
. e\treme importance 

in other functional department 
18. Choosing partners who have professional skills I. I 

and knowledge about his/her area little importance ctUCme importance 

in other functional department 
19. Management and coordination of 

activities from senior manager little importance 67 c\trcme impon; mc 

20. Frequent & rapid monitoring I I II 
of development progress little importance 2' 6e tremeinportance 

21. Good quality communication 
(information sharing) between t 24 ý6 little importance 

other functional group partners 
c\trcnic imj, wtance 

22. Frequent (quantitative) communication 
(information sharing) between I 234 5 ý, little importance 

other functional group partners 
c\lreme importance 

23. Work logically and rationally I I II1 
little importance 34 7 

c\ucme importance 

24. Taking a collective responcibility 
about a project little importance 4 23 7 `' : \n«me importance 

C. In order to measure the level of CFC (cross-functional collaboration) in s our 
design development project. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ Please, evaluate, according to the grading in each factor, the new design development 

situation related to your the latest completed design project. 
1.1 laving a common culture (common 11 

,46 
language, common geographic It �as not \en satisfied ` \'er\ a(i, twd 

and ethnological culture) 
I Proper organisation 

and flexible organisational culture for 
It �a, not ven satisfied 

214 ' `' 
\cn 

at 
; tied 

cross-functional collaboration 
Equality of contribution 340, it %\a, not seng satisfied \eis satisfied 

32 
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4. A mutual understanding of role and 
knoýý ledge of other functional 3 

It as nut s-en satislicd \en satisfied 

departments 
5. Unified strategy and policy company 

from upstream to down stream 
6. Sharing a common vision 

and values (corporate level) 
7. Sharing unified goals 

& objectives of project (project level 
8. Informal social relationship 

with other functional group members 
9. 'I'rust and cohesion level 

between functional group members 

IIIýIII 
ýý 

2346ý It %ýasnot \er\ salislird \cn wýiairi 

1jr7 
It ý\as not very salititicd \erý audied 

IIII11 
2340 It vas not nerv satisfied Very iiistic l 

It v%as not very satisfied Veiv 'misticd 

It was not ceis aiislied \erv satisfied 

10. Having a sense of belonging and cohesion 
between partners who belong to I34567 Il %+as not cri sanl icd - %cr% saU, lied 

other functional department 
11. Well developed management process -}+ l 

2 and systems ºI �a-, not er\ SJh', l , 'd ' ý' den ; atislied 

12. Well planned schedule I II 
for product development it was not \ler\ satisfied 6 k«, 

a, 
i., ied 

13. Well defined and organised design process II 
2343h7 It was not v erytiatislied Ver, , ititified 

14. Joint rewards system rather than I 
individual rewards system It as not 

ýciý 
sansftd '4 `' 7 

15. Communication & information systems leval ..... ý 11 12 34; 07 ( support sufficient resource: hardware) it was not \erv satiaied \cr% cati;,; ý,, 
16. Close physical location 

between other functional partners 'I ') '1 '4 ', '7 It was not erv satisfied Vcr. an, ied 

who belong to other functional department 
_ 17. Choosing partners who have good 

collaborative experience and/or .. ý_ _ 
good interpersonal relationships ºt was not ere satisfied Very san, fied 

with you in other functional department 
18. Choosing partners who have professional sk}lls º11 

and knowledge about his/her area ºt was not ! 
11 1 
erN satisfied in other functional department 

19. Management and coordination of 
activities from senior manager 

20. Frequent & rapid monitoring 
oi' development progress 

21. (food quality communication 
(information sharing) between 

It was not , ern `ati tied 
2 

%e r-% 'an't-led 

It %ýas not eis satisfied \ery satisfied 

4O- 
It was not en atisfied dir . atistied 

other functional group partners 

3 21) 
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22. Frequent (quantitative) communication 
(information sharing) between 2 It Has not veil satisfied \cn satisfied 

other functional group partners 
23. Work logically and rationally 

2345 
It as not cn satisfied \e1%. Satisfied 

24. Taking a collective responsibility 'i '''º-T 
ýýýt rrýon4 It svaý not sen satisfied \en satin ied 

D. In order to measure the performance of design development and design 
management 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

There are four measurement items in metrics below, in order to mcasure the 
performance of design development and design management. Please give y your mark 
dependant on the weight of importance of the latest design development project, \ hich 

was the same as above project, (the total sum should be 100). Also. please c\aluatc Hour 
degree of satisfaction about the project of new design development in each factor, 
according to the grading 

Measuremcnt items 

Time: 
(Actual time against plan) 

Cost: 
(Actual cost against plan. 
Cost comparisons between 
competitive models) 
Total Design output 
Quality (e. g. A fitness for 

objectives, Good appearance, 
An effectiveness of 
manufacturing. How much 
easy to use, etc. ) 
[: ffectiveness and 
efficiency of design 

manauement 

Weight of 
importance 
(the total sum 
should he I00) 

Measurement scale (degree of satisfaction) 

i 30 
17 

\e" dissatistied \ii, ýdu. licd 

-) 4h 
%ci-\ dissatisfied \c y saii, licd 

\cr% dissatisfied 
2, (ý 

17 

Vcn satisfied 

I 
\en dissatisfied 

'2 13 45 '7 
: erb tidli, licd 

.� j(I 
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Appendix 5. Questionnaire (Second modified design) 
I Version One -- Industrial (appearance) designers] 

The information received from this questionnaire is only for use in a tlhcs-is which 1'6rn1ý 
part of a Ph. D. in Design Management at Brunel I university and for academic purposes. 

1. Title: 

A new model of cross-functional collaboration for new product design 
development in global consumer electronics firms 

2. The main aims of the Questionnaire: 

As a central purpose, this research questionnaire has to main aims as folloýý s. 
The first aim is to discover and develop a conceptual definition and framevýork of , ignificarnt 
contributory factors (issues) affecting CFC (cross-functional collaboration). These proposed 
conceptual models will inform what is important and hat are less important to design 
managers and other managers who want to create a more collaborative eng ironment in NPDD 
(New Product Design Development) 
The second aim of this research is to produce the description of the correlation hctýv een the 
level of cross-functional relationship and the performance of product design de\elopnnent and 
design management. 

What is CFC (cross-functional collaboration)? 
3. to work jointly with other functional departments (groups) especial 1} in an intellectual 

endeavour for a special purpose 
4. the unstructured, affective nature of interdepartmental relationships in functional 

departments (groups) 

Supervisor: Mr. Ray Holland, Prof. Neville Stanton. 

Advisor: Mr. Leslie Wynn 

Researcher: Bum-Kyu Kang 

Contact phone number: 44 - 01509 - 267 - 063; 

lax number: 82 (national number)-03 I (area number) -456-2477 

Contact email address: br:. av o21): Isimmani. com / woodec4 a hotmail. com 

If you have any queries concerning this questionnaire, please contact BumKýu on the 
above contact phone number or email address. 

331 
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3. Questionnaires: 

A. 
-In-order 

to get general background information. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Question 1. Name of company? 

Question 2. Which department do you belong to" 

Question 3. Job title? 
.................................................................. 

Question 4. How long have you been working as a specialist in "our department? 

Question 5.11ow long have you been working for this company" ? 

B. In order to identify the priority of contributory factors affecting ('FC (cross- 
functional collaboration) for product design development 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
From your experiences, please give your grading about the degree of' importance of 
each factor affecting cross-functional collaboration. 

For example) 
1. LittIc importance 2 

1 Having a common culture (common 
language, common geographic 
and ethnological culture) 

2. Proper organisation 
and flexible organisational culture for 

cross-functional collaboration 

7. c\trieme importm c. 

23-i(, 7 
little importance extreme importance 

23467 
little importance c\ treue imponancc 

,. Equality of contribution 

4. A mutual understanding of role 
and knowledge of other functional 
departments 

5. Unified strategy and policy company 
from upstream to down stream 

6. Sharing a common vision 
and values (corporate level) 

7. Sharing a unified goals 

_(k, 
objectives of project (project level) 

8. Informal social relationship 
with other functional group members 

9. Trust and cohesion level 
betwecn functional group members 

'3 '4 ' '6 17 

little importance criremc I Ill i rtancc 

23467 
little importance cvremc importance 

4 t, 137 
tie impollancr extreme ingv. rtancc 

23 
little importance extreme impor ante 

234(, 7 
little impurtancc c'treme importance 

1 6, 
little importance extreme mr rta. nec 

little IIIII' rtance cctreme importance 

,,, »ý 
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10. Having a sense of belonging and cohesion 
bet\\ cen partners .ý ho belong to iI 

12 I3 ý4 ý, 

other I'unctional department 
11. Well developed management process 

and systems 

little importance ,i renk impoilanLe 

II lý ýý ý7 

little importance extreme mw, w: ncc 

12. Well planned schedule 
for product development ,, little IIflt rtnnLe reine importanýc 

I 3. Well defined and organised design process ºI 1ý 134; r, 
little importance extreme importance 

14. Joint rewards system rather than 
individual rewards system little importance 

20 
extreme importa�rc 

15. Communication & information systems lev 1l 
(Support sufficient resource: hardware) little iniportance 3 

earenie inw(, rtncc 
16. Close physical location 

IIIII between other partners 34 
-'7 

little importance c\ireme importance 

who belong to other functional department 
17. Choosing partners who have good 

collaborative experience and/or i4,; 
17 

little importance extreme inipoltance 

good interpersonal relationships with you 
in other functional department 

18. Choosing partners who have professional skills 
and knowledge about his/her area i 

12 13 16 
7d in other functional department little important evtiemclv important 

19. Management and coordination of iIIIII 17 

activities from senior manauer little importance ''6 e\ocn c importance 

20. Frequent & rapid monitoring 
of development progress 

21. Good quality communication 
(information sharing) between 

other functional group partners 

I?; Zh7 

little important 

6 
12 

4 (i 7 
little importance v'. treme importmitc 

??. Frequent (quantitative) communication 
(information sharing) between 

other functional zrouv partners 
little important 

23. Working logically and rationally 

24. faking a collective responcibility 
for a project 

e\ucmch important 

e'tremely imnonant 

24(, 7 
little importance c\nieine importance 

12 13 14 16 

little important e\tremel\ important 

,,, 
_>>. ý 
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C. 1n order to measure the level of CFC (cross-functional collaboration) in your 
design development project. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Please, evaluate, according to the grading in each factor. the new design development 
situation related to your the latest completed design project. 

For example) 

4 
It ýtias not \cr\ satislicd 

1 Having a common culture (common 
language, common geographic 
and ethnological culture) 

?. Proper organisation 
and flexible organisational culture for 
cross-functional collaboration 

little importance 

It as vcrn s: iii, licd 

r. 7 

cýlremc inýýn, ilance 

It was not 
very 

satisfied 
, ýý 

\ cn u. t! rd 

3. Equality of contribution II ,I iI 
-, 

It was not cry sati, tied 4 (7 
\crc'aii, lied 

4. A mutual understanding of role and knowled 
' 

of other functional departments It tot \er, sali°cr' 
34 07 

Vcr, satisfied 
5. Unified strategy and policy company 

from upstream to down stream It as not, er\ a"'icd 
7 \en salislirJ 

6. Sharing a common vision II 
and values (corporate level) It,, a, nr, 1 'er, atilicd 2 3 5 \er' atislic, l 

7. Sharing unified goals 
& objectives of project (project level) It \\ ii, not 

ße1anstiu(l ' 3 7 
, au, llcrl Very 

8. Informal social relationship II 
2 

with other functional group members It , ý. rý not \er, s,, tia cd 
34 07 

VC r. \ ýoI , IiCd 
9. Trust and cohesion level 

between functional group members it �a. not m satisfied 
2 (' 

\ ., 
',;, 

ried 

10. Sense of belonging and cohesion 
between partners who belong to I ti fi d2 

4 (' 
s t was not %erv sa e \cr satisfied 

other functional department 
11. Well developed management process 

- 
and systems 

It was not very satisfied 
4 5 (, 7 

\crs an, lied 

12. Well planned schedule II f IT 1 
for product development it ssas not sirs satisfied 

4 507 
Ver\ , mshe i 

13. Wel l defined and organised design process 2 
It "as not very satisfied 

z4 
\er, sau, tied 

14. Joint rewards system rather than II I -ý 
- 1 

individual rewards system it �a, not, ers sati, lied 
34 67 

\ers Satisfied 
1 5. Communication & information systems levE 1i ii ºJ 

(Support sufficient resource: hardware),, \\a, not ver, sat; >lic, ] - \er. \ satisfied 

14 
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16. Close physical location 
between other functional partners - 4 r, 7 It was n(, i vers sauohed 

who belong to other functional department 
\en_ satisfied 

17. Choosing partners who have good 
collaborative experience and/or 
good interpersonal relationships with ykw not ven satisfied 

2 34 
\ e� 

in other functional department 
18. Choosing partners who have professional skj, 1ls 

and knowledge about his/her area 11 2 
iai I d 4 67 t was not Gers at e 

in other functional department 
\en satisfied 

19. Management and coordination of --d 

activities from senior manager It oNas not , 
1m 

satislitd 2 7 6 \usel, lied 
20. Frequent & rapid monitoring 

1 
of development progress It \\a, not , er. atl, ticd 

34 0,7 
\i:,, satisfied 

21. Good quality communication 
(information sharing) between '2 I i i d 34 

ý7 
t was not %en sat sf e \cn satisfied 

other functional group partners 
22. Frequent (quantitative) communication 

(information sharing) between 
I 

' i fi d2 3 -I 56 ? t Aasnot s erv sat s e 
other functional group partners tistied env 

2_3. Work logically and rationally 
2 

It'+as not 

fen 
satisfied 

34 7 6 
Vers sati, tied 

24. Taking a collective responsibility '1 2 '3 '4 h ip 
for a oroiect 

It %ýas not very satisfied %cn . atis Iicd 

ii1 
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D. In order to measure the performance of design development and design 
management 

- - - - -- -- ------------------------------------------------- - u-reme- - - -nt--items- - fhere are four--meas- - in- --metrics belo,. %. in order to measure the perlornlance of 
design development and design management. Please ̀ gi' e\ our mark dependant on the ý\ eight of 
importance of the latest design development project. v hich as the same as above project. (the 
total sum should be 100). Also, please evaluate your degree of satisfaction about the project of 
new design development in each factor. according to the grading 
For example: 
Measurement items Weight of Measurement scale (degree of satisfaction ) 

importance 

(the total sum 
should he 100) 

(Actual time against plan) 10 12 
0 \er\ dissatisfied \c 'satisfied 

Cost: 
(Actual cost against plan 10 if , 
Cost comparisons between Very dissatisfied 3 \ri\ aliaied 

competitive models) 
Total Design output 
Quality (e. g. A fitness for 5 \e,,. d, 

s 
atidied 

4 6 7 

objectives, Good appearance, 
Effectiveness of 
manufacturing, How easy to 
use, etc. ) 
Effectiveness and 
efficiency of design 75 +f f I 
niana Tement 2 

\eis dissatisfied 4 ., 7 
Vers satisfied 

Measurement items Weight of Measurement scale ( degree of satisfaction) 
innportance 
(the total sum 
should be 100) 

Time: 

(Actual time against plan) 23 4 6, \er\ dissatisfied \er\ au, hed 

Cost: 

(Actual cost against plan, 7 
Cost comparisons between 71 

\en dissatisfied 
45 6 

Very, ali, hcd 

competitive models) 
Total Design output 
Quality (e. g. A fitness for 

objectives, Good appearance, 
An effectiveness of 
manufacturing. Ho\\ much 
easy to use, etc. ) 
I': ffectiveness and 
efficiencN of design 
iiianalzemellt. 

\er% dissatisfied 
234 

\en . atu. licL1 

\en di ali, ied 
4n 

V'cr\ %ati, iied 

i, (ý 
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Appendix 6: Questionnaire (third modified design-finial Version) 

I Version One for a industrial (appearance) designer] 

The information received from this questionnaire is onl} for use in a thesis Which fiOrmS 
part of a Ph. D. in Design Management at Brunel University and for academic purposes. 

1. Title: 

A new model of cross-functional collaboration for new product design 
development in global consumer electronics firms 

2. The main aims of the Questionnaire: 

As a central aim, this research questionnaire has tý\ o main aims as fol lo\\ s. 
The first aim is to discover and develop a conceptual definition and framcýýork (-)I' significant 
contributory factors (issues) affecting C'FC' (cross-functional collaboration). I'Iicsc prop( cd 
conceptual models will inform what is important and vv hart is less important to deign m, rnagers 
and other managers who want to create a more collaborative environment in N PDD (Ncvý 
Product Design Development) 

I'he second aim of this research is to produce a description of the correlation bet\\ een the le cl 

of cross-functional relationship and the performance of product design de\elopment and design 

management. 

What is CFC (cross-functional collaboration)? 
I. To \\ork, jointly with other functional departments (groups) especiall\ in an intellectual 

endeavour for a special purpose. 
'. The unstructured, affective nature of interdepartmental relationships in functional 

departments (groups). 

Supervisor: Mr. Ray Holland, Prof. Neville Stanton. 
Advisor: Mr. Leslie Wynn 
Researcher: Bum-Kyu Kang 
Contact phone number: 44 - 01509 - 267 - 063; 
Fax number: 82 (national number)-031(area number) -456-2477 
Contact email address: braw29(äisiminani. com / woodee4(adhotmail. com 

If you have any queries concerning this questionnaire, please contact BumK u on the 
above contact phone number or email address. 

1 
nfl 

,17 
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3. Questionnaire: 

A. 
- 
In order to get general background information. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Question 1. Name of company? 

Question ?. Which department do you belong to`? 
...... ....... ..... 

Question 3. Job title`? 
........... ...... 

Question 4. How long have you been working as a specialist in your department? 

Question 5.1 low, long have you been working for this compan\ '? 

B. In order to identify the priority of contributory factors affecting CFC (cross- 
functional collaboration) for product design development 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Frone your experience, please give your grading about the degree of importance of CaIch 
factor affecting cross-functional collaboration. 
For example) 

I. Little importance 23451,7 ý' ricme inipnrtancc 

* Pai- Yler in ihis quesilollilaire means soineow who 1101 onh' heloiig, s tu oiln'i' /u11c'I1l)l1Ill 

departments (groups) but also works jointly, especially i n uii intellectual cuhuciity, /'r o . ý1wchl/ 
purpose. (For exalllple, iii 1{me case of a designer, a mark eter, an eingillc'er, cl I11UIJglacll/rcr clc. ) 

1 Ilaving a common culture 
with partners 

" 23 '1 o7 . r little importance 

(e. g. having common geographical culture. 
e. tremc importance 

having common ethnological culture,.. ) 
2. Having a proper organisation 

(e. g. decentralised organisation,.. ) 1 24s6 little importance 

and a flexible organisational culture for 
extreme i n) p,,, I in, 

cross-functional collaboration 
ý. Equality of contribution I I}III 

I little importance 2340 e\ueme imp, nance 

4. Having a mutual understanding of the role 
-- -------- 

and knowledge of other functional ý IT 
departments little importance 14 e\t eme wiportance 

Having a unified strategy and policy within , I, 
company upstream and down stream -6 little nnnrlanc< inmt importance 

6. Sharing a common vision 
little importance and values (corporate level) ' evI cme importance 2 '' 

7. Sharing a common goals -ý, 
obieeti%cs (proiect level) little importance 

20 
rwcmeimportance 

C) 
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8. Having an informal social relationship 
with other functional group partners 

9. Building trust and cohesion 
between functional group partners 

1 0.1 laving a sense of belonging and 
cohesion between partners 

rI 
lý 

----ý --- 
II 

330 little importance c lremc importance 

IIIIIý! ý 1? 34 (ý little importance e\u"me iii at mce 

ýI IT- 
234(, little importance 

rcuCmc importance 

1 1.1 Ia\ ing a %ell developed management ;IIII ý_ 1 
234 process and systems little importance cvtren, c importance 

12.1 laving a well planned schedule II. 
for product development little importance 2 

c\treme .. »p�rtante 
13.1-laving a well defined and ... I 

organised design process little importance 

e.. trc,,,; importance 
14.1 laving a joint rewards system rather 

ii 2 than individual rewards system little importance c\trr nc m, pun, ance 
15. Allocating sufficient resource (hardware) iIiI. ºý, 

little importance r\trcn, c mq, p ,, tance 

16. Having a close physical location 
127 

with partners little importance me i,,, poriance 

17. Choosing partners with whom there is a 
good collaborative experience and/or i24 (ý 

17 

erpersonal relationships 
little importance evue ile nnp�rtnnce 

ood int 
18. Choosing partners who have enough ºº111 

professional skills and knowledge little importance 
2 

r, tirrnc 
n,,, 

rtance 
ithin his/her own special area 

19. Managing and coordinating of activities 
234h7 by senior manager lie importance c creme importance 

20. Monitoring development progress IIIº1ý4 
frequently and rapidly little importance 

'3 (' 
extreme importance 

2 1. Having good quality communication 
(information sharing) with z3 14 (, 7 little importance e\treme lip ! aOCC 

other functional group partners 
22.1 laving a frequent (quantitative) 

communication (information sharing) 11 4 
little importance extreme importance 

\v ith other functional group partners 
231. Working rationally and logically 

1245h 
little importance 3 

c\treme imrorI il 

24. Taking collective responsibility 14(, 
for a project little importance c'tremc impo, t. mrcc 

i ýý) 
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C. In order to measure the level of CFC (cross-functional collaboration) in your 
design development project. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Please, evaluate, according to the grading in each factor. the nc'v dc ign development 
situation related to our the latest completed design project. 
For example) 

3 

It \%a, not yen, satisfied 

1F laving a common culture 
with partners. ý 2 

(e. g. having common geographical culture. 
It v as not cen satisfied 

having common ethnological culture... ) 
ý. Having a proper organisation 

(e. . 
decentralised organisation,.. ) 

and a flexible organisational culture for it was not 
Vier,, 

satist, ed 2 

cross-functional collaboration 
3. Equality of contribution 

7 

It \\a, \cn , atislicd 

i 0,7 \erv alistied 

4; (, 
ýcn snti, licd 

l1IIIýi 
12z4ý, 7 

It was not very satisfied %c iv i i, iicd 

4. 1 laving a mutual understanding of the role II III I 
and knowledge of other functional It , sas not ýer, sans ied - 

4 6 
, er, ,,,,,,,, o, 

departments 
5. Having a unified strategy and policy within 

company upstream and down stream it �as not vei\ satisfied 4 `' vi,,, "11i �cd 
6. Sharing a common vision 

and values (corporate level) it , \, asnot \e, ýsatisfied 4 6,7 ervýi Iti,, t 
7. Sharing a common goals & 

objectives of project (project level) It �a. not'er, ,., ti. tied 2 34 `' ýe,, 
atistied 

8. Having an informal social relationship 
ith other functional group partners it was not sere sah, ticd ` 4 

Fen satisticd 

9. Building trust and cohesion 
between functional group partners It x%as not ver\ satisfied - 3 derv satisfied 

10 .1 laving a sense of belonging and 
cohesion between partners It \k as not er\ satisfied 

2 

11 .1 laving a well developed management 
process and systems 2 It %ýas not yen satisfied ýr.. ntad 

12 
. 

I-]a\, ing a well planned schedule 
for product de\ clopment it Ras not , e� satisfied -- - Very %ati. t, ed 

13 
.I 

laving a well defined and 
organised design process it %\as not sere satisfied 4 7 

aualý, d 

14 
. 

I-laying a joint rewards system rather 
than individual rewards system It was not , er, sati, ied - \cr, ,.,,,.. t ed 

i4ll 
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15. Allocating sufficient resource (hardware) 'i 12 1 It was not very satisfied \en ar >rie,! 

16.1laving a close physical location 
2 with partners It was not very satisfied 

4 
erN , 3,;;, 101 

17. Choosing partners with whom there is a 
collaborative experience and/or 

I.. 

7 It was not erN atisfied 

food interpersonal relationships 
\'er mtufied 

18. Choosing partners who have enough ý 

professional skills and knowledge 1 
34 6 

ý 

it was not `aualed 

within his/her own special area 
e ,;;,;. { 

19. Managing and coordinating of activities -I I1 
by senior manager It as not 

'e" 
sanstied 3 c, \m ti, tied 

20. Monitoring development progresses 
2 frequently and rapidly it as not cr satisfied 

4 
vr,. al, lie(t 

21. Having good quality communication ,, I 
(information sharing) with ! -d7 

It ,, as not er, ,.,,;,, ied 
other functional group partners 

\cc sali, lüd 

22. Having frequent (quantitative) 
1I 

communication (information sharing) 
I_ 1I 

4,7 It , ea nut kern 'H(Wicd 

with other functional group partners 
\cr, , ari, ficd 

23. Working rationally and logically ý ý ----II I) IIIII 
It ood not vCIv vaII ficd \er ier 

24. Taking collective responsibility 
fora project It oas not , e� cal , tied 

34 

41 
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I). In order to measure the performance of design development and design 
management 

----------------i-te- 1 here are four measurement ms nn metrics belo\\ In order to measure the performance OI 
design development and design management. please gig tN our mark dependent on the xN ei lit of 
importance of your latest design development project (the one considered in ' ection º. T he 
total sum should be 100. Also. please indicate the le\ el of satisfaction \t ith the project in related 
to each factor. using the grading system. 
For exwnple: 
Measurement items Weight of Measurement scale (degree of sati,, faction) 

importance 
(the total sum 
should he 100) 

Time: 
(Actual time against plan) 10 

Cost: 
(Actual cost against plan, 
Cost comparisons between 
competitive models) 
Total Design output 
Quality (e. g. A fitness for 
objectives, Good appearance, 
I'. ffectiveness of 
manufacturing, How easy to 
use, etc. ) 
I. ffectiveness and 
efficiency of design 
management. 

ten di�aiutle t %ci\ 1at, st ed 

10 -I ... -I Ver dissatisfied 
0 2 

WIN 'alilierl 

-rte 
4 

ºý 
67 

\CR dictiati lied Vcn aüticd 

75 %%ei-% dissaustied \i"t. ali. li d 

Measurement items Weight of Measurement scale (degree of satisfaction) 
importance 
(the total sum 
should be 100) 

Time: 

(Actual time against plan) 
} ýý 2 Iz 
46 

17 
den dissatisfied \ ei', salislied 

Cost: 
(Actual cost against plan, 
Cost comparisons between \erý dissatisfied 

246 
%eiý satisfied 

competitive models) 
Total Design output 
Qualit\ (e. g. A fitness for 

objectives, Good appearance. 46 
1-7 

An etftctivencss of 
\er dissatisfied \er\ ,, tidied 

manutäcturing. Ho\\ much 
e Th\ to use, etc). 
F. ffecti\ eness and 
efficiency of design 

\ei1 dissatisfied 40 \'er\ . linked 

manazenient. 
Appendix 7; Questionnaire (Korean Version) 

-1, 
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m r:: 3 I 
ýT 

[Version One-C17CEal TM I AF fPJF, 01 ý°701011 tý M TAI)l dFdýL ILI] 

Brunel CH , Design Management 4AE TI OI 01. 
ýý21ýýý0121Oi1ýlýFoýI7C1°ýýý°'LICF. 

1. ýýT 7Cý1 
A new model of cross-functional collaboration for a new product 
design development in global consumer electronics firms. 

2. /&d TQ X- 

ýý7CI1 -17CE°l )HzJAI EE )Iö T/-IV°I d-i I-II oil öö oll ° oý 
Qý gýp-7dO C1 Li E 

ýý21 gz -Ft )H Lý 

o- ý-ýI )H 

CIXF2 TýýQF EF )Iö ýM A [01 21d ýFýIIQE L 11I CIX 2J )H oý- F 

(performance) 2-12I loý °I �'° ö. 

EF Aý 2E °I1 2- 
1 of I CH LI°I: 

CES 3IöTIý(group)QF-ýk XJ tý! ýM TI0Hö 1 nöldlöÖýö"II 
ý- 0 -7 

Supervisors: Mr. Ray Holland, Prof. Neville Stanton 

Researcher: -, 14 ö 

Telephone: (ý ) 44-01509-267-063 

Fax: M1)031-456-2477 

Email: bravo29@simmani. com / woodee4C@hotmail. com 

l4 1 
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3. 'ýLHö 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Olö°? 

................ ............................ ............ zý 2 ý ...................................................................................................................................... 
LISE? ý 0-I /\ 

. 
T T I L- 1-1 

7C I c-I 3. 7C 1 1, ý X- I 

-'-(d) 
oO oTTd. ý7F? 

4. ....................................... 9 ýý° 7CH°I ................................................................................................................. ........... _...... ; Ok011ýi°ýýýýo LIý)F? 
................ .......... ........................ . . r-n z 5. . ... .................. 01 -1 AE 0 il )V .................................................................................................................................................. °ý-ýl. 8l2 AI e' LI ))F? 

................ _............ _..........,.....,.......... .Mw. _..,. M 
B. klI CI XE JV AI , EI T kl 2121 d III GlI 0ý OI XI -1 Z5 gei (issues)-521 
LL_ -I c z-l TI`F ° zd'ýI 

O1 EH 247H ýö° EE Ad QF21 d 2F-3II01 öö5 01X1 °Ö1ý01LICE. oýýi_I oýö 
dFoýOý ýgoýol 01ýý ýI I all (issues) -5 WV öH TýIýI dFdýLICE. 

ICI -/1 

I. °- i Wz-A4'1-. ý, Till S 

* of 1l °]l , 2l ° Partner -°l . 91 111 _ L} 34 ýa - A-] ý1 1 -_ - LIA -o- r '' '. ' Tl Al -1- ll 
. 1-1 1 ö)1 '-F 1-L rl X1-1 U0 ýl _ -1 1 '-L1 T=1-. ((11= Ll4 ÖI Il 2 fl -)l t 1. l Xl 1-1 < 1. 

T sf 1d partner Qf )I Ot=lj 
(Oil: )C °ý °QfQE Iiza TA °4f °I231 

ý7., 

2.1011 ýiýl Ll 7C 7C1 EHZ ý7C1 

-94 ( Qý I; o Oý sE 7C 7ý I 'ý ýý Qý ýI 7C 7C I_233r, 

3. EMI Tkl MOM ööýý dT 710- 
TI n[ L. 

4. orCNTAd 217Ii - dToý ýE 
°Oil ICl 01äN 

5. fI -'r- Ad (Top manager)El 
OFTI TAd))tXI2I ýFýýEýi ýizkýF 
xi zu 01 a2 o o-o Tr 

1 6. sllýfýýzý l_ IdIIL1 1X1 
Ef TAI 2F rNIMI ö°0Eý of ý 

'1 '2 '3 '4 '; '6 '7 
'2 z° . '.. f 

I2 34 6 7 

I I 
-1_ I II 

2 34 6 7 

1I 
- 

1 Fj 12 1 13 
ý 6 7 

7E a tjF u 291 EO Q', 

-ff 
EE TM2F öJ}II -5 oil >0 

8. EF M(T Jýý ) 2121 
Tý I o --, TQrL 

I 12 13 14 II 17 1 

k346p7 

344 
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9. EE T Ad aý (partner) il E_I 
Al I aim 

10. El T MaJ (Partner)2[21 öö zýl ýI ý' ýE 
ýF -1 7CI Oil CIý. 01 

11. H ý. I 01 iýjs. l AF i x]12 1 
management process QE Systems 

12. )11 s1 ýI 01 ̀i X1I 7H z Schedule 

13. N-F of _I ýI 0I ýý C) 7CE °i )H Ill process. 

14.7H2-1 
---L)E 

7Hz Tlýi ýö' ý'CEL 
ý1-2 CE Ej 'A, 00 ýo 

((1I, Project 

Iý I? 
4 

i 

h 

I1 I2 
3 4 (ý 

I` 16,11 

. 

'7 

17 

T 

ýI 
234ý, 

ILI 

15. QI lýE LH °1 Communicationj-J 

144 System Al °I level 
(Hardware °ý ) 

23 fý 

16. ors d TM- 2 17E77E° XI21 TI; I 
-D Fo TIol DFo eich, -;, Fo z) 7Fo0I E= E zo E=ý 

17 
. 

EE T Ad °-I ö11 Ec-: )[ l 7H -1 o 

2-1 L_ "FA I ýFS YETI 
A 

ýI ZF OI Lý Eu 

18. Lý=' dT ýlý'ýE 7101 ýTýý 
EI- T Ad 2j AI- = 1151 partner `ý 

19. MI 7H Om' OilLIXI-TEý_I 
ýFzl XI ýE (coordination) 

20.7)i0101 HHFF El k21 7Hz 
ýFo10 I °LIElö'. 

21. EE MQI"_I ors ý'ýý (quality) 

-91 W LI i101 öi ý 2ýý((1I , C: " 2rs ö1 

22. EE TAd 2[ S11 cl,: t °1 ° ok_I (quantitative) 
91°LI3110IMl -111E ofd E 

I1 ý2 3 4 5 7 

2 3 -J r. 

Iý 

-F ýr, 

? 
i 
3 5 r, 

1i7 ��- 

h I 1 

1 3 Tý 
15 
5 6 7 

little important cyn emck important 

12 13 15 
('7 

little important rvncmch important 

II 12 347, 

little Ynportant I1III 

ýI 
Z 

c\Irer, important 

)7 
.F "1ý 

. ýI_ III ýI 
1. U 

23. P-I ýEEý°I dTýiö 
I 

24. Project 011 EH iF ýý iu OI of ýI 

77 

little ir1Dortant IIIff meI jmuorlant 

234 

141 
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C. Ef )Iö A12F°i 9 11 2-! A121 x, =-', S-: 2f )I CIX[2-1 (performance) ý °a 
-A1ý z OE ý7I TI ýý I E[ )I L= T kl 2F °I ý III o 

ýI _ UI /\ý of '1 L/ L ýi AI -CH CI T12-1 )H-=' Al, ý1 ýý; oi I 
7Cý1c: H CI Al L_ ýHý01 OITOý L_A ll-I -IFQH ")\I-I UEdýLICF. 

71) 
5 

ýýý=i1-7]? 9XF4 

CHU (ýM F gFo öFoil AH 

7 

n}l -7- --ju c-. 
1d -'r- Ad partner QE °1 E . L! )J -. QE 

(W: xi 01 C: 3 o, ý, 1) d °ýE ö°) 
2.4 011 EH -- I t:: d -, 

C:: 4, "ý 21 
TIöE2 ollS'EE 
(Oil : °Oý ý, ', = - 2F¬iýýý,.. ) 

1 

124 () 

3. ä TAI AF01°I ööitýl " T7101ý 
TI DE 01 01 T 01 F-[ 

4. (, Z> -T d_I 7ºýýý eT c-ý 
°I ER CH F O3 Oil 01 J AA 01 AA 

5. oýT1 TAd (Top manager) . 
E1 

OF TI T Ad L1I- XI 1 EF 0, sf ¬i ýi zk 2F 
X-Ii oýýot HF-[ 

oY -.., 

6. -9-d AE 1XI1°I HlLJýE )FXII 
EE T, Ad2[ 1-; i5 ö°ýE2 °A A.. 7. ýý "I " 7Hý E=-ý ý-I 
EET/"IQF ö°OE2 °ýaE 

8. Ef TAH (partner --M TM l)QE_I 
dlöA-, '1 m-i SCH ýýA17E ä' CE 

12 
6 

17 

-11Y 1-11Lýl 

ý 
67 

IIII 
Iir 17 23 ýt 5 r, 

11, 
/7 

IIIIII 

Iý IZ Tý 
4 

9. El- T)cl (partner) 
-14 

21 
l 

2 56 
11 1, 

10. D )cI J (partner) 111E_I öö X11 °I ý' 1- 
EF A 

1' 
Do[ ME 

ýl 
- =. i 

23 456 
L! 

7H -Y-I 01 Li QI AE El X] 1911 
management process QF System I--- }--} IT 
DMM Cl 2 41 

i"ýI ýI I °... ýý ýý 

12. N- 1 711 I0-1! l)ý I 7H z Schedule I 
ýFXI °o-ß 

2 4 'ýI 

13. ýýof _I OIL, LI XF21 7H process 1=11 i 
E XI 2 °ý °i Cf 

Il 
,tI -- I- '/l "ý , kt-1- 

23 4 
11 11 

ýýi 

14. In T/-ILE 7H2 EIS öö ý'oFzllý 
7I 7\ AA AA 

15. SI AF LN °I Communication -4 
01 iF Hardware system 01 
ýý 7EToý T1 °; AAF 

12 40 

, 46 
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16. 
TAI2[=1 

ZIo4 xý 
TIýIJr 1 

OH-c? ) IVCf 3 4 7 
I , 1: 1 17. EE rAd9_ oýo[7CEJE 7H' X'Iýý 

öýQ ýiýF III irA 2 cý 
OA AI 

%( pF 0I C1- 

18. Ef r- Ad 21 öFofXI `i` dT XI 111E i I º II ý_ 
JIý0 1 LI Al-ö'0I51CE 

19. X1l Az Or--11 011 CI XI -ý f-' T El 21 
z17Cl ýE --T- (coordination) 01 I 

i 
I 
2 

I 1 
3 ( 

25 OIM OMI [ý 
. 

/, I "M 1k eI l 1 II i-Ic! 

20 TJ1ýý0Ii 1 A, V MEE: E042 . , - 
C=1 -1 °t-IEjof01 °: tCE. 1;;! L] 

21. El Ad 4E °I cIz-,: 1 i (quality) 
I I I I 71°Lt31l01 )LA -DEod21 0l°; °+CE 2 3 

ý 
cý 
ý, 

(011, äC: ý, CDDL, 
L 

öi 
. -I L1 ö) 

22. EE TM2F_I ol °'° ßk21 (quantitative) 1 
J1°CI3il01 -Lm ýE oil 1! 0I 05J, EJ II . TAI; , ýI 2 3 c, 7 

II. 
23 1L l dTL 'J 01m0-1 CE L 

. . - . I ý ý T 
2 3 4 56 

24. EE TkI41-2I Project Oil CH I 
-S--- 77, uo1 ol/ýI0I 7EtHE I 2 3 4 6 7 
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D. EJ 71 ö Thy 4}_°I )1I 21 of ý2F JJI CI XtPJ ö }(Product Design Performance) E 
ýI zz OEý7) ! 'X1I äC M211 ö (Product Design performance)' z°ö°! 

LI CE. 
I= OEzI°ý OI OJ JXIý CIXE°ý 7HýA1, ;12 O1I CH-H O1[[ Iý 201- 0; ti ýXI ö )H 

TAI 71 Hl- dý LI CE. i LE Li XII XUI CI XFPJ oý 14 (Product Design performance) Z 100°.. RH 
. F -1 2-12I 47EXI )I CIXE2i TIEF oýýFö7E ;ý Al-010-11 7Eýý1(ýýý) oiýý Tr 

12-1161-1 TAI 71 Ei eJ LI CE. (d OI 10001 5-: I 0-I 0k e LI CE) 

N_ 7] (Öll211): 
oýýFö7E (Items for 
performance evaluations) (ö d: 100) 
1.01I. iclwc- oýM 

± 21411 CIX 2] 7H z01 AI a 10 ýI-2 
_ 4 

2. CI. XF2 7H dIö0I Y 
01I öi ýý ö TI 2F 

ý/ II1 10 I3 
I4 I5 I 

3. CI XF °1 7H z (quality) 01 
ö-I- 0l 01MCE. 5 

7C 
oM, 

sF-ýýýý 
I- o 

I234 
46 ' II, .''; 

öM oý. zI ýI oý ö) 
4. CIJCEa-1 Nö01 

g0101 2ýE"10 75 ýYll- 
- OITOICE. ((ýI ý 26 

XW 
-2E feedback 

2- öi 0)E) 

X01 ýýfýr_I oEyý D-1 (Items for )1 "XI oo 
performance evaluations) (ö d: 100) 
1.0: 11o1-ý-: I°ýLý 

7 
I III 

7 

7 
I Cý:, n L. l. 

7 
4U 1 - 

1 °1011 CIXE°ý 7Hz01 Al 2 {1 - 
TM 

20 

2. CI) O )HbI d)01 
011 

Öi ö TI 2 Oil AI {2Z}il7 

------- - 3. CI7CE2-1 7H 1511- (quality) 01 
A-1 7i 0201 01 M Q. 

. --{----ý 
1' (7C W /. i a i- oo 

ýý öý 
, 

{Z ý 
cý c{ r_ ,, ý{ ; ': ; tom{ H; r Lý ̂üý{ 

2 

ö7CI AC> 

. /I oý 
4. CI XI- °' ZJ H 0I 

i4- , ý01ý gýE-1O _ 
01 01 MC[. (III 234(, 

n. IaýýF 

ý222LF feedback 
IiFo10I CE11A, 5ý I Cf 

ýýý 
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Appendix 8: Questionnaire (Japanese Version) 

7,5-- fý 

[Version One-=ref-( ýÄji Pfrl ýýtý lt, 0)7 z< tý L'a 

*7>1- I-it-(*'J . -KC) Brunel, Design Management tf±O O)t öh 

1. äA %, I: 
A new model of cross- functional collaboration for a new product 
design development in global consumer electronics firms. 

2.7>5-- HM 

a. *h '' T+J=t-f AM: .i , Äß-I Lo®tPji 1, I` RIä C) 

b. PF äß-T Lit , 
A'15 WL0)tPhtM LV S'n --7-" MI 3t fIT 

(performance) rFlI0) ftO)-RaAo 

02 fp t 7. 
a) 

%"E 

it 4ý Pt1893 -1 (9roup)L lit 4)Ot_äh'c`rt, IzrtJIýIZ 
`ýo 

Supervisors: Mr. Ray Holland, Prof. Neville Stanton 

Adviser: Mr. Leslie Wynn 

Researcher: Jj ý. fiý 1 

Telephone: (-(*') A) 44-01509-267-063 

Fax: (UM) 82- 031-456-2477 

Email: bravo29 cil simmani. com / woodee4L@hotmail. com 

)49 
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W%i 2.14 pß-1 It E1 Zt 5'? 

B. ' T-9! -(>%iR04. eW L- 0)t4li MM 1Z: ;W 15 fI] (issues) ® 'I 
0) e1Re U, A 0) xEi Zto 
i-TO 24 4] Oý Iý(1 Äß ý Oý fi ý7 i 1, ýý. IýJIQZo tý tý 0ý ,t± 
q 1: O) -4 e fi 4) JÄ fi0)0 (issues) 1zVTLC< t_ L'0 

I. TIIV t_- 45 7. 

*ý0)7ýýT- F- O) Partner 0 .A11i 
Äß-SO)PITIX-R L l, ZliýI]tcýAOt 0ýtýäh lýtn 

1 tt i n-W partner L 4) . -t *. t: I Z1L 7 

2. thi (i L, 
GffiAkL M4 

1L ' II I I 

(9I1 2 4 5 

3. tnýÄý rJ31 6D M13 t,: 46DtZY) a) 

1] 6IT1 '2 3 56 

5. 
-Lt1pI3W 

(Top manager) f3' 

ýR OD At 4 

-- 6. ' ýf 1* 0) if I II I I 
1 7 

X- 
3 

8. 1( ý' ii 1) I J 
4MA. 4T0I 11*: 2 34 

9. ýqü (partner) L OD 

; ýfl 
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10. 'PR -9 A (Partner) L 0) n1* 
, 

k' 

11. < %i 3t " 
management process L Systems 

12. < 4tlg_I. t_ pNIR Schedule 

IIj 1T I1 

FIS 
13 T4 

ý, 

I_ 

rIITII 

34r, 7 

13. <Z '1. tzTtf -( J%ift process. 

14.1®)ý, L 1®ýIJ"M -I ýp ºL', L) 
4 pl llpi lx 
(1'J. Project Yil 1'ffl*j Jlx) 

15. ýffý74D Communication 
I'Fqx# System RO) level 
(Hardware 1'Ji) 

16. TL fh)]Äß-T c0) id L'tt °c I'711 -IN 

(ýP"rtý ºýýXn Ltti, P31 L')L,, P31 Pot) 

.I Il 131-, 
tt 4 -R 

LI1 
1? 3r91R 

17 

11Z4r, 7 

17.4gäß-T 0)., -t t )J, MI: 

18. ýi ýEp ý# Ttr iýý s EO 
it F Q)J` partner 1,:: i #R 

19. '' p%i --E*- 1-q 
ß ýý #=] (coordination) 

'I '2 '3 '4 ': ý, '7 

12 '7 

2 
17 

MR W 91 + PC 

2 0. J9. Mn- -L C-T- (j 

21.1®J (quality) 
iE 1, L 

22.1pß 0ýýý 1, ý 0ý (quantitative) 

a -5 -- i Ei ý/ L MA *tx 

23. Ä fT- ] Z'' -(ll. 0) 4 7 

24. Project Izxý1ýA11. Qä 

iIiIi3 

IIIIi; iI 

17 

11' 
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C. Äß ýoýt fJi r oý 1ýý 'ýpäT '( ýf G (performance)iaioi � {lý 

t_ ýo tt ý] i 1R ýAi 7Qzt0 I IT . tz: h ýT- -f > rl Izxl 1. E® 5 tý: M I' Tz ýTtt 
ýýT7*D'l. t_ýýp"idfi L C<t= L'0 

AT) 

0 

±<'c5Ztd; l. \ )ý A, -c- -5 t_ -D t= . 

1-1L. t_i1b IIII1I ý^ 

2. f )]I- AN Ltý 
Z t_ 4 c, 7 

it< etdký& 5r= t_ (Oil: 7tt,. E, n` tt*. LM# , .. ) 3. f. ÄRI rill o) n t.: T%34 4OD t: Yn o) 
M)i ffi tLtL0tz 

4. +0 Äß10) *] fi b 
T Aý11Z 7, D IT 1L -'tý 

5. -ISS 
(Top manager)t' G 

T43 B zO-4 -1I . tz*1$9 L 

6. f f* OD Ie 1ý1 
I AßSL nýI_ LzL'týo 

7. EWA IR7°Q =7 F-O) 
1t P I: L -t L't: 

L I; 
67 

II 

u 

I34(, 7 
$<ýc5-CULNVk 5 t=mot- 

8.1tgß-W (partnernß-1 t_I pß-1 
JK) 

0) 

9.1tßÄß-W9'4 (partner) 0) 
IJý 

10.19-Wgq (partner) ýfplý. p 

41- < ýýI3t ; Eý *. t_ ýýf1ý f*o) 

23 -i S6 

ZtLN *91f-; 5 =mot 
III 

(ý 7 

management process L System ;kii7 
-D -CL t_ ý< 5-ctdýý 

233 

12. < pt-ug LL p%i Schedule 
-D -C U tz 

13. <'t. týT+f-( process i""IIii, 
#A 7Z Ut::: iý «5zt; L% 

14. %iAAß-W e1®J`ý L) Ufo 1p, NJJ 

15. ±I l Communication L- 
Hardware system /Y 

16. ýmhtAl7 Äßz- Oý ic 711 ýý 

14 i(, 7 

I24ý, 7 
-C L\ t-- -D t_ 

-C t.; L 

, ý, 
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17. 

At -J 
18.1tß'H-T0)#ß ., -tfif wr9 u 

T4L 

ztaýý 
2 1ý3t=ýf 

19.91 P3flAý11-7 1-- ', ", -'-o) 
ß IT3 L M. It (coordination) ff 

iiIiiiL 
1 13 

5 -C 4; LN 

20.19. MA -1 z+ L'- 14 ý/ rM A 
A f3rE 0) ý=9 1J 5-t LV) 0tß 

21. Oý (quality) 
1-ZL1)5)1 mot= 

MAR fink *R OD 5-t. 44 4) 

< -CfzLý 

LII 
27 

22. ft RIMS L O)MT <o 0) (quantitative) 17 
23456 

23. ÄITt *f%itT7t'_ -D tz 
123467 

24.4 n-f L 0) Project Izxf t 7@ 
C 

It- fgä1- ME, AN ff g\ tz 234567 ýsýý tcL\ -+5t=mot= 

111 
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D. ßß 0)t iii 1 0) q5 +f-f ij (Product Design Performance) 
ýýýý ýp-4 phi (Product Design performance) a6I ®Z 
to 

frT7 
. tý h ÄT+f-f %i IZ! L 0)ý, 4,; Ä ffi -D t=h" ldh Lz <1 

:. /V W(Product Design performance) 100 L 4- L Dtr)ýO) 4J 
AT -f ýaýt_rho)h G)fdfi fm"1xrill I_hQIf-A (IW f3t) FA zL, -C < t= Lý 

(Äptýý 100IZtýGtýlft. lXtdýJ Ct; tf/, ý) 

(1'i0): 
fITS"1fRfA (Items for MCA 
Performance evaluations) 100) 
1. T tLtzAR11NI: I 

-11 

2. T EMIR M/ 

T7*)*. tzo 
3. -T'-V-1 # (quality)5 

hcIý]ý"71ýtd t. tCo 
RA. 
trIA ill, N'' flý 

4. =r tF (ý IA4r hý AJ 
ý'"]I: hc *Lt_a 

feedback ; -flE5 
td '-Jt_o ) 

10 

rill ti O)A 21 

L 
Ti , 

$<ý-5ztäLN 
2}, 

x3t +-5 t-- 

10 ýI 7 

<£ itsL 
234 ti ý' 

ýc 'cýf_ ýi 

75 
1ý<1-; 5 6ý 

r, 
x1-51-mot: 

fc pT 1f R lA (Items for MCA ill0 21 
Pei formance evaluations) (V'8: Ä: 100) 
1. T 't. tZ04MINIZ 

-T-fF-' %; Affi 

2. T+ß-f >MI R lT1 tf` 

T-r b tt t_ o 
3. T-( >Pffi3t (quality) 

(z ff: 'I .Ä 
[A Al 

4. =rte-(ý ý1T7fýý ý] ] 

(4il: T19" 
feedback iýtý` 

2 
13 16 

-C 4; LI ""'. 

2 

IIIIII 17 

$«7ZfdLý 
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Appendix 9: Agenda for interview with design managers in order to test the usabilit. of 
the framework model 

1. Propose 

This interview is designed to test the usability of the framework model (information) o t' 
('VC (Cross-Functional Collaboration) for design development of consumer electronics 
products. 

2. Explanation of the framework model of CFC 

This final framework model shows condensed information of this research work in a 
visual diagram. This model mainly shows the information beloww : 
1. The priority of importance of contributory factors affecting CFC in new design 

development of consumer electronics products. 
?. Contributory factors (issues) affecting design development performance hi neww 

design development of consumer electronics products. 
2.1 Contributory factors affecting total design development performance, wwlhiclh wwa s 

assessed using the sum of each weighted measurement item belovv. 
2.2 Contributory factors affecting the time of design development performance 
2.3 Contributory factors affecting the cost of design development performance 
2.4 Contributory factors affecting the quality performance of design output. 
2.5 Contributory factors affecting the effectiveness and efficiency of design 

management performance 

3. Questions 

3.1 To what extent does this theoretical model support and challenge existing thinking 
in your organisation 

3.2 Which areas in relation to CFC(Cross-Functional Collaboration) need to be changed 

in your company: Base your answers on the factors in the model`? 

3.3 Please comment on the relative values attributed to other factors. 

3.4 1 low can this theoretical model be used to improve practice in order to enhance CI (' 

(Cross-Functional Collaboration) for the design development? 

3.4 Do you have any comments on the results which are shown in the proposed new 

model of-Cl C" 

i (' 
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Appendix 10 Result of Factor Analysis (Rotated Component Matris: Varimax with 
Kaiser Normalisation) 

Component 
1234567 

12. Well planned schedule for product . 
640 

development 
19. Management and coordinatin of activities from 

. 
640 

senior manager 
20. Frequent and rapid monitoring of progress . 

639 
13. Well defined and organised design process . 

620 
11. Well developed management process & 

. 
619 

systems 
4. Mutual understanding of role and knowledge of . 

629 
partner's departments 
2. Proper oranisation & flexible organisational . 

591 
. 447 

culture for CFC 
3. Equality of contribution & benefit 

. 554 
21. Good quality communication (information 

. 
534 

sharing) between other functional group partners 
14. Joint rewards system than individual rewards . 

643 
system 
22. Frequent (quantitative) communication . 

605 
(information sharing) between other functional 
arouo partners 
16. Close physical location between other . 526 
functional group partners 
23. Work logically and rationally . 481 
15. Conmunication and information hardware 

. 
446 

system level 
9. Trust level between functional group partners . 

822 
8. lnformal social relationship with other functional 

. 
740 

group partners 
10. Having a sence of belonging & cohesion . 

411 
. 
638 

6. Sharing a common vision & values (company . 
751 

level) 
5. Unified strategy & policy company from up . 

622 
stream to down stream 
24. Have a responsibilities about a project . 

460 . 470 
7. Share unified goals & objectives of project 
1. Unified culture . 

794 
17. Choosing partners who have a good . 

788 
interpersonal relationship with you and good 
experience of CFC 
18. Choosing partners who have professional . 

492 . 
518 

skills and knowledge about his/her area 
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization 
a Rotation converged in 15 iterations. 

31/ 
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Appendix 1l Result of Factor Analysis (Total Variance 1 \plained) 
Initial 

Eigenvalues 
Extraction 

Sums o 
Squared 

Loadings 

i Rotation 
Sums o 
Squared 

Loadings 
Compo- 

nen 
Total %o 

Variance 
Cumulati 

e% 
Total %o 

Variance 
Cumulativ 

e% 
Total's %o Cumulativ 

Variance; e% 
1 4.331 18.047 18.047 4.331 18.047 18.047 2.710 11.292 11.292 
2 2.701 11.254 29.301 2.701 11.254 29.301 2.199 9.161 20.453 
3 1.466 6.109 35.410 1.466 6.109 35.410 2.173 9.055 29.509 
4 1.342 5.590 40.999 1.342 5.590 40.999 1.970 8.209 37.717 
5 1.269 5.289 46.289 1.269 5.289 46.289 1.771 7.378 45.095 
6 1.213 5.054 51.343 1.213 5.054 51.343 1.314 5.473 50.569 
7 1.055 4.395 55.738 1.055 4.395 55.738 1.241 5.169 55.738 
8 . 992 4.135 59.873 
9 

. 
935 3.895 63.767 

10 
. 
891 3.713 67.480 

11 
. 
851 3.544 71.024 

12 . 760 3.167 74.190 
13 

. 
739 3.078 77.269 

14 . 723 3.015 80.283 
15 

. 
713 2.972 83.255 

16 . 595 2.480 85.735 
17 . 562 2.340 88.076 
18 . 500 2.083 90.159 

-- ----ý ---- 19 . 472 1.965 92.124 ý 

20 . 464 1.933 94.057 
21 . 394 1.642 95.700 

--- ý- -- -- 22 . 376 1.565 97.265 ý 
- --- ý-- 23 

. 
372 1.548 98.813 

24 . 285 1.187 100.000 
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis 

1- 
8 
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Appendix 
each factor affecting CFC 

Designers , ersus No \ glean Std. I)c% i Std. Err 
n-designer s Itionm- W all 

I. Unified culture Designer's grou p 110 -I. 35 1.. ý 
. 
I3 

Non-designer's grou p 13 1 4.08 1 
. 
56 

. 
11 

?. laving a proper organisation and a flexible orga Designer's group 109 5.44 1.17 
. 
11 

nisational culture for CFC Non-designers group 13 3 5., 9 I. 150.051 - 02 
3. Equalit\ of contribution Designer's group 108 5.19 124 

. 
12 

Non-designer's grou p 13 , 4.89 1.25 
. 
11 

4.1laving a mutual understanding of roles and kno Designer's grou p 110 5.42 1-10 . 
11 

wledge of partners' departments and/or partner Non-designer's grou p__] 33 5.13 1.149.801-- U2 
5.1--laving a unified strategy and company policy up Designer's group 110 5.19 I. 32 I 

_ý 
stream and down stream Non-designer's grou p133 4.88 I. 26 . 11 
6. Sharing a common vision and values (corporate 1 Designer's grou p 110 5.06 _ 1.1 5. 11 
evel) Non-designer's grou p 13 3 4.98 1.20 

. 
1 

7. Sharing unified goals & objectives (project Designer's grou p 110 5.6'-) 1.18 . 11 
level) Non-designer's grou p 13 3 5.61 1.109.541'- 02 

8. Having an informal social relationship (or svste Designer's grou p 110 4.68 1.5 . l3 
m) with other functional group members Non-designer's grou p 133 4.98 1.38 

. 
12 

9. Building trust between functional group partners Designer's grou p 110 5.45 1.19 
. 
11 

Non-designer's grou p 133 5.58 1.21 
. 
IU 

10.1 laving a sense of belonging and cohesion Designer's grou p 110 4.82 I. 16 
. I? 

Non-designer's grou p13 5? > 1.139.821 02 
1. Having well- Designer's grou p 110 4.85 1.14 

. 11 
developed management processes and systems Non-designer's grou p 133 4.53 I. 33 

. 
12 

12. Having a well- Designer's grou p 110 4.93 1.11 . 11 
planned schedule for product development Non-designer's grou p 133 4.46 1.20 

. 
10 

13. Having a well- Designer's grou p1 10 5.13 1.17 . 11 
defined and organised design process Non-designer's `grou p 133 4.62 1.17 

. 
10 

14. Having a joint rewards system rather than indiv Designer's grou p 110 4.27 1.35 
. 
1 

ideal rewards system Non-designer's grou p 133 4.80 1.18 
. 
10 

15. Allocating sufficient resources (hardware) Designer's grou p 110 5.1 3, 1.06 
. 
10 

Non-designer's grou p 133 4.94 I. 74 
. 
11 

16.1 laving a close location between other function Designer's grou p 110 5.16 I 
. 
26 

. 
12 

al partners Non-designer's grou p I33 5.36 1.24 . 
I1 

7. Choosing partners with whom there is a good in Designer's grou p1 10 4.80 1.23) . 12 
terpersonal relationship Non-designer's grou p 133 4.98 1.089.361 - 02 
I8. Choosing partners who have professional skills Designer's grou p 110 5.33 1.11 11 
and knowledge within his/her area Non-designer's-grou p 133 4.94 1.149.881. - ()? 
19. Managing and coordinating activities by senior Designer's grou p 110 4.51 1. -)4 . 

l2 

manager Non-designer's grou p 132 3.80 I. 31. 11 
20. Monitoring progress frequently and rapidly Designer's grou p 110 4.47 1.1" . I1 

Non-designer's `grou p1 :l 4.21) 1.21) . 
10 

1. Having good quality communication (informati Designer's grou p 110 1.08 
. 
10 

on sharing) ith other functional group partners Non-designer's grou p 1,2 5. ýýº l. l29. ýý)I 02 

ýý. Having a frequent (quantitative) communicatio Designer's grou p 109 5.00 . 1.11 I 

n (infornmation sharing) with other functional grou Non-designer s grou p13ý 5.1 1 1 1.2 
n nartners 

12 Group statistics between a design group and a non-design group hascd on 

i ýýý 
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23. Working rationally and logically Designer's group 109 5.26 1.15 .11 
Non-designer's group 132 5.17 I 

.. 
ý 2.12 

24. Having collective responsibility for a project Designer's group 1 10 5.58 1.08 . 
10 

Non-designer's group 132 5.94 1.089.161. -ft 

3OO 
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Appendix 13 Independent T-test: between a design group and a non-design group ha', c(-i 
on each factor affecting CFC' 

Le% ene's t-test for F, qualitý of llcaut 
Test for L 
quality of 
Variance 

S 
F Sig. t dt Sid. ( Mean Dit Std. 9-'-, "� Confidence 

2-tail ference Err Interval of the D 

ed) or iIi reiice 
Dift 

ere 
nce 

Lo\ýcrl Lprer 

. Unified Equal variances assumed 1.895 . 170 1.424 239 
. 
156 

. 
27 

. 19 -. IO 
. 64 

culture Equal variances not assumed 1 
. 
444 2 38.948 

. 
150 

. 
27 

. I') -9.79E-O2 . 
64 

2. A prop Equal variances assumed . 
009 

. 
923 

. 
330 240 

. 
742 4.94L-02 

. 
15 -? 5 . 

34 
er organis Equal variances not assumed . 329228.604 

. 742 4.941: -0? . 15 
ation 

3. Equalit Equal variances assumed . 
080 

. 777 
y of Equal variances not assumed 

1.906 2319 
1.907 29. X65 

. 
058 

. 
058 

.3I 
I 

. 16 -1. (ß4E-02 
10 - [; ()- 

.6 
6? 

4. Mutual Equal variances assumed l . 044 
. 
308 1.9 32 ? 41 . 054 

. 
29 

. 
15 -5.621 -0') . 59 

understa Equal variances not assumed 1.923 227.543 
. 
056 

. 
29 

. 
15 -7.20[ 03 . 

59 
5. Unified Equal variances assumed . 017 . 

896 1.877 241 
. 
062 

. 
31 

. 
17 -1.551-, -02 . 64 

strategy Equal variances not assumed 1.869 228.548 . 
063 

. 31 . 
17 - 1.691 02 . 64 

6. Sharing Equal variances assumed 1.770 
. 
185 . 498 241 . 619 7.87E-02 . 16 23 

. 39 
commonEqual variances not assumed . 5031 239.425 

. 
615 7.87E-02 . 16 -. 2 3 . 

39 
7. Sharing Equal variances assumed 1.0336 

. 
310 

. 559 241 
. 
577 8. 191. -02 . 15 -. 21 

. 
37 

unified Equal variances not assumed 556 225.792 
. 579 8. 19E 0? . 

15 -)I . 37 
8. Informa 

socia 
Equal variances assumed . 

136 
. 713 -1.677 241 . 

095 -. 30 
. 
18 -. 64 5.16 

1. -() 2 
Equal variances not assumed -1.681234.690 . 

094 -. 30 
. 
18 -. 64 5.07 

E-02 
9. A trust Equal variances assumed . 

019.891 -. 804 241 
. 
422 -. 12 . 

15 -. 43 . 18 
level [qual variances not assumed -. 805 233.480 . 

422 -. 1-, . 
15 -. 43 

. 
18 

1 O. Sence Equal variances assumed . 
755 . 

386 -2.655 241 . 008 -. 4 I .IS -. 71 -. 11 

of belong Equal variances not assumed -2.629 221.828 . 009 -. 41 
. 15 -. 7 I -. I0 

inz 
I 

. 
Well d Equal variances assumed3.762 . 

054 2.042 241 . 042 . 
33 . 16 l. 16[-02 . 6-I 

eveloped Equal variances not assumed 2.072 240.666 . 039 . 
33 

. 
16 1.621: -fº2 . 6-1 

12. Wel lp Equal variances assumed5.030 . 
026 3.144 241 . 002 . 

47 . 15 . 
17 . 

76 
lanned sc Equal variances not assumed 

hedule 
3.167 237.992 . 002 . 

47 . 
15 . 

18 . 76 

I. WelI d Equal variances assumed . 
289.592 3.330 -141 . 001 1 . 

80 

efined an [qual variances not assumed 3.329 2312.3 53 . 001 . 
50 . 

15 . 
21 . 

80 

14. ioint r Equal variances assumed . 
931 

. 
336 -3.225 241 . 001 -. 52 . 

16 -. 84 -. 0 

cards Equal variances not assumed -3.184217.849 . 002 -. 52 . 
16 -. 85 -. 20 

15. C, onm 1=qual variances assumed 1.03 I 
. 
311 1.255 241 

. 
211 . 

19 . 
11 -. 11 . 

48 

unication Equal variances not assumed 1. -)73 240.683 
. 
204 .1 ýý .1S -. 1O . 

48 

;h1 
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I6. Close Equal variances assumed . 159 
. 690 -1.226 24 I . 221 -. 2O 

. 16 
physical Equal variances not assumed -1.224 231.044 

.22 -. 20 
. 
16 . 51 .l 17. Choos Equal variances assumed 1.738 

. 
189 -1.246 241 

. 
214 -. 18 .15 -. 48 . 

11 
ing partn Equal variances not assumed -1,23 1 218.596 

. 
220 -. 18 . 15 -. 48 . 

11 
18. Choos Equal variances assumed .2 15 . 643 2.669 241 . 008 . 3O .15 .IO . e) 
ing partn Equal variances not assumed 2.676 234.678 . 008 . 

39 
. 
14 .I (º . 67 

19. Mana Equal variances assumed . 415 
. 
520 4.320 240 . 000 . 71 .1 . 

39 1.04 
gement Equal variances not assumed 4.342 236.213 . 000 . 71 . 

10 
.3 

1.04 
20. Frequ Equal variances assumed . 333 

. 564 1.209 239 
. 
228 . 

18 
. 
15 -. 12 . 48 

ent and Equal variances not assumed 1.215 235.772 . 
226 . 

18 
. 
15 -. 11 . 

48 
2 I. Good Equal variances assumed . 

145 
. 703 . 

881 240 . 
379 .13 .14 -. 16 

.I 
quality Equal variances not assumed . 

885 235.131 . 
377 . 13 . 14 -. 15 . 41 

22. Frequ Equal variances assumed4.104 . 044 -. 955 239 . 
341 -. 14 

. 
15 -. 44 . 

1S 
ent Equal variances not assumed -. 963 236.590 . 336 -. 14 . 15 -. 44 . 15 

23. Work Equal variances assumed1.421 . 
234 . 512 239 . 

609 8.26E-02 . 
16 -. 24 

. 
40 

ing logic Equal variances not assumed . 519 238.339 . 
604 8.26E-02 

. 
16 -. 2 

. 
4O 

24. Takin 
ga respo 

Equal variances assumed l . 724 . 190 -2.572 240 . 011 -. 16 . 14 -. 63 -8.37 
1 --(º2 

nsibilities Equal variances not assumed -2.572 231.968 . 011 -. 36 
. 
14 -. 63 -8., 6 

I-. -02 

: (ý^ 
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Appendix 14 Group statistics: A less experienced specialists group and a more 
experienced specialists group based on each factor. 

A career as y \lean ltd. I)cv "td. Frro 
a specialist iation r \lcan 

1. Unifiied culture Less experienced 122 4. , -1 1.40 
. 

More experienced 1 10 4.0 I 
. 
46 13 

2. Having, a proper organisation and a flexible organisat Less experienced 123 5.5 1 1.10 9. ')51 -O2 ional culture for CFC More experienced 119 5.29 1.20 .I 3. Equality of contribution Less experienced 124 5.13 1. -)7 1 11 
More experienced 1 17 4.91 1 

. 
21, 

. 11 

-l. Having a mutual understanding of role and knowledg Less experienced 124 5.23 1.15 . 10 
e of partners' departments and/or partner More experienced 119 5.20> 1.20 . 11 
5.1-laving a unified strategy and company policy upstre Less experienced 1 24 3.01 I. 3? 1 
am and down stream More experienced 111) 5.03 1.27 

.12 6. Sharing a common vision and values (corporate leve Less experienced 124 5.01 1.24 .I1 I) More experienced 119 5.01 1.21 
.l1 

7. Sharing unified goals & objectives (project level) Less experienced 124 5.75 1. I -, 
. 
10 

More experienced 119 5.54 1.14 
. 
10 

8. f laving an informal social relationship (or system) wi Less experienced 124 4.83 1.3 5 . 
12 

th other functional group members More experienced I 19 4.80 1.40 
. 13 

9. Building trust between functional group partners Less experienced 124 5.53 I 
.? 5 . 

11 
More experienced 119 5.51 1.16 . 11 

10. Having a sense of belonging and cohesion Less experienced 124 5.01 1.17 
. 
10 

More experienced 119 5.08 1.2' 5 1] 
1. Having well- Less experienced 124 4.69 1.11 .1? developed management processes and systems More experienced 119 4.66 1.20 11 

12. Having a well- Less experienced 124 4.55 1.16 
. 
10 

planned schedule for product development More experienced 119 4.80 1.19 
.I1 

13. Having a well- Less experienced 124 4.87 1.23 
. 
11 

defined and organised design process More experienced 119 4.83 1.17 
. 
11 

I4. Having a joint rewards system rather than individua Less experienced 124 4.56 1.28 
. 11 

I re» girds system More experienced 119 4.55 1.30 
. 

15. Allocating sufficient resources (hardware) Less experienced 124 5.19 1.05 9.401-A2 
More experienced 119 4.86 1.25 

.I 
16. Having a close location between other functional pa Less experienced 1'4 5.33 1.27 

.1 
rtners More experienced 119 5.21 1.2 3 

. 
11 

17. Choosing partners with whom there is a good interp Less experienced 124 4.89 124 . 
11 

ersonal relationship More experienced 119 4.92 1.05 9.66E-O? 
18. Choosing partners who have professional skills and Less experienced 124 4.99 1.1 5 . 

1O 
knowledge ww ithin his/her area More experienced 119 5.24 1.1- . 

10 
19. Mana`ging and coordinating activities h\ senior man Less experienced 1? 3 4.18 1.41 .11 
ager More experienced 119 4.06 1.24 . 

11 
10. Monitoring progress frequently and rapidly Less experienced 1-'2 4.38 1.22 . 11 

More experienced 119 4.37 1.1 
. 
10 

21. Hav ing good quality communication (information s Less experienced 121 5.50 1.13 . 
10 

haring) with other functional group partners More experienced 111) 5.4? 1.08 9.881: -()2 
2. having a frequent (quantitative) communication (in Less experienced 1113 5.02 1. (º2 9.231-, -()- 
formation sharing) \\ ith other functional group partners More experienced 1 18 5.14 1 >0 1 

23. Working rationall\ and logically Less experienced 1.23 5.39 1.25 . 

X63 
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I y1ýýre experienced 118 5.03 .? 'ý .I1 
I i) 24. I lavin`u collective responsibility for a project Less experienced 12 3 5.75 1.14 

More experienced IIQß. 8I l. ii-l ß). 5'F-O2 

364 
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Appendix 15 Independent T-test: A less experienced specialists -, i-()up and a more 
experienced specialists group based on each factor. 

Levene's T t-test for Fqualit< of \1can" 
est for Equ 
ality of Var 

iances 

F Sig. t df Sieg. ( Mean DiftStd. f 9)5°,, Confidence 
2-tafle erence ror Dif Interval of the Di 

d) t'crenc Ilerence 
e 

LoNv er I.: ' pp i 
1. Unifie Equal variances assumed . 

094 
. 
7591.473 239 

. 
142 

. 
28 

. 
19 

d culture Equal variances not assu 1.473 238.898 . 142 . 28 . 19 -9.341 -(J2 . 65 
med 

2. A pro Equal variances assumed . 132 
. 
7171.580 240 .1 15 1 -5.78[ .2 

53 
per orgy Equal variances not assu 1.578 236.666 . 

116 
. 
23 15 -5.831 -O- .53 

nisation med 
3. Equalit Equal variances assumed . 191 . 6621.332 239 

. 
184 

. 
21 . 16 -. IU 

.53 
y of Equal variances not assu 1.333 238.832 

. 
184 

. 
21 

. 
16 -. 10 

.53 
med 

4. Mutual Equal variances assumed . 
254 

. 
614 -. 453 241 

. 
651 -6.83E-02 .15 -. 17 

. 
23) 

understa Equal variances not assu -. 453 239.099 . 65 I -6.8 '11 : -02 .1s -. 37 
.23 

nding of med 
S. Uniiiie Equal variances assumed . 

215 
. 
643 -. 154 241 . 878 -2.55E-02 . 

17 -. 35 
. 3O 

d strateg Equal variances not assu -. 154241.000 . 
878 -2.55E-02 . 

17 -. 35 
. 
30 

y& med 
6. Shar Equal variances assumed . 915 . 

340 -. 162 241 
. 
871 -2.55E-02 . 16 -. 34 . 28 

ing corn Equal variances not assu -. 162240.900 . 
871 -2.55E-02 . 

16 -. 34 
. 
28 

mon med 
7. Shar Equal variances assumed . 

239 
. 
6251.461 241 

. 
145 

. 
21 

. 
15 -7.401ß. -O2 . 

50 

MO unifi Equal variances not assu 1.460240.29 
. 
146 ?I 

. 
15-7.4 11. l)ý . 

50 
ed goals med 
8. Inform Equal variances assumed . 

301 
. 
584 -. 150 241 

. 
881 -2.65E-02 . 

18 -. 37 
. 
32 

al social Equal variances not assu -. 150239.389 . 
881 -2.65E-02 . 

18 -. 37 
. 
32 

med 
9. A trust Equal variances assumed . 

738 . 
391 . 

127 241 
. 
899 1.97E-02 

. 
15 -. 28 

. 
32 

level Equal variances not assu . 
128 240.734 

. 
899 1.97E-02 . 

15 -. 28 
.2 

med 
10. Sence Equal variances assumed 1.376 . 

242 -. 436 241 . 663 -6.76E-02 . 
15 '7 t 

of belon Equal variances not assu -. 435 238.056 . 664 -6.76E-02 . 
16 -. 37 

.21 
ging med 

I 1. Well Equal variances assumed . 774 . 
380 

.1 
34 241 . 

894 2.16E-02 
. 
16 '0 

.3 
develope Equal variances not assu .1 

34 240.542 . 
893 2.16E-02 . 

16 -. 30 
. -, 

4 
d tried 
12. Well t: qual variances assumed . 

043 . 
836 -1.66 241 

. 
098 -. 25 

. 
15 -. 554.671 - 

planned 
0 (1ý 

schedule Equal variances not assu -1.65 2_"9.844 . 
098 -. ' 5 . 

15 -. 154. 0 91 - 
med 9 

I). Well Equal variances assumed . 
579 . 

447 . 
254 241 

. 
800 ,. 90E-02 

.1 . 
34 

-' 
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defined a Equal variances not assu . 
254 240.97 I 

. 800 3.90E-02 
. _34 nd med 

14. Joint Equal variances assumed . 018 
. 
894 

. 
060 24 1 . 95? 9.89E-03 

. 17 -. 32 
. 
34 

rewards Equal variances not assu . 060240.154 
. 952 '). 81)I -03 .1 . 

3-4 S\51l111 
med 

15. Conm Equal variances assumed 1.049 
. 
3072.2'3 241 . 027 

. 
33 

. 15 3.74[-02 W) 
unicatio Equal variances not assu 2.215 230.170 . 028 

.33 . 15 3. (ß'f : -()? 
n and med 

16. Close Equal variances assumed . 318 
. 573 . 

751 241 
. 453 .1' . 1(6 

. 44 
physical Equal variances not assu . 751 240.945 

. 
45 3 

.l2 . 16 
. 
20 

. 
44 

location med 
17. Choo Equal variances assumed 1.813 A79-. 195 141 . 

846 -2.89E-02 
_ 

. 
2o 

sing part Equal variances not assu -. 195 237.388 
. 
845 -2.89E-02 . 15 -. 32 

. 
20 

Hers who med 
18. Choo Equal variances assumed . 

880 
. 
349 -1.72 241 

. 
085 -. 25 . 15 -. 54, - . 541 

sing part 7 0? 
ners who Equal variances not assu -1.72240.955 . 

085 -. 25 . 15 -. 543 . 52I1- 
have med 8 U2 
19. Mana Equal variances assumed 3.378 

. 
067 

. 703 240 182 12 . 17 22 _ 
. 
46 

gement a Equal variances not assu . 705 237.801 . 482 . 12 . 17 -. 2? 
. 46 

nd coord med 
20. Frequ Equal variances assumed . 

799 
. 
372 

. 
048 239 

. 
961 7.30E-03 .15 -. 29 . 30 

ent and r Equal variances not assu . 
048 238.388 

. 
961 7.30E-03 

. 
15 -. 29 . 

30 
apid med 
21. Good Equal variances assumed . 

477 
. 
491 

. 533 240 
. 
595 7.58fk. -02 . 

14 -. 20 
.6 

quality Equal variances not assu . 
533 239.927 

. 
594 7.58E-02 . 14 -. 20 3o 

commu med 
22. Frequ Equal variances assumed 5.704 

. 
018 -. 851 239 

. 
396 -. 13 

. 
15 -. 42 

. 
17 

ent (qua Equal variances not assu -. 847 222.563 . 
398 -. 13 

. 
15 -. 43 . 

17 
ntitative med 
23. Work Equal variances assumed . 

435 . 5102.293 239 . 023 . 
36 

. 
16 5.15[-(, 2 

. 
68 

ing logic Equal variances not assu 2.295 238.965 . 023 . 
36 

. 
16 5.17E-02 . 68 

ally reed 
24. Havin Equal variances assumed 1.726 . 190 -. 419 240 . 676 -5.88E-02 . 14 -. 34 

. 22 

ga respo Equal variances not assu -. 419239.388 . 
675 -5.88E-02 . 14 -. 33 . 2? 

nsihilty med 

66 
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Appendix 16 Correlations of multiple regression analysis: between the total 
performance of design development and each factor, and between the factors (v ariahlc,, 

Tota 
weigh 

l. t! ni 
ied 

2. pro 
pe 

3. Ma 
nage 

is 

4. Share 
unified 

5. Info 
rmal 

6. Tru 
st and 

7. Cho 
os( 

.. CIos 
c 

9. \1a 1O. «' 11. I11( 
nage orlicracti 

inc 
Pearson 
Correla 

ion 

Total 
weighted 

1.000 
. 300 

. 516 . 676 . 618 . 339 . 686 . 486' . 278 474 5'. 1), 1 

1. Unified . 300 1.000 . 422 . 275 . 303 -. 010 . 220 . 199! -. 05' . 281 
2. roe 516 . 422 1.000 . 572 . 467 . 272 . 410 . 3341 . 119 261 . 37 1ý . _)07 3. Manag . 676 

. 275 . 572 1.000 . 561 . 464 . 707 . 481 . 372 . 520, . ýO41 
4. Share 

. 618 . 303 . 467 . 561 1.000 . 318 . 527 . 197 . 219 . 580 . 524 . 419 
5.1nform 

. 339 -. 010 . 272 . 464 . 318 1.000 . 555 . 362 . 114 . 253 . 312 . 370 
6. A trust . 686 . 220 . 410 . 707 . 527 . 555 1.000 . 575 . 371 . 497 . 578 . 681 
7. Choos 

. 486 . 199 . 334 . 481 . 197 . 362 . 575 1.000 . 300 . 25 1 . 3)571 . 517 
8. Close . 278 -. 052 . 119 . 372 . 219 . 114 . 371 . 300 1.000 . 191 . 141 . 300 

9. Mnage . 474 . 258 . 261 . 520 . 580 . 253 . 497 . 251 . 191 1.000 . 481 . 401 
10. Work) . 593 . 264 . 373 . 500 . 524 . 312 . 578 . 357 . 141 . 481 1.000 . 583 
1l . Inter . 651 . 184 . 367 . 638 . 419 . 376 . 681 . 517 . 300 . 461 . 5833 1.000 

Sig. (1- 
tailed) 

Total . 001 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 002 . 000 . 000 . 000 

1. Unified . 001 . 000 . 002 . 001 . 459 . 013 . 022 . 301 . 004 . 003 . 031 
'). proper . 000 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 003 . 000 . 000 . 116 . 004 . 000 . 000 

3. Managl . 000 . 002 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 0(H) 
4. Share . 000 . 001 . 000 . 000 . 001 . 000 . 023 . 013 . 000 . 000 . 000 

5.1 nform . 000 . 459 . 003 . 000 . 001 . 000 . 000 . 126 . 005 . 001 . 000 
6. A trust . 000 . 013 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 000 
7. Choos . 000 . 022 . 000 . 000 . 023 . 000 . 000 . 001 . 005 . 000 . 000 
8. C lose . 002 . 301 . 116 . 000 . 013 . 126 . 000 . 001 . 027 . 078 . 001 

9. Mnage . 000 . 004 . 004 . 000 . 000 . 005 . 000 . 005 . 027 . 000 . 00() 
10. Work) . 000 . 003 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 001 . 000 . 000 . 078 . 000 . . 000 
11. I me r . 000 . 031 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 001 . 000 . 000 

N Total 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 
1. Unified 103 103 103 103 103 , 103 103 103 , 103 103 103 103 
2. prope 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 
3. ManaT 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 
4. Share 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 , 103 

5. lnform 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 
6. A trust 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 
7. Choos 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 10 3 103 
8. Close 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 

9. Mnage 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 1cº 

10. Work) 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 101 10 101 

1 1. Inter 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 10 ; 103 

-7 
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Appendix 17 Correlations of multiple regression anale sis: between the lime 

perfornwunce of design development and independent factor (variable). and bemt. cn 
each factor (variable) 

Time 
perfo 

1. Lni 
ied 

2-pro 

per 
3. Ma 
nage 

is 

4. tihar 
unified 

5.1nfo 
rmal 

6. Tru 
st and 

7. Cho 
(Ise 

8. CIos' 
e 

9. \Ia IOAN 11. Int 
nage orki eracti 

Pearson 
Correl 

tion 

Time 
perform 

nce 

1.000 
. 
112 

. 
358 

. 
487 

. 
466 

. 
135 

. 
468 

-111 . 
088 ý03 501 5t07 

1 
. 
Unified 

. 
112 1.000 

. 
436 

. 
283 

. 
297 -. 007 

. 
206 

. 
207 -. 059. . 

20O 
2. ro e . 358 

. 436 1.000 . 585 . 474 . 263 . 413 . 354 . 106 . 287 . 386 . 365 
3. Manag . 487 

. 283 . 585 1.000 . 569 . 452 . 704 . 499 . 355 53) 5 . 509 . 625 
4. Share 

. 466 . 297 . 474 . 569 1.000 . 328 . 542 . 228 . 223 . 601 . 535 . 404 
5. Inform . 135 -. 007 . 263 . 452 . 328 1.000 . 556 . 361 . 133 . 264 . 311, . 3() 6 
6. A trust . 468 . 206 . 413 . 704 . 542 . 556 1.000 . 585 . 372 . 515 . 590 . 660 
7. Choos . 311 . 207 . 354 . 499 . 228 . 361 . 585 1.000 . 291 . 295 .3 76 . 499 
8. Close . 088 -. 059 . 106 . 355 . 223 . 133 . 372 . 291 1.000 . 189 . 139 . 292 

9. Mna -e . 363 . 262 . 287 . 535 . 601 . 264 . 515 . 295 . 189 1.000 . 496 . 433 
10. Work) 

. 
501 

. 
259 

. 
386 

. 
509 

. 
535 

. 
311 

. 
590 

. 
376 

. 
139 

. 
496 1.000 

. 
570 

11.1 nter . 507 . 200 . 365 . 625 . 404 . 366 . 660 . 499 . 292 . 433 . 570 1.000 
Sig. (1- 
tailed) 

Time 
performal 

. 125 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 083 . 000 . 001 . 184 . 000 . 000 . 000 

1. Unified . 125 . 000 . 002 . 001 . 472 . 017 . 016 . 273 . 003 . 004 . 020 
2. ro e . 000 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 003 . 000 . 000 . 139 . 001 . 000 . 000 

3. Managl . 000 . 002 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 000 
4. Share . 000 . 001 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 009 . 011 . 000 . 000 . 000 

5. I nform . 083 . 472 . 003 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 086 . 003 . 001 . 000 
6. A trust . 000 . 017 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 000 000 . 000 
7. Choos . 001 . 016 . 000 . 000 . 009 . 000 . 000 . 001 . 001 . 000 . 000 
8. C lose . 184 . 273 . 139 . 000 . 011 . 086 . 000 . 001 . 026 . 076 . 001 

9. Mna Te . 000 . 003 . 001 . 000 . 000 . 003 . 000 . 001 . 026 . 000 . 000 
10. Work) . 000 . 004 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 001 . 000 . 000 . 076 . 000 . . 000 
11.1 nter . 000 . 020 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 001 . 000 . 000 

N Time 107 107 , 107 107 107 107 107 107 107 107, 107 107 
]. Unified 107 107 107 107 107 107 107 , 107 107 107 107 107 

2. prope 107 107 107 107 107 107 107 107 107 107 107 107 
3. Mana 107 107 107 107 107 107 107 107 107 107 107 107 

4. Share 107 107 107 107 107 107 107 107 107 107 107 107 

5.1nform 107 107 107 107 107 107 107 107 107 107 107 107 

6. A trust 107 107 107 107 107 107 107 107 107 107, 107 107 
7. Choos 107 107 107 107 107 107 107 107 107 107 107 107 
8. Close 107 107 107 107 107 107 107 107 107 107 107 107 

9. M nage 107 107 107 107 107 107 107 107 107 107 107 107 
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Appendix 18 Correlations of multiple regression analysis: bet\ýcein the cost pertlorn1ancc 
of design development and each independent factor (variable), and between the factor,, 
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Appendix 19 Correlations of multiple regression analy sis: for the quality of 1mal dc iLn 
output and the independent variable, and bet%%cen variables 
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Appendix 20 Correlations between the effectiveness & efficiency ýý1 de iýýn 
management and each independent variable. and betý\ een variables 
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